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Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics 
A series reporting advances in theoretical molecular and material 
sciences, including theoretical, mathematical and computational 

chemistry, physical chemistry and chemical physics 

Aim and Scope 

Science progresses by a symbiotic interaction between theory and experiment: theory is 

used to interpret experimental results and may suggest new experiments; experiment 

helps to test theoretical predictions and may lead to improved theories. Theoretical 

Chemistry (including Physical Chemistry and Chemical Physics) provides the concep-

tual and technical background and apparatus for the rationalisation of phenomena in the 

chemical sciences. It is, therefore, a wide ranging subject, reflecting the diversity of 

molecular and related species and processes arising in chemical systems. The book 

series Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics aims to report advances in 

methods and applications in this extended domain. It will comprise monographs as well 

as collections of papers on particular themes, which may arise from proceedings of 

symposia or invited papers on specific topics as well as initiatives from authors or 

translations.

The basic theories of physics – classical mechanics and electromagnetism, relativity 

theory, quantum mechanics, statistical mechanics, quantum electrodynamics – support 

the theoretical apparatus which is used in molecular sciences. Quantum mechanics 

plays a particular role in theoretical chemistry, providing the basis for the valence 

theories which allow to interpret the structure of molecules and for the spectroscopic 

models employed in the determination of structural information from spectral patterns. 

Indeed, Quantum Chemistry often appears synonymous with Theoretical Chemistry: it 

will, therefore, constitute a major part of this book series. However, the scope of the 

series will also include other areas of theoretical chemistry, such as mathematical 

chemistry (which involves the use of algebra and topology in the analysis of molecular 

structures and reactions); molecular mechanics, molecular dynamics and chemical 

thermodynamics, which play an important role in rationalizing the geometric and 

electronic structures of molecular assemblies and polymers, clusters and crystals; 

surface, interface, solvent and solid-state effects; excited-state dynamics, reactive 

collisions, and chemical reactions. 

Recent decades have seen the emergence of a novel approach to scientific research, 

based on the exploitation of fast electronic digital computers. Computation provides a 

method of investigation which transcends the traditional division between theory and 

experiment. Computer-assisted simulation and design may afford a solution to complex 

problems which would otherwise be intractable to theoretical analysis, and may also 

provide a viable alternative to difficult or costly laboratory experiments. Though 

stemming from Theoretical Chemistry, Computational Chemistry is a field of research 
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Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics 

in its own right, which can help to test theoretical predictions and may also suggest

improved theories. 

The field of theoretical molecular sciences ranges from fundamental physical 

questions relevant to the molecular concept, through the statics and dynamics of 

isolated molecules, aggregates and materials, molecular properties and interactions, and

the role of molecules in the biological sciences. Therefore, it involves the physical basis 

for geometric and electronic structure, states of aggregation, physical and chemical

transformations, thermodynamic and kinetic properties, as well as unusual properties

such as extreme flexibility or strong relativistic or quantum-field effects, extreme

conditions such as intense radiation fields or interaction with the continuum, and the

specificity of biochemical reactions.

Theoretical chemistry has an applied branch – a part of molecular engineering,

which involves the investigation of structure–property relationships aiming at the 

design, synthesis and application of molecules and materials endowed with specific

functions, now in demand in such areas as molecular electronics, drug design or genetic

engineering. Relevant properties include conductivity (normal, semi- and supra-),

magnetism (ferro- or ferri-), optoelectronic effects (involving nonlinear response),

photochromism and photoreactivity, radiation and thermal resistance, molecular recog-

nition and information processing, and biological and pharmaceutical activities, as well 

as properties favouring self-assembling mechanisms and combination properties needed

in multifunctional systems. 

Progress in Theoretical Chemistry and Physics is made at different rates in these

various research fields. The aim of this book series is to provide timely and in-depth

coverage of selected topics and broad-ranging yet detailed analysis of contemporary

theories and their applications. The series will be of primary interest to those whose 

research is directly concerned with the development and application of theoretical

approaches in the chemical sciences. It will provide up-to-date reports on theoretical

methods for the chemist, thermodynamician or spectroscopist, the atomic, molecular or

cluster physicist, and the biochemist or molecular biologist who wish to employ 

techniques developed in theoretical, mathematical or computational chemistry in their

research programmes. It is also intended to provide the graduate student with a readily

accessible documentation on various branches of theoretical chemistry, physical chem-

istry and chemical physics. 
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Preface

These two volumes collect forty-four selected papers from the scientific contributions

presented at the Third European Workshop on Quantum Systems in Chemistry and

Physics, held in Granada (Spain), April 19–22, 1998. Ninety-nine scientists from 

Bulgaria, Columbia, Cuba, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy,

Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, United King-

dom, Uruguay and Venezuela attended the workshop, discussing the state of the art,

new trends, and future evolution of the methods and applications. 

The workshop took place at the ‘Los Alixares’ Hotel, where 45 lectures were given

by prominent members of the scientific community; in addition, 49 posters were

presented in two very animated sessions. The success of this workshop is due, without 

doubt, to the excellent tradition initiated at the previous workshops, organised by Prof.

R. McWeeny in San Miniato, Pisa (Italy), 1996, and by Prof. S. Wilson in Oxford

(United Kingdom), 1997. These workshops create occasions for meetings and discus-

sions on the current state of the art, emerging methods and applications and new trends 

in this area of science. The three meetings were sponsored and partially supported by 

the European Union (EU) in the frame of the Cooperation in Science and Technology 

(COST) chemistry actions. 

Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics is a broad area of science in which 

scientists of different extractions and aims jointly place special emphasis on quantum 

theory. Several topics were presented in the sessions of the symposia, namely: 1: 

Density matrices and density functionals; 2: Electron correlation effects (many-body

methods and configuration interactions); 3: Relativistic formulations; 4: Valence theory 

(chemical bonds and bond breaking); 5: Nuclear motion (vibronic effects and flexible 

molecules); 6: Response theory (properties and spectra; atoms and molecules in strong 

electric and magnetic fields); 7: Condensed matter (crystals, clusters, surfaces and 

interfaces); 8: Reactive collisions and chemical reactions, and 9: Computational 

chemistry and physics. 

The first topic has an important role in the interpretation and calculation of atomic 

and molecular structures and properties. It is needless to stress the importance of 

electronic correlation effects, a central topic of research in quantum chemistry. The 

relativistic formulations are of great importance not only from a formal viewpoint, but 

also for the increasing number of studies on atoms with high Z values in molecules and 

materials. Valence theory deserves special attention since it improves the electronic 

description of molecular systems and reactions with the point of view used by most 

laboratory chemists. Nuclear motion constitutes a broad research field of great impor-

tance to account for the internal molecular dynamics and spectroscopic properties. 

Also very broad, complex and of great importance in physics and chemistry is the 

sixth topic, where electric and magnetic fields interact with matter. Condensed matter is 

a field where theoretical studies are performed from few-atom clusters to crystals, 

materials and interfaces; the theory becomes more and more complex and new scientific 

ideas and models are sought. The theory with which to study chemical reactions and 
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Preface

collisions is the cornerstone of chemistry; traditional concepts such as potential-energy

surfaces or transition complexes appear to become insufficient.

The last topic is an innovation of this third workshop. To start with, the new EU

COST-Chemistry D-9 action is devoted to ‘Advanced Computational Chemistry of

Increasingly Complex Systems’, aiming at enlarging the scope, theory, techniques and 

algorithms of computational chemistry to perform more realistic modelling of chemical 

systems; in addition, computational chemistry has become an advanced field of research 

very relevant to science and technology in chemistry, biology, pharmacology, materials 

science and related fields. We recall with pleasure the 1998 chemistry Nobel prize

awarded to two scientists for their important contributions to computational chemistry. 

Finally, we should mention the increasing power of modern computers to assist the 

development of more powerful theories and algorithms and more realistic modelling for 

complex systems. Nowadays, computational chemistry is finally close to that level 

envisioned by R. S. Mulliken who wrote, at the conclusion of his Nobel prize lecture: 

‘. . . chemists will go to computer centres more frequently than to laboratories’. 

We acknowledge the support from the following institutions: COST-Chemistry D-9,

‘Dirección General de Enseñanza Superior e Investigación Científica’, Spanish National

Research Council (C.S.I.C.), Andalucian Government, University of Granada, City Hall 

of Granada and ‘Caja Rural de Granada’. The kind attentions of the staff of Porcel’s

Hotels are also acknowledged. Finally, it is a pleasure to thank the work and dedication 

of the other members of the local organising team (Prof. D. Portal-Olea, Dr. C.I. Sainz-

Diaz, Dr. J.A. Dobado, Dr. Z. Cruz-Rodríguez, Dr. H. Martínez-García, Lda. L. 

Alfonso-Méndez and Lda. M. Daza) and, last but not least, the interest and help of Dr. 

Gérard Rivière at the European Commission. 

A. Hernández-Laguna and J. Molina-Molina
Granada, 1999 
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Three-Body Correlation Effects in Third-Order Reduced
Density Matrices

C. Valdemoroa, L.M. Telb and E. Pérez-Romerob 
aInstituto de Matemáticas y Física Fundamental, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones

Científicas, Serrano 123, Madrid 28006, Spain
bDpto. de Química Física, Universidad de Salamanca, Salamanca 37008, Spain 

Abstract

A description of the different terms contributing to the correlation effects in the third order

reduced density matrix taking as reference the Hartree Fock results is given here. An

analysis of the approximations of these terms as functions of the lower order reduced

density matrices is carried out for the linear BeH2 molecule. This study shows the

importance of the role played by the homo’s and lumo’s of the symmetry-shells in the

correlation effect. As a result, a new way for improving the third order reduced density

matrix, correcting the error of the basic approximation, is also proposed here.

1. Introduction

By integrating the Schrödinger Equation, Nakatsuji [1] and Cohen and Frishberg [2]

obtained in 1976 a two electron integro-differential equation, which they named density
equation. An equivalent matrix equation was reported in 1985 by Valdemoro [3]; and,

since it had been generated by application of a contracting mapping acting on the

matrix representation in the N-electron space of the Schrödinger equation, it was called

Contracted Schrödinger Equation (2-CSE ). This equation is undetermined [4] since its

solution depends not only on the second order Reduced Density Matrix (2-RDM ) but

also on the 3-RDM and 4-RDM. The possibility of building high order RDM’s as

function of the lower order ones – construction procedure – with a satisfactory degree 

of approximation [5–7] opened the way to an iterative solution of the 2-CSE [8–14].

This promising approach relies on the optimization of the construction procedure and

therefore this question is dealt with here. Thus, the aim of this paper is to report our

latest results in this line of research focusing our attention on the manner in which the

electron correlation is taken into account in the construction procedure for the ααβ 
block of the 3-RDM. In order to have an overall view of the previous work, we dedicate 

the following section to the presentation of our notation and of a summary of the main

approaches to the construction procedure. Then (section three) the analysis of the

correlation matrices obtained for the ground state of the linear BeH2 molecule is

reported. In section four, after commenting an approximation proposed by Nakatsuji

and Yasuda [10,11] for estimating the three body correlation effects, an improving

modification is proposed. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in this same

section.

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds. ), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 3–16.

© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain. 



C. Valdemoro, L.M. Tel and E. Pérez-Romero 

2. General Background

2.1. Definitions

In what follows the number N of electrons of the system under study is a fixed number, 

and the dimension of the finite Hilbert subspace spanned by the orthonormal basis of

spin-orbitals is 2K.

In our formalism, the 2-RDM is:

(1)

Similarly, the 2-order Holes Reduced Density Matrix (2-HRDM ) is:

(2)

The convention followed here is that the row/column indices of the RDM’s coincide

respectively with the creator/annihilator labels. The form of all kinds of higher order

RDM ’s can be inferred by extension of the definitions given above.

If an ordering is imposed on the indices, i.e. i1 < i2 < . . . and j1 < j2 < . . ., the

dimension of the matrices is reduced and the 2!, 3!, . . . respective factors are omitted. 

Herafter we will refer to these two-, three-electron basis as ordered basis. Note that – in

an ordered basis – only one of the many inter-related elements is considered. 

The first order transition RDM’s (1-TRDM ) also play an important role in this theory.

They are of the form 

In general L and L' are N-electron orthonormal correlated states.

2.2. Construction Procedures

The different approaches proposed in the literature for constructing the high order

RDM ’s as function of the lower order ones are summarized here, although some of their 

features will be later considered in more detail.

The expectation values of the anticommutator/commutator of p-electron operators

lead to expressions of the type [5]

(3)

By identifying the holes part of the l.h.s. of this relation with the holes part of the

r.h.s. and similarly for the electrons, Valdemoro, Colmenero and Pérez del Valle [5–7]

built up a p-RDM in terms of the lower order RDM’s. This construction procedure will

be referred to in what follows as VCP and denoted in the formulae as D. Since the value

^

of the norm of the VCP matrix was very close – but not exactly equal – to ( N
p ), different

procedures of renormalization were proposed [8,9,12]. This step should not be under-
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Three-Body Correlation Effects in Third-Order Reduced Density Matrices

estimated, since the accuracy of the approximation is very sensitive to it. In fact, it is a

way of partially correcting the error of the approximation which is defined as 

(4)

For the 3-RDM, which will center our attention in this paper, the VCP generates 15

terms which, as Mazziotti pointed out [13,14], may be expressed in a compact form as

(5)

Thus the exact 3-RDM may be written as:

(6)

Nakatsuji and Yasuda [10,11], on the basis of the asymptotic properties of the Green 

functions and found an analogy between the VCP algorithm and the perturbative

expansion of these functions, and gave a diagramatic expression totally equivalent to

(6). The VCP, the Nakatsuji and Yasuda (hereafter refered to as NY) and Mazziotti’s

approaches differ in two kinds of ways. The first difference lies in the arguments leading

to (5) used by these authors. Thus, VCP exploits the symmetry between holes and

particles, NY conjectures that an RDM may be developed by a perturbative expansion

by analogy to the Green’s function one; and, more recently – Mazziotti [13,14] – while

keeping the essence of the many-body diagramatic expansions uses a generating

function instead of exploiting the asymptotic properties of the Green functions. 

The other difference refers to the way in which the different groups approximate 3∆. 
Thus, while VCP focus the attention on a renormalization of the approximated 3-RDM
which uses the complementary holes matrix, NY again inspire their procedure on the

assumption of an analogy with the Dyson equation. Finally, Mazziotti uses a self-

consistent algorithm which may be sumarized as: The 4-RDM is calculated by means

of an algorithm which coincides with the one proposed by NY, expressed in a compact

form as: 

(7)

then this 4-RDM is contracted to obtain a new 3-RDM which is used for building a new
4DVCP ; and this procedure is repeated until consistency.

The problem lies therefore on the interpretation and on how to estimate the error 3∆. 
Although the base of all these approaches is rigorous, there are steps in all of them

which can only claim to be reasonable hypotheses. On the other hand, an analytical

decomposition, that may be applied to any high order RDM and which obviously

generates another construction procedure has been reported by Valdemoro, de Lara-

Castells, Pérez-Romero and Tel [12]. This procedure will be refered to here as VLPT.

Since the VLPT is formally exact, instead of looking for the best construction

procedure for high order RDM’s, the problem is reformulated as how to estimate the
pure two-, three-, four-body correlation terms in the VLPT or, equivalently, the 2∆, 3∆, 
4 ∆ whose expressions we now know and which in general are closely related but are not

respectively identical to the two-body, three-body and four-body correlation terms. This 

redefinition of the problem is more precise – and therefore valuable – although we are 

fully aware that it does not provide the solution by itself. 

5
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2.2.1.
We have recently reported [12] an approach for decomposing the high order RDM’s in

terms of the 1-RDM and 1- TRDM’s which is formally exact and which, as has been just

mentioned, will be referred to here as VLPT.

Decomposition of the 3-RDM: the VLPT

The idea in this procedure is to permute the operators in

(8)

in such a way that an alternating pattern b†b b†b . . . appears in all the terms. Then, the 

unit operator ΣL' | L' 〉 〈L' | is inserted between each pair of operators. There are thirty 

six equivalent ways of performing this decomposition. Our choice of pattern generates 

the following expression:

(9)

In order to avoid mistakes and to analyse more easily the structure of the different 

relations, we usually replace the formulae by graph relations. These graphs, which may 

be easily adapted according to need, i.e. for an orbital or a spin-orbital basis, etc., have 

been described previously and are recalled here in Table 1. Note that in all the relations 

that follow the ordered basis has been used. 

Using the graph language, the 2-RDM expansion is expressed as:

(10)

As can be noticed, the same ordering of the creator and annihilator indices appears in 

Let us now compare the 2-RDM decomposition as given by (10) with the expression 

all the graphs of a relation, unless otherwise explicitly stated.

obtained for this same matrix with the VLPT decomposition:

6



Three-Body Correlation Effects in Third-Order Reduced Density Matrices

Table 1 

Matrix element Graphs

Graph representation of elements of RDM’s and related quantities 

(11)

since the Kronecker delta is equal to a sum of the 1-RDM and the 1-HRDM
corresponding elements, one has: 

(12)

The result is an exact equation for the 2∆ :

(13)

The first of these two terms cannot be considered a pure two-body term, therefore the
2 ∆ can only be considered as a connected diagram within the context of an antisymme-

trized diagrammatical approach. 

Similarity, an exact expression for the 3∆ may be easily obtained by comparing

relation (9) with relation (6). 

7
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2.3.

An analysis of the structure of the electron correlation terms in which the reference was

the antisymmetrized products of FCI 1-RDM elements was reported in [12]. The

advantage of using correlated lower order matrices for building a high order reference

matrix is that in an iterative process the reference is renewed in a natural way at each

iteration. However, if the purpose is to analyse the structure of the electron correlation 

terms in an absolute manner that is, with respect to a fixed reference with no correlation,

then the Hartree Fock p-RDM’s are the apropriate references. An important argument

supporting this choice is that these p-RDM’s are well behaved N-representable matrices

and, moreover, (as has been discussed in [15]) the set of 1-, 2-, and 3-Hartree Fock-

RDM constitute a solution of the 1-CSE.

We will therefore examine in this section the different terms of the VLPT decomposi-

tion of a fully correlated 3-RDM when the set of Hartree-Fock RDM’s are taken as

reference. This explicit reference to the Hartree Fock matrices, denoted in the formulae

as D*, can be introduced through a set of correlation matrices [15] defined as

Hartree-Fock as a zero-correlation reference

(14)

In Table 2 we show the new graphs representing the Y matrices.

For i = 1 relation (14) takes the graph form:

(15)

Table 2 Graph representation of elements of the correlation
matrices

Matrix element Graphs

8
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Three-Body Correlation Effects in Third-Order Reduced Density Matrices

This relation renders explicit the averaged contribution of the N-electron correlation

Similarly for i = 2, 3 one has: 

to the 1-RDM. That is, this matrix, 1Y, is the one-body correlation matrix.

(16)

(17)

Replacing now in (11) the 1-RDM elements according to relation (15), and applying the

definition (16), one has:

(18)

where is the contribution of the one-body correlation matrix to the 2-RDM.

(19)

Taking now relation (9) as a starting point, and following a similar reasoning as for the

second order case, one may write:

(20)

where

(21)

takes into account the effect on the 3-RDM of the one particle correlation and

(22)

is the contribution of the pure 2-particle correlation on a 3-RDM.
In (20) the 1→  3D*+ 2→  3D* are terms involving the first and second order HF

HRDM ’s, which in principle contribute to the 3Y. However, when using an ordered 

basis, the contribution of these terms to the elements explicitly considered is zero. 

The decomposition just described shows clearly that the pure two-, three-, . . . body 

correlation terms in the 2-, 3-, . . . RDM’s are , . . . etc. These terms will 

be referred to hereafter as 2 

Equation (9) is one of the 36 alternatives to decompose the 3 -RDM as a sum of 

contributions; and the interpretation of these 2 -body, 3-body terms is consistent with 

the option taken here. 

9
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Note that a given element of the 2-body and 3-body matrices may be compared to the 

corresponding element of 2∆ and 3 ∆ respectively; however, a global comparison of the

whole matrices cannot be carried out. Thus, while the i∆ possess the same symmetry

properties than the corresponding RDM’s, the 2-body and 3-body correlation matrices

do not have these symmetry properties.

3. An Analysis of the Correlation Matrices in the Linear BeH2 Molecule

An analysis of the values taken by the different elements of the correlation matrices was

recently reported [15] for the ground state of the Beryllium atom. This analysis

suggested that the contributions of the 1-, 2- and 3-body correlation effects differed

according to the kind of orbitals involved in a given element. In particular, the highest

occupied (homo) and lowest empty (lumo) orbital of the HF configuration seemed to

play an important role. 

We have studied the FCI results for the ground, 1 Σ +g, state of the linear, D∞  h , BeH2

molecule with a minimal basis set. The orbitals 1, 2, and 3 are of the σg type; 4 and 5 

areσ u; and 6 and 7 are degenerate π u. The HF corresponds to a double occupancy of

orbitals 1, 2 and 4. A bar over the orbital label indicates that its spin is β. It is

important to note that 2 and 4 may be considered the homo of the σ g and σ u 

symmetry-shells respectively. Similarly, 3 and 5 are the respective lumo for the same

symmetry-shells. In the following analysis we will denote generically the homos by hi

and the lumos by li.
This is a more complex system than the Beryllium atom (with a double zeta basis),

retaining however a sufficient degree of simplicity for this kind of study. The number 

of elements which must be examined are nevertheless numerous, which is why we

have limited our present study to the ααβ block of the 3-RDM. In the ordered basis,

this matrix has 10 878 elements although the symmetry imposes a zero value to

several blocks. The great majority of these elements is well estimated with the VCP
since only 48 elements show an error (3 ∆ ) equal or larger than 0.001. The analysis

that will now be reported is based on the study of the results for the whole matrix,

although special attention has been given to these critical 48 elements. Both for the 

sake of clarity and conciseness, only the most significant examples (multiplied by

x102) are explicitly reported in table 3, and all the other results are available upon

request.

The elements can be classified into four groups. The first group includes those

elements with non-negligible contributions from all the three kinds of correlation

matrices which do not completly cancel each other. In the second group, the 1 -body
contribution is negligible. In the third group, both the 1- and the 2-body contributions

are negligible. And finally, in the fourth group are included those elements which are 

rather well estimated by the HF method (the HF value is close to the FCI one) due to a 

global and nearly complete cancellation of the correlation errors. These results may be

summarized as: 

• All the first group elements are diagonal and their labels are of the type

h1h2l; h1h2l (the order in which these symbols appear in the element label is

10
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Table 3

Matrix element D – D* 3
 ∆ 

Contribution (x 102) of the different correlation matrices to some relevant elements 

23 4; 23 4 0.177 0.217 1.395 –1.441 0.223

23 2; 23 2 0.680 0.300 1.392 –1.024 0.312

34 4; 34 4 0.331 0.670 1.398 –0.843 –0.224

23 3; 23 3 0.680 –0.300 0.020 0.965 –0.305

23 4; 45 4 –0.114 0.341 0.000 –0.455 0.341

23 2; 34 4 –0.461 –0.455 0.000 –0.558 0.097

34 2; 45 4 0.127 –0.384 0.000 0.518 –0.391

24 2; 35 3 –0.252 –0.218 0.000 –0.065 –0.187

24 4; 35 5 0.171 0.189 0.000 –0.044 0.215

25 3; 34 3 0.261 0.255 0.000 0.006 0.255

24 2; 56 6 –0.405 –0.374 0.000 0.000 –0.405

24 4; 36 6 –0.709 –0.708 0.000 –0.000 –0.708

23 3; 45 3 –0.347 –0.340 0.000 –0.007 –0.340

25 4; 45 2 0.196 0.194 0.000 0.000 0.196

26 2; 26 2 0.000 0.306 0.321 –0.631 0.310

26 6; 27 7 0.006 –0.320 0.000 0.326 –0.320

26 6; 26 6 0.000 –0.152 0.000 0.152 –0.153

variable). In all these elements there is a large but not complete cancellation of the

1-body and 2-body contributions among themselves and also, to some extent, of

the 3-body part.

• As has been mentioned, in the second group the 1-body part does not contribute or

its contribution is negligible. The element labels of this group are of the types 

h1h2 l; h1h2 l or l1l2h; l1l2h.
In the third group the non-negligible correlation effects are only due to the 3-body

correlation effects. Most of these elements are the same type as the second group

ones. The new types appearing in this group are h1l1l2; h2ππ (where the order of

the two lumo’s may differ in both elements) and h1 h1 h2; l1 l1 l2 where l1 may also

be one or the other of the π orbitals.

As has been mentioned, the fourth group is formed by the elements where the 

cancellation of correlation effects is practically complete. In all these elements the

orbital 2, which is the homo of the σ g symmetry is either singly or doubly

occupied in each trio of indices. The partners of 2 are all the empty orbitals but 

only the π orbitals may appear singly occupied as partners of the 22.

•

•

The data presented in this section show how the symmetry, the degree of occupation 

of the orbitals as well as the partner orbitals determining the global label of a 3 -RDM

11
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element, influence the relative contribution of the three kind of correlation matrices.

Thus, it is now easy to understand why the VCP errors (the i ∆ ) are not of the same

order for all the RDM elements [10]. A very positive consequence of this fact is that

since the VCP errors affect only a rather small part of the matrix elements, and since it 

is possible to predict which kind of elements will be critical, we may limit ourselves to

correcting these elements.

4. Correcting the Errors 

The main purpose of this section is to analyse the NY correction and, as a come-out of

this study, to suggest what we think is a more economical and effective modification of 

it (at least in the ααβ -block case).

Before proceeding further, let us describe the main NY correction as we have adapted

it for spin-orbitals for the ααβ 3-RDM block.

(23)

where A is the antisymmetrizer of the indices. In this case, this operator implies a sum 

of the eight following terms: 

(24)

According to equation (13), the 2 ∆αβ is identical to the 2-body correlation term,

In nearly all the cases the NY algorithm corrects the VCP error (before renormaliza-

while in the αα one the contribution of the holes term also plays an important role. 

12
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tion) within an order of magnitude. As an example, the most significant results obtained

with the NY approximation are reported in the third column of table 4. The exceptions

(in bold face) are no more than four elements in the whole matrix. They are coincident

with rather large errors in the VCP approximation, which are not corrected by the NY
algorithm that is being analysed here. Nakatsuji and Yasuda propose a different

perturbative algorithm for estimating these elements whose label is of the type:

occupied, occupied, occupied; empty, empty, empty. This point will, nevertheless, be

discussed in a future publication.

An opposite situation appears in those elements (not given here) for which the VCP
error is smaller than 0.001 where a pure 3-body contribution is well estimated with the

simple VCP. To this cathegory belong the elements of the type: occupied empty
occupied; empty occupied empty, where the occupied orbital need not be the homo.

When analysing the separate contributions to the total correction of each of the eight

Ai terms of equation (24), we have found that only one term contributed non-negligibly

to correcting each element. Moreover, the terms giving a non-negligible contribution

were only those where the sum over the common index linked two 2 ∆αβ. 
The four terms, which have been found to be efficient for approximating 3∆ij l;mnq ,

may be given a pictorial image when expressed in our graph language (see last entry of

table 2). They are:

where the curved line represents a contraction; that is, the sum over all posible values of 

a common index t. The values of these terms for the selected elements are reported in

table 4 where all the quantities appear multiplied by 102. In this table we have omitted

the negligible quantities in order to simplify their reading. As can be seen, in general, 

the value of one of these terms approximates better the 3 ∆ than the NY antisymmetrized

sum. This is very convenient, since only these terms need be evaluated for the few 

critical elements that must be corrected. Another question which arises when examining 

the results given in table 4 is whether there is some kind of definite correspondence 

between each kind of graph and the type of each element. The answer is immediate 

since the following correspondence is easy to verify: 

13
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where h and l may be any of the homo’s and lumo’s respectively. The theoretical

justification laying behind this correspondence remains now to be investigated. This

table shows the great advantage of the graph representation which permits a quick

analysis of the essential structural properties hidden behind the string of indices in the

algebraic formulae.

We tried to find out if the performance of the procedure could be improved by

replacing the (1D* – 1D*) in the NY algorithm by an equivalent one involving the FCI
matrices. The results practically did not vary and some of the slight changes that this

Table 4

Matrix element 3
 ∆ NY A3 A4 A7 A6

Analysis of the NY approximation (x 102) in the ααβ3-RDM: more significative elements 

23 4; 23 4 0.217 0.223 0.194 – 0.216 – –

23 2; 23 2 0.300 0.312 0.283 – 0.309 – –

34 4; 34 4 0.670 –0.224 0.630 – – – 0.675

23 3; 23 3 –0.300 –0.305 –0.284 – – – –0.309 

23 4; 45 4 0.341 0.341 0.328 – 0.344 – –

34 2; 45 4 –0.384 –0.391 –0.364 – – -0.382 – 

23 2; 34 4 –0.455 0.097 –0.437 –0.457 – – –

24 2; 35 3 –0.218 –0.187 –0.020 – – – –

24 4; 35 5
_

0.189 0.215 0.019 – – – –

24 2; 56 6 –0.374 –0.405 0.019 – – – –

24 4; 36 6 –0.708 –0.708 0.026 – – – – 

23 3; 45 3 –0.340 –0.340 –0.327 – – – –0.344 

25 3; 34 3 0.255 0.255 0.242 – – 0.258 – 

25 4; 45 2 0.194 0.196 0.185 – 0.194 – –

26 6; 26 6 –0.317 -0.153 –0.304 – – – –0.310 

26 6; 27 7 –0.320 -0.320 –0.306 – – – –0.310 

26 2; 26 2 0.306 0.310 0.295 – 0.310 – – 
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modification introduced went in the wrong direction. However, this possibility exists

and may prove useful in the case of excited states.

4.1. Concluding Remarks

The work reported here can only be considered as one part of a much larger task. Thus,

while keeping as test samples the Beryllium atom and the BeH2 molecule, a similar

analysis must be carried out for the ααα 3-RDM and for all the spin blocks of the

With a more extended basis set and for more complex systems, the number of

element types will increase; but, hopefully, the performance of the VCP and that of the 

modified NY proposed here may probably be extrapolated. This working hypothesis

will be tested in the future by extending the basis set as much as possible.

Another of our present aims is to continue investigating the theoretical properties of

the 2- and 3-body terms. Thus, there are many exact relations linking the different

3-body terms arising from each of the 36 options of equation (9) as well as their holes

counterparts [16]. These relations are interesting by themselves, because they widen our

understanding of the problem and may be helpful for improving our approximations.

Another important theoretical question is, as mentioned above, to investigate the reason

why one Ai corrects the VCP error which in some cases is only due to the 3-body
contribution but which may also involve other kind of correlation effects.

Let us finish by recalling that the final aim of this line of research is to build up an

optimized program for solving iteratively the 2-CSE. In spite of the important questions

which still remain to be solved before this aim is fulfilled, we expect this methodology

to be of standard use in a not too distant future.
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Many-Particle Sturmians Applied to Molecules
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DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 

Abstract

The method of many-electron Sturmian basis functions is applied to molecules. The basis

potential is chosen to be the attractive Coulomb potential of the nuclei in the molecule. 

When such basis functions are used, the kinetic energy term vanishes from the many-

electron secular equation, the matrix representation of the nuclear attraction potential is 

diagonal, the Slater exponents are automatically optimized, convergence is rapid, and a

solution to the many-electron Schrödinger eqeuation, including correlation, is obtained

directly, without the use of the self-consistent field approximation.

1. Introduction

Hydrogenlike orbitals can be written in the form:

(1)

where

(2)

and where F(a|b|z) is a confluent hypergeometric function. The functions χnlm(x) obey 

the following equations:

(3)

(4)

and

(5)

where

(6)

If kµ = ζ / n, then the functions Rnl(r) are just the familiar hydrogenlike radial func-

tions, expressed in atomic units: 

A. Hernandez-Laguna et al. (eds.). Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol I: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 19–39.
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(7)

and so on. Early in the history of quantum chemistry, it was thought that it might be 

possible to use basis sets of the form shown in equation (7), with constant ζ , as building

blocks for constructing the wave functions of many-electron systems. However, it soon

became clear that such a set of basis functions is not complete unless the continuum is

included. To remedy this situation, Shull and Löwdin [1] introduced basis sets of the

form shown in equation (2), but with kµ held constant, independent of the quantum

number n. From equation (3), we can see that such a set of functions represents

solutions to the Schrödinger equation for a weighted hydrogenlike potential, the 

weighting factor n being especially chosen in order to make all of the functions in the 

set correspond to the same energy, ∈ = – k2
µ / 2, regardless of the quantum numbers. If 

we let t = kµr, then the first few basis functions in such a set are given by 

(8)

It was shown by Shull and Löwdin that such basis sets with constant kµ are complete 

without inclusion of the continuum. Later, Rotenberg [2] gave the name ‘Sturmian’ to 

this type of basis set, in order to emphasize its relationship with Sturm-Liouville theory. 

The weighted orthonormality relations for Sturmian basis sets were studied by Goscins-

ki [3] and by Weniger [4]; and Weniger pointed out that such a set of functions forms 

the basis of a Sobolev space. In order to see that a Sturmian basis set obeys a weighted 

orthonormality relation, we can consider two different functions in the set, obeying 

(9)

where n ≠ n' If we multiply these equations from the left respectively by χ *n' lm (x) and 

χ nlm(x), integrate over the electron coordinates, and finally subtract the second equation 

from the first, we obtain: 

(10)

where we have made use of the Hermiticity of the operator ( ∆ – k2
µ). Thus when n' ≠ n
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the two functions are orthogonal with the weighting factor 1/ r. Combining equations

(10) and (4), and making use of the orthonormality of the spherical harmonics, we 

obtain:

(11)

It is interesting to examine the momentum-space orthonormality relations of the

Fourier transforms of hydrogenlike Sturmian basis sets. If we let 

(12)

then

(13)

Inserting equation (13) into (3), we obtain: 

(14)

and taking the Fourier transform of both sides gives:

(15)

Since the scalar product of two functions in direct space is equal to the scalar product of 

their Fourier transforms in reciprocal space, we have

(16)

Finally, combining (15), (16) and (11), we obtain: 

(17)

The momentum-space orthonormality relation for hydrogenlike Sturmian basis sets,

equation(17), can be shown to be closely related to the orthonormality relation for 

hyperspherical harmonics in a 4-dimensional space. This relationship follows from the 

results of Fock [5], who was able to solve the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen

atom in reciprocal space by projecting 3-dimensional p-space onto the surface of a 4-

dimensional hypersphere with the mapping: 
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(18)

Fock was then able to show that the momentum-space Schrödinger equation for the

hydrogen atom has properly normalized solutions of the form

(19)

where Y n–1,l,m (u) is a hyperspherical harmonic on the surface of the hypersphere onto

which momentum space is mapped by Fock’s transformation. The hyperangular solid

angle element dΩ can be shown to be related to the volume element in momentum

space by [6]

(20)

Substitution of (19) and (20) into equation (17) yields 

(21)

which is just the orthonormality relation for the set of hyperspherical harmonics. Notice 

that for the relationship to be valid, kµ must be held constant for all the members of the

set.

2. Solutions to the One-Electron Many-Center Wave Equation

In 1965, Shibuya and Wulfman [7] extended Fock’s momentum-space treatment of the 

hydrogen atom in such a way that they were able to solve the Schrödinger equation for

an electron moving in the many-center attractive potential of a collection of nuclei.

These authors made use of the properties of hyperspherical harmonics in their pioneer-

ing paper, but since most quantum chemists are unfamiliar with those properties, we

shall try to review the theory of Shibuya and Wulfman in an alternative way, using the 

terminology of Fourier transforms: We begin by recalling that the Fourier transform of 

1/r is given by 
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(22)

Making use of equation (15) and (22), together with the Fourier convolution theorem,

we can see that 

(23)

The kernel of this integral equation can be represented by the expansion: 

(24)

Equation (24) can be derived from the theory of hyperspherical harmonics and

Gegenbauer polynomials; but for readers unfamiliar with this theory, the expansion can 

be made plausible by substitution into the right-hand side of equation (23). With the 

help of the momentum-space orthonormality relations, (17), it can then be seen that

right-hand side of (23) reduces to the left-hand side, which must be the case if the

integral equation is to be satisfied. Let us now consider an electron moving in the

attractive Coulomb potential of a collection of nuclei:

(25)

Here Za and Xa represent the charge and position of the ath nucleus. The Schrödinger

equation for such an electron can be written in a form closely analogous to equation (3): 

(26)

If we let bµ kµ, = 1, then (26) is just the Schrodinger equation for an electron moving in 

the potential υ (x), the energy of the electron being given by ∈ = –k 2
µ / 2. However, in a

later section of this paper, we shall use the functions ϕµ(x) as building blocks for

constructing the many-electron wave function of a molecule; and for this purpose we

shall relax the condition bµkµ = 1, and instead we shall impose on the parameters bµ 

and kµ subsidiary conditions derived from the many-electron wave equation. The

momentum-space Schrödinger equation corresponding to (26) is: 

(27)

where

(28)

and

(29)
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Substituting (24) and (29) into (27) and cancelling the common factor (p2 + k2
µ) from

both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain: 

(30)

which can be rewritten in the form:

(31)

where

(32)

and where we have let the index τ stand for the set of indices, {a, n, l, m}. If we now 

expand the Fourier-transformed one-electron wave functions in terms of the basis

functions shown in (32),

(33)

we can see that the integral equation (31) will be fulfilled provided that 

(34)

where

(35)

Making use of equations (19), (20) and (32), we can rewrite (35) in the form:

(36)

where

(37)

and s ≡ kµR ≡ kµ(Xa – Xa'). Several alternative methods are available for evaluation

of the Shibuya-Wulfman integrals, S nlm
n' l'm' . They can be evaluated by means of the

coupling coefficients of the hyperspherical harmonics [7–11]. Alternatively [12–14],

the Shibuya-Wulfman integrals can be evaluated by means of a theorem which states 

that
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(38)

where

(39)

In (38), hl (uj) is an harmonic polynomial of order l in u1, u2 and u3, while hl (sj) is the

same harmonic polynomial with uj replaced by sj. The Shibuya-Wulfman integrals can

then be calculated by resolving the product of hyperspherical harmonics in (37) into

terms of the form u4
k hl (uj ). To illustrate this second method for the evaluation of

n' l'm' (s), we can consider integrals involving the first few hyperspherical harmonics,S nlm

(40)

where the 4-dimensional unit vector, u is defined by equation (18). Then, for example,

(41)

while

(42)

and

(43)

To illustrate the Shibuya-Wulfman method, we can consider an electron moving in the

attractive potential of two protons with internuclear separation R. In the lowest

approximation, we can represent the ground state by a linear combination of the two 

basis functions: 
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(44)

Making use of (36) and (41), we have:

(45)

If we impose the condition bµ kµ = 1, the secular equation, (34), requires that

kµ = 1 ± (1 + s)e– s
(46)

In the united-atom limit, R = 0, the positive root is kµ = 2, which corresponds to the

exact ground-state energy of the He+ ion (in Hartrees):

(47)

In the separated-atom limit, R → ∞, both roots yield kµ = 1, which again gives the

exact energy of the system, ∈ = –1/2 Hartrees. For intermediate values of R, the

energies given by our crude approximation differ appreciably from the exact energies,

but extremely high precision (10-figure accuracy) can be obtained by using more basis

functions, as was demonstrated by Koga and Matsuhashi [10].

3. Many-Electron Sturmians

The method of Shibuya and Wulfman has been extended and developed by a number of

authors [6,8–16], and it gives us an elegant method for solving the Schrödinger

equation for a single electron moving in a many-center Coulomb potential. However, in 

theoretical chemistry it is the many-electron many-center problem which really interests 

us. It is therefore tempting to ask whether there might be some way of extending the 

method of Shibuya and Wulfman to many-electron systems. If we wish to discuss this 

problem, we must shift notation slightly and introduce an index j to label the individual 

electrons of an N-electron system. Thus, for example, we must add the index j to the 

Laplacian operator for each of the electrons of the system and write

(48)

The total kinetic energy operator of the N-electron system, in atomic units, will then be 

given by – ∆ /2, where ∆ is the generalized Laplacian operator for the d = 3 N
dimensional space: 

(49)

Similarly we can let x j and p j represent the coordinate and momentum of the jth
electron while x and p are d-dimensional vectors:
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(50)

The N-electron Schrödinger eqeuation can then be written in the form:

(51)

where V(x) is the potential experiennced by the electrons, including both nuclear

attraction and interelectron repulsion terms, and where the total electronic energy is 

given by 

(52)

We can try to build up solutions to (51) from a set of many-electron basis functions 

which satisfy the equations: 

(53)

where V0 (x) is some potential for which (53) can be solved exactly, and where {β v} is a

set of weighting factors especially chosen so that all of the basis functions φ v(x)

correspond to the same value of p0 and hence the same energy regardless of their

quantum numbers. Comparison of (53) with (3) shows that the two equations are 

analogous, and that a set of basis functions φv (x) with constant p0 is analogous to a set 

of basis functions χ nlm(x) with constant kµ . Thus the functions φ v (x) might be called a

‘many-electron Sturmian basis set’. Functions of this type were introduced a number of

years ago by Herschbach and Avery [6,17], the ‘basis potential’ V0 (x) being the d-
dimensional analogue of the hydrogen atom potential. More recently, Aquilanti and 

Avery [17–19] have shown that it is possible to construct basis sets of this type using 

the actual nuclear attraction potential experienced by the electrons in an atom or 

molecule as the ‘basis potential’, V0 (x), i.e. letting

(54)

where υ(xj) is defined by equation (25). As we shall see, this more realistic choice of

the basis potential brings the basis functions much closer to the solutions of the actual

Schrödinger equation, (51), and thus it leads to a much more rapid convergence of the

expansion

(55)

Goscinski’s treatment of the orthonormality relations of Sturmian basis sets [3] is easy 

to generalize; and we can see by an argument analogous to equations (9) and (10) that 

when β v' ≠ β v,

(56)

where dx represents the d-dimensional volume element. Thus the many-particle
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Sturmian basis set obeys a potential-weighted orthogonality relationship analogous to

equation (10). This still does not tell us how to normalize the functions, and in fact the

choice is arbitrary. However, it will be convenient to choose the normalization in such a

way that in momentum space the orthonormality relations become:

(57)

(where dp represents the d-dimensional volume element in momentum space), which is

analogous to equation (17). From an argument analogous to equations (11) – (17), it then

follows that the direct-space orthonormality relations will have the form:

(58)

It should be noted that since we are dealing with a many-dimensional space, the index v
represents a set of quantum numbers. We can divide these into ‘grand principal quantum

numbers’, on which the value of β v depends, and the remaining ‘minor’ quantum

numbers. In equation (17), orthogonality with respect to the minor quantum numbers l
and m does not follow from (10) but from the properties of the spherical harmonics.

Similarly, in (57) and (58), orthogonality with respect to the minor quantum numbers

does not follow from (56) but must be constructed or proved in some other way, for

example by means of symmetry arguments. Having discussed the orthonormality

relations of the many-particle Sturmian basis functions, we are now in a position to

derive a secular equation for the N-electron system: If we substitute (55) into (51),

multiply from the left by φ *v' (x), and integrate over dx, we obtain:

(59)

where we have also made use of equation (53). If we also use the potential-weighted

orthonormality relation (58), and if we introduce the notation: 

(60)

we can rewrite the secular equation (59) in the form:

(61)

The definition of the matrix Tv',v in equation (60) requires some explanation: The minus

sign is motivated by the fact that V(x) is assumed to be an attractive potential. Division

by p0 is motivated by the fact that for Coulomb systems, when Tv',v is so defined, it

turns out to be independent of p0, as we shall see below. The Sturmian secular equation

(61) has several remarkable features: In the first place, the kinetic energy has vanished!

Secondly, the roots are not energy values but values of the parameter p0, which is

related to the electronic energy of the system by equation (52). Finally, as we shall see 

below, the basis functions depend on p0, and therefore they are not known until solution
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of the secular equation is complete. This corresponds, as we shall see, to an automatic 

optimization of the Slater exponents of the basis functions. The remarkable features just 

mentioned are shared by the one-particle secular equation shown in (34). 

4. Construction of Many-Electron Sturmians 

Now suppose that we have solved the one-electron equations (26); and suppose that the 

subsidiary conditions: 

(62)

and

(63)

(64)

are also fulfilled. Then 

will satisfy equation (53), since 

(65)

It can easily be seen that if the antisymmetrizer is applied to the function shown in 

equation (64), the resulting function will still satisfy (53). The total potential of the 

system is given by 

(66)

where

(67)

represents the nuclear attraction potential, while 

(68)

is the interelectron repulsion term. Correspondingly, we can divide the matrix Tv',v of

equation (60) into two parts, the nuclear attraction part being: 

(69)

Making use of the potential-weighted orthonormality relation (58) and the subsidiary 

conditions (62) and (63), we obtain: 
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(70)

Thus the secular equation, (61), requires that

(71)

where

(72)

where V'(x) is the interelectron repulsion potential shown in equation (68). From a

calculational point of view, the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange integrals

shown in equation (72) is the most difficult step in the method which we have outlined.

However, there has recently been very important progress in the evaluation of multi-

center two-electron integrals involving exponential-type orbitals [20–22]. We are

extremely grateful to Professor J. Fernández Rico and Dr. R. López of the Departimento

de Física Aplicada, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain, for

allowing us to use the integral packages which they have developed for this purpose.

5. An Illustrative Example 

In order to illustrate the discussion given above, let us consider the simplest possible 

example - the H2 molecule with a basis consisting of a single two-electron Sturmian:

(73)

To make the example still more simple, let us use only two atomic functions (one on 

each center) in constructing φ g (xj):

(74)

The matrix Kτ ',τ will then be given in terms of the parameter s = kgR by equation (45),

and the one-electron problem closely resembles the example discussed in connection

with this equation, the only difference being that we now relax the condition kµbµ = 1,

and we instead impose the subsidiary conditions (62) and (63). These respectively

require that 

(75)

and

(76)
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so that kg = p0/ √ 2 where the subscript g stands for gerade. The one-electron secular

equation, (34), then requires that

(77)

since the root with the minus sign correspond to the ungerade solution. Because we are

using only a single two-electron Sturmian in our basis, the two-electron secular equation 

becomes trivial, and equation (71) simply requires that

(78)

From the one-electron secular equation, it follows that the gerade solution (in 

momentum space) has the form: 

(79)

where the basis functions ξ a(pj ) are defined by equation (44) and where N is a

normalization constant which must be determined from the orthonormality condition 

(57) or from (58). It turns out to be most convenient to impose the normalization 

condition in momentum space, and thus we make use of (57), which requires that 

(80)

Using the subsidiary condition (75) and the fact that p2 = p2
1 + p2

2 , we can rewrite this

requirement in the form: 

(81)

The first of the integrals in this product is easy to evaluate, since 

(82)

The second integral in the product shown in equation (81) is given by 

(83)

where
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(84)

The integrals Ma',a can be evaluated in direct space using ellipsoidal coordinates, or

alternatively in momentum space using methods discussed in reference [17]. The result

is:

(85)

Thus we obtain the normalization constant:

(86)

In the united-atom limit, s = 0, this gives N = 1/2 while in the separated-atom limit,

s → ∞, we have N → 1. Beginning with a series of s-values, we can now immediately

generate the corresponding values of b–1
g and N, as shown in Table 1. Interestingly, the

interelectron repulsion matrix element, T'11, which seems at first sight to depend

independently on the two parameters kg and R, can be shown to depend only on their

product, s = kgR, (Appendix 1). The approximate functional dependence of this matrix

element on s is given [19] by

(87)

where

(88)

Approximate values of T'11, derived from equations (87) and (88), are shown in Table 1,

compared with more exact values, calculated using the integral package of Professor

Fernández Rico and Dr. López and co-workers [20–22].
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Table1 H2 molecule with 1 a.o. per atom

2.00000

1.73575

1.40601

1.19915

1.09158

1.04043

1.01735

1.00730

0.50000

0.55678

0.66956

0.78639

0.87768

0.93621

0.96888

0.98550

_ 0.44194

- 0.41702

- 0.37157

- 0.33404

- 0.30849

- 0.29153

- 0.27987

- 0.27147

- 0.44194

- 0.44730

- 0.42026

- 0.37273

- 0.33001

- 0.30115

- 0.28359

- 0.27275

2.38649

2.00744

1.56813

1.32312 

1.21371

1.17023

1.15516

1.15178

0

0.70449

1.80370

3.20655

4.66079

6.04244

7.34554

8.59497

s

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b –1
g N Eq.(87) T' p0 R11



Table 2 H2 molecule with 3 a.o.’s  per atom
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The next step in improving the crude approximation discussed above might be to use

more atomic orbitals in solving the one-electron equation, (34). If we use more

Sturmian atomic orbitals of the type defined in equation (32), then the dimension of the

matrix Kτ ',τ will become larger, and the roots of the secular equation, (34), will

correspond to increasingly accurate solutions to the one-electron part of the problem. In

Tables 2 and 3, the ground-state root, b–1
g is shown, with respectively 3 atomic orbitals

per center and 15 atomic orbitals per center, as functions of the parameter s = kgR.
When 15 atomic orbitals are used, the curve of the ground-state root closely approx-

imates the highly-precise results of Koga and Matsuhashi, as illustrated in Figure 1.

When more atomic orbitals are used in solving the one-electron part of the problem,

the normalization constant, N, must of course be recalculated. Instead of equation (83),

we then have

(89)
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2.00000

1.83419

1.61510

1.39588

1.20614

1.08271

1.02829

1.00972

0.50000

0.50885

0.55086

0.62187

0.71788

0.82670

0.91573

0.96356

-0.44194

-0.44730

-0.42026

-0.37273

-0.33001

-0.30115

-0.28359

-0.27275

2.38649

2.14664

1.86383

1.60134

1.37573

1.23003

1.17063

1.15520

0

0.65880

1.51753

2.64943

4.11189

5.74868

7.24846

8.56944

Table 3 H2 molecule with 15 a.o’s  per atom

2.00000

1.84702

1.64335

1.47329

1.3413 1

1.24190

1.16885

1.11153

0.50000

0.5 1266 

0.54763

0.59251

0.64199

0.69333

0.74555

0.80024

-0.44194

-0.44730

-0.42026

-0.37273

-0.33001

-0.30115

-0.28359

-0.27275

2.38649

2.16478

1.90379

1.71082

1.56689

1.45516

1.36941

1.29919

0

0.65328

1.48568

2.47989

3.61025

4.85930

6.19629

7.61974

s b–1
g N ( T '11) p0 R

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

s bg
–1 N (T'11) p0 R
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Fig. 1. This figure shows the electron energies of the H +
2

ion calculated using the Shibuya-Wulfman
technique, with 15 orbitals on each center. The nearly-exact values of Koga and Matsuhashi are indicated 
by dots for the ground state. Excited states with m = 0 are also shown. 

where, as before, the index τ stands for the set of indices {a, n, l, m}, and where the 

coefficients Cτ,g represent the ground-state eigenvector of Kτ',τ.  Similarly, the integral 

shown in equation (82) becomes:

(90)

Combining equations (81), (89) and (90), we obtain: 

(91)

The normalization constants corresponding respectively to 3 and 15 atomic orbitals per

center are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The improved values of b g
–1 result in improved

values for the electronic energy and the total energy of the H2 molecule even when the

crude interelectron repulsion values (T '1,1 ) from Table 1 are used, as illustrated in

Figures 2 and 3. In these figures it can be seen that for small values of R, the curves

obtained in this way closely approximate the results of the benchmark calculation of

Kolos and Wolniewicz. For large values of R, the agreement is less good because, as is

well known, a second configuration , |ϕu ϕ   u|, is needed to give correct dissociation of 

the molecule, ϕu being the ungerade solution to the 1-electron problem. We hope to 

present multiconfigurational calculations on molecules in a future publication.
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Fig. 2. This figure shows the electronic energy of the ground state of H2 molecule, calculated in a crude 
approximation using only one configuration. The benchmark calculation of Kolos and Wolniewicz is
exhibited for comparison. Accuracy can be seen to be improved by using more atomic orbitals even when a
rough approximation is used for the interelectron repulsion matrix element. 

6. Discussion

The results presented in this paper seem to indicate that it will be possible to apply

successfully the method of many-electron Sturmians to molecules. Momentum-space

methods, pioneered by Shibuya and Wulfman [7], seem very well suited to solving the

one-electron part of the problem. When the ‘basis potential’ used in constructing the 

many-electron Sturmian basis set is taken to be the nuclear attraction potential 

experienced by the electrons in the molecule, the method of many-electron Sturmians

has the following advantages: 

1. The matrix representation of the nuclear attraction potential is diagonal.

2. The kinetic energy term vanishes from the secular equation.

3. The Slater exponents of the atomic orbitals are automatically optimized.

4. Convergence is rapid.
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Fig. 3. This figure shows the total energy of the H2 molecule as a function of internuclear distance.
calculated  from the electronic energies shown in Figure 2. For small values of R, the calculation using 15 
atomic orbitals per atom agrees well with the values of Kolos and Wolniewicz; but another configuration
would be needed for agreement at large R.

5. A solution to the many-electron problem, including correlation, can be obtained

directly, without the use of the SCF approximation. 

Basis sets of the type discussed in this paper can only be applied to bound-state

problems. It is interesting to ask whether it might be possible to construct many-electron

Sturmian basis sets appropriate for problems in reactive scattering in an analogous way, 

using hydrogenlike continuum functions as building-blocks. We hope to explore this 

question in future publications. 

7. Appendix A: Properties of T'v',v

In this appendix we shall try to show that interelectron repulsion matrix element T'11 of

equation (78) does not depend independently on kµ = kg and R, but depends only on

their product, s = kgR : If we take the Fourier transform of equation (79), we obtain:
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(A1)

Letting R ≡ X2 – X1 and taking the origin at of our coordinate system the point X1, we

can rewrite this as

(A2)

Since the hydrogenlike Sturmian basis functions form a complete set, the term

χ 1,0,0(xj – R) can be represented as a single-center expansion in terms of functions

localized at the origin:

(A3)

More generally we can write:

(A4)

As has been pointed out by Shibuya, Wulfman [7] and Aquilanti [18], the expansion

coefficients in equation (A4) are just the integrals shown in equation (37), i.e., the

Shibuya-Wulfman integrals. To see this, we can take the Fourier transform of (A4),

which gives us the relationship

(A5)

We now multiply both sides of (A5) by (p2 + k2
µ /2k 2

µ )χt*
n"l"m" (pj) and integrate over 

d3pj. Then, making use of the orthonormality relationship shown in equation (17), we

obtain:

(A6)

With the help of equations (19) and (20), the left-hand side of (A6) can be seen to

reduce to an integral of the type shown in equation (37); and thus we can write: 

(A7)

Thus

(A8)

will consist of a sum of one-center integrals multiplied by the Shibuya-Wulfman

integrals, S n' l'm' 
nlm (s), which are functions only of the product, s = kµR, and not of kµ

and R independently. The one-center integrals are sums of terms of the form 
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(A9)

where t1 = kµr1, t2 = kµr2 and where j, j' and l are integers, while 2 F1 (a, b; c; d) is a

hypergeometric function. In other words, after the integrations have been performed, 

the one-center integrals are pure numbers multiplied by the ratio kµ/p0. But this ratio 

too is a pure number whose value is determined by the subsidiary conditions, equations 

(62) and (63). In our illustrative example, kg / p0 = 1/ √ 2. Similar arguments can be

used to show in the general case that the matrix elements T'v',v depend on s = kµR; but

they do not depend on kµ and R independently, nor are they dependent on p0. This

theoretical prediction is confirmed by numerical results which we have obtained using

the integral package of Professor Fernández Rico and Dr. López. 

8. Appendix B: Second-Iterated Solutions 

Koga and others [10] have shown that the loss of accuracy resulting from truncation of

the basis set can be reduced by replacing the one-electron secular equation, (34), with 

an equation based on a second iteration of the integral equation (31). The second-

iterated integral equation has the form: 

(B1)

If we expand ϕ tµ (p) in terms of the basis functions ξτ (p) defined in equation (32),

equation (B1) becomes:

(B2)

where

(B3)

with Kτ ,τ ' defined by equation (35). If the constants Cτ ",µ and bµ are solutions of the

secular equations 

(B4)

then equation (B2) becomes an identity. The increased accuracy obtained by replacing 
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the one-electron secular equation (34) by (B4) comes from the fact that in calculating

the matrix K2
τ  ,τ  " defined by (B3), sum rules can sometimes be found which allow the

sum Στ' to run over functions which are not included in the truncated basis set. 
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1. Introduction 

The scope of the quantum chemistry is manifold. It provides numerical solutions 

obtained by the use of equations of the quantum mechanical theory. It enables to 

calculate bond and dissociation energies, characteristics of spectral transitions, force 

constants, electron and spin densities, polarizabilities. The properties referring to atoms, 

molecules and other systems can be theoretically determined without knowledge of 

empirical data of these systems (ab initio level). 

The various methods used in quantum chemistry make it possible to compute

equilibrium intermolecular distances, to describe intermolecular forces and chemical 

reactions too. The usual way to calculate these properties is based on the independent 

particle model: this is the Hartree–Fock method. The expansion of one–electron wave–

functions (molecular orbitals) in practice requires technical work on computers. It was 

believed for years and years that ab initio computations will become a ‘routine’ task 

even for large molecules. In spite of the enormous increase and development in 

computer technique, however, this expectation has not been fulfilled. The treatment of 

large, extended molecular systems still needs special theoretical background. In other

words, some approximations should be used in the methods which describe the proper-

ties of molecules of large size and/or interacting systems. The further approximations 

are to be chosen carefully: this caution is especially important when going beyond the 

HF level. The inclusion of the electron correlation in the calculations in a convenient

way is still one of the most significant tasks of quantum chemistry. 

Quantum chemistry aims to understand a large variety of chemical facts. In some 

systems an interesting feature was obtained whose study and whose application can help 

to reduce the computational effort considerably: this is the transferability. Transfer-

ability can be interpreted in several ways. The orbitals, on the one hand, may be 

considered transferable in the case when certain properties of these orbitals are close to 

each other to a certain extent (Rothenberg, 1971). The transferability of orbitals can be 

discussed ‘directly’ on the other hand too. Orbitals of small molecules can be used for 

constructing the wave-function of related, larger molecules. This can be done with or 

without further optimizations. In this interpretation the orbitals are transferable if the 

molecular properties calculated with and without optimizations are close to each other 

(O’Leary et al., 1975). The transferability of orbitals for cyclic hydrocarbons was 

discussed exhaustively (Edmiston et al., 1963). 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
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The transferability of several molecular properties may lead to advantages: for the 

aliphatic hydrocarbons, e.g., the bond energies can be approximated in advance as they 

are known to be transferable to a good accuracy (Allen, 1959). 

In the framework of the independent particle model the one–electron properties can 

be written as the sum of contributions from the orbitals. In other words, the transfer-

ability of the one–electron properties is implied by the transferability of the individual 

orbitals. This holds also for the total energy at the equilibrium geometry. The solutions 

of the HF equations, the canonical molecular orbitals (CMO) are non transferable since 

they are delocalized over the whole system. Therefore theoreticians have been looking 

for a special kind of orbitals for a long time in order to establish correspondence to 

chemical intuition. An important step in this direction was the introduction of the 

concept of localized molecular orbitals (LMO). The fist idea (England et al., 1975)

was followed by further ones. All of them aim to give a description more or less 

analogous to the intuitive Lewis’ hypothesis (Lewis, 1916). The use of LMO have

reached considerable success at the HF level first for diatomic molecules and later for 

larger, closed shell systems as well. It turned out furthermore that the use of LMOs may 

lead to certain advantages in the framework of methods calculating electron correlation 

effects.

The scope of this work is to deal with the possible treatments of electron correlation

in a localized representation. Several methods will be discussed in detail elaborated by

present authors. Special attention will be payed to the analysis of the transferability of 

certain correlation energy contributions. The use of their transferability will be

discussed for extended systems: series of hydrocarbons and polyenes will be investi-

gated. The transferable properties of the contributions to the correlation energy, 

furthermore, turned out to be useful in the study of weakly interacting intermolecular 

systems. A detailed description of this procedure will be given in the present work. 

2. Electron Correlation by Localization 

2. I. Electron correlation effects 

A usual approach to the theoretical treatment of the electronic structure is a decomposi-

tion of the many–electron problem into one–electron problem. The Hartree-Fock

method is the one most commonly applied for the above purpose. Although using the 

HF method the total energy of the system studied can be computed to a quite good 

accuracy the remaining error is comparable to some energies, like bonding energy, also 

of interest. The error is due to the correlation of the electrons. Since the correlation 

effects are not observable they can not be directly compared to experiments. The 

treatment of the electron correlation effects is thus inevitable for the calculation of 

certain energetic quantities as bonding energies etc. This also holds for the interaction 

energy of weakly bonded systems. In systems where at least several tens of electrons

are to be accounted for the description of the electron correlation effects is not a simple 

task. Several theories and methods have been elaborated for treating the electron 

correlation effects (Wilson, 1984). Most of the commonly used computational methods 

suffer from serious difficulty when dealing with large systems (Saebo et al., 1985) since
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the increasing number of electrons to be treated requires a significant computational

effort. The computational work is inevitably to be reduced if larger and larger systems

are to be dealt with. A promising way to overcome this barrier is the use of localized

representation in the correlation methods. Beside the reduction in computational time

the application of LMOs in correlation procedures may yield information on the

molecular electronic structure, too. Some localized orbital methods are quite successful

in the description of interaction energies in van der Waals systems as well (Duijneveldt

et al., 1994).

2.2. Localization methods

A single-determinant wave-function of closed shell molecular systems is invariant 

against any unitary transformation of the molecular orbitals apart from a phase factor.

The transformation can be chosen in order to obtain LMOs. Starting from CMOS a

number of localization procedures have been proposed to get LMOs: the most

commonly used methods are as given by the authors of (Edmiston et al., 1963) and

(Boys, 1966), while the procedures provided by (Pipek et al., 1989) and (Saebo et al.,
1993) are also of interest. It could be stated that all the methods yield comparable

results. Each LMO densities are found to be relatively concentrated in some spatial

region. They are, furthermore, expected to be determined mainly by that part of the

molecule which occupies that given region and its nearby environment rather than by

the whole system.

It could thus be stated that a pair description analogous to the Lewis’ picture is quite

conveniently yielded by localized molecular orbitals. In other words, to the extent that

the one–electron (orbital) method is in principle capable of faithful description of

molecular electronic structure, the orbital analysis may provide a useful rationale of

some molecular characteristics. Having generated LMOs, using any localizability

criteria, the degree of spatial localization obtained may also be inquired.

It may be of interest the extent to which the orbital density distribution (a certain

percentage of the density) occupy non overlapping region of the given molecule. The

orbital ‘tails’ population, whose overlap destroy the direct transferability of orbitals,

calculated in some ten–electron hydrides (Kapuy et al., 1976) was found not negligible,

almost 10 % of the total. The principal lobes, on the other hand, containing almost 90 %

of the population suggest a transferability of the LMO densities to a good approxima-

tion.

A special kind of molecular systems are the molecular complexes. The interaction

energies in these systems can be calculated in some cases more precisely than the

experimental data available. Several approximations have been elaborated during the

period of the last decades for the theoretical study both in weakly and strongly

interacting systems (Duijneveldt et al., 1994). One of the most commonly used method 

for investigating weakly interacting systems (in other terminology they are called van

der Waals complexes) is the super-molecule approach. The super-molecule method both

at HF and higher levels of the correlation can be applied in canonical and localized

representation. (See later in Chapter 5) In order to localize the orbitals of the super-

system, a special requirement is to be fulfilled: it is advantageous if the orbitals in the 
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monomers both in the occupied and virtual subspaces are separated as much as possible. 

A new localization method for this purposes was suggested in (Kapuy et al., 1994). Its

use will be discussed in Chapter 6 in detail. 

3. The Localized Many-Body Perturbation Theory 

The localized many-body perturbation theory (LMBPT) applies localized HF orbitals

which are unitary transforms of the canonical ones in the diagrammatic many-body

perturbation theory. The method was elaborated on models of cyclic polyenes in the 

Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) approximation. These systems are considered as not well 

localized so they are suitable to study the importance of non local effects. The 

description of LMBPT follows the main points as it was first published in 1984 (Kapuy 

et al., 1983).

In the many-body perturbation theory the non-relativistic Hamiltonian H is parti-

tioned in the following way: 

(1)

The occupied single-particle functions φ i and the virtual single-particle functions φ a are

solutions of the corresponding canonical HF equations 

(2)

The F operator is 

(3)

while H0 is chosen as

(4)

The perturbation thus is as follows:

(5)

Transforming the occupied and the virtual single-particle functions separately by 

unitary transformations U and V, respectively, the localized single-particle functions

φ m will satisfy the following (non-diagonal) HF equations

(6)

(7)
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Choosing a new HF operator (according to (Amos et al., 1971))

(8)

The eigenfunctions of this operator are the transformed single-particle functions φ m ,

(9)

(10)

The zeroth order Hamiltonian and the perturbation are, therefore, the following: 

(11)

(12)

It is an important consequence that certain non-zero off-diagonal elements (Lagran-

gian multipliers) ε ij , ε ab as extra terms enter the perturbation expansion at third and

higher orders. 

The terms of the perturbation series are represented by graphs in the diagrammatic

formulation. The ‘mixed’ Hugenholtz-Feynman representation (proposed in (Brandow,

1967) and (Bartlett et al., 1975)) is used in the LMBPT. An algorithm that first

constructs the Hugenholtz diagrams and then the Feynman diagrams and automatically

selects the conjugate pairs, equivalent diagrams, and so on was developed for this

purpose. Through fourth order, all diagrams using canonical orbitals can be found in

the literature (Bartlett et al., 1975): each Hugenholtz diagram can be represented by a

Feynman graph with antisymmetrized vertices

(13)

The rules for translating graphs into formulas can also been found in many places in the 

literature (Brandow, 1967; Bartlett et al., 1975; Hubac et al., 1978).

Representing terms due to the non-zero off-diagonal Fock matrix element can be 

called localization diagrams (in contrast to the others which are canonical diagrams). 

Using canonical HF orbitals the diagrams representing the second and third order 

energy corrections are shown in Figure 1. In the fourth order we have 39 Hugenholtz 

diagrams.

Using localized HF orbitals, new terms enter the perturbation corrections in third and 

higher orders. These terms are called localization corrections. In the diagrams repre-

senting the localization terms the off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers are denoted by 

crosses in circle. As the occupied and the virtual orbitals are localized separately, no 

element connects particle and hole states. The localization diagrams can be derived thus 

from the canonical ones by inserting crosses in the hole and/or in the particle lines. 
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Fig. 1. Second and third order antisymmetrized Feynman diagrams. 

Fig. 2. Third order localization diagrams. 

Putting one cross in the second order diagram the two third order localization diagrams,

can be obtained (Figure 2.) 

Inserting two crosses in the second order diagram or one cross in the third order 

diagrams the fourth order localization diagrams can be constructed (Figure 3). In the 

fourth order one does have 22 antisymmetrized Feynman diagrams among them 18 

form 9 conjugate pairs i.e. 13 are different. 

Due to the localization terms entering the localized representation, an extra computa-

tional work is necessary. It represents only a small fraction of the total computing time, 

in a given order, because the number of indices to be summed up are always less in the 

localization terms than in the canonical ones. 

The method used for the localization of the orbitals is to be carefully chosen. It is 

natural to expect that if the orbitals are localized into different spatial regions, for the

matrix elements 〈 ij |kl〉 the zero differential approximation can be applied: all terms 

containing at least one factor 〈 ij |kl 〉 in which ψ i ψ j and/or ψ k ψ l are localized to 

different spatial regions can be neglected. Thus the summation in a closed loop in 

evaluating a perturbation correction should only be extended over indices of orbitals 

which are localized into the same region of space. 
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Fig. 3. Fourth order localization diagrams. 

As to the localization of occupied orbitals the conventional procedures (Edmiston-

Ruedenberg (Edmiston et al., 1963), Boys (Boys, 1966) might not be the most suitable

because they do not restrict the magnitude of the off-diagonal Fock matrix elements. 

Regarding the localization of virtual orbitals, they cannot be localized uniquely into 
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the spatial regions of the (previously) localized occupied orbitals. There are certain

exceptions: in the case of some small bases (single zeta, double zeta, etc.), or for model

systems where the localized orbitals are determined by symmetry. Special cases

represent the weakly interacting systems, see later in Chapter 6. A suitable localization

procedure has been elaborated for their convenient study.

4. Application of LMBPT for Studying Transferability

4.1. Calculation for some polyenes

The first actual calculations using LMBPT have been carried out for the cyclic polyenes

C6H6, C10H10 and C14H14 in the PPP approximation. The PPP Hamiltonian can be

described as follows:

(14)

where µ , v and σ, τ are (atomic) orbital and spin indices, respectively.

The Mataga-Nishimoto parameterization (Mataga et al., 1957) is used for the matrix 

elements. The CC bond length was taken to be 1.4Å. The so-called β –1
 was regarded

as the coupling constant of the interaction of electrons. A set of localized orbitals 

corresponding to a Kekule structure was singled out.

In the canonical representation the total energy correction of a given order n is

former is the total contribution of the canonical diagrams (with localized orbitals) the 

latter is the total contributions from the localization terms. The total energy corrections 

are denoted as follows (through a given order n): 

denoted by ζ(n)
can. In the localized representation ζ(n)

loc consists of two terms ζ(n)
cl ,ζ(n)

ll . The 

(15)

(16)

The actual calculation were performed through fourth order, the perturbation correc-

tions in both the canonical and the localized representation for the interval 

–2 > β ≥ – 10. The results for C6 H6 and C10 H10 were compared to those obtained by

full CI. It was shown (Kapuy et al., 1984; Kapuy et al., 1988) that the perturbation

theory recovers a fraction of the total correlation correction. The localization correction 

are relatively small (compared to the canonical ones) in the localized representation. 

The zero differential overlap approximation can be applied in the localized represen-

tation. This was demonstrated by calculating for C6H6, C10H10 and C14H14, respec-

tively the total energy corrections and the pair correlation energies through second and

third order in different approximations. When the strongly local contributions were only 
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retained the results could be compared to those obtained by the separated pair

approximation: the results are quite similar (Kapuy et al., 1983).

Taking into account that the electrons of the systems investigated are only weakly

localizable the results are not discouraging: the intra-pair correlation energies are not

much affected. It is shown that even for these weakly localizable systems more than

50% of the correlation energy consist of (strictly) local contributions (Kapuy et al.,
1984).

The following important conclusion can be drown, that the diagrammatic many-body

perturbation theory can be used in a localized representation.

The main advantage suggested by the use of the localized many-body perturbation

theory (LMBPT) is that the local effects can be separated from the non-local ones. The

summations in the corrections at a given order can be truncated. As to the practical

applicability of the localized representation, a localization (separation) method, satisfy-

ing a double requirement is highly desired. Well-localized (separated) orbitals with 

small off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers are required (Kapuy et al., 1983).

The cyclic polyenes (in PPP approximation) have been examined in (Kapuy et al .,
1984) too. The correlation energy contributions obtained for the all– trans polyenes

further were analyzed both in canonical and localized representation, respectively 

(Kapuy et al., 1994). The results are in agreement with those found for the smaller

cyclic polyenes in the series. 

The results obtained in localized representation for the cyclic polyenes unambigu-

ously suggest, that local and non-local contributions at the correlated level can be 

separated. Separating these effects it is possible to deal with larger systems (that cannot 

or is difficult to be treated by using the canonical version (Pipek et al ., 1986). The 

transferability of the correlation energy quantities for some all-trans conjugated 

polyenes was demonstrated by using STO-3G and 6–31G* basis sets at the ab initio 

level (Kapuy et al ., 1991). The pair-correlation energies at the second order level of 

LMBPT were remarkably satisfactory (see Table 1). Both second and third order 

Table 1 

some all-trans conjugated polyenes 
Transferability of intra-pair correlation energy contriutions in 

Intra-pair for a Inter-pair for a

CH-bond CC-bond

Basis set: STO-3G

C2 H4 –0.01049220 –0.00873641

C4 H6 –0.01048325 –0.00843519

C6 H8 –0.01048305 –0.00838256

Basis set: 6-31G*

C2 H4 –0.01552858 –0.01385117

C4 H6 –0.01537345 –0.01372821

C6 H8 –0.01522244 –0.01368269

Values are given in Hartree. 
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perturbation corrections were calculated and the degree of the single-particle perturba-

tion was augmented up to 8. The convergence was found to be rapid, the local and non-

local effects can be remarkably separated (Kapuy et al., 1994).

It should be noted that the transferability of certain molecular properties has also

been demonstrated for the same systems and for their larger more extended relatives,

too (Kapuy et al., 1991).

4.2.

The application of the LMBPT on the ab initio level to some normal saturated

hydrocarbons was first performed using STO-3G basis set (Kapuy et al., 1987). Similar

calculations have been carried out by the use of MINI basis set. The transferability of

some correlation energy contributions in systems CH4, C3H8, C5H12 and C7H16,

respectively was demonstrated (at the MP2 level, Boys’ localization method was used

throughout). It was also shown (similarly to the series of the polyenes), that the

partitioning of the pair correlations can be done in a straightforward manner according

to the order of neighborhood (see Table 2 and Table 3 in ref (Kapuy et al., 1987). There, 

it is shown that more than 94% the intra-pair correlation is due to the zero order

‘neighborhood’ i.e. the effects of third and higher order can be neglected. For the inter-

pair correlation the deviation is larger: the zero order terms overestimate the correlation

energy by more than 10%. The zero order terms give more than 93% of the total

correlation energy. Including the first and second neighbor effects more than 99% can

be obtained. The second neighbor contributions are important. The transferability

properties of the pair-correlation energies are demonstrated in Table 2. 

Study of related systems at the ab initio level

Table 2 Transferability of intra- and inter-pair correlation energy 
contributions in some normal saturated hydrocarbons (for a CH-bond at 
the end of the molecules and between two neighboring CH-bonds.
respectively)

Intra-pair Inter-pair

Basis set: STO-3G

CH4 –0.01090022 –0.00203261

C3 H8  –0.01083636 –0.00214123

C5 H12 –0.01083376 –0.00213967

C7H16 –0.01083356 –0.00213928

Basis set: MINI

C3 H8 

CH4 –0.00853457 –0.00247570

–0.00812241 –0.00253746 

C5H12 –0.00809347 –0.00252513

C7 H16  –0.00809118 –0.00252732

Values are given in Hartree. 
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Table 3

some related systems containing CH- and CC-bonds, respectively
Transferability of intra-pair correlation energy contributions in

Intra-pair for a Intra-pair for a

CH-bond CC-bond

Basis set: MINI

CH3 OH –0.008647 –

CH3 CH2 OH –0.008432 –0.007736

CH3 NH2 –0.008671 –

CH3 CH2 NH2 –0.008503 –0.007631

Basis set: 6-31G*

CH3 OH –0.01609 –

CH3 CH2 OH –0.01578 –0.01236

CH3NH2 –0.01593 –

CH3CH2NH2 –0.01574 –0.01185

Values are given in Hartree. 

The method to partition the correlation energy corrections according to the topologi-

cal and geometrical structures of the molecules is thus apparently a useful one. It should 

be noted, however, that due to restricted size of the basis, the correlation energies

calculated are less than a third of the ‘experimental’. The leading terms on the other 

hand, give the largest contributions when using systematically extended basis sets. By 

using larger basis sets the importance of localization corrections seem to increase. This 

was illustrated by the results obtained for CH4 with different basis sets, e.g. The

partitioning of the correlation energy corrections could be carried out for all standard

basis sets applied until now. 

The partitioning of the pair-correlations, could thus be done according to a so-called

law or order of ‘neighborhood’. This low is further applied in (Kapuy et al., 1990).

respectively. The application of this law of neighborhood is useful for studying the

transferable properties of the correlation energy contributions. The results clearly show, 

that the local and non-local effects can be separated. The contributions of distant 

(virtual) orbitals can be omitted to a rather good approximation. 

Two important classes of related systems are also to be mentioned. One of these 

series is obtained by replacing a terminal CH3 group in the normal saturated

hydrocarbons by a functional group: this was an OH or an NH2 group in our study. The

correlation energy partitioning – according to the several pair contributions – for some 

systems are given in Table 3. The transferability of the CH and CC intra-pair

correlation energy quantities could be noticed in each system, let it containing OH- or

NH-bond.

Another field, were the transferability property of certain correlation energy contribu-

tions can be demonstrated is in the study of weakly interacting systems in localized 

representation. Although the interaction energy between the systems will be discussed 
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later (Chapter 5), it should be emphasized here that the transferable property of the total 

correlation energy contributions from each of the monomers (which take part in the 

interaction) is of importance. The existence of this transferability property suggests that 

the interaction studied is weak. Another kind of transferability between certain pair– 

correlation energy contribution may also hold from the non-interacting monomers to 

the so-called super-molecule. This transferability could also be pointed out for several 

super-molecules containing two or more interacting monomers. (See chapter 6.) The 

transferability may significantly reduce the computational cost and work.

Some other systems – beside the series of relative ones – have also been studied in 

localized representation, using the LMBPT scheme. Some of these systems have 

importance in biology. Two kinds of molecular systems have been investigated, each of 

them is related to the CH2O molecule which is now believed to be one of the most

important small molecular species in human life.

In a paper of Pipek (Pipek et al., 1986) and Ladik an ab initio electron correlation

study was described for some molecules using localized representation. Long-range

and local correlation effects could be separated in a mathematically well-defined

manner. The effect of various atomic basis sets furthermore, was also investigated. 

The results show, that the role of the localization corrections in the LMBPT is 

important. When the long-range correlation is neglected, only a fraction of the

integrals is to be taken into account. The energy loss, on the other hand, (about 7%) is 

not significant.

Summarizing this chapter, one can state that the transferability of the correlation 

energy contributions is a quite general property of several molecular systems. In the 

framework of LMBPT method, that property can be used to a/ come closer to chemical 

intuition, b/ demonstrate the importance of some local and/or non-local effects and c/
reduce some of the computational work. 

5.

The study of the interaction energies between atoms and/or molecules has been of 

interest for a long time. One of the most commonly used approach for calculating the 

interaction energies between the molecules is the super molecule method (Duijneveldt 

et al ., 1994). In the framework of this method the same theoretical model is employed 

for the determination of the total energy of the super molecule as well as that of the 

subsystems. The calculations of weak interactions are often performed using the super 

molecule approach. The computations in these cases are suffering from the basis set 

superposition error (BSSE). The BSSE, namely, manifests itself as an artificial energy 

lowering. A correction procedure was proposed by Boys and Bernardi (Boys et al .,
1971): using their counter-poise (CP) method an essential part of the superposition error 

can be taken into account. The application of localized orbitals for describing 

intermolecular interactions was elaborated as early as in the 70s (Schaefer et al ., 1971). 

The use of the local correlation method (Pulay et al ., 1986), furthermore, leads to 

certain computational savings. A recent review summarizes the main features of the 

methods using localized orbitals within the super molecule approach (Saebo et al .,
1993). The calculations at the HF level do not give rise to significant work when 

The Super Molecule Approach by using LMBPT 
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applying the CP-corrections. Acceptable values can be obtained for the interaction

energy, provided that large enough basis sets are used. The treatment at the correlated

level, on the other hand, is more difficult. A detailed analysis on this subject can be

found in (Duijneveldt et al., 1994) (a discussion is also given in ref (Kozmutza et al.
1996; Kozmutza et al., 1998). Here the correlated level will only be investigated.

5.1.

The localized representation can be applied in the study of simple interacting systems

like diatomic molecules. A series of diatomics has been studied by using the LMBPT

method at the MP2 level (Kozmutza et al., 1993). The localized orbitals for the

calculations where obtained using a slightly modified Boys’ method: the spatial

symmetry, namely, was taken into consideration. Taking into account the spatial

symmetry the virtual orbitals could also be separated in a straightforward manner. The

canonical space has been partitioned into certain subgroups: these groups of CMOs

were localized separately without any difficulties. Some significant results are sum-

marized in Table 4. The results clearly show that a/ the canonical and localized

representation produce comparable values for the correlation energies and b/ the

interaction energies at the correlated level (all are CP-corrected) do not differ seriously

The use of spatial symmetry

Table4

canonical and localized representation 

System, basis set and inter-atomic Total correlation Interaction

distance (Bohr) Canonical Localized Canonical Localized

Total and interaction energies obtained at the correlated MP2 level for some studied dimers in 

Ne2 (6-31G*) 5.0 –0.30408 –0.30373 –0.48-3 –0.28-3

Ne2 (6-31G*) 7.0 –0.30357 –0.30345 –0.89-5 –0.27-4

Ar2 (6-31G)5.0 –0.07227 –0.07226 +0.78-3 –0.21-3

Ar2 (6-31G)7.0 –0.07253 –0.07218 +0.50-4 –0.19-4

Ar2 (6-31G)9.0 –0.07249 –0.07211 –0.72-4 –0.88-6

Ar2 (6-31G*) 7.0 –0.08313 –0.08306 –0.01-4 –0.72-4

Be2 (6-31G) 5.0 –0.05119 –0.05048 –0.43-2 –0.53-2

Be2 (6-31G) 6.0 –0.04868 –0.04803 –0.19-2 –0.26-2

Be2 (6-31G) 7.0 –0.04780 –0.04777 –0.11-2 –0.12-2

Be2 (6-31G*) 5.0 –0.06309 –0.06286 –0.50-2 –0.55-2

Be2 (6-31G*) 6.0 –0.05885 –0.05879 –0.30-2 –0.27-2

Be2 (6-31G*) 9.0 –0.05609 –0.05606 –0.43-3 –0.36-3

Be2 (6-31G*) 10.0 –0.05592 –0.05590 –0.32-3 –0.27-3

Mg2 (6-31G) 5.0 –0.04808 –0.03171 –0.48-2 –0.36-2

Mg2 (6-31G) 7.0 –0.04418 –0.02943 –0.16-2 –0.13-2

Mg2 (6-31G) 9.0 –0.04303 –0.02885 –0.79-3 –0.46-3

Mg2 (6-31G*) 7.0 –0.06211 –0.05142 –0.32-2 –0.33-2

Values are given in Hartree. 
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from each other in the most cases, however, some discrepancies can be found but only

for Ar2 system.

5.2.

The first application of the LMBPT method for studying weakly interacting systems

was published in 1990 (Kozmutza et al., 1990). A detailed description on the possibility

of treating dimer (weakly interacting) molecules using Boys’ localized orbitals (LMOs)

is given in (Kapuy et al. 1991). The dimer of water was subjected to a careful study in

the above-mentioned work. The investigations have clearly shown that the use of LMOs 

is convenient for the calculation of the various correlation energy components of the

interaction energy at the MP2 level around the intermolecular energy minimum. The

correlation energy could be separated into intra- and inter-part – and this result is very

similar to that obtained for related systems (see results given in Chapter 4). The results

thus affirm that the use of LMOs in the LMBPT scheme have certain advantages in

analyzing weakly interacting systems. This conclusion does not hold exclusively for the 

dimer of water: other dimers have also been investigated in ref. (Kapuy et al., 1991).

The interaction energy in several dimers composed from different monomers are also of

interest: a BH3 + H2O complex is one super molecule of this type. Performing a Boys’

localization for the monomers’ canonical orbitals as well as for the whole super

molecule’s CMOs, the obtained LMOs were used in the LMBPT for calculating the

correlation energy components in that complex.The results for the intra- and inter-parts

of the contributions to the correlation energy at the MP2 level in the BH3 + H2O
complex is given in Table 5. The values clearly show that a/ transferability holds

between the contributions obtained for the subsystems’ and the super-system’s LMOs

and b/ certain contributions of the inter-parts are significantly responsible for the

interaction energy between the monomers. The use of Boys’ localized orbitals, on the

other hand, has some disadvantages (Bartha et al., 1990). In order to overcome certain

difficulties when working with Boys’ LMOs, a new scheme was elaborated especially to

produce orbitals in order to treat weakly interacting atoms and/or molecules.

6. The Use of SMOs in the Framework of LMBPT

The convenient study of weakly interacting systems in the LMBPT procedure requires

the following criteria:

– the convergence of the perturbation series (i.e. that of the localized corrections)  

should be fast,

– both the occupied and virtual orbitals are to be separated as much as possible,

– the separation procedure should be simple.

Studies by using Boys’ localized orbitals

The method which produces the separated molecular orbitals (SMOs) was first 

published in ref. (Kozmutza et al., 1994) and then later applied successfully for dimer

molecules (Kozmuta et al., 1994; Kozmutza et al., 1995) and also for several interacting

systems (Kozmutza et al., 1996; Kozmutza et al., 1994).

Let us now summarize: 
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Intra- and inter-pair correlation energy contributions for the localized molecular orbitals in theTable 5

super-molecule BH3 + H2O

B–O distance (in bohr)

3.29 3.48 3.67

Intra-pair contributions 

BH bond-pair (2) –0.175154-1 –0.176019-1 –0.176817-1

O lone-pair (1) –0.165466-1 –0.165349-1 –0.165319-1 

BH bond-pair (1) –0.172992-1 –0.173972-1 –0.174961-1

OH bond-pair –0.199002-1 –0.199028-1 –0.199125-1

O lone-pair (2) –0.176695-1 –0.176178-1 –0.175161-1

Total inter-pair contributions 

BH(1)/OH bond 1 –0.619673-3 –0.511201-3 –0.419456-3 

BH(1)/OH bond 2 –0.556679-3 –0.468625-3 –0.390640-3 

BH(1)/O lone (1) –0.552541-3 –0.461226-3 –0.382323-3

BH(1)/O lone (2) –0.278069-2 –0.236630-2 –0.196980-2

BH(2)/OH bonds –0.514322-3 –0.432267-3 –0.359953-3

BH(2)/O lone (1) –0.575586-3 –0.468549-3 –0.380511-3

BH(2)/O lone (2) –0.267981-2 –0.227560-2 –0.189010-2

Net inter-pair contributions 

BH bond(1)/OH bond (1) –0.401010-3 –0.334417-3 –0.271178-3 

BH bond(1)/OH bond (2) –0.316304-3 –0.265544-3 –0.217674-3

BH bond(1)/O lone (1) –0.291279-3 –0.263864-3 –0.216215-3 

BH bond(1)/O lone (2) –0.945971-3 –0.815977-3 –0.635466-3 

BH bond (2)/OH bonds –0.301603-3 –0.270688-3 –0.229020-3 

BH bond(2)/O lone (1) –0.337492-3 –0.300217-3 –0.245644-3 

BH bond(2)/O lone (2) –0.984463-3 –0.766881-3 –0.572497-3

Basis = 6–31G*, values are given in Hartree. The definition for the total and net terms are given in Eq. (29)

and (30), respectively. 

–

–

the essence of the main feature of SMOs, 

the treatment of the second, third and further order of the correlated level (MP2, 

MP3 and MP4 respectively), 

– the scheme for separating the correlation energy contributions at each level of 

correlation.

The procedure for obtaining SMOs starts from the occupied and virtual canonical

molecular orbitals (CMOs) of the super-system: it uses a bridge in order to transform 

the CMOs towards a prescribed set of orbitals. The criterion prescribes, that the overlap 

between the constructed orbitals ψ i of a super molecule (SM) should be maximal with

the initial, canonical orbitals φ i of the non–interacting molecules, the bridge thus

implies an overlap criterion: 
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(17)

At the correlated level the many–body perturbation theory is applied, the localized

version of which (LMBPT) has already proven to be useful in the study of molecular 

electronic structure. The LMBPT is a double perturbation theory, and the perturbational 

correction are calculated as: 

(18)

(19)

where N is the order of the two–particle perturbation and M is the order of the single– 

particle perturbation. Summing to infinite order over the index M, the canonical

correlation energy corrections are obtained. 

For two–particle perturbations we can easily separate the energy components of the 

interacting system into different terms. The expressions for the second and third order 

MBPT correction has the form of: 

(20)

where

(21)

(22)

where

(23)

(24)
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(25)

Here h1, h2, h1' , h'2 (p1, p2, p'1 , p'2 ) denote the occupiedvirtual orbitals (holes and

particles), Mh
i , (Mp

i ) are the set of the occupied/virtual orbitals belonging to the i-th

monomer, and 

(26)

The definition of the one–body, two–body, three–body and four–body correlation 

energy terms at several levels of correlation, respectively, as follows: 

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)
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(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)
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(38)

(39)

7.

In the previous chapters it was demonstrated that the separated molecular orbitals (as

their name suggests) are originally devoted to describe the interaction energy in weakly 

interacting systems in a straightforward manner. In cases when only the interaction

energy is studied it is evident that the separation of the CMOs of the super-molecule is 

performed accordingly to the CMOs of the non–interacting monomers. This procedure

corresponds to a CMO → SMO transformation (see Eq. 17). It may also happen that

some local correlation energy contributions are of interest: in this case in the

transformation the CMOs of the super-molecule are separated accordingly to the LMOs 

(provided previously by the Boys’ procedure e.g.) of the non–interacting monomers. 

This procedure corresponds to a LMO → SMO transformation. The above kinds of

schemes (CMO → SMO and LMO → SMO, respectively) can thus be used depending

on the subject of the work. There are some cases where the use of one or other scheme 

could be more advantageous. It is yet an important task of the present chapter to point 

out the main features of the schemes described. These are as follows: 

1. The deviation of the diagonal Lagrangian–multipliers (see Eq. 6, 7) obtained for 

the orbitals after the given transformation from the canonical diagonal Fock– 

matrix elements. 

The rapidity of the convergence of the correlation corrections in Eq. 19 using the 

orbitals after the given transformation. 

The transferability of the correlation energy contributions: the comparison are to 

be made in this case in a different way when using the different transformation. In 

the case of the CMO → SMO procedure the obtained energy terms in whole 

super-system according to the subsystems are expected to be close to the 

corresponding contributions of the initial monomers. When a LMO → SMO

scheme is applied, on the other hand the transferability of the local contributions 

are worthwhile discussing. 

The calculations were performed for a large variety of systems. The results are 

selected according to the above mentioned points of view. 

The diagonal Lagrangian–multipliers in the case of water–dimer are depicted on 

Fig. 4. One can see that the difference between the diagonal Fock–matrix element and 

the corresponding diagonal Lagrangian–multipliers is considerably smaller for the 

Some Results Obtained by the SMO-LMBPT Formalism

2.

3.
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Fig. 4. Diagonal Lagrandgian-multipliers versus canonical one-particle energies for water dimer. Values 

corresponding to CMO→SMO and LMO→SMO denoted by diamonds and crosses, respectively. 

CMO → SMO transformation than in the case of the LMO → SMO procedure. This

fact is reflected also in the better convergence of the localization contributions for 

CMO → SMOs.

The results obtained for a model system, the BH3 + H2O complex by both of the

CMO → SMO and LMO → SMO schemes, respectively are compared. The results

given in Table 5 and Table 6 reflect some important characteristics or differences of the 

two procedures. The geometry for the BH3 + H2O system is shown by Figure 5. The

values obtained are in a good agreement with the expectations (see point 3. above)

concerning the LMO → SMO and CMO → SMO procedures, respectively.

Several studies demonstrated that the canonical contributions at the correlated level

(MP2, MP3, MP4) can be approximated to a very good extent by their corresponding

values obtained in localized representation. The transferability of the intra-parts can be 

further used: this makes it also possible to discuss conveniently the interaction energy 

of weakly bounded-systems in terms of SMOs. 

It is expected, furthermore, that the difference between the E(intra) quantities and the 

corresponding values obtained from the CP corrected calculations offers a possibility 

for studying the effect of the CP technique. The first series of calculation were 

performed for the He dimer: it was studied at the experimental equilibrium 
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Fig. 5. BHa  + H2O complex

(R = 5.67 bohr). The Ne-dimer was also investigated at several inter-nuclear distances. 

The trimer and tetramer systems were calculated at certain inter-nuclear distances. 

Well-known basis sets were used. 

The calculated intra-correlated energy terms for the He and Ne dimers at several 

inter-nuclear distances- are given in Table 7. The results demonstrate, that the values do 

not change significantly with the variation of the inter-nuclear distances. The E(intra/ 

total) terms obtained for some linear trimer- and tetramer systems are also demonstrated 

in Table 8: a very significant transferability holds for these terms in each of the systems 

investigated.

Defining the several parts of the correlation energy, some significant terms are 

collected for the He tetramer studied in Table 9. The results unambiguously show that 

not only the values follow the differences in their geometrical position, but a transfer-

ability property also holds for both the one- and two-body terms, respectively, as well at 

each level of correlation. 

One of the advantage of the SMO-LMBPT formalism is that we can separate the 

two-, three-, four-body interaction terms from those of the corresponding components 

of the intra-terms. In this way it is possible to exclude the effects which are caused by 

the deviation from the additivity of the intra-terms. Some significant results are 

collected in Table 10. It should be noted, that for the higher order terms there are not 

many references in the literature. This might be the case because these terms can not be 

calculated in an easy way. Our results affirm, that the higher-order interaction energies 

are small but not negligible. 

In order to investigate the validity of the CP-recipe, a systematic study was 

performed for the He dimer. The values calculated at different inter-nuclear distances 

are collected in Table 11. The values for the E(intra/total) quantities were calculated 
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Table 6

Orbital No. CMOs in super-molecule CMOs in monomers CMOs in super-molecule

Diagonal Lagrangian multipliers in the BH3 + H2O system

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

etc.

Basis 6-31G*, values are given in Hartree, the B-O distance equals 3.48 bohr.

including the CP recipe, too. The results obtained at several levels of correlation, show 

that a/ the intra-terms in the super-systems are in each case between the values 

calculated with and without the CP technique and b/ comparing the values obtained

for the non corrected and for the CP–corrected systems, one can notify, that the CP 

corrected E(intra/total) components are closer to those obtained by the use of the

SMO–LMBPT scheme. The results thus unambiguously suggest, that the E(intra) 

values obtained using the CP recipe can be replaced by those resulted in the 

calculations performed by our scheme. 

The ‘beneficial’ effect of the counter-poise method is thus taken into account in our 

method without the need of additional (i.e. CP corrected) calculations. 

The dimer of H2O and HF, respectively, have been the subject of theoretical studies

by several authors. We also performed a work on these dimers (Kapuy et al., 1998).
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–20.630400

–7.574843

–1.436929

–0.794581

–0.718814

–0.622607

–0.562078

–0.451724

–0.444055

0.105597

0.183464

0.205086

0.232628

0.266475

0.269223

0.367746

0.373778

0.492427

0.548924

0.552551

0.626635

0.730326

0.735561

0.789481

1.002980

–7.621740

–0.707125

–0.493712

–0.491035

–20.549446

–1.359485

–0.721472

–0.559283

–0.503155

0.057849

0.198212

0.241012

0.241 769 

0.33 1774 

0.33 1955 

0.426786

0.474439

0.675953

0.699655

0.747823

2.040553

2.152540

2.1545 1 1 

2.543609

2.667696

–7.573758

–0.660250

–0.449613

–0.453883

–20.630116

–1.432649

–0.792422

–0.650717

–0.592623

0.492300

0.2291 13 

0.274776

0.273197

0.379129
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0.539160

0.570469

0.730036

0.735561
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2.15 1963 

2.199657

2.197560

2.6 109 17 
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Table 7 Correlated energy components, the E(intra/total) values calculated for some studied dimers 

MP2 [hartree] MP3 [hartree* 10–2] MP4 [hartree* 10–2]

He + He
Basis: 8s3p

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.67

7.67

9.67

Basis: 6-311G*

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.67

7.67

9.67

Ne + Ne
Basis: 6-31G*

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.0

7.0

9.0

Basis: 6-311G*

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.0

7.0

9.0

Basis set 8s3p is from S. Huzinaga: J. Chem. Phys. 50, 1374 (1963).

That study at the MP2 correlated level for the dimers investigated are summarized in

Table 7. In Table 7, we use the following notations: SM denotes the values obtained in

the super-molecule, while CP denotes those obtained in the counter-poise corrected

calculations. The results clearly show, that the E(intra/net) values are close to each other

(using any basis sets) for the monomers in both of SM and CP systems. This suggests

that the SMO-LMBPT scheme takes into account the ‘benefit’ effect of the basis set

superposition. The deviations found in the intra terms between the SM and CP systems

are explained recently (Kapuy et al., 1998) in detail.

The conclusion of that paper states, that concerning the scepticism over the CP recipe

might be unfounded. The differences in the SM and CP values of the E(intra)

components for the two monomers are presumably due to the different basis set
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–0.0294556 –0.532739 –0.09913

–0.0294578

–0.0294559

–0.0294556

–0.527007

–0.529093

–0.532741

–0.09639

–0.09819

–0.09913

–0.0304800 –0.536942 –0.09871 

–0.0304813

–0.0304806

–0.0304802

–0.536976

–0.536955

–0.536947

–0.09884

–0.09885

–0.09873

–0.151729 +0.015098 –0.45097

–0.151781

–0.151769

–0.151730

+0.015162

+0.015109

+0.015100

–0.45103

–0.45109

–0.45097

–0.189088 +0.242123 –0.67011

–0.189204

–0.189089

–0.189088

+0.240067

+0.242134

+0.242124

–0.66872

–0.67031

–0.67011



He + He + He

–0.0294578

–0.0294565

–0.0294559

–0.0294561

He + He +He + He

–0.0294571

–0.0294563

–0.0294547

–0.0294549

Ne + Ne + Ne

–0.189320

–0.189300

–0.189095

–0.189090

Ne + Ne + Ne + Ne

–0.189326

–0.189209

–0.189090

–0.189089
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Table 8

Two different values are obtained in each case
Correlated energy components, the E(intra/total) values for some linear trimers and tetramers.

MP2 [hartree] MP3 [hartree*10] MP4 [hartree*10]a

Basis: 8s3p

Distance:

5.67 bohr

7.67 bohr

Basis: 8s3p

Distance:

5.67 bohr

7.67 bohr

Basis: 6-311G*

Distance:

5.0 bohr

7.0 bohr

Basis: 6-31lG*

Distance:

5.0 bohr

7.0 bohr

Basis 8s3p is from S. Huzinaga: J. Chem. Phys. 50, 1374 (1963). 

dependence of the so-called charge-transfer components for the different monomers. It

is expected that no increase of the basis set can cause a systematic trend in the

calculated value for the interaction energy at the correlated level when using CP

corrections. Without taking into account the effect of BSSE the results are incorrect.

The effect studied, on the other hand, can be located in the SMO-LMBT formalism

easily.

The results given in Table 12 also suggest, that the SMO-LMBPT formalism not only

eliminates the basis set super-position error but also takes into account the beneficial

part of the BSSE.

A third example was the advantageous application of the SMO-LMBPT model to a 

zeolite type structure: AIH2OH + H2O + NH3. Ab initio modeling of zeolite structures
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–0.526901

–0.527711

–0.535671

–0.534058

–0.09684

–0.09617

–0.09717

–0.09711

–0.526871

–0.527813

–0.535547

–0.534951

–0.09675

–0.09637

–0.09718

–0.09716

+0.240750

+0.240322

+0.242035

+0.242017

–0.67903

–0.67582

–0.67132

–0.67121

+0.237717

+0.240010

+0.241931

+0.241817

–0.66899

–0.66901

–0.67082

–0.67083
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Table 9 Correlation energy decomposition for the one- and two-
body terms in a linear tetramer He-cluster. Values are given in
mHartree

E (total) E (net)

MP2 correlated level

He(1) and He(4) 

He(2) and He(3) 

He(12) and He(34) 

He(31) and He(42) 

He(32)

He(41)

MP3 correlated level 

He(1) and He(4) 

He(2) and He(3) 

He(12) and He(34) 

He(31) and He(42) 

He(32)

He(41)

MP4 correlated level 

He( 1) and He(4) 

He(2) and He(3) 

He(12) and He(34) 

He(31) and He(42) 

He(32)

He(41)

Basis 8s3p is from S. Huzinaga: J. Chem. Phys. 50, 1374 (1963).

was discussed in several works. It is known, that a study of weak dative complexes can

be performed for structures of two components using extended basis sets. To come 

closer to the reality, i.e. the extension of the zeolite structures implies the use of small 

or medium sized basis sets. This occurs, for example, when modeling of ammonia or 

water complexation: usually minimal basis sets (STO-3G, MINI etc) are used. 

The inclusion of correlation effects, as known, is inevitable. The importance of 

correlation has been pointed out for these structures as well. The geometry parameters 

used in the calculations were taken from an optimization procedure at the SCF level 

((Kozmutza et al., 1995)). The complex is given in Figure 6.

According to the formulae used in the SMO-LMBPT procedure (see those concern-

ing the correlated level as given in Chapter 6), the following quantities are calculated: 

the intra-correlated part as well as the inter-correlated part of the energy terms at the 

second (MP2), third (MP3) and the fourth (MP4) level of correlation. The MINI basis 
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–29.458

–29.456

–0.0351

–0.0005

–0.0352

–0.0001
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–0.0 001 
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–0.0049
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–0.9635

–0.9354
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–0.0003
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Table 10 Some of the correlated parts of the many-body interaction energy terms obtained for the studied 
systems using different basis sets. The values are given in Hartree. (Distances: He-He = 5.67 bohr, Ne-
Ne = 5.0 bohr)

System Basis set Two-body MP2 level Three-body MP3 level Four-body MP4 level

He + He
Basis I.

Basis III.

He + He + He
Basis I.

Basis III.

He + He + He + He 
Basis I.

Basis III.

Ne + Ne
Basis II.

Basis III.

Ne + Ne + Ne
Basis II.

Basis III.

Ne + Ne + Ne + Ne 
Basis II.

Basis III.

Basis I.: 8s3p (S. Huzinaga: J. Chem. Phys. 50, 1374 (1963).

Basis II.: 6-31G*, Basis III.: 6-311G*.

set was used in the calculations. The values were calculated both in the whole complex

system as well as in some counter-poise (CP) corrected systems. The CP correction

calculations were performed for the ALH2OH structure: in one case the charges of the

nuclei on the NH3, in the second case those of the nuclei on the H2O were taken equal

zero, The total and the net contributions were calculated in each case for the intra

contributions, at each level of correlation. The results obtained are presented in Table

13 and Table 14, respectively. 

The main conclusions are as follows: 

– according to the systems there is a convenient separation of the net contributions

at each level in the complex system;

the values reflect suitably the different magnitude of the energy components at

each level of correlation.

–
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–34.99

–34.39

–34.77

–34.32

–34.67

–34.30

–321.30

–387.58

–327.70

–392.60

–329.31

–397.38

–0.0258

–0.0227

–0.0247

–0.0223

–0.00027

–0.00030

–64.92

–0.4277

–69.75

–0.4167

–0.5632

–0.0374

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–



_0.0294556

–0.0294578

–0.0294591

–0.0294559

–0.0294559

–0.0294556

–0.0294556

–0.0304800

–0.0304813

–0.0304820

–0.0304806

–0.0304807

–0.0304802

–0.0304802

–0.532739

–0.527007

–0.527613

–0.529093

–0.529103

–0.532741

–0.532741

–0.536942

–0.536976

–0.536992

–0.536955

–0.536955

–0.536947

–0.536947

–0.09913

–0.09639

–0.09640

–0.09819

–0.09822

–0.09913

–0.09914

–0.09871

–0.09884

–0.09893

–0.09885

–0.09885

–0.09873

–0.09873
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Table 11 The E(intra/total) values in some He dimers. CP corrected values are also calculated

MP2 [hartree] MP3 [hartree*10–2] MP4 [hartree*10–2]

Basis: 8s3p

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.67

CP corr.

7.67 bohr

CP corr.

9.67 bohr

CP con.

Basis: 6-311G*

Monomer

Distance (bohr)

5.67 bohr

CP corr.

7.67 bohr

CP corr.

9.67 bohr

CP corr.

Table12

of water and dimer of hydrogen-fluoride. Values are given in Hartree 
E(intra) values calculated at the MP2 correlated level for the dimer 

E(intra/total) E(intra/net) 

(H2O)2 

Basis set: MINI 

Monomer 1 

Monomer 2 

Basis set: 6-3lG*

Monomer 1 

Monomer 2 

Basis set: 6-311G*

Monomer 1 

Monomer 2 

(HF)2

Basis set: 13s7p/4s contracted to 4s2p/2s 

Monomer 1 
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SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

–0.0387

–0.0371

–0.0338

–0.0338

–0.1891

–0.1890

–0.1873

–0.1883

–0.2290

–0.2292

–0.2270

–0.2280

–0.1277

–0.1272

–0.0317

–0.0321

–0.0308

–0.0318

–0.1838

–0.1839

–0.1858

–0.1856

–0.2229

–0.2232

–0.2248

–0.2250

–0.1218

–0.1219



SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

SM

CP

–0.1243

–0.1239

–0.1831

–0.1834

–0.1728

–0.1808

–0.2147

–0.2149

–0.2154

–0.2142

–0.1205

–0.1191

–0.1775

–0.1775

–0.1789

–0.1763

–0.2102

–0.2106

–0.2120

–0.2107
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Table 12 (continued)

E(intra/total) E(intra/net) 

Monomer 2 

Basis set: 6-31 G* 

Monomer 1 

Monomer 2 

Basis set: 6-311 G* 

Monomer 1 

Monomer 2 

SM denotes the SMOs determined in the super-molecule.

CP denotes the SMOs obtained in the counter-poise calculations. 

Geometries are as given in E. Kapuy et al.: J. Mol. Structure (Theochem) 422, 

143 (1998). 

Table 13 The intra-correlated part of the energy at several levels of MBPT for the
AIH2OH + H2O structure (including CP corrections). Values are given in mhartree

Total contributions Net contributions 

MP2 level
In the complex system for

H2O
In the CP-corrected system for 

H2O

MP3 level 
In the complex system for

H2O
In the CP-corrected system for 

H2 O

MP4 level 
In the complex system for 

H2 O
In the CP-corrected system for 

H2O

AlH2OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH
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–55.50

–42.94

–56.74

–43.68

–7.81

–5.37

–7.88

–6.09

–7.02

–2.91

–7.19

–2.89

–52.79

–27.10

–54.51

–29.32

–8.26

–6.05

–8.13

–6.74

–6.41

–1.65

–6.98

–1.85



–55.50

–52.63

–56.31

–50.61

–7.81

–8.81

–7.86

–9.31

–7.02

–3.32

–8.53

–2.82
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Table 14 

AlH2 OH + NH3 structure (including CP corrections). Values are given in mhartree
The intra-correlated part of the energy at several levels of MBPT for the 

Total contributions Net contributions

MP2 level
In the complex system for

NH3

In the CP-corrected system for 

NH3

MP3 level
In the complex system for

AlH2 OH

NH3

In the CP-corrected system for 

NH3

MP4 level 
In the complex system for 

NH3

In the CP-corrected system for

AlH2 OH

NH3

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

AlH2 OH

A similar conclusion holds for the inter-correlated terms (see the values collected in 

Table 15). The separation of the energy terms is obvious, although the values obtained 

at each level of correlation are suffering from the restricted size of the basis set 

(Kozmutza et al., 1998). As to the counter-poise calculations, furthermore, it is to be

emphasized, that for these values there is a systematic agreement compared to the 

quantities obtained in the whole complex at each level of correlation. These results 

suggests (similarly to that found in one of our earlier studies on homo-nuclear dimer, 

trimer and tetramer systems (Kozmutza et al., 1996)) and the dimers of (H2O)2 and

(HF)2, respectively that the SMO-LMBPT scheme is able to taken into account the

effect of the CP recipe in weakly interacting system: this conclusion thus seems to hold 

for interacting systems containing three interacting molecules of different types. 
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–52.79

–44.58

–52.28

–45.06

–8.26

–9.53

–8.27

–9.77

–6.41

–2.68

–8.01

–2.75
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Table 15 

studied complices. Values are given in mhartree 
The inter-correlated part of the energy at several levels of MBPT in the 

Total contributions Net contributions

MP2 level 
In the complex system for

AlH2OH – H2O
AlH2OH – NH3

In the CP-corrected system for 

AlH2OH – H2O

AlH2OH – NH3

MP3 level
In the complex system for 

AlH2OH – H2O
AlH2OH – NH3

In the CP-corrected system for 

AlH2OH – H2O
AlH2OH – NH3

MP4 level 
In the complex system for

AlH2OH – H2O
AlH2OH – NH3

In the CP-corrected system for 

AlH2OH – H2O
AlH2OH – NH3

Fig.6. Al H2 OH + H2O + NH3 complex.
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Abstract

The performance of size-consistent self-consistent complete active space singles and
doubles configuration interaction ((SC)2CAS-SDCI) and externally corrected CCSD meth-

ods based on the same determinantal space is compared. Both methods may be considered

as effective potential methods provided that they include, in a reduced model space, the

effect of a complementary space. In the case of (SC)2CAS-SDCI this is carried out by

dressing, iteratively, the CI matrix with its own eigenvectors. In corrected CCSD, the CAS-

SDCI wavefunction is used as a source for approximate T3 and T4 cluster amplitudes that

are included as constant terms when decoupling the CCSD equations from the complete

CCA chain. The reliability of both methods is displayed in situations of stretched bonds,

that are tipically outside of the domain of good performance of the standard CCSD method.

In particular, HF (single bond), H2O (two single bonds) and N2 (triple bond) molecules are

considered.

1. Introduction and Theoretical Background 

It is well-known that there is no way to find out exact eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of

a differential hamiltonian corresponding to many interacting electrons in an external

field. In order to reach an approximate information of a given part of the spectrum of

this operator, H, its eigenvalue equation is solved within the framework of a given

model space SM, i.e., its projection onto such model space SM, H = PMHPM, is

diagonalized. This procedure is equivalent to solve a set of NM linear equations, NM 

being the dimension of the model space SM.

The most commonly used model space in quantum chemistry is the so-called full

configuration interaction (FCI) space. It is the antisymmetric and spin-adapted N-fold

tensorial power, V ⊗ N
A , of the 2k-dimensional spin-orbital one-electron space V. The

dimension of the FCI space is given by the Weyl-Paldus formula [1] 

For the sake of practical simplicity (the use of Slater rules and a two-slope space

geometry [2]) one may employ the larger, just antisymmetric but non-spin-adapted

space spanned by (
2k
N ) Slater determinants.

Usually, despite the reduction of the original problem up to this model space, still a

formidable problem remains. If so, smaller and carefully defined subspaces are used.

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 73–85.
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Perhaps the most widely considered in the field of quantum chemistry is the complete 

active space (CAS) [3]. In a CAS space some holes (occupied orbitals) and particles 

(empty orbitals) are frozen. The remaining orbitals and electrons are used to build up 

a FCI space of the active electrons and orbitals. The dimension of a CAS space is, 

generally, much lower than the dimension of a FCI space. Unfortunately, this space 

disregards most of the so-called dynamical correlation energy [4]. One may account 

for the most important part of this correlation energy by enlarging the CAS space. The

new space includes, additionally, all single and double excitations from holes to 

particles for every reference N-electron function of the CAS space. The resulting 

space is referred to as CAS-SDCI. Its dimension d is still much lower than FCI, in 

general.

Solving a hamiltonian H in a CAS-SDCI space (avoiding this way the often

untractable FCI dimension) is equivalent to solve d linear equations, disregarding 

the rest of the FCI space. All the same, one may keep the low dimensionality 

but try to account for the influence of the outer space in the eigenvalues 

yielded by the CAS-SDCI (or whatever) subspace. To achieve this goal one may 

use the technique of effective hamiltonians [5]. Basically, one deals with the 

hamiltonian

(1)

where H is a projection onto the subspace SM of a dressed hamiltonian, ∆ being a

dressing operator and H the hamiltonian. The eigenvalue equation of this effective

hamiltonian reads, 

(2)

If we consider |Ψ 0 〉 in an intermediate normalization form, and refering the comple-

mentary space of SM as SE, we have:

(3)

Multiplying equation (2) by 〈 φ i | ∈ SM and carrying out integrations, we have:

(4)

The equivalent equation of the FCI chain reads: 

(5)

Therefore, we may define the matrix elements of the dressing operator according to 

(6)
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Provided there are only d variables, we have some freedom when defining ∆ (see [6–8]

for different definitions of ∆). For example, we may ensure hermiticity of ∆ by choosing 

a diagonal dressing, i.e. ∆ ij = ∆ iiδ ij . Then,

(7)

Of course, the cα coefficients are unknown unless the FCI hamiltonian is diagonalized,

but one may try different ways to estimate cα from the set of model space coefficients

ci (for a wide description on how this can be done, see e.g. [9]). In particular, if we

write:

(8)

we ensure the requirement of separability of two non-interacting systems [10]. In

equation (8), c(2)
j is the coefficient of the double excited determinant |φ j〉 (associated to

the excitation operator G(2)
j ), fulfilling:

(9)

Within this approach (called (SC)2 because it is size-consistent if localized orbitals are

used and the coefficients are, in practice, yielded by a recursive self-consistent

procedure) the diagonal elements ∆ ii of the dressing operator become:

(10)

where,

(11)

The diagonal element of the dressing operator may be rewritten as:

(12)

Here, the first term represents the correlation energy while the second one stands

for the exclusion principle violating (EPV) terms which involve a forbidden

double excitation over |φ i〉 (i.e., those fulfilling G(2)
j |φ i〉 = 0). The third term 

excludes the effect of all higher than double excitations which are already

included in the determinantal space SM (they should not be considered when

describing in ∆ the effect of the outer space). Then, we may write equation (12)

as,

(13)

This method (SC)2 CAS-SDCI, in its actual minimal dressing implementation, may 
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be considered as an approximation to the state-selective multireference* Coupled

Cluster (SS-MRCC) [11,12]. A full dressing, including all remaining linked terms in ∆ ,
would yield a method equivalent to SS-MRCC.

A different way to approximate SS-MRCC is the so-called externally corrected

CCSD (ec-CCSD) [13–17]. The ec-CCSD method is based on the Coupled Cluster

Approach (CCA). In CCA the exact wavefunction is written in an exponential form,

(14)

where T is the so-called cluster operator. In the ec-CCSD method, this operator is

approximated as:

(15)

where T1 , T2 are unknowns to be determined and T 0
3, T 0

4 are three- and four-body fixed

cluster operators previously determined from an external CI or VB calculation (in this

paper a CAS-SDCI wavefunction). T 0
3 and T 0

4 are actually obtained by means of a

cluster analysis of the external CI wavefunction, using the well-known formulas 

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Once T 0
3 and T 0

4 are determined, they are introduced as constant terms when decoupling

CCSD equations from the full CC chain of equations (standard CCSD assumes T 0
3

and

T 0
4 to be zero).

We may now stress some formal similarities and differences between both approaches 

when the model space used in (SC)2CAS-SDCI and the source of corrections in ec-
CCSD is the same (a more mathematically oriented comparison will be showed in the

next section).

• (SC)2CAS-SDCI is a size-extensive method, while ec-CCSD is almost size-

extensive (CC procedure is itself size-extensive, but the corrections are not,

provided they come from a truncated variational CI wavefunction). 

• (SC)2CAS-SDCI may be viewed as a set of d equations to be solved

simultaneously (actually, the implementation of the method is a recursive

diagonalization process). In contrast, ec-CCSD implies a unique diagonalization

and a further resolution of a rather small set of non-linear equations.

* SS-MRCC is not a genuine multireference approach. In a genuine multireference approach several 

electronic states are simultaneously studied in a single calculation. In SS-MRCC a single electronic state is 

studied in a single calculation. It is actually a single reference CC method. Nevertheless, it includes most 

meaningful Tn (n > 2), the ones corresponding to a CAS-SDCI expansion.
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• The minimal dressing of (SC)2CAS-SDCI yields a size-extensive method deleting

all unlinked terms in CAS-SDCI, but does not include any other linked term. One

might carry out a full dressing including all pertinent linked terms. In such a case

dressed-CAS-SDCI becomes equivalent to SS-MRCC. There is no natural way to

turn ec-CCSD into SS-MRCC (except a formal correction using T0
3

and T 0
4

obtained from the SS-MRCC we attempt to mimic).

• (SC)2CAS-SDCI is, in general, computationally heavier than ec-CCSD. A full
dressing method (equivalent to SS-MRCC) would be much heavier. 

• Both methods may use a reduced optimally selected CI instead of a CAS-SDCI

(for example, a selected CI using a CIPSI procedure [10,18]). In such a case, the

computational cost of ec-CCSD falls down dramatically, while the final energies

hardly change [35].

2. Mathematical Aspects

For a detailed comparison of (SC)2CAS-SDCI and ec-CCSD methods, equations

corresponding to single and double excitations should be written explicitly for both 

approaches. For the former one, we can substitute eq. (10) in (4) and, using operator 

notation, we have 

(20)

(21)

where

(22)

(23)

and superscripts int and ext refer to excitations belonging to SM or SE, respectively. HN

is the normal form of the hamiltonian operator [19]. 

On the other hand, by substituting Eq. (14) in the Schrödinger equation and

projecting it onto single and double excitations, we get, 

(24)

(25)
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where no approximations are involved. By replacing T3 and T4 by T 0
3 and T0

4
we get ec-

CCSD. In order to compare these set of equations with the corresponding (SC)2CAS-

SDCI ones, one may use the equivalence between CI and CC operators (16)–(19) and

write (24)–(25) as

(26)

(27)

where (C L
i )0 = T 0

i is the connected part of the i excitation operator. Comparing eqs.

(20)–(21) and (26)–(27), we can see that ec-CCSD method includes all linked T1 and

T2 contributions and linked approximate T3 and T4 . (SC)2 CAS-SDCI, though elimi-

nates all unlinked effects that ensure size-extensivity, does not include additional linked

terms. This is the main difference between both methods.

Furthermore, ec-CCSD only considers triple and quadruple excitations appearing in

the CI wavefunction (i.e., those 3- and 4-body excitations included in SM) and they are

treated non-iteratively. (SC)2CAS-SDCI uses the same subset of triples and quadruples

in an iterative process, and, additionally, an approximation to the disconnected compo-

nents of the external triple and quadruple excitations (i.e., those belonging to SE).

These terms are labelled as ext in eqs. (20) and (21). This is, indeed, an approximation,

because the exact disconnected C1C2 and 1
2

C 2
2

terms should be written as:_

(28)

and

(29)

while in eqs. (20) and (21) only the cases J1 = I1 and J2 = I2 are included. 

Furthermore, the disconnected triples are only considered in monoexcited equations, 

while disconnected quadruples appear only in double excited equations. 

Finally, (SC)2CAS-SDCI involves, iteratively, excitations C int
i , i > 4 and also approx-

imations to high order disconnected external terms. 

The present paper is devoted to display the performance of both procedures in 

situations of streched bonds. These areas of the molecular energy hypersurface are 

typically placed outside of the domain of good performance of the standard CCSD 

method [19–23]. In particular, we consider the dissociation of HF, H2O and N 2

molecules (i.e., a single bond, two single bonds and a triple bond). 
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3. Applications 

3.1. Computational details

HF molecule: we use the Dunning’s contraction [4s2p/2s] [24] of Huzinaga’s

(9s5p/4s) [25] primitive set, augmented with a d polarization function with exponent 

1.6 for F, and a set of p functions for H with exponent 0.75. We run different 

calculations for the equilibrium distance (Re = 1.733 bohr), 1.5 Re, 2.0 Re and 3.0 Re.

In this case, Cartesian Gaussians with 6d-functions are used. Comparison is made with

near FCI (nFCI, up to sextuple excitation, i.e. CISDTQQS) [26].

H2O: we also use the Dunning’s contraction of Huzinaga’s basis. Polarization

exponent for oxygen is 1.2, while for the set of p orbitals of H α = 0.8. Water molecule 

is stretched symetrically, with the equilibrium geometry Re defined in [27]. Calculations

are made at Re, 1.5 Re and 2.0 Re. Spherical Gaussians (5d-orbitals) were used.

N2: TZ basis optimized by Dunning [28]. FCI energies and distances are taken from

Evangelisti et al [29].

In all calculations core orbitals were frozen for sake of comparison with FCI results

of the literature. 

3.2. Choice of active spaces

The choice of active orbitals is crucial in our calculations. Orbital energies are not the 

most important factor when choosing the active space, but rather their shape and 

character.

For the HF molecule, the active space two electron in two orbitals [2e/2o] consisting

of σ bonding and σ * antibonding orbitals, is the minimum required for a proper

description of the bond breaking. Both orbitals are quasidegenerate in the dissociative 

region, being the highest occupied MO (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied MO 

(LUMO), respectively, although for small nuclear separation, the σ bonding is,

energetically, much lower than the two π non-bonding orbitals (lone pairs). The 

inclusion of F2px, F2py and F2s lone pairs and one correlating antibonding equivalent for

each of them constitutes a better space ([8e/8o]) to describe the dissociation process. 

Provided F *2s, is, actually, energetically very high and does not contribute significantly to 

the description of the dissociation, we disregard it and choose, instead, the smaller space 

[8e/7o] in our calculations. 

For the H2O molecule, the same philosophy lead us to select the two σ OH bonding

orbitals and their partner antibonding σ *OH orbitals, yielding the [4e/4o] space. As in 

the HF molecule, we can enlarge this space with the valence occupied orbitals and their 

antibonding partners (except for the O 2s orbitals) and use a [8e/7o] space. 

Finally, for the N2 molecule, the smallest reasonable space is [6e/6o], involving three 

bonding orbitals ( σπ xπ y) and their antibonding partners. Provided the two remaining 

occupied valence orbitals lie very close, a better space would be [10e/8o], involving all 

valence orbitals. 
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3.3. Results and discussion

For sake of comparison, in all studied cases, we run calculations for those geometries

and basis sets with a FCI (or near FCI) available. The methods we deal with are CCSD,

CAS-SDCI, (SC)2CAS-SDCI and ec-CCSD corrected from both CAS-SDCI and

(SC)2CAS-SDCI. The performance of the methods is examined from two aspects: the

total energy and the quality of the potential energy surface (PES), being this quality

measured by the so-called “non-parallelity error” (NPE). For a given set of calculations

in a dissociative curve, the NPE is defined as the difference between the maximal and

minimal deviation from the exact FCI PES.

We compare the performance of a variational CAS-SDCI with its size-extensive

version (SC)2CAS-SDCI and the standard size-extensive CCSD. Additionally, we

correct CCSD using the non size-extensive T 0
3 and T 0

4
amplitudes yielded by a cluster

analysis of the CAS-SDCI wavefunction and also using the size-extensive T 0
3 and T 0

4

amplitudes coming from (SC)2CAS-SDCI.

The molecular integral transformations were obtained employing a modified version

of MOTRA program from the Molcas 4.0 package [30], adapted for the IDDCI series of

programs [31], while for CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI we used a new set of

programs [32]. Cluster analysis and corrections to CCSD equations were run with our

own programs, and CC calculations are based on a orthogonally spin-adapted (OSA)

implementation by Piecuch and Paldus [33].

3.3.1. HF molecule

We start dealing with the dissociation of a single bond system. HF has been broadly 

used to test the performance of new methods describing the breaking of a single bond. 

The resulting total energies as well as the differences relative to nFCI benchmark, 

representing an almost exact solution for the basis set employed, are listed in Table 1. 

The last column in these tables gives the NPE. Although we generate only a few points 

on the PES, so that the NPE given in our tables is based on this limited information, it 

nevertheless characterizes the parallelism of the approximate and exact FCI PESs over 

the examined interval of internuclear separations, since these curves are smooth and 

seldom intersect. The first column describes the active space used. Its dimension is 

given in the third column (Roman numbers for Slater determinants and italics for 

configuration spin functions (CSF), depending on the program used or the reference in

the literature). 

The results in Table 1 for [2e/2o] space clearly indicate that at the equilibrium 

geometry both, CAS-SDCI and (SC)
2
CAS-SDCI, do not reach the good performance of 

standard CCSD (errors: 14.6 mHa, 10.9 mHa and 3.1 mHa, respectively). Additionally, 

we see that by dressing CAS-SDCI we quite improve the energy. On the other hand, ec-
CCSD takes the best from both, CCSD and the external source, yielding the most 

accurate result (only 2.4 mHa away from nFCI, irrespective of the external source 

used).

The behaviour reverses when the bond is stretched. At R = 3Re the good perform-

ance of CCSD deteriorates due to the increasing importance of T3 and T4 amplitudes
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1,023

3,784

64,768

512,003

1.250421

1.238920

1.251110

1.242643

1.251134

1.244648

1.252827

1.246244

1.252830

1.253509

1.073203

1.068293

1.080369

1.071989

1.080289

1.075327

1.083022

1.076824

1.083002

1.023577

1.029656

1.041546

1.032799

1.041269

1.037278

1.044726

1.038586

1.044674

3.088

14.589

2.399

10.866

2.375

8.861

0.682

7.265

0.679

10.269

15.179

3.103

11.483

3.183

8.145

0.450

6.648

0.470

21.640

15.561

3.671

12.418

3.948

7.939

0.491

6.631

0.543

18.552

0.972

1.272

1.552

1.573

0.922

0.232

0.634

0.209

1.083472 1.045217 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table 1 Calculations on HF with DZ+P basis. The total energies are reported as – (E + 99) hartree.
Dimension should be understood as number of determinants (number of spin-adapted configurations in
italics). NPE (non-parallelity error) is the difference between the maximal and minimal deviation from FCI

Active Method Dim –(E + 99) (hartree) E-nFCI (mhartree) NPE

Space mhartree

Re 2Re 3Re Re 2Re 3Re

CCSD

[2e/2o] CAS-SDCI

ec-CCSD

(SC)2CAS-SDCI

ec-CCSD

[8e/7o] CAS-SDCI

ec-CCSD

(SC)2CAS-SDCI

ec-CCSD

nFCI

that are assumed to be zero in standard CCSD. We see at 3Re that CCSD differs from

nFCI by 21.6 mHa, while CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI differ only by 15.6 mHa

and 12.4 mHa, respectively (again, the size-consistent approach performes better than

CAS-SDCI). It is due to the fact that both, CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI, include

the most important tri- and tetraexcitation. As a consequence, ec-CCSD, that employs

T 0
3 and T 0

4 coming from these external sources, yields, again, extremely accurate results.

Indeed, we see from Table 1 that ec-CCSD differs from nFCI by 3.7 mHa (CAS-SDCI

as external source) or 3.9 mHa ((SC)2CAS-SDCI as external source).

We can also see from Table 1 that very accurated values of NPE are yielded by CAS-

SDCI (1.0 mHa), ec-CCSD(CAS-SDCI) (1.3 mHa), (SC)2CAS-SDCI (1.6 mHa) and

ec-CCSD((SC)2CAS-SDCI) (1.6 mHa as well). It is not the case of standard CCSD

which failure at stretched geometries yields 18.6 mHa NPE error.

The same trends are observed with the larger space [8e/7o]. The differences between 

CAS-SDCI and nFCI range from 7.9 mHa at 3Re up to 8.9 mHa at Re. In the case of

(SC)2CAS-SDCI it goes from 6.6 mHa to 7.3 mHa, while CCSD, as stated above, goes

from 21.6 mHa to 3.1 mHa. Finally, ec-CCSD error lies between 0.5 mHa and 0.7 mHa 

(roughly the same with the two external sources employed). 

As a whole, we can see that a minimal dressing of CAS-SDCI, that just ensures its

size-extensivity, improves the absolute value of the energies and does not substantially

change the NPE (using the space [8e/7o] it is improved by 0.29 mHa, while using the

smaller space [2e/2o] it is worsen by 0.58 mHa). We may get a significant improvement

using ec-CCSD. The computational cost of this last procedure is equivalent to a CI plus a

standard CCSD. If we would need to ensure size-extensivity, we could use a (SC)2type

wavefunction as the external source. All the same, it can be seen in our examples that 

using CAS-SDCI as the external source, ec-CCSD yields an almost size-extensive result. 
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3.3.2. H2O molecule

We consider a situation where two single bonds are simultaneously broken, modelled by

symmetrically stretching the two OH bonds in H2O molecule. As we did before, two

spaces have been considered, [4e/4o] and [8e/7o]. The bonds are stretched up to twice 

the equilibrium distance Re, and the results are compared to FCI as benchmark. Results

are collected in Table 2.

In the case of the small space [4e/4o] and equilibrium geometry Re, CAS-SDCI

differs 9.7 mHa from the benchmark while (SC)2CAS-SDCI improves this result up to 

4.9 mHa, roughly the same as CCSD (4.1 mHa). All the same, ec-CCSD shows a

smaller difference of 2.4 mHa, using either external correcting source. When stretching 

symmetrically the bonds up to 2Re, standard CCSD clearly deteriorates (21.4 mHa),

while CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI slightly improve (8.0 mHa and 4.1 mHa,

respectively), being ec-CCSD the method more insensitive to changes (2.4 mHa or

2.6mHa, depending on the external source used). As a consequence, the NPEs are

extremely good: CAS-SDCI 1.7 mHa, (SC)2CAS-SDCI 0.9 mHa and ec-CCSD less 

than 0.52 mHa. Meanwhile CCSD has, as it could be expected, quite a poor NPE 

(17.3 mHa). The same trends are observed with the larger space, being the absolute 

values of energy closer to FCI and NPEs of the same order.

3.3.3. N2 molecule

The most challenging problem for any ab initio correlated method is the reliable 

description of the dissociation of multiple bonds. A typical case is the nitrogen 

Table 2 

Active Method Dim – ( E + 75) (hartree) E-FCI (mhartree) NPE

Space mhartree

Same as Table 1 for H2O with DZ+P basis. The total energies are reported as –(E + 75) hartree

Re 1.5Re 2Re Re 1.5Re 2Re 
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CCSD 2,349 1.252502 

[4e/4o] CAS-SDCI 37,600 1.246972 

ec-CCSD 1.254214

(SC)2CAS-SDCI 1.251684

ec-CCSD 1.254240 

[8e/7o] CAS-SDCI 149,914 1.250885 

ec-CCSD 1.255274 

(SC)2CAS-SDCI 1.254058

ec-CCSD 1.255285

CCSDT 1.256091

FCI 28,233,466 1.256624 

1.061248 0.930865 

1.062644 0.944312 

1.069390 0.949845 

1.067078 0.9482 18 

1.069326 0.949678 

1.067303 0.948933 

1.070648 0.95 1644 

1.069836 0.951042 

1.070624 0.95 1502 

1.069581 0.954440 

1.071406 0.952269 

4.122

9.652

2.410

4.940

2.384

5.739

1.350

2.566

1.339

0.533

0.000

10.158

8.762

2.016

4.328

2.080

4.103

0.758

1.570

0.782

1.825

0.000

2 1.404 

7.957

2.424

4.051

2.591

3.336

0.625

1.227

0.767

-2.171

0.000

17.282

1.695

0.408

0.889

0.511

2.403

0.725

1.339

0.570

3.996

0.000
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molecule, which requires up to six-fold excitations in order to describe the dissociation

of its molecular ground state into the ground state of separated atoms. One may predict

the failure of any single-reference based methods as, for example, CCSD. ec-CCSD is

also, formally, a single-reference based method. However, as it was stated in the

introduction, it may also be described as an approximate state-selective non genuine

multireference coupled cluster approach (SS-MRCC). Indeed, our previous [14–17]

and present calculations neatly show that this description is appropiate. CAS-SDCI and

(SC)2CAS-SDCI are free from this problem, unless an unreasonable CAS space is

defined.

The results for N2 are summarized in Table 3. The bond is streched from 2.15 a.u. up 

to 3.00 a.u. Opposite to the previous molecules, even at the equilibrium geometry

CCSD does not perform as well as the other approaches. For the [6e/6o] active space, it

differs from FCI by 12.9 mHa, while CAS-SDCI does it by 8.3 mHa, (SC)
2
CAS-SDCI

by 3.9 mHa and ec-CCSD by 2.0 mHa or 1.8 mHa, depending on the external correcting

source. Again, one may observe that the minimal dressing of CAS-SDCI not only

makes it size-extensive, but also improves the absolute value of the yielded energy. 

As the bond is streched up to 3.00 a.u., CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI hardly

change (differences with FCI being 8.4 mHa and 4.0 mHa, respectively). ec-CCSD

behaves in a similar way (errors 2.7 mHa and 2.6 mHa). As it was expected, standard

CCSD dramatically fall down (up to 36.8 mHa at 3.0 a.u.). The PES quality factor NPE

is quite good in any case: 0.4 mHa (CAS-SDCI), 0.1 ((SC)2CAS-SDCI) and 0.8 (ec-
CCSD). When using the larger [10e/8o] space, the results are quite similar for near

equilibrium distances. As the bond is streched, we get better results for the energy with

all the employed methods. This effect works slightly improving NPE for ec-CCSD

method and slightly deteriorating it for CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI.

Table 3 

Active Method Dim –(E + 108) (hartree) E-FCI (mhartree) NPE

Space mhartree

Same as Table 1 for N2 with TZ basis. The total energies are reported as –( E + 108) hartree

2.15a.u. 2.50a.u. 3.00a.u. 2.15a.u. 2.50a.u. 3.00a.u.
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CCSD 726 1.141157 1.085796 0.962355 

[6e/6o] CAS-SDCI 192,852 1.145749 1.098403 0.990769 

ec-CCSD 1.152057 1.104645 0.996450 

(SC)2CAS-SDCI 1.150077 1.102981 0.995144

ec-CCSD 1.152176 1.104805 0.99655 1 

[10e/8o] CAS-SDCI 268,908 1.145955 1.098908 0.992348 

ec-CCSD 1.152060 1.104700 0.996824 

(SC)2CAS-SDCI 1.150114 1.103030 0.995777

ec-CCSD 1.152164 1.104838 0.996908 

FCI 225,854,028 1.154015 1.107043 0.999164 

12.858

8.266

1.958

3.938

1.839

8.060

1.955

3.901

1.851

0.000

2 1.247 

8.640

2.238

4.062

2.238

8.135

2.343

4.013

2.205

0.000

36.809

8.395

2.714

4.020

2.613

6.816

2.340

2.287

2.256

0.000

23.951

0.374

0.756

0.124

0.774

1.319

0.388

0.626

0.405

0.000
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4. Conclusions

We have studied the performance of the so-called (SC)2CAS-SDCI and ec-CCSD

methods versus standard CAS-SDCI method on one hand, and CCSD on the other hand, 

in quasidegenerate situations that arise when exploring dissociation channels of simple 

molecules. In particular, we dissociate a single bond, two single bonds simultaneously 

and a triple bond. 

The first conclusion we may draw is that the minimal dressing of a CI matrix (CAS-

SDCI in our study) not only ensures the importanty property of size-extensivity, but also 

improves the absolute values of the yielded energies. This can be stated in all studied 

cases: single bond breaking, two single bond breaking and triple bond breaking. 

As a second conclusion we may say that at least some of the linked T3 and T4 terms,

not included in the minimal dressing, and approximately accounted in ec-CCSD, reveal

themselves very important for an accurate description of the wavefunction in streched

geometries.

CAS-SDCI and (SC)2CAS-SDCI methods seem to be rather insensitive to changes in 

the geometry (as the NPE reveals). 

ec-CCSD confirms itself as a very workable method, with an extremely good ratio

performance/cost. Our present calculations reveal, in particular, an almost identical 

result when correcting from CAS-SDCI or its size-extensive partner (SC)2CAS-SDCI.

In other words, ec-CCSD looks, almost size-extensive despite being corrected with a

variational non size-extensive external source. We believe that if an arbitrary selected 

CI is used as a external source, having a higher lack of size-extensivity, the ec-CCSD

would reveal non size-extensivity in a major extension than it does in our present 

calculations. An obvious way to rise the ratio performance/cost of ec-CCSD is the use 

of some kind of reduced, but optimally selected CI, instead of CAS-SDCI (e.g. a 

selected CI using a CIPSI procedure). This wavefunction would have a great lack of 

size-extensivity. In such a case a (SC)2-selected CI [34] appears to be the natural 

external correcting source [35]. 
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Abstract

The size-consistent self-consistent operator (SC)2 provides a general solution to the well-

known problem of performing calculations that remain in an SDCI logic whilst obtaining

size-extensive results. The size-extensivity correction affects both the energies and the

wavefunctions and can be applied to any single-reference (SR) and multi-reference (MR)

singles and doubles CI. Of course, the method is no longer a CI, but proceeds through 

matrix diagonalization and deals with determinant coefficients instead of excitation

amplitudes. The method is based on an iterative application of the matrix dressing 

formalism of the Intermediate Hamiltonians Theory. It can be applied to any state provided 

that its CI expansion is dominated by a single determinant. This leading determinant can

be either closed or open shell and examples of both applications are shown in the present 

work. The examples deal with some valence and Rydberg excited states of CO, as well as 

the outer valence ionization potentials. Mean absolute errors (MAE) of less than 0.1 eV 

relative to experiment have been obtained for both the vertical excitation energies (VEE) 

and the IPs using small MR spaces for the SDCI to be dressed.

1. Introduction 

The use of CI expansions to descrive excited states is very familiar to the molecular 

scientists and provides chemists with a very useful and intuitive schema [1]. Most 

representations of photochemical reactivity and electronic spectra descriptions find 

valuable help in the dominant excitations that characterize each state [2]. These 

excitations are generally referred to by means of the one-electron functions (usually 

MOs) that contain the holes and particles that define the excitations starting from a 

reference function (e.g., the closed shell Hartree Fock determinant). It is generally 

recognized that, from a theoretical viewpoint, the major drawback of the CI method is 

its lack of size-consistency and size-extensivity [3–7]. From a technical point of view,

an additional complications arises in the application of the variational procedure to very 

large CI spaces [3]. In spite of this, the conceptual simplicity of the method has led to 

huge efforts in the search for efficient algorithms that yield the lower roots and 

eigenvalues at a reasonable computational cost [3,5–7]. Additional features of the 

method that make it very popular are its great flexibility and generality [3]. It can be 
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Model Systems, 87–100.
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applied to single-reference (SR) or multi-reference(MR) dominated states, whatever

their multiplicity.

The MR-SDCI method is suitable for dealing with states or conformations that have 

important non-dynamic correlation effects, i.e., those that require multiconfigurational 

wavefunctions. The dynamic correlation effects, i.e., those mainly related to the coupled 

movement of the electrons, are usually taken into account through inclusion in the CI of 

all possible single and double substitutions on the reference space (i.e., generating the 

SDCI space on the reference). In spite of the large CI matrices that this procedure 

generates, the treatment of the dynamic correlation is still limited, and very important 

effects that rely on the coupling with the outer space (i.e., the space beyond the SD on 

the reference) are still being neglected [3,8]. Especially important among these terms 

are those which would be required to satisfy the size-extensivity property that ensures 

the correct scaling of the energy with the number of correlated electrons. These are 

effects that can be analyzed in terms of many body perturbation theory (MBPT) and 

correspond to terms appearing at third and higher orders of the perturbation relative to 

the reference determinants [9,10]. Such terms are known as non-linked MBPT diagrams 

and are canceled order by order in the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbative treatments 

Several attempts to obtain size-consistency from the CI eigenvalues are represented 

by the various Davidson-like correction proposals [11,12], which include a generalized 

Davidson correction for the MR-CI case [3,13]. More elaborate proposals that improve 

both energies and eigenvectors lead to the Coupled Pair Functional (CPF) methods 

[14,15]. Other approaches that are usually named as Electron Pair Approximations, and 

that include the different versions of CEPA [16–18] or the Quadratic CI [19], can be 

considered to be somewhere in between the non size-extensive but linear eigenvalue 

equations of CI and the non-linear but size-extensive equations of the Coupled Cluster 

ansatz. The CC methods may be regarded as the most efficient ones in terms of their 

recovery of correlation effects (e.g., those expressed in terms of MBPT diagrams) that 

are taken into account for a given dimension of the CI space [20–24]. However, as with 

the perturbative methods, they face important formal difficulties in the case of multi-

configurational problems [25]. 

Very efficient methods for the calculation of excited state energies can be obtained 

from a clever combination of variational and perturbative treatments [26–28]. The most 

successful methods such as CASPT2 combine a MCSCF (e.g., a CASSCF) treatment 

[29] of the non-dynamic correlation effects followed by a second order perturbation 

[30,31] and are nowadays widely used [32]. Another approach for combining perturba-

tion and eigenvalue-like calculations is provided by the dressing matrix methods. Here, 

the CI matrices are corrected (dressed) with the addition of terms that describe the 

effects that would be lacking in a bare CI diagonalization [33–35]. These effects can 

provide the size-extensivity corrections or even the most complete (and computationally 

demanding) ones that are required to obtain the CC solutions [35]. 

In this work we are concerned with the dressing method known as Size-Consistent

Self-consistent Singles and Doubles Configuration Interaction, usually abbrebiated to 

(SC)2 SDCI [8]. This method can be considered as a generalization of the CEPA-3

formalism, as has been shown elsewhere [8,35]. It provides size-extensive roots and 

[10].
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vectors for the SDCI built on a Single-Reference (SR-SDCI) or a Multi-Reference

(MR-SDCI) space of determinants. The principles and details of the method have been 

thoroughly discussed elsewhere, and applied both to ground and excited states [8,36].

However, in the case of excited states it can be applied in one of two ways, depending

on the state from which the information required to built the dressing operators is to be

taken. In the methods section we present different practical approaches that can be used

to deal with excitation energies, including the case where the dominant determinant of a

state function is an open shell. To illustrate these procedures, some results are shown in

the next section that concern the excited states of the CO molecule. These results

include the application of the method to doublet states for the calculation of the outer

valence Ionization Potentials of the same molecule. 

2. Method

A brief discussion of the principles and terminology related to the Matrix Dressing

technique and the (SC)2 SDCI method seems to be in order here to make clearer the

different approaches that can be employed. It is worth noting that the (SC)2 method is a

very flexible one. It has been conceived in the framework of the Intermediate

Hamiltonian Theory (IHT) [37,38]. On the one hand IHT can be chosen on a single-

state or a multi-state basis. On the other, both the IHT and the SDCI space can be taken

as single-reference (SR) or multi-reference (MR). The theory and a few test applica-

tions of (single or multi-state) multireference-(SC)2 have been developed by the

Toulouse group [39]. They are usually denoted as MR-(SC)2 and will not be further

referred to here. To clarify things from the outset, the reader should bear in mind that

the present paper shall only deal with single state Intermediate Hamiltonians and single
reference formulations of the intermediate (effective) Hamiltonian. Throughout this

work, we deal with the (SC)2 SDCI dressing operator, denoted ∆ m. Whenever we refer

to SR or MR calculations, we are merely indicating the nature of the reference space of

Slater determinants on which the SDCI space has been built. Hence, the dimensions of

such SR-SDCI or MR-SDCI spaces determine the dimensions of the matrix whose

lower or lowest roots must be found. Of course, MR-SDCI matrices are much better

suited for dealing with multiconfigurational states than SR-SDCI ones.

The Intermediate Hamiltonian Theory is a generalization of the Effective Hamilto-

nian Theory. The full CI space of Slater determinants can be divided into three parts,

a) The principal or SP space, that includes the reference function (or functions) of the

SDCI, φ PI .
b) The intermediate space, SQ, made of all the singles and doubles substitutions on

the SP space. The union of SP and SQ is called the model space SPQ.
c) The outer space, SE, including all other excitations.

For the closed shell ground state, SP includes φ 0. Furthermore, for the same state, but

in the MR-SDCI cases, other φ PI are included in SP, but their weight in the wave

function will always remain lower than unity. Hence, we can write, in the intermediate 

normalization
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(1)

The imposition of a closed shell state condition is not mandatory provided that the 

wavefunction of the state being sought can be written as in eq. (1). In this case, φ 0
should be replaced by the dominant determinant φ ml and hence the eq. (1) should read 

as

(2)

Note that it is not required that all the c m
i coefficients be very different from unity, 

and our experience is that even in the cases of having a second coefficient equal to unity 

(e.g., for a state dominated by two single excited spin partners), the method does not 

diverge, though the accuracy of the method is reduced. The problem of the applicability 

of single reference dressing methods to states which are not actually dominated by a

single determinant has been discussed elsewhere [41].

Suppose now that we are interested in a given state M that satisfies the condition 

stated in eq. (2). As we deal just with one eigenvector, i.e., the set of cM
i coefficients,

the dressing matrix need not be composed entirely of non-zero elements. In fact, the 

single state (SC)2 operator matrix is diagonal [8]. Its elements are calculated for each

φ i ∈ SQ as

(3)

where D+
j is the diexcitation operator that creates the diexcited function φj from φ0

and c M
j is the coefficient of φ j in eq. (1) or eq. (2). Note the very important restrictions

that apply to the j index. The first ensures that the disubstitution D+
j is possible on the

φ i determinant whose Hii matrix element is being dressed, and the second that D+
j is  

possible on the reference determinant φ MI . The second condition is equivalent to saying 

that the D +
j operation is disconnected with the excitation operation that would generate 

φ MI from the closed shell ground state reference φ 0. As H is a two-electron operator,

the equivalence between the summations in eq. (3) follows from the diexcitation nature 

of the D+
j operator.

The EM root of H + ∆ M depends on the eigenvector coefficients cM
j through eq. (3), 

and can be obtained by means of a conventional eigenvalue solving algorithm (e.g., by 

diagonalization). An iterative procedure is required to achieve self-consistency between 

the set of coefficients used to build the dressing terms defined in eq. (3) and the set of 

coefficients of the Ψ M eigenvector. The converged eigenvector will be denoted as Ψ M
and the corresponding eigenvalue EM . Hence, we can write, once the convergence has

been achieved, 
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(4)

Two important remarks are in order here. The first is that eq. (3) does not impose any

limitation on the degree of excitation of φ i, so that ∆ M can be calculated whatever the

composition and symmetry of SQ. In this way, even if eqs. (1), (2) and (4) assume a

single reference determinant, the SDCI space that constitutes SQ can be built as a MR-

SDCI and the procedure described above can be applied. The second is that care must

be taken to remove the possible redundancies that could be present if D+
j φ i belongs to 

the model space SPQ. In such a case, the physical effects included in each term

cM
j 〈 φ i |H |D+

j φ i 〉 of eq. (3) would be included twice in the diagonalization of H + ∆ M .

The selected state procedure described above can be applied to the ground state and

to each excited state of interest. The excitation energies are then obtained by substrac-

tion as in conventional CI methods, so that

(5)

We can call this one state at a time procedure as one-state one-root (SC)2 dressing.

However, this is in general a quite impractical method, as it requires the iterative

series of dress-then-diagonalize steps to get convergence for each individual state.

Moreover, even if no particular numerical problems arise in the case of states that are

not dominated by one particular excitation, the method does not seem to be well-

adapted from a formal point of view to such cases because they do not satisfy the

condition stated in eq. (2). Notwithstanding, this procedure can be practical for the

calculation of outer-valence ionization potentials of closed-shell molecules. In such

cases, one must to deal with the doublet states of the cation that are well dominated by a

unique Koopmans’ determinant.

Fortunately, there is another way of obtaining excitation energies in the framework of

(SC)2 SDCI theory. As indicated above, the main role played by the terms in the

summation of eq. (3) is to include in the CI matrix the so-called disconnected terms that 

are required to cancel the non-linked MBPT diagrams at the time of performing the 

diagonalization. It can be demonstrated from perturbation theory arguments [40], that 

the part of these non-linked contributions that goes through the external space 

determinants is rather state independent. Hence, no great error is introduced if one 

assumes that the (SC)2 converged ground state coefficients c j
0

can be used in eq (3) 

instead of the state specific c M
j . In this way, only the ground state root and wavefunction

must be calculated by means of the iterative (SC)2 SDCI or (SC)2 MR-SDCI procedure.

Once a set of { c0
j } coefficients is available the excitation energies are obtained as

follows:

i) The SR-SDCI or MR-SDCI model space SPQ of the required spatial and spin

symmetry is built. We call HPQ the corresponding CI matrix.

ii) The appropriate diagonal dressing matrix element is calculated for each φ i ∈ SPQ 

as
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(6)

This is a generalization of eq. (3). Note, however, that whilst the coefficients of eq (4)

are used and the superscript M has been written as 0, this does not necesarily mean that

the ground state must be a closed shell. In eq. (6), we have written H0j as a shorthand

for 〈φ 0|H |D+
j φ 0 〉 . The three summations of eq. (6) are introduced for practical reasons

and the technical details relative to them have been extensively discussed elsewhere

iii) A few roots of HPQ + ∆ PQ are then obtained and the excitation energies are

(7)

[41].

calculated as energy differences in the same way as in conventional CI

Now, the choice of E0 depends on the nature of the SPQ space. The following cases

occur:

a) E0 = E0 from the single reference (SC)2 SDCI. This choice has been used for

single reference CI in all symmetries and for MR-SDCI in symmetries other than that

of the ground state when the MR space is very small and contains determinants of a

single symmetry.

b) E0 = E0 from each (SC)2-MR-SDCI. This has been used for MR-SDCI in the

symmetry of the ground state and for other symmetries in those cases where the MR

space includes determinants of different symmetries (e.g., a CAS of a few electrons in a

few active orbitals).

The procedure just described can be termed one-state several-roots (SC)2 dressing. It

has been shown to be very convenient for the study of vertical excitation energies of

closed-shell systems [36,42,43]. Note that the one-state several-roots (SC)2 dressing

method is somehow related to the EOM-CCSD method [58,59] in the sense that, in

EOM calculations, the ground state CCSD amplitudes are assumed in the cluster

operator T before diagonalization of the disconnected-diagrams-free effective Hamilto-

nian H = exp(–T)H exp(T). A significant difference, but by no means the only one,

comes from the single-reference nature of the CCSD calculations. 

The computational details concerning basis sets and geometries are given in the 

following section. The MOs have been calculated with the MOLCAS series of programs 

[44]. The (SC)2-MR-SDCI have been calculated with the CASDI series of programs 

[41,45] as adapted to run on IBM RS/6000 workstations and on SGI multiprocessor 

computers.

3. Results and Discussion 

Second period diatomics are excellent representative systems for assesing the 

suitability of methods that are under development. A large number of vertical 

excitation energies are available. The size of these molecules may be small but the 

physical contents of the states can be very diverse. The condition required for 

extrapolating the mean errors to greater systems is the size-extensivity of the 
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methods. All of the calculations in the present work have been performed on the CO

molecule. Both the VEE and the IP of this system have been of great interest to

theorists because this molecule, as well as its isoelectronic N2, is a very correlated

system described in its ground state as having a triple bond [46–48]. The CO

molecule is the most efficient chemical energy retainer in terms of energy per atom,

and the triple bond in CO shows the greatest molar bond dissociation enthalpy [49].

The study of the excited states in CO extends from the highly approximate mean

value description by Nesbet [50] to the recent time-dependent density-functional

response theory calculation of Casida et al. [51], and goes through a large number of

representative papers [52–57].

Concerning the VEE, we have chosen, as standard references for comparison, the

EOM-CCSD results from Stanton et al. [56] and from Comeau and Bartlett [57].

Results from other very efficient state-of-the-art methods such as Exponentially Gener-

ated CI or the now widely used CASPT2 could also have been used. In general, these

are methods from which mean errors in VEE less than 0.2 eV might be expected

provided that the basis set used is at least of split-valence plus polarization quality and

it is augmented in a well-conditioned way to account for Rydberg states.

The basis sets have been taken according to the reference calculations. We have used

Dunning’s aug-cc-pVDZ [60, 61] and a 5s4p2d basis set augmented with two sets of

diffuse s and p centered at the mass centroid of the molecule. Further details about this

basis set can be obtained from reference [57].

All of the calculations have been performed at the experimental equilibrium distance

Re = 1.128 Å, in order to enable a proper comparison with the EOM-CCSD reference.

In so far as there are neither largely interacting excited states nor special reasons for

expecting a breakdown of the Born Oppenheimer approximation, great changes in the

MAE are not expected if one takes the (SC)2 SDCI ground state equilibrium value for

Re which is R'e  = 1.140 Å (very close to the CCSD value, as expected: Cfr. table 1). 

We have performed a separate calculation of the whole set of VEE with the aug-cc-

pVDZ basis set at the R 'e distance, in any case. The results have not been included in 

table II for the sake of clarity, but the total MAE values where 2.34 eV for the MR-

SDCI and 0.17 eV for (SC)2MR-SDCI.

The vertical IPS of CO deserve special attention because carbon monoxide is a 

reference compound for the application of photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) to the 

study of adsorption of gases on metallic surfaces. Hence, the IP of free CO is well-

known and has been very accurately measured [62]. A number of very efficient 

theoretical methods specially devoted to the calculation of ionization energies can be 

found in the literature. Most of these are related to the so-called random phase 

approximation (RPA) [63]. The most common formulations result in the equation-of-

motion coupled-cluster (EOM-CC) equations [59] and the one-particle Green’s function 

equations [64,65] or similar formalisms [65,66]. These are powerful ways of dealing

with IP calculations because the ionization energies are directly obtained as roots of the 

equations, and the repolarization or relaxation of the MOs upon ionization is implicitly 

taken into account [59]. In the present work we remain close to the CI procedures so 

that a separate calculation is required for each state of the cation and of the ground state 

of the neutral to obtain the IP values. 
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one-state several-roots (SC)2 SDCI results

Some spectroscopic properties of the GS (X
1Σ +) and the two first excited states a3Π 

and A1 Π of CO are shown in Table 1. The data have been obtained from the curves

calculated near the bottom of the potential wells and covering a range of about 0.8 Å 

around the equilibrium point. This range has been considered sufficient to take into

account the anharmonicity effects in the lower region. The SDCI was taken as SR for

the ground state. For the excited states, a very small MR was used for the SDCI, made

of the first two single excitations of the π symmetry. Both the vertical and adiabatic

excitation energies are included in Table 1. The important corrections that the (SC)2

procedure provides to the SDCI or MR-SDCI results can be clearly seen. These

corrections always result in a better fit to available experimental values. However, the

basis set is very limited because it was chosen to compare with the published CCSD

data from reference [56]. The basis set is not big enough to give accurate data for CO

and it would be difficult to separate errors due to the basis set from errors related to the

theoretical model. Data on spectroscopic properties of excited states and AEE calcu-

lated with (SC)2 SDCI are still scarce. For the moment we cannot say more than that

they appear promising.

The results reported in Table 2 are much more significant because they correspond to

a larger manifold of states. VEE are reported for seven low-lying valence states (up to

about 10 eV) and five Rydberg states lying in the 10–12 eV region. The mean of the

Table 1

calculated with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set
Spectroscopic dataa and Excitation Energiesb of the ground, a3

 Π and A1
 Π states of CO

—

Re Be ω e ω exe αe De*106
 EEV EEA

aRe in Å. Other parameters in cm–1 .
b
In eV.

c
Harmonic frequency.

dFrom ref. [68].
e
From ref. [57].

fFrom ref. [56].
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1.134 1.9101 2219.3 11.11 0.01568

1.140 1.8907 2160.7 12.01 0.01665

1.138 2183c

1.128 1.9313 2169.8 13.29 0.01750

1.214 1.6678 1916.7 20.79 0.02120

1.214 1.6683 1829.4 13.99 0.01518

1.206 1.6912 1743.4 14.36 0.01904

1.245 1.5846 1633.0 25.92 0.01954

1.241 1.5947 1578.1 20.75 0.01980

1.242 1516c

1.235 1.6115 1518.2 19.40 0.02325

X1Σ +

SDCI

CCSD

Expd

(SC)2-SDCI

a3Π 
MR-SDCI

(SC)2-MR-SDCI

Expd

A1Π 
MR-SDCI

(SC)2-MR-SDCI

EOM-CCSD

Expd

5.7

5.8

6.1

5.1 6.53 6.16

5.5 6.27 6.01

6.4 6.32e

6.0 8.97 8.44

6.5 8.57 8.16

8.64 7.94

7.33 8.51e 8.07
f



Table 2 

States Excitation Basis Set aug-cc-pVDZc Basis Set (5s4p2d//2s2p)c Expa

Vertical Excitation Energies (VEE) in eV for the excited states of CO 

SDCI (SC)2- MR- (SC)2 SDCI (SC)2- MR- (SC)2 EOM-

SDCI SDCId MR-SDCId SDCI SDCId MR-SDCId CCSD

aExperimental VEE taken from ref [69].
bM.A.E: Mean Absolute Errors:(A) Valence states. (B) Rydberg states. (T) All states. 
eSee text for references concerning the basis sets.
dThe size of the MR space is given: G stands for the closed shell determinant. nS stands for n single excitations (two spin partners each).

9
 5
 

Valence States 
a3 Π 5σ  -2π 
A1

 Π 5σ  -2π 
a'3Σ + 1π-2π 
e3 Σ – 1π-2π 
d3 ∆ 1π-2π 
I
1 Σ – 1π-2π 

D
1∆ 1π-2π 

M.A.Eb (A)

Rydberg States 
b3S+ 5σ-6σ 
B

1
S+ 5σ-6σ 

C1S+ 5σ-7σ 
j3S+ 5σ-7σ 
E1P 5σ-3π 

M.A.Eb (B)

M.A.Eb (T)

11.56 5.70 8.77 

13.64 7.81 10.10

12.91 7.51 9.91 

14.10 9.00 11.27 

13.67 8.55 10.71 

14.25 9.15 11.45

14.39 9.30 11.53 

4.55 0.81 1.58 

16.64 10.48 11.16 

17.04 11.00 11.48 

17.73 11.57 17.65 

17.48 11.30 17.33 

17.82 12.05 16.03 

6.26 0.20 3.65 

5.26 0.55 2.44

2S 6.38

2S 8.64

G2S 8.51 

2S 9.92

2S 9.34

2S 10.02

2S 10.21

0.06

G2S 10.55

G2S 11.03 

G2S 11.58 

G2S 11.31 

2S 11.79 

0.17

0.11

12.14

14.21

13.44

14.62

14.20

14.77

14.91

5.09

17.17

17.53

18.25

18.12

18.27

6.79

5.79

5.88 10.99 

8.01 11.50 

7.53 9.15 

9.16 10.46 

8.71 9.92 

9.30 10.57 

9.45 10.82

0.66 1.53 

10.41 11.86 

10.83 11.89

11.49 17.57 

11.35 17.19 

11.59 15.52 

0.05 3.7 

0.41 2.44

2S 6.25

2S 8.57

G2S 8.60

2S 9.91

2S 9.40

2S 10.06

2S 10.26

0.07

G1S 10.41 

G1S 10.83 

G1S 11.44 

G1S 11.31 

2S 11.55

0.03

0.05

6.46 6.32 

8.79 8.5 1 

8.38 8.5 1 

9.94 9.88 

9.36 9.36 

10.16 9.88 

10.29 10.23 

0.14

10.51 10.40 

10.98 10.78 

11.58 11.40 

11.45 11.30 

11.67 11.53 

0.16

0.14
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absolute values of the errors relative to experimental data (MAE) are also indicated. SR

and MR-SDCI results, as well as the respective (SC)2 ones, are shown for the two basis

sets, and a number of observations can be made. On average, the correction of the size-

extensivity for the SR-SDCI amounts to several eV. The correction is also significant

but much smaller in the MR cases, which is in line with the usual view that MR-CI is

less sensitive to the size-extensivity error [3]. Of course, the larger the MR-CI, the

closer to the FCI and to the size-extensive exact solution for the given basis set. The

MAE for the Rydberg states is smaller than for the valence states in the (SC)2 SR-

SDCI. This is an unexpected result, especially for the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. This basis 

set, in similar calculations for the N2 molecule, gave errors of about 0.7 eV [43]. The

MAE results for the (SC)2 MR-SDCI are also better than expected, ranging about 0.1–

0.05 eV, which can be considered to be excellent results for this level of the theory. It is

important, however, to bear in mind that the basis set is clearly small, so that the

reported accuracy may be simply due to a cancellation of errors.

Note that the selection criteria for the CI reference for each state was directed by the

(SC)2 MR-SDCI wavefunction. As a consequence, the MR spaces are not necessarily

the same as they would be if the MR-SDCI directed the selection. It follows that the

MAE values for MR-SDCI reported in Table 2 should be considered as upper bounds.

one-state one-root (SC)
2

SDCI results

The state-specific iterative (SC)2 dressing on each individual state has been applied

to the vertical outer valence IPs of CO. These calculations represent a first application

of this dressing technique to doublet open shells. All IP calculations have been

performed with the (5s4p2d/ /2s2p) basis set at the experimental geometry of neutral

CO. The results are reported in Table 3, along with a number of reference calculations. 

In a first approximation, we have taken the canonical HF MO’s from the neutral CO

as a common set of one-electron functions for both the cationic and the neutral systems.

This procedure is thus simply taking the ionization as a limiting excitation case and

treating it in the same formal way as the excited states of CO. The only major difference 

comes from the fact that each dressed state has been iterated separately. Both the SR-

SDCI and the MR-SDCI have been considered. For programming convenience [41],

instead of a small MR space, a CAS-CI has been used as reference for the SDCI. Such a

change should result in a slight improvement of the results in calculations at equilibrium

geometry according to our experience with excitation energies in similar systems [43].

The simplest (SC)
2

SDCI calculations give a very important improvement over the

Koopman’s IPs for the same basis set. It should not be expected that a CI takes into

account properly the repolarization effects of the MOs of the cation relative to the

neutral molecule. However, the MAE is reduced from 1.3 eV (KT) to 0.23 (SDCI) or

0.18 eV ((SC)2 SDCI). A further improvement of the results can be obtained with CAS-

SDCI. The calculations have been performed in the C2v point symmetry group, so that

we indicate the active spaces as (n1 n2n3n4) corresponding respectively to the irreducible

representations (a1 b1 b2 a2). The CAS for the ground state of CO was 8 electrons in

(2220). For the 5σ and 4σ cations, the CAS was 7 electrons in (2220) also, but for the 

second excited state of the same symmetry (4 σ cation), the second vector was dressed. 

The π cation gave good results with a smaller CAS of 3 electrons in (0220). The MAE 
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5σ 15.13 14.08 13.81 13.88 13.82 13.86 13.87 14.01 14.10 13.99 14.15 14.09

1π 17.43 16.99 16.93 16.97 16.9 1 17.07 16.96 16.90 17.36 17.15 16.99 16.96 

(+.53) (+.09) (+.03) (+.07) (1.01) (+.17) (+.06) (+.46) (+.25) (+.09) (+.06) 

4σ 21.93 20.22 20.00 19.59 19.56 19.54 19.59 19.68 22.14 19.70 19.64 19.69 

M.A.E 1.30 .23 .18 .10 .l l .15 .10 1.00 .10 .09 .05

(+1.12) (+.07) (–.20) (–.13) (–.19) (–.15) (–.14) (4.09) (–.02) (+.14) (+.08) 

(12.25) (+.54) (+.32) (–.09) (–.12) (–.14) (–.09) (+2.46) (1.02) (–.04) (+.01)

Table 3. Vertical ionization potentialsfor CO in eV. (5s4p2d//2s2p) Basis Set. Ground State Energy. SCF = –112.7798 a.u.

KT SR-CI (NMO) CAS-CI (NMO) CAS-CI (CASMO) Expa EKTb MCSTEPb MBPT(2)- CCSD-GF c

CI (SC)2 CI (SC)2 CI (SC)
2 〈 7s4p2d〉 

〈 5s3p1d〉 pVTZ GF c 〈 7s4p2d〉 

aRef. [62] and references therein.
bRef. [66] and references therein.
c
Ref. [70].
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of the IPs improved to near 0.1 eV, but two remarks are in order. Firstly, the effect of the 

(SC)2 dressing was not always favorable in this case. Secondly, and more importantly,

the selection of the active space is a very sensitive issue. The results shown in Table 3 in 

the second set of columns correspond to a CAS where the virtual π orbitals were the 3π 
set instead of the HOMO 2π. This was the choice indicated by the simpler (SC)2 SR-

SDCI wavefunctions. However, if one takes the 2π virtuals in the CAS, the first

calculated IP is 14.04 eV, very close to the experimental value of 14.01 eV.

The last set of results in Table 3 correspond to using a set of CASSCF natural orbitals 

(NOs) for the neutral molecule. Of course, these orbitals are not expected to provide a

good set for each state of the cation. However, they have the advantage that one can use 

the occupation numbers of the NOs of each symmetry as a guide for selecting the CAS 

at the CI step. The CAS for the CASSCF step was 8 electrons in (4440). The results are

slightly better, and we consider them lying close to the limit possibilities of the method

using a common set of MOs, as was the case in the reference calculations. Note that in 

this case, again, the (SC)2 dressing has a clearly favorable effect. The MAE lies about

0.1 eV, and it seems that the two Σ states are responsible for this error not being smaller.

J.V. Ortiz [67] has reported the difficulty offered by these states due to the shake up 

coupling with π to π * excitations. We must also indicate that the dressing method used 

in this work does not take account of the unlinked effects of the singles (cf. eq. (3)). 

Such a dressing could result in an improvement of orbital relaxation effects. 

4. Conclusions 

The one-state several-roots (SC)2 dressing method for the calculation of excitation 

energies that consists of adding a closed shell single-state single-reference (SC)2

dressing operator to a SDCI matrix has been succesfully applied to the CO molecule. 

Single reference (φ 0 ) as well as small MR-CI spaces have been used as a reference for

the SDCI. In spite of the limited extension of the basis set used the mean absolute error

for the VEE was in the range 0.1–0.05 eV for singlet and triplet valence and Rydberg

states.

The method can be also applied to open-shell CI references. It has been applied for 

the first time to the calculation of the outer valence IPs of CO. This is a classic but by 

no means simple problem of theoretical studies of PES. The formalism used was the 

one-state one-root (SC)2 dressing approach. Small MR-SDCI have been used along

with common sets of MOs for both the neutral and cationic systems. The results are 

also good, and we can reasonably expect to obtain improved results for similar problems 

in the future using MOs previously adapted to each ionized state. The selection of small 

sets of active MOs for the CAS is important to avoid very large SDCI matrices, but the

results can be very sensitive to the choice of the active space. 
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Abstract

A Summation Over States (SOS) scheme for calculating the linear and nonlinear optical

properties is implemented ab initio within the Configuration Interaction procedure includ-

ing Single excitations (CIS). The potential of this SOS/CIS approach is assessed by

considering the basis set dependence of the polarizability and first hyperpolarizability of a

set of eight reference molecules, their comparison with Hartree-Fock and post Hartree-

Fock techniques as well as with available experimental data. We emphasize the strength of

this approach for analyzing the responses in terms of excited state contributions well-suited

to the deduction of structure-property relationships. Secondly, the SOS/CIS technique is

applied to an investigation of the three isomers of nitroaniline. 

1. Introduction

The design of new materials for nonlinear optical (NLO) applications requires

molecules possessing large hyperpolarizabilities leading, at the macroscopic scale, to

large nonlinear susceptibilities. In addition, these materials have to be transparent to the

ingoing and outgoing waves and be stable with respect to processing conditions and

laser irradiation. Quantum chemistry is closely involved in the understanding of the

physical phenomena of NLO responses of molecules [1,2] due to its ability to predict

the relationships between the structures and their properties.

(Hyper)polarizabilities are defined as the coefficients in the Taylor series expansion

of the dipole moment – or the energy – in the presence of static and/or oscillating

electric fields:

+ ... (1)

where the αξη and βξηζ components define the linear and first nonlinear responses to the

external field and ωσ  = Σiωi. The subscripts ξ, η,  and ζ correspond to the Cartesian 

molecular axes while the factor K(2) is required in order that all frequency-dependent β 
converge towards the same static limit [K(2) = 1 for β (0; 0, 0)]. β (–2ω ; ω, ω ) desig-
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nates the process of second harmonic generation (SHG) whereas β (–ω; ω, 0) is

associated with the static electric field-induced phase shift or birefringence, also called 

the linear electrooptic or dc-Pockels effect. 

Sum Over States [3] (SOS) approaches constitute one of the most commonly used

class of methodologies for theoretical estimation of hyperpolarizabilities. The strength 

of this approach is related to the fact that for many compounds of interest, only a few 

excited states make a major contribution. The simplest scheme, proposed by Oudar and 

Chemla [4–5] to analyze variations of β among push-pull conjugated materials, restricts 

the summation to a unique excited state. In this resulting two-state approximation 

(TSA), the static longitudinal electronic first hyperpolarizability, β L, is given by:

(2)

where µge is the longitudinal dipole moment transition between the ground and excited

states, ∆ Ege is the corresponding excitation energy and ∆ µge is the variation ofthe longi-

tudinal dipole moment between the ground and excited states. The TSA has the merit of 

establishing a direct link between β and spectroscopic quantities associated with the 

main low-lying charge transfer transition, providing a simple scheme for interpretation. 

The charge transfer excited state of these donor/acceptor (D/A) systems is predominantly

described by the excitation of an electron from an occupied to an unoccupied spinorbital 

(often the HOMO → LUMO). For a large variety of D/A conjugated systems, the TSA 

overestimates β L by roughly a factor of 2 whereas the inclusion of a second excited state 

corrects the estimate to about 80% of the full-SOS value [6]. 

As reviewed by Kanis et al. [6], most of these SOS-based investigations of second-

order NLO materials are carried out at various semiempirical levels. Generally, the 

ground and excited wavefunctions and energies are determined within a Configuration 

Interaction (CI) scheme limited to the single excitations (CIS) which has only effects on 

the excited states (Brillouin’s theorem). However, extra electron correlation effects are 

indirectly accounted for in the parametrization of these semiempirical procedures. As a 

consequence, the semiempirical SOS/CIS approaches – although widely used for D/A 

compounds – can hardly be improved by including higher-order excitations in the CI 

expansion because this would require a re-parametrization. Effects of including higher-

order excitations have nevertheless been shown to be quantitatively significant and 

dependent on the chemical nature of the compounds [7–8]. On the other hand, to our 

knowledge, an ab initio SOS/CIS treatment has only been adopted by Tsunekawa and 

Yamaguchi [9] to investigate the effects of incorporating nitrogen atoms in the 

conjugated bridges of push-pull compounds. In addition to these CI-based techniques, 

Tomonari and coworkers [10–13] have employed ab initio the SOS approach where the 

wavefunctions and energies are Slater determinants and their associated Hartree-Fock

energies. This approach, which is equivalent to an uncoupled Hartree-Fock treatment 

[ 14-15], significantly overestimates the excitation energies and therefore underesti-

mates β. 
This paper concerns the use of ab initio CI methods to calculate the (hyper)polariz-

abilities within the SOS scheme. This work starts by adopting the simplest CI scheme, 
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i.e. involving only the single excitations, and assesses different theoretical aspects of

computing α and β. In the following Section we briefly summarize the theoretical

background of the SOS/CIS approach. Eight small molecules – HF, H2O, NH3, HC1,

H2S, PH3, H2CO, and H2CS – have been chosen to characterize the SOS/CIS method

as most of them have already given rise to a large amount of theoretical and

experimental investigations. Section 3 describes and discusses the results on i) the basis

set dependence of the α and β values computed at the SOS/CIS level; ii) the comparison

between the SOS/CIS approach, the coupled-perturbed (CPHF) or time-dependent

(TDHF) Hartree-Fock schemes as well as other techniques including electron correla-

tion effects; iii) the analysis of α and β in terms of the excited state contributions as

well as by using the missing state analysis; and iv) the study of the first hyperpolariz-

ability of the three isomers of nitroaniline. 

2. Methodology and Computational Procedure

When a molecular system is placed in static and/or dynamic external electric fields, a

perturbation term has to be added to the unperturbed time independent Hamiltonian, H0:

(3)

where µ is the dipole moment operator and E is the vector sum of the different electric
→→

fields. Although the contributions originating from the field-induced nuclear relaxation

can be non negligible [16], the present study only considers the effects of the fields on

the electronic distribution. Therefore using the SOS perturbation theory expressions of

Orr and Ward [3] we can write the expressions for the electronic α and β tensor

components:

(4)

(5)

where the summations run over all the electronic excited states |m〉 and |n〉 of energy 

E and E . |0〉 is the ground state wave/function of energy E0, (m| µη|n) =m n

〈 m|µη|n〉 _ 〈 0|µη|0〉δmn and hωn = En
_ E0. ΣP_ σ, 1 (ΣP_σ,1,2) is the sum over-

the 2 (6) permutations of the pairs (_ωσ, ξ), (ω1, η) and (ω2, ζ ). These are the exact

(hyper)polarizability expressions which generate a hierarchy of approximations classi-

fied according to the method employed to evaluate the wavefunctions and energies.

Once the excitation energies and dipole transition elements are computed, these SOS 

expressions can be evaluated for as many frequency values as wanted at a very low 

additional computational cost. 

If Slater determinants obtained from the Hartree-Fock procedure are used in equa-

tions (4) and (5), we obtain the uncoupled Hartree-Fock (UCHF) scheme because the

field effects upon the electron-electron interactions are not taken into account [14–15]. 

To go beyond this crude approximation, the wavefunctions are built as linear combina-
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tions of the ground state Hartree-Fock wavefunction with singly-, doubly-, . . . excited 

wave functions; the expansion coefficients are obtained via CI energy minimization 

procedures. The simplest way consists of adopting the CI-singles scheme [ 17], where 

the configuration space is limited to the single excitations. Since Brillouin’s theorem 

states that there is no direct interaction between the ground state and the singly-excited

states, the excited state wavefunction ansatz is given by the expression:

(6)

Ψ ia is the Slater determinant in which the ith occupied spinorbital is replaced by the ath

unoccupied one. Setting this ansatz in the Schrödinger equation, one obtains a set of 

linear equations

(7)

which reduces the problem to the evaluation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 

Hamiltonian, the matrix elements of which are, 

(8)

ε a and ε i are the spinorbital energies and 〈 bi|ja〉 is a two-electron integral between

spinorbitals in the physicist’s notation. Due to the singlet nature of the dipole moment 

operator and because we are dealing with closed-shell molecules, only spin-adapted

singlet excitations are considered. These CIS excited wavefunctions, energies, transition

dipole moments between ground and excited states have been computed by the 

Gaussian94 series of program [18]. From these quantities (Eqs. 4 and 5), the static and 

frequency-dependent α and β tensor elements are computed by using the αβ -SOS code 

In addition to the nonzero α and β tensor components, we also consider the isotropic 
[19].

average polarizability 〈α 〉 and the polarizability anisotropy ∆α defined as:

(9)

(10)

since these quantities are most commonly determined experimentally. For β we evaluate 

its projection on the dipole moment, 

(11)

where |µ| is the norm of the dipole moment and 

(12)
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β || = 3/5β vec, the vector component of the β tensor in the direction of the dipole

moment is also a commonly determined experimental quantity.

At the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) level, the polarizability and first

hyperpolarizabilities are evaluated as the first and second derivatives of the dipole

moment with respect to the external fields [20]. This procedure includes the field-

induced electron reorganizational effects self-consistently in terms of the average

Coulomb and Pauli potentials. It is equivalent to the Random Phase Approximation

(RPA) [21]. The CIS or Tamm Dancoff Approximation (TDA) [22] is a simplification

of the RPA in which the interactions between the ground state and doubly excited states

have been neglected. Although one can dispute upon the correlated nature of the RPA

(or TDHF) scheme, the THDF/RPA method is a fully-relaxed Hartree-Fock procedure.

These TDHF calculations have been performed by using the GAMESS program [23] or

the GAUSSIAN94 package if considering the static limit. In this event, one uses the

Coupled-Perturbed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) or TDHF schemes which determine the first

and second derivatives of the dipole moment with respect to the electric fields. 

In order to assess the basis set dependence on α and β tensor components, we have

used a series of standard basis sets from the minimal, STO-3G [24], split-valence, 6-

31G [25], to basis sets including polarization functions, 6-31G* [26], 6-31G** [27],

and 6-311G** [28]. For nitroaniline, our study is limited to the 6-31G basis set. We have 

also employed basis sets with diffuse functions, the 6-31G + SPD (HF, H2O, NH3, and 

H2CO), 6-31G* + SPD (HC1, H2S, and PH3) and 6-31lG* + SPD (H2CO and H2CS)

and 6-311G** + SPD (HF, H2O, NH3, HC1, H2S, and PH3) basis sets where diffuse s
functions are added to the hydrogen atoms whereas a set of diffuse p and d functions of 

equal exponent is added on the other atoms. The s, p and d diffuse functions have been

shown to be of importance to provide semi-quantitative hyperpolarizabilities [29]. They

have been chosen to be equal to 0.040, 0.050, 0.0715, 0.100, 0.135, 0.040, 0.050, and

0.065 for the H C, N, O, F, P, S, and Cl atoms, respectively. For the hydrogen and carbon

atoms these exponents, αC and αH, are identical to those suggested by Hurst et al. [29] 

whereas the other exponents have been derived by mapping the α X/α C(X = N, 0, . . .)

ratios of the diffuse function exponents within the polarized basis set of Sadlej [30] and 

the aug-cc-pVTZ of Dunning [31–32]. The 6-311G** + SPD basis is considered to be

reasonably extended in order to provide semi-quantitative α and β values. This is

confirmed by comparing our CPHF/TDHF results with those obtained with much larger 

basis sets (see Section 3.2). This basis set is therefore considered as our reference. 

The geometries of HF, H2O, NH3 and H2S were taken from Ref. 33, of H2CO from

Ref. 34, and of HC1 and PH3 from Ref. 35. The molecular geometry of H2CS (the

nitroanilines) have been optimized at the RHF/6-3 1G** (RHF/6-31G) level by using 

the GAUSSIAN94 program (see Scheme 1 for their orientation in the Cartesian frame).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Basis set dependence 

Figures 1–3 display the basis set dependence of the average polarizability, 〈α〉 , the 

polarizability anisotropy, ∆α, and the vector component of the first hyperpolarizability, 
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Scheme 1.   3D Cartesian representation of the molecules under investigations. 

β //, respectively for the eight reference molecules. These values have been obtained at

the SOS/CIS level of approximation by including a maximum of 120 excited states (100

for H2CO and H2CS); larger number of excited states is beyond our current computa-

tional facilities. As we will comment in paragraph 3.3., we have assumed that higher-

energy excited states present negligible contributions. Small basis sets underestimate

〈α〉  but overestimate ∆α because the lack of diffuse and/or polarization functions 

underestimates mainly the non-axial tensor elements (α 
xx

and α yy). Adding d-polariza-

tion functions on third-row elements has a much significant impact on their ∆α than for 
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Fig, 1. Basis set dependence of the average static polarizability (in a.u., 1 a.u. of polarizability = 1.6488 
10 –41 C2 m2 J –1 = 0.14818 Å3) for the eight reference molecules evaluated at the SOS/CIS level of 
approximation.

molecules containing only hydrogen and second-row atoms. For β / /, variations with

basis set are proportionally larger and also non-monotonic in the sense that adding

diffuse and/or polarization functions can either increase or decrease β / /. Similar basis

set dependencies are obtained when adopting the TDHF scheme [36]. 
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STO-3G 6-31G* 6-311G** 6-311G*(*)+SPD
6-31G 6-31G** 6-31G(*)+SPD

Fig. 2. Basis set dependence of the static polarizability anisotropy (in a.u.) for the eight reference molecules 
evaluated at the SOS/CIS level of approximation. 

3.2.

In Tables 1–6, the SOS/CIS/6-311G** + SPD (6-31lG* + SPD for H2CO and H2CS)

α and β tensor elements, and related quantities are compared on one hand with available

experimental data and on the other hand with reference theoretical values. A maximum

of 120 excited states (100 for H2CO and H2CS) has been considered. Using the same

basis set, we have evaluated the corresponding TDHF/CPHF values. However, it should

be stressed that by default, GAUSSIAN94 (SOS/CIS) uses pure d-functions whereas

Comparison with experiment and other theoretical methods
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STO-3G 6-31G* 6-311G**6-311G*(*)+SPD 
6-31G 6-31G** 6-31G(*)+SPD

Fig. 3. Basis set dependence of the vector component of the first hyperpolarizability (in a.u., 1.0 a.u. of first 
hyperpolarizability = 3.2063 x 10–53 C3 m3 J–2 = 8.641 x 10–33 esu) for the eight reference molecules 
evaluated at the SOS/CIS level of approximation. 

GAMESS (CPHF/TDHF) adopts the Cartesian functions. From comparing the static α 
and β quantities with 5 and 6 d-functions, it turns out that this effect is negligible. In 

order to illustrate the consequences of the lack of electron correlation on the α and β 
values, we have made a selection of authoritative investigations [37–42] where, using 

very large basis sets, various levels of approximations – including TDHF/CPHF – have 

been adopted to evaluate both static and dynamic quantities. In addition to these works, 

many other investigations have considered the electron correlation effects of the 
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α xx(0; 0) = α yy(0; 0) 4.14 3.88 4.51 5.40 5.34 5.10b, 4.96c

α zz (0; 0) 6.10 5.50 5.76 6.43 6.44 6.59b, 6.29c

〈 α (0; 0)) 4.79 4.42 4.93 5.74 5.71 5.60b, 5.40 
c

∆α (0; 0) 1.96 1.43 1.25 1.04 1.10 1.49b, 1.33 c

β xxz (0; 0, 0) = β yyz (0; 0, 0) 2.32 0.28 0.28 1.25 1.27 

β zzz (0; 0, 0) 16.39 9.31 8.40 9.10 9.62 

β // (0; 0, 0) –12.62 –5.93 – 5.38 –6.96 –7.30 

β // (–2ω ; ω, ω )a –13.43 –6.44 – 5.85 –7.60 –8.00 –11.0 ± 1.0d

β // (0; ω, –ω )a –12.87 –6.10 – 5.52 –7.20 –7.50 
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(hyper)polarizabilities of one or more of these eight reference molecules, either with 

conventional approaches [43–52] or with density functional techniques [53_54].

For α the agreement between these CPHF/TDHF results performed with near-

Hartree-Fock limit basis sets and our corresponding results (3rd columns of Tables 1– 

6) obtained with our largest basis set is rather good. It proves the adequacy of adding 

just one set of diffuse functions to reach the basis set saturation for these properties.

Table 1 

polarizability = 1.6488 10–41 C2 m2 J–1 = 0.14818 Å3;
10–53 C3 m3 J–2 = 8.641 x 10–33 esu) with literature values 

1) HF 

Comparison of static and dynamic SOS/CIS resultsfor α and β of HF molecule (in a.u., I a.u. of 
hyperpolarizability = 3.2063 x1.0a.u. of first 

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Experiment 

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) 

aω = 0.0656 a.u. ( λ = 694.3 nm). 
bExtrapolated static values, see Table 2 of Ref. 43 and references therein. 
c
Extrapolated static values, see Table 3 of Ref. 47 and references therein. 

dResults of J.W. Dudley II and J.F. Ward, J. Chem. Phys. 82, 4673 (1985) rescaled to the new γ (He) values 

due to D.M. Bishop and J. Pipin, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 3549 (1989) by D.P. Shelton and J. Rice, Chem. Rev. 

94, 3 (1994). 

Table 2 

2) H2O

Comparison ofstatic and dynamic SOS/CIS results for α and β of H2D molecule (in a.u.)

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Maroulis [38] Experiment 

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) SDQ-MP4

110

α xx(0; 0) 7.87 7.26 7.96 9.75 9.64 9.84 9.26 ± 0.09b

α yy(0; 0) 10.03 8.84 9.16 10.04 10.02 9.18 10.01 ± 0.09b

α zz (0; 0) 8.95 8.01 8.53 9.82 9.73 9.49 9.62 ± 0.02b

〈α (0; 0) 〉 8.95 8.04 8.55 9.87 9.79 9.50 9.64b, 9.81 c

∆α (0; 0) 1.87 1.36 1.05 0.25 0.34 0.57 0.65b, 0.66 
c



β xxz (0: 0, 0) 6.89 1.52 1.4 5.9 6.2 9.8

β zzz (0; 0, 0) 21.37 7.73 7.1 13.7 13.7 13.3 

β yyz (0; 0, 0) 16.17 10.65 9.4 9.4 10.2 4.9 

β // (0; 0, 0) –26.66 –11.94 –10.8 –17.5 –18.0 –16.8 

β //(–2ω ; ω, ω )a – 29.90 –14.01 –12.6 –20.4 –21.1 –22.0 ± 0.9d

β // (0; ω, – ω )a –27.65 –12.57 –11.3 –18.4 –19.0 

13.80

13.93

13.84

0.13

14.13

0.32

13.25

47.57

–44.44

–57.70

–48.15

–46.70

–45.17

12.18

12.67

12.34

0.49

12.60

0.70

8.90

18.72

–21.91

–31.17

–24.43

–23.44

–22.40

12.77 13.78 13.71 

13.35 15.83 15.71 

12.96 14.46 14.38 14.56d

0.58 2.06 2.01 

1.94
e

7.0 8.1 8.8

11.1 37.8 39.6 

–15.1 –32.5 –34.3 –29.7 

–22.0 –46.6 –49.1 –48.9 ± 1.2 
f

–16.7 –36.3 –38.3 

–32.0

–30.4
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Table 2 ( Continued)

2) H2O

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Maroulis [38] Experiment 

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) SDQ-MP4 

aω = 0.0656 a.u. 
b
I.G. John, G.B. Bacskay, and N.S. Hush, Chem. Phys. 51, 49 (1980) from the 〈α〉 (static value) of G.D. Zeiss and 

csee Table 3 of Ref. 47 and references therein.
dJ.F. Ward and C.K. Miller, Phys. Rev. A 19, 826 (1984) rescaled to the new γ (He) values due to D.M.

Bishop and J. Pipin, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 3549 (1989) by D.P. Shelton and J. Rice, Chem. Rev. 94, 3 (1994).

Comparison of static and dynamic SOS/CIS results for α and β of NH3 molecule (in a.u.)

W.J. Meath, Mol. Phys.33, 1155 (1977) and ∆α (514.5 nm) of W.F. Murphy, J. Chem. Phys. 67, 5877(1977).

Table 3 

3)NH3 

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Rice and Experiment

Handy

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) [39]

MP2

aω = 0.0719 a.u. ( λ = 632.8 nm), bω = 0.0656 a.u., cω = 0.0300 a.u. ( λ = 1517 nm). 
dstatic value from G.D. Zeiss and W.J. Meath, Mol. Phys. 33, 1155 (1977). 
e
dynamic value at 632.8 nm, N.J. Bridge and A.D. Buckingham, Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. A 295, 334 (1966). 

f
J.F. Ward and C.K. Miller, Phys. Rev. A 19, 826 (1984) rescaled to the new γ (He) values due to D.M. 

Bishop and J. Pipin, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 3549 (1989) by D.P. Shelton and J. Rice, Chem. Rev. 94, 3 (1994). 
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αxx(0; 0) = αyy(0; 0) 

αzz(0; 0) 

〈α (0; 0) 〉 
∆α (0; 0)

〈α (–ω; ω)〉 a

∆α (–ω; ω)a

βxxz(0; 0, 0) = βyyz (0; 0, 0)

βzzz(0; 0, 0)

β//(0; 0, 0)

β//(–2ω; ω, ω)b

β//(0; ω, –ω)
c

β//(–2ω; ω, ω)c

β// (0; ω; –ω)c



15.38

19.67

16.81

4.29

17.14

13.87

16.49

14.74

2.31

15.05

15.98

17.91

16.62

1.93

16.74

18.46

17.32

1.72

2.12

40.34

–26.74

–27.44

–26.97

–29.52

–27.58

–4.08

14.97

–4.09

–4.61

–4.23

–4.20

–4.13

–2.30

10.79

–3.72

–4.14

–3.69

–3.58

–3.71

1.11

11.27

–8.09

–9.33

–8.47

–8.34

–8.18

16.65

18.42

17.24

1.77 1.56d

17.40 ± 0.03e

0.47

11.11

–7.23

–9.9 ± 1.2f

αxx(0; 0) 23.44 21.24 23.76 24.41 24.35 25.22c

αyy(0; 0) 26.01 21.73 23.84 25.35 25.36 25.92c

αzz(0; 0) 24.60 21.03 23.43 24.45 24.40 25.31c

〈α (0;0)〉 24.68 21.33 23.68 24.74 24.70 25.48c, 24.67
d

∆α (0; 0) 2.23 0.62 0.37 0.92 0.99 0.67
c

〈α (–ω; ω)
a

25.37 21.97
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The SOS/CIS scheme leads to larger α tensor components than the TDHF/CPHF

approach and, in most cases, to larger polarizability anisotropy. This can easily be

understood by refereeing to the differences between the RPA and TDA schemes. In the

latter which is equivalent to SOS/CIS, the excitation energies are smaller because the

ground state is not stabilized by interactions with doubly-excited states [21–22]. This

Table 4

4) HCI

Comparison of static and dynamic SOS/CIS results for α and β of HCl molecule (in a.u.)

Present work Hammond and Rice [40] Experiment

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T)

aω = 0.0719 a.u., b
 ω = 0.0656 a.u., cω = 0.0345 a.u. (l = 1319 nm).

dstatic value ofD.W. Hohnson and N.F. Ramsey, J. Chem. Phys. 67, 941 (1977).
edynamic value at 632.8nm, N.J. Bridge and A.D. Buckingham, Proc. R. SOc. London Ser. A 295, 334

(1966).
fResults of J.W. Dudley II and J.F. Ward, J. Chem. Phys. 82, 4673 (1985) rescaled to the new γ(He) values

due to D.M. Bishop and J. Pipin, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 3549 (1989) by D.P. Shelton and J. Rice, Chem. Rev.

94, 3 (1994). 

Table5

5) H2S

Comparison of static and dynamic SOS/CIS results for α and β of H2S molecule (in a.u.) 

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Experiment

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) 
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αxx(0; 0) = αyy(0; 0)

αzz(0; 0) 

〈α (0; 0) 〉 
∆α(0; 0)

〈α (–ω; ω)〉 a

βxxz(0; 0, 0) = βyyz(0; 0, 0) 

βzzz(0; 0, 0) 

β// (0; 0, 0)

β//(–2ω; ω, ω)b

β//(0; ω, –ω)b

β//(–2ω; ω, ω)c

β//(0; ω, –ω)c



βxxz(0; 0, 0) 22.62 3.72 –5.6 5.5 4.4

βyyz(0; 0, 0) 29.64 17.70 9.9 9.2 9.5

βzzz(0; 0, 0) 18.21 –8.21 –7.9 –0.2 –1.1

β//(0; 0, 0) –42.28 –7.92 2.2 –8.8 –7.7

β//(–2ω; ω, ω)b –51.07 –10.18 2.4 –10.1 –8.8 –10.1 ± 2.1e

β//(0; ω, –ω)b –44.74 –8.48 2.2 –9.4 –8.2

26.97

26.97

26.95

26.96

0.02

–4.89

–4.89

–35.79

27.34

10.20 10.88 

13.89 14.74 

19.58 20.44 17.13d

32.6
c

14.56 15.35

8.18 8.33 

14.91

8.54

3.41 2.95 3.2d

34.89 21.08 40.2d

98.16 32.03 24.0d, 16 ± 1 
e

–83.08 –33.63 –40.4
d
, –40.4c

–93.23 –39.82 –49.7f

–85.36 –35.51 –43.0 
f

2 1.62 

22.38

47.21

30.40

25.22

16.56g

6.25h

–5.48

–45.59

91.32

–24.15

23.31

27.40

45.50

32.07

20.45

–25.22

–71.33

2.64

56.37
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Table 5 (Continued)

5) H2S

Present work Sekino and Bartlett [37] Experiment

SOS/CIS TDHF TDHF MP2 CCSD(T) 

aω = 0.0719 a.u.,
bω = 0.0656 a.u.
cdynamic values at 632.8 nm, M.P. Bogaard, A.D. Buckingham, and G.L.D. Ritchie, Chem. Phys. Lett. 90,

183 (1982). 
dstatic value, M.P. Bogaard, A.D. Buckingham, R.K. Pierens, and A.H. White, J. Chem. SOC. Faraday Trans.

1 74, 3008 (1978).
eJ.F. Ward and C.K. Miller, Phys. Rev. A 19, 826 (1984) rescaled to the new γ (He) values due to D.M.

Bishop and J. Pipin, J. Chem. Phys. 91, 3549 (1989) by D.P. Shelton and J. Rice, Chem. Rev. 94, 3 (1994).

Table 6

molecules (in a.u.)
Comparison of static and dynamic SOS/CIS results for α and β of PH3, H2CO and H2CS

6 ) PH3 H2CO H2CS

present work present work present work

SOS/CIS TDHF Experiment SOS/CIS TDHF methods Experiment SOS/CIS TDHF

Post HF 

aω = 0.0772 a.u. ( λ = 589.3 nm), bω = 0.0600 a.u. ( λ = 759 nm). 
cstatic value, CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, (CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1986–87), pp E70-E75

dstatic MP2 results of Velders and Feil (Ref. [41]), 
estatic CCSD(T) result from Fig. 3 of the Ref. [42]. 
fdynamic MP2 results at 759 nm from Ref. [39]. 
gJ..A. Applequist, J.R. Carl, and K.K. Fung, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 94, 2952 (1974). 
hS. Parthasarathy, Indian J. Phys. 7, 139 (1932). 

and references therein; see M.A. Spachan, J. Phys. Chem. 93, 7594 (1989).
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αxx(0; 0)

α yy(0; 0) 

α zz (0; 0) 

〈α (0; 0)〉 
∆α (0; 0) 

〈α (–ω; ω)〉 a

∆α (–ω; ω)a

βxxz (0; 0, 0)

βyyz(0; 0, 0)

βzzz(0; 0, 0) 

β // (0; 0, 0)

β //(–2ω ; ω, ω)b

β// (0; ω , – ω)b

31.79

31.79

30.25

31.28

1.54

–6.66

–6.66

6.77

3.93
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phenomenon is magnified for β for which sign discrepancies between the SOS/CIS and

TDHF/CPHF results can appear in the case of small β tensor elements.

The comparison with the correlated results provides a good idea of what improve-

ments can be brought about by including double, triple, . . . excitations in the wavefunc-

tion descriptions. For most molecules, we present MP2 [Møller-Plesset scheme limited

to second order in electron-electron interactions] and CCSD(T) [coupled-cluster treat-

ment including the single and double excitations as well as a perturbational estimate of

the connected triple excitations] results. The former shows the importance of the

leading electron correlation correction whereas the latter is a reference for higher-order

electron correlation treatments which could serve to calibrate standards of measure-

ments. With respect to these correlated treatments, the SOS/CIS procedure under-

estimates 〈α〉 by less than 20% whereas ∆α is in most cases largely overestimated –

often by more than 50%. Although this is not the main source of discrepancy between 

the SOS/CIS and the experimental values, the vibrational contributions to the static α 
should also be considered to obtain a better agreement. β // is also overestimated, by

less than 50% for H2O and NH3, but by a factor greater than 2 for HCl, H2S and H2CO.

As a consequence a satisfactory agreement with experiment is only reached for 〈α〉 . For

β //, our SOS/CIS approach can predict the trends among HF, H2O, and NH3 but not

with the molecules containing third-row atoms for which electron correlation correc-

tions are required for a correct ordering. Clearly, one has to go further than the CIS

scheme for these small molecules. 

3.3.

The knowledge of the excited state contributions to α and β is of importance not only 

for understanding the origin of the responses but also for computational purposes. 

Indeed, for medium-size molecules like p-nitroaniline or small molecules studied with 

extended basis sets, the full configuration space becomes rapidly very huge and out of 

reach for a complete ab initio treatment. Therefore, if one needs to truncate the 

configuration space, one has to ensure that the most contributing excited states are 

present and correctly reproduced.

One way of considering the state contributions to α and β consists in limiting the 

summations over m and n in Eqs. (4–5) to the Nth lowest-energy excited states and in 

analyzing the evolution of α and β with N. Figures 4–5 display the variations of static 

〈α〉 and β vec with the number of excited states for NH3 and H2CO, respectively. These 2

molecules are representative of the various behaviours that appear. The corresponding 

graphs for the 6 other molecules are available upon request to the authors. Since each 

state contribution in Eq. 4 is positive, 〈α〉 increases monotonically with N. For NH3,

〈α〉 saturates when 80–90 states are included whereas for H2CO there are 2–3 higher-

energy excited states which contribute significantly. The evolution of 〈α〉 with N for 

NH3 presents many plateau’s whereas for H2CO the stairs are much smaller. 〈α〉 of the 

HF, H2O, HC1, H2S, and PH3 molecules present also a plateau-shape evolution which 

saturates for N = 60, 40, 80, 90, and 90, respectively. H2CS presents a similar behavior 

as H2CO and its 〈α〉 saturates for N = 70. The situation is totally different for β vec

because the state contributions can be either positive or negative. Nevertheless, the

Analysis of α and β in terms of excited state contributions 
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Number of excited states to evaluate β 
Fig. 4. Evolution with the number of excited states considered in the SOS expressions of the 〈α (0; 0)〉  (a) 
and β vec(0; 0. 0) (b) of NH3 evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6-311G** + SPD level of approximation. All the
values are given in a.u.. 
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Fig. 5. Evolution with the number of excited states considered in the SOS expressions of the 〈α (0; 0) 〉 (a)
and β vec(0; 0, 0) (b) of H2CO evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6-311G* + SPD level of approximation. All the
values are given in a.u.. 
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convergence behaviors are similar. Indeed, for HF, H2O, NH3, HCl, H2S, and PH3, β vec

attains a plateau for N = 60, 40, 60, 40, 40, and 60, respectively. This contrasts with 

H2CO and H2CS for which there remain scattered higher-energy contributing states. 

Since for β there exist mixed contributions (m ≠ n Eq. (5)), a model which follows 

the evolution of β with the number of lowest-energy excited states cannot highlight the 

true state contributions. Dirk and Kuzik [55] have proposed the missing-state analysis 
which determines the relative importance of states by considering the effect of their 

absence. This relative importance is defined as 

(13)

where β tot has been evaluated with the full SOS expression which is limited to a

maximum of 120 (or 100 for H2CO and H2CS) excited states. For evaluating β –n the nth

excited state is missing. If 0 < σ n < 1, σ n determines the relative importance of state n, 

while σn < 0 indicates a negative contribution to β. Moreover, note that when σn > 1, β 
would have the opposite sign if state n is not present. Dirk and Kuzik have further 

refined their model in order to describe the couplings between states which lead to large 

mixed contributions. We illustrate this analysis scheme for three representative mole-

cules (NH3, HCl, and H2CO) in Figures 6–8. Obviously, there are less than 10–20 

excited states which need to be included. However, one can distinguish between three 

categories of molecules. In the first category (HF, H2O, and NH3), there are a few

Missing state number 

Fig. 6. Missing state analysis for β vec(0; 0, 0) of NH3 evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6-311G** + SPD level of
approximation.
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Missing state number 

Fig. 7. Missing state analysis for β vec(0; 0, 0) of HCl evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6-311G** + SPD level of
approximation.

Missing state number 

Fig. 8. Missing state analysis for β vec(0; 0, 0) of H2CO evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6–311G* + SPD level of
approximation.
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dominant low-energy excited states associated with σ n ranging between – 1 .0 and + 1 .0. 

For the second category associated with molecules containing third-row atoms (HCl,

H2S, and PH3), there are 3, 2, and 10 low-energy states with | σ n| larger than unity as 

well as a dozen of important low-energy states with 1.0 ≥ |σ n| ≥ 0.2. On the basis of 

the presence/absence of third-row atoms, H2CO and H2CS could enter in these two 

classes but these two molecules are different due to non-negligible contributions of a 

few scattered higher-energy excited states. 

In any case, our analysis has shown that for these eight small molecules more than 2 

or 3 dominant excited states dictate the magnitude of β. The present behavior is clearly

different from these of push-pull conjugated molecules. It is however cautious to note 

that truncation procedures which are validated by the fact that α or β value seem to have 

converged over a large range of N cannot guarantee no important high-energy excited 

state is missing. Similarly, one can never be sure that multiply-excited states are not of 

crucial importance for the ground state characterization. 

3.4.

In order to put the ab initio SOS/CIS approach to test, the archetypical [56–65] donor-

acceptor para-nitroaniline (p-NA) and its ortho- and meta isomers (o-NA and m-NA)

are investigated. The CI space has been truncated to the 60 lowest-energy excited states 

and the split-valence 6-31G basis set has been used. For p-NA, at this SOS/CIS level, 

〈α (0; 0)〉 = 40.0 a.u. and β vec(0; 0, 0) = 1585 a.u.. Sim and coworkers [62] have

obtained at the CPHF(FF/MP2) level using a double- ζ quality basis set augmented with 

diffuse polarization functions [3s2p2d|2s] 〈a(0; 0)〉  = 97.8 a.u. (106.9 a.u.) and βvec(0;

0, 0) = 1069 a.u. (1934 a.u.). The RPA (equivalent to the CPHF/TDHF approach) and 

MCSCF βvec(0; 0, 0) values due to Mikkelsen et al. [64] are equal to 947 a.u. and 

1373 a.u. whereas for 〈α (0; 0) 〉 , they obtained 93.8 a.u. and 93.0 a.u., respectively. The 

large underestimation of our 〈α (0; 0) 〉 estimate with respect to other ab initio works has 

to be related to the basis set which can only reproduce with satisfaction the component 

of α along the molecular axis. On the other hand our present SOS/CIS β vec(0; 0, 0)

estimate is 50–60% larger than the SCF, 15% larger than the MCSCF but 20% smaller 

than the FF/MP2 values. This good agreement with correlated treatments does not 

prevent our result to remain one order of magnitude smaller than most of the 

experimental values. At λ = 1064 nm, Teng and Garito [56] have measured for p-NA

in 1-, 4-dioxane a β vec(–2ω; ω, ω) value of 11735 a.u. whereas in gas phase, the SOS/

CIS β vec(–2ω ; ω , ω ) = 2183 a.u., the scaled FF/MP2 β vec(–2ω ; ω , ω ) value due to 

Sim et al. [62] = 2778 a.u., and the two-state MCSCF β vec(–2 ω ; ω , ω ) value due to 

Mikkelsen et al. [64] = 2275 a.u.. At the same wavelength but in chloroform and 

acetone, Stähelin et al. [60] obtained β vec(–2ω ; ω , ω ) = 11666 a.u. and 17984 a.u., 

respectively. Obviously, on the basis of very large solvation effects [61,63–65], one 

cannot compare further our gas-phase theoretical values with the liquid-phase experi-

mental data. On the other hand our SOS/CIS values are in good agreement with more 

elaborated techniques including the effects of electron correlation. 

The SOS/CIS results point out that p-NA presents the largest β value among the 3 

isomers; m-NA and o-NA having β vec(0; 0, 0) = 747 a.u. and 625 a.u., respectively. If 

Linear and nonlinear responses of the three isomers of nitroaniline 
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the largest value associated with p-NA does not suffer from any dispute, both the

experimental and theoretical results of Oudar and Chemla [6] as well as the recent

experimental investigation of Cheng et al. [59] propose that o-NA has a larger β value

than m-NA; the β (o-NA)/β (m-NA) ratio ranging with the experimental conditions 

between 1.3 and 1.8 whereas our estimates for the static and dynamic ( λ = 1064 nm) 

are 0.84 and 0.91. Moreover, by adopting the SOS/CIS scheme, Dirk et al. [57] have

calculated β (o-NA)/ β (m-NA) ratios smaller or larger than unity according to the choice

of the parameters of their Pariser Parr Pople Hamiltonian. For pursuing the theoretical 

comparison between o-NA and m-NA, it is necessary to investigate the effects of 

including higher-order excitations with a larger basis set as well as the magnitude of the 

solvation effects. Oudar and Chemla have associated this ordering with the larger 

charge transfer contribution in o-NA than in m-NA; p-NA presenting the largest charge 

transfer contribution to β. 
The second aspect of our nitroaniline investigation concerns the analysis of 〈α〉 and

β vec in terms of the excited states contributions. The N-dependence of 〈α(0; 0〉 is very 

similar for the three compounds and saturates for N = 20 (Fig. 9). Moreover, at most 10 

excited states contribute significantly. For β vec(0; 0, 0), the σn graphs (Figs. 10–12) 

exhibit some differences among the isomers. For p-NA, 3 states present a dominant σ n:

state 3 ( σ n = 0.96), state 6 ( σ n = 0.62) and state 13 ( σ n = –0.47). For the two other 

Number of excited states included in the α evaluation

Fig. 9. Evolution with the number of excited states considered in the SOS expressions of the 〈α (0: 0) 〉 of the 
three isomers of nitroaniline evaluated at the SOS/CIS/6-31 G level of approximation. All the values are 
given in a.u.. 
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Missing state number

Fig. 10. SOS/CIS/6-31 G Missing state analysis for β vec (0: 0, 0) of o-NA

Missing state number 

Fig. 11. SOS/CIS/6-31G Missing state analysis for β vec(0; 0, 0) of m-NA
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Missing state number

Fig. 12. SOS/CIS/6-31G Missing state analysis for β vec(0; 0, 0) of p-NA

isomers, there is a larger number of important excited states with smaller |σ n | values

(mainly for o-NA) but in any case, only a few excited states present dominant

contributions and they are all located in the lower-energy region. Such missing state 

picture where 3 or more excited states are dominant show also that the 2- or 3-state

models have a rather limited domain of application [6]. 

4. Conclusions and Perspectives 

For the first time, systematic ab initio SOS/CI calculations of the static and dynamic 

polarizabilities and first hyperpolarizabilities have been performed. This initial investi-

gation has been carried out at the CI-singles level of approximation on a set of eight 

small molecules as well as on the three isomers of nitroaniline. By employing the 6-

311G** + SPD basis set, shown to provide results close to the basis set limit, we have 

pointed out for the eight small molecules that i) the average polarizability is larger than 

the CPHF/TDHF values, smaller than the MP2, CCSD, CCSD(T), . . . correlated values 

and also less than 20% smaller than the experimental values; ii) the vector component 

of the first hyperpolarizability, β // , is in most cases overestimated and higher-order

electron correlation corrections are required to meet agreement with the experimental 

quantities; iii) there are a lot of contributing states to both 〈α〉 and β vec but convergence 

with respect to the number of states is generally achieved within less than 100 
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configurations. In addition, we have shown that the SOS/CIS/6-31G approach gives for 

p-NA a β vec(0; 0, 0) estimate which is bracketted by the MCSCF and FF/MP2 results. 

Although several improvements are desired, our approach presents some advantages 

with respect to the CPHF/TDHF schemes but also with respect to various correlated 

schemes in the sense that frequency-dependent quantities can be obtained with the same 

ease for all the wavelength domain (large and small λ, below or above the resonances).

Moreover, additional frequency-dependent data can be obtained at a very low cost since 

one has just to run the computationally low-demanding αβ -SOS [19] code. The post

Hartree-Fock nature of our CIS/SOS scheme would also enable an easy extension for 

dealing with solvation effects on the NLO properties [63–66].

The next steps in our SOS/CI approach concern the inclusion of higher-order electron 

correlation corrections and particularly the inclusion of the double excitations [7–8,67]

to describe the ground and excited states. In view of calculating the second hyperpolar-

izability these double excitations are of crucial importance [68]. Similar approaches 

have already been followed at various semiempirical levels [69–70] but ab initio
approaches have the advantage that they can systematically be improved through 

enlarging the basis set and including electron correlation up to higher orders. Our

further developments will tackle the computational aspects of CI matrix resolution and

consider suitable schemes such as the frequency-dependent moment method [71].

Note added in proofs

Since the writing of this manuscript a number of papers have appeared where α and β 
have been evaluated by including electron correlation corrections either at DFT (S.J.A.

van Gisbergen, J.G. Snijders, and E.J. Baerends, J. Chem. Phys. 109, 10657 (1998); A.J.

Cohen, N.C. Handy and D.J. Tozer, Chem. Phys. Lett. 303, 391 (1999)] or conventional

correlated [O. Christiansen, C. Hättig and J. Gauss, J. Chem. Phys. 109, 4745 (1998); H.

Larsen, J. Olsen, C. Hättig, P. Jørgensen, O. Christiansen and J. Gauss, J. Chem. Phys. 

111, 1917 (1999); T. Kobayashi, K. Sasagne, F. Aiga, and K. Yamaguchi, J. Chem. Phys 

111, 842 (1999)] levels. A new experimental work has also been reported [P. Kaatz,

E.A. Donley, and D.P. Shelton, J. Chem. Phys. 108, 849 (1998)]. 
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Abstract

Many-body treatments of electron correlation effects in small molecules, when implemen- 

ted in a high performance computing environment and exploiting large and flexible basis

sets, can lead to results of high precision. The results of such calculations are usually

assessed by comparison with empirical estimates of the correlation energy and it is,

therefore, important that these estimates be reliable. The empirical correlation energies for

the N2, CO and BF molecules and the NO+ ion are re-evaluated by making use of recent

Hartree-Fock results of µhartree accuracy and new estimates of the relativistic energy

components which are based on four component atomic and molecular relativistic electro-

nic structure calculations and take account of the non-additivity of correlation and

relativistic effects. A definition of the post-Hartree-Fock energy is proposed.

1. Introduction

Recent increases in computer power and developments in the software available for

quantum chemical calculations have made possible precise calculations of non-relativis-

tic ground-state electronic energies of diatomic molecules in the independent-particle

approximation. Finite-difference calculations of molecular electronic structure may be

regarded as numerical standards, in much the same way as atomic calculations have

served the development of other techniques of approximation, such as the use of finite

basis set expansions. Careful numerical analysis of the finite-difference approximation

of these model systems yields Hartree-Fock energies with errors less than 1 µhartree.

The electronic energy differences which accompany chemical change, however, are a

small fraction of the total electronic energy of a system, and comparable in magnitude

to the error which is introduced by invoking the independent-particle approximation. In

order to remedy the deficiencies of this model, many-body theories have been devel-

oped and implemented in quantum chemical studies of electronic structure [1–6].

Following Löwdin [7], we define the electron correlation energy, Ecorr, to be

Ecorr = ENR – EHF

where ENR is the total non-relativistic electronic energy of the system, and EHF is the

electronic energy in the Hartree-Fock approximation. Although most work in quantum

chemistry has been directed to the evaluation of the three quantities which appear in Eq.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.). Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 127–142.

© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain. 
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(1), none of them are directly measurable by any experiment, either singly, or in

combination with one another. For atoms and diatomic molecules we may calculate 

EHF to high accuracy, and methods exist for the exact determination of ENR in helium-

like systems. In all other cases, we must deduce the value of ENR from experimental 

data and estimates of the physical effects not included in the spin-independent non-

relativistic theory. 

The numerical determination of Ecorr by the use of many-body theory is a formidable

task, and estimates of it based on ENR and EHF serve as important benchmarks for the 

development of methods for calculating electron correlation effects. The purpose of this 

work is to obtain improved estimates of ENR by combining the leading-order relativistic

and many-body effects which have been omitted in Eq. (1) with experimentally

determined values of the total electronic energy, and precise values of EHF. We then

obtain empirical estimates of Ecorr for the diatomic species N2, CO, BF, and NO
+

using

ENR and EHF and the definition of Ecorr in Eq. (1). 

The plan of this paper is as follows:- In section 2, the basic experimental data 

required in the re-evaluation of the empirical correlation energies of the N2 CO, BF and 

NO+ molecules are collected. The essential theoretical ingredients of our re-determina-

tion are given in section 3 including new fully relativistic calculations including the 

frequency independent Breit interaction and electron correlation effects described by 

second order diagrammatic perturbation theory for the Be-like ions B+, C2+, N3+, O4+

and F5+. Energies derived from the experimental and theoretical data presented in 

sections 2 and 3 are presented in section 4, beginning with the total molecular ground 

state energies and then the post-Hartree-Fock energies, the relativistic energies and then 

the total molecular non-relativistic ground state energies, before giving the empirical 

correlation energies. A comparison of the empirical correlation energies with recent 

high precision calculations is made in section 5. Section 6 contains our concluding 

remarks.

2. Experimental Data 

In this section, we collect the experimental data which are required for the determina-

tion of the empirical electron correlation energy. In Table 1 the total atomic energies are 

Table 1 Total atomic energies 1,2

Atom, X EX /eV EX /hartree

B

C

N+

N

O

F

1 Calculated from ‘Ionization potentials of atoms and atomic 

ions’ in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [8] 
2
Conversion factor: 1 hartree = 27.2114 eV 
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670.98452

1030.1057

1471.5321

1486.0662

2043.8032

27 15.8646 

24.658214

37.85567

54.07778

54.61 189 

75.10823

99.80615
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displayed. These data were derived from the ionization potentials of the relevant atoms 

and atomic ions given in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [8]. The 

molecular dissociation energies for N2, CO, BF and NO+ taken from the compendium

of Huber and Herzberg [9] are collected in Table 2 whilst, in Table 3, the corresponding 

fundamental frequencies of vibration, also taken from the work of Huber and Herzberg 

[9], are displayed. Anharmonic effects are not significant in the present study in which 

the most significant experimental errors are associated with the ionization potentials 

used to determine the total atomic energies given in Table 1. 

3. Theoretical Data 

Two key pieces of theoretical data are required to obtain an empirical estimate of the 

correlation energy from the experimental data collected in the preceding section: the 

total molecular Hartree-Fock energy and the relativistic ‘corrections’. It is implicit in 

the definition of the correlation energy presented in Eq. (1) that the total electronic 

energy ofa given molecule, ET, may be divided into three constituent parts,

ET = EHF + Ecorr + ER, (2)

in which EHF is the non-relativistic Hartee-Fock energy, Ecorr is the correlation energy, 

and ER is a residual energy correction usually attributed to the effects of relativity. 

The partition (2) is quite arbitrary, since one could with equal validity absorb all one-

body relativistic effects of order ( Zα )2 into the mean-field energy of the Dirac-Hartree-

Table 2 Molecular dissociation energies 1,2

Molecule D0/eV D0/hartree

N2

CO

BF

NO2

1 From Huber and Herzberg [9]
2 Conversion factor: 1 hartree = 27.2114 eV

Table 3 

Molecule ωe /cm–1 1
2

hωe./hartree-_

N2

CO

BF

NO+

1
From Huber and Herzberg [9] 

2Conversion factor: 1 hartree = 219474.63 cm –1

Fundamental frequencies of vibration1,2
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9.7594

11.092

7.81

10.8506

0.358654

0.40762

0.28701

0.398752

2358.57

2169.81

1402.13

2376.42

0.01074643

0.00988640

0.00638857

0.01082776
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Fock-Breit model, EDHFB, and define all other energy corrections to this order of

relativistic quantum electrodynamics, EMB, as a many-body effects, so that

ET = EDHFB + EMB. (3)

This definition of the relativistic many-body energy involves both electrostatic and 

magnetic interactions between pairs of electrons. Effects due to the Lamb shift and

errors associated with the non-additivity of the electronic energy and the energy due to 

nuclear motion are neglected in the present discussion. The decomposition of the total 

energy defined by Eq. (3) has the attractive feature that it represents, to order ( Zα )2 in

the external field potential and to order α 2 in the electron-electron interaction, a precise 

partition of ET into one-body and many-body effects. In contrast, Eq. (2) contains the 

relativistic ‘correction’, ER, which includes a chemically significant many-body compo-

nent, so that the conventional definition of Ecorr in Eq. (1) is not the entire many-body

component of ET, and ER is not simply a one-body relativistic energy correction to it.

For systems containing light elements, however, Eq. (2) currently offers the most 

accurate method for calculating of ET from first principles and for the estimation of 

Ecorr for the calibration of non-relativistic many-body theory. For diatomic molecules 

high precision accurate numerical methods are available for the calculation of EHF, and,

furthermore, Ecorr is about an order of magnitude larger than ER for light elements. 

3.1.

A number of electronic structure programs have been used to obtain the data discussed 

in this paper. Some of this data has been presented previously elsewhere [10,11]. Here a 

brief description of each of these programs is given in the context of their use in the 

present investigation. 

Computer programs for electronic structure calculations 

(i) BERTHA [12] is a relativistic molecular structure program which generates four-

component Dirac spinors from G-spinor basis functions. It has the capability to construct 

spinors generated in a molecular self-consistent field including both the Coulomb and 

Breit interactions, and to calculate second-order many-body corrections in the no-virtual

pair Dirac-Coulomb approximation, using direct self-consistent-field algorithms. 

SWIRLES [13], the precursor to BERTHA, is a relativistic atomic structure

program which generates four-component Dirac spinors in an S-spinor basis set, 

assuming a point-nuclear model. This program is able to include the Breit interaction 

in the evaluation of many-body corrections. 

GRASP [14] is a General Relativistic Atomic Structure Program which solves 

radially-reduced Dirac equations for atoms using finite-difference algorithms. It 

contains highly-developed algorithms for investigating the electronic structure of 

particular complex atomic terms. 

(iv) GAUSSIAN94 [15] is a widely-used, commercially available molecular electro-

nic structure code. 

(v) 2dHF [16,17] is a two-dimensional, finite difference code for diatomic 

molecules which can solve the Hartree-Fock equations on a prolate spheriodal 

coordinate system to high precision. 

(ii)

(iii)
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3.2. Molecular Hartree-Fock energies

Until recently, only estimates of the Hartree-Fock limit were available for molecular

systems. Now, finite difference [16–24] and finite element [25–28] calculations can

yield Hartree-Fock energies for diatomic molecules to at least the 1 µhartree level of

accuracy and, furthermore, the ubiquitous finite basis set approach can be developed so

as to approach this level of accuracy [29,30] whilst also supporting a representation of

the whole one-electron spectrum which is an essential ingredient of subsequent

correlation treatments.

In Table 4, finite difference Hartree-Fock energies, EfdHF, for the four diatomic

systems considered in this work are displayed together with the nuclear separations at

which the calculations were performed.

3.3 Relativistic energy components in atoms

The conventional approach to the estimation of relativistic energy components in

molecules involves the calculation of the relativistic and non-relativistic electronic

energies of the constituent atoms and ions. In Table 5, numerical data are presented for

atoms and ions relevant to this investigation obtained from the finite difference

program, GRASP [14]. For a given atomic configuration, we find that the term

dependence of the relativistic energy component, ER, to the non-relativistic Hartree-

Fock energy, ENR, is of the order 10–4 hartree, while the term dependence of the first-

order Breit interaction energy, EB, is an order of magnitude smaller.

To understand this term dependence, we recall that atomic four-component spinors

are labelled by the relativistic quantum number set {n, K, m, a}, rather than the non-

relativistic set { n, 1, ml, ms }. Of the p -type orbitals in atomic carbon, for example, the 

2p1/2 orbital is lower in energy than the 2p3/2 orbital, and possesses a non-vanishing

electron density close to the nucleus. In the LS-average of configurations constructed

from these jj-coupled one-electron orbitals, he-structure effects are considered ex-

plicitly in the model, and care must be taken to obtain relativistic corrections to either a 

particular term, or to the average of the configuration constructed according to the same 

prescription in both the relativistic and non-relativistic cases. In this study, we have 

employed the ‘Average Level’ model in the GRASP code [14], and determined the non-

Table 4 

Molecule EfdHF r

Molecular total Hartree-Fock energies1

N2 2.068

CO 2.132

BF 2.386

NO+ 2.0092

1Taken from Moncrieff et al. [10]
2Energies are in hartree; nuclear separations are in bohr. 
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–112.790 907 3 

–124.168 779 2 

–128.977 740 7 



1S
2P
3P
Aυ 
3P
4S
Aυ 
3P
Aυ 
2P
1S

–24.23757367

–24.52905928

–37.68833928

–37.65969455

–53.88775588

–54.39933354

–54.29616211

–74.80925522

–74.76918802

–99.40932581

–99.45943039
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Table 5 Atomic and ionic estimates of relativistic energy corrections. The Dirac-Hartree-Fock energy,
EDHF. has been obtained using GRASP [14] using the Average Level (AL) option, including Fermi nuclear
model and reduced mass correction, with the non-relativistic limit, ENR, obtained by setting c = 1.37 x 105

a.u. The first-order expectation value of the low-frequency Breit operator is labelled EB; all relativistic
corrections to ENR are collected in ER. The atomic terms are labelled using LS-coupled notation, and the
term label Av denotes the configurational average in the GRASP AL approximation. All energies in atomic 
units.

EDHF ENR EB ER

B+ –24.24516478 0.00148102

B –24.53661624 0.00150619

C –37.70485607 0.00280994 

C –37.67604073 0.00278 178 

N + –53.92006678 0.004762 17 

N –54.43087011 0.00470445 

N –54.32772183 0.00471126

O –74.86541515 0.00751759

O –74.82498609 0.00750050 

F –99.50227579 0.01 144864 

F– –99.55126379 0.01141142

relativistic limit of this theory by scaling the speed of light to 1000 times its natural 

value to extract directly a representative set of relativistic corrections. 

At the equilibrium molecular geometry, the atomic dissociation products of the 

molecule need not provide the most suitable elementary model of the consituent parts 

of the molecular electronic structure. This is particular true of BF, which is polar and 

well described by an ionic model in which an electron is transfered from the boron atom 

to the fluorine atom to form a chemical bond. We have included, therefore, calculations 

of the relativistic corrections to the the ground-state energies of B+ and F – in Table 5.

The additional electron in the outer shell and the slight destabilization of the core 

electrons is sufficient to reduce the relativistic energy component of F – by 0.001 

hartree, compared with the corresponding quantity in neutral atomic fluorine. We 

conclude that the term dependence of the relativistic energy shifts and the Breit 

interaction energy in this simple model is too small to influence significantly our 

investigation of the molecular systems, but the ionic nature of the chemical bond in BF 

is likely to make a significant contribution to the calculation of total relativistic 

molecular energy shifts. 

3.4.

While the calculation of atomic structures provides a useful route to the understanding 

of qualitative behaviour of electronic relativistic effects, it is desirable that the crude 

division of a molecule into constituent atomic or ionic sub-systems should be avoided. 

Some ambiguity has already arisen as to the best choice of these sub-systems in these 

Relativistic energy components in molecules 
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–0.00605077
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–0.02758737

–0.02713213

–0.02684850

–0.04864233

–0.04829750

–0.08151346

–0.08042198
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first row compounds, and the choice can only become more difficult for heavier 

molecules, in which more electrons may present a greater number of contributing 

atomic terms to deal with, and a larger values of the relativistic corrections to each such 

term.

The theoretical apparatus and associated computational algorithms for performing 

relativistic molecular electronic structure studies by invoking the algebraic approxima-

tion is now well established [33, 34]. One of the principal virtues of the kinetic balance

prescription, which has been widely adopted in relativistic electronic structure calcula-

tions, is that it reproduces exactly the non-relativistic limit of a system in a given basis 

set. As Dyall, Grant and Wilson [35] demonstrated for the special case of the κ = –1

atomic symmetry type, the strict one-to-one mapping of the large- and small-component

sets implied by kinetic balance ensures that the operator identity 

(σ · p)(σ · p) = p2I (4)

is also a matrix identity in a finite-dimensional basis set representation. 

The relativistic molecular structure program, BERTHA [12], enforces strictly the 

kinetic balance prescription on the elements of the basis set of Gaussian-type functions. 

The non-relativistic limit of the electronic energy is obtained exactly by employing Eq. 

(4) and by retaining only large-component contributions to the matrix elements of 

electron-nuclear attraction and electron-electron repulsion. One may specify a set of 

Gaussian exponential parameters and calculate the matrix representations of the Dirac-

Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock mean-field equations, and the difference between these 

two calculations is a direct estimate of the molecular relativistic energy shift. 

In Table 6, we present a series of calculations of the molecular structures of N2, CO,

BF, and NO+ using sets of published Gaussian basis set parameters [36]. The relativistic 

Dirac-Hartree-Fock electronic energies, EDHF, and the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock

energies, EHF, exhibit all of the undesirable qualities that one would associate with the

use of basis sets of modest dimension. The small increase in the size of the uncontracted 

atom-centred basis from 10 s6p to 13 s7p decreases the electronic energies by about 

0.005 hartree in all cases, while the addition of two d-type polarization functions 

further decreases the energy by roughly 0.1 hartree. In absolute terms, our calculations 

of EDHF and EHF are rather far from the basis set limit. 

However, in this preliminary study, we are working within the partition of energy 

defined by Eq. (2) and not Eq. (3), so we need only to know ER to an accuracy of about 

10–4 a.u., rather than EDHFB to the same accuracy. In this more restricted task, our 

calculations using small basis sets prove to be more than adequate. 

The ability to use precisely the same basis set parameters in the relativistic and non-

relativistic calculations means that the basis set truncation error in either calculation 

cancels, to an excellent approximation, when we calculate the relativistic energy 

correction by taking the difference. The cancellation is not exact, because the 

relativistic calculation contains additional symmetry-types in the small component basis 

set, but the small-component overlap density of molecular spinors involving basis 

functions whose origin of coordinates are located at different centres is so small as to be 

negligible. The non-relativistic molecular structure calculation is, for all practical 

purposes, a precise counterpoise correction to the four-component relativistic molecular 
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structure calculation in which the only surviving residue is the relativistic correction to 

the energy. So, although the total electronic energies fluctuate by 0.1 a.u. in this study, 

and the results for the largest basis sets are at least 0.005 hartree above the numerical 

Hartree-Fock limit in all cases, the fluctuation in the relativistic corrections, ER, are

significantly less than 10–4 hartree, which is more than sufficiently accurate for the

present study. 

Significantly, the first-order expectation value of the Breit energy varies only at the 

10–6 hartree level for all systems and for all basis sets considered here. The reason for

this remarkable stability is that effects due to the Breit interaction are localized to

regions in which the magnitudes of the single-particle electronic current densities are

the largest, which is always in the neighbourhood of the nuclei. Even basis sets of 

modest dimension have a sufficient number of large Gaussian exponents that the 

representation of the small-component amplitudes near the nuclei are saturated, and 

insensitive to the addition of further s- or p-type basis functions or the polarization of 

the charge density by d-type functions which only makes a significant contribution to 

the description of the bonding region of the molecules.

3.5. Comparison of atomic and molecular estimates of relativistic energy corrections 

To the extent that the molecular estimates of relativistic energy corrections in Table 6 

should be regarded as having converged, which is about 10–4 hartree, the estimates of

the same quantities in the independent particle model using data derived from atomic 

calculations are revealed to be in good agreement, although some uncertainty exists at 

the chemically significant level of 0.001 hartree. 

Table 6 Matrix Dirac-Hartree-Fock (EDHF) and Hartree-Fock (EHF) energies calculated using BERTHA.
The Gaussian exponential parameters are those of the non-relativistic sets derived by van Duijenveldt and 
tabulated in Poirier et al. [36]. The jirst-order molecular Breit energy, EB, was calculated using methods
described in [12]; relativistic corrections to EHF are collected in the column labelled E energies are in
atomic units. 

R Basis EDHF EHF EB ER

N2 10s6p –108.90402116 –0.05315199

13s7p –108.90957975 –0.05327541

13s7p2d –108.98502104 –0.05322276

CO 10s6p –112.71110124 –0.06125156

13s7p –112.71541241 –0.06140376

13s7p2d –112.78411091 –0.06135063

BF 10s6p –12411947338 –0.08624946

13s7p –124.12519316 –0.08643569

13s7p2d –124.16432936 –0.08639995

NO+ 10s 6p –128.85364198 –0.07480384

13s7p –128.85993260 –0.07488815

13s7p2d –128.96476563 –0.07489279
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In the case of BF, the ionic model for the estimation of relativistic energy corrections 

to EHF proves to be excellent, while the data derived from neutral atomic data 

overestimates the magnitude of this quantity by about 0.001 hartree. In all other cases, 

however, estimates of ER derived from the lowest-energy terms of the ground-state

electronic configurations are larger in magnitude than the values derived from molecu-

lar calculations, while the use of the average of configuration model appears to improve 

the agreement with the more directly obtained molecular value. 

The apparent superiority of the average of configuration model over estimates based 

on ground-state term values is actually an incidental observation, however, and not 

really an explanation of why agreement with the molecular estimates appears to be 

more precise. The average of configuration model contains some terms which should 

not be included in the calculation of the relativistic shift to ground-state molecular 

energy because they cannot be consituents of the molecular wavefunction on symmetry 

grounds. The significant observation is that the superposition of ground-state atomic 

terms overestimates the magnitude of the relativistic energy correction because this 

model assumes implicitly that the ground-state molecular wavefunction is constructed 

from the superposition of ground-state atomic wavefunctions, each with unit weight. In 

fact, the formation of a chemical bond may be thought of as introducing into the 

expansion of the molecular wavefuction excited state atomic configurations, each of 

which necessarily exhibits a smaller relativistic energy shift than does the ground-state.

These excited states are not necessarily those included in the configurational average 

generated by GRASP, and the important point is that the molecular structure calcula-

tions do away with this ill-defined attempt to identify atomic configurations contributing 

to the total molecular electronic environment. 

On the other hand, the estimate of the Breit interaction energy is, in all cases, quite

satisfactory in any atomic or ionic superposition model. The reason for this has already 

been discussed; the Breit interaction energy arises due to electron current density in the 

neighbourhood of the nuclei, which is dominated by the core electrons and is apparently 

insensitive to the valence electron environment. 

This observation regarding the calculation of the Breit interaction energy in mole-

cules has quite important practical implications. Since the expectation value of the 

molecular Breit interaction energy is very well approximated by the sum of its constitu-

ent atomic or ionic components, it follows that in the ab initio calculation of the 

molecular electronic structure using the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit operator, the only inter-

actions of any consequence involve basis functions whose origins coincide at a single 

centre. In the direct iterative approach to molecular structure calculations adopted in 

BERTHA, we only calculate those contributions to the self-consistent field matrix which

make a significant contribution to the change in the matrix from one iteration to the 

next, and these can only include one-centre contributions. We already make use of this 

observation in the calculation of some classes of Coulomb interaction integral, but 

clearly the time has now come to extend the capabilities of BERTHA to include special 

methods for calculating one-centre two-electron matrix elements of the Breit operator 

using Racah algebra techniques borrowed from atomic physics. This offers a very 

significant computational saving in any study of electronic structure and bonding based 

on Eq. (3). 
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3.6. Relativistic many-body corrections

In previous studies of the argon atom [37] we have shown that relativistic many-body

energy corrections are dominated by the effects of virtual transverse photon exchange 

between core electrons, and that relativistic corrections to pair correlation energies 

involving valence electrons are negligible, at least for the light systems under investiga-

tion here. Consequently, since we are currently unable to undertake the complete many-

body calculation defined by Eq. (3) we will estimate relativistic corrections to the 

electron correlation energy in our target systems by finding the corresponding quantities 

in Be-like electronic cores with appropriate nuclear charges.

One might be tempted to assume that if relativistic corrections to the mean-field

energies of these molecular systems are small quantities, then the relativistic correction 

to the correlation energy would be dominated by Coulomb correlations in the core, and 

that these would be negligibly small compared with the dominant one-body effects. 

That this assumption is false is revealed in Table 8, the contents of which also explain 

why there is no point in extending blindly our subtraction technique to the calculation 

of relativistic corrections to molecular correlation energies without the Breit interaction 

in place in the many-body theory. Relativistic corrections to the correlation energy in 

the Dirac-Coulomb approximation are smaller than the corresponding contributions in 

the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit approximation by an order of magnitude, and of opposite 

sign.

In order to establish the plausibility of the argument that the calculation of relativistic 

corrections to the second-order correlation energy in Be-like ions may be used to 

estimate reliably the corresponding quantity in many-electron molecules, we have 

included a calculation, in Table 8, of the many-body corrections to Ne6+. The

relativistic correction to the correlation derived from these calculations is 1.257 x 10–6

hartree, which should be compared with our previous calculations [38] of the same 

quantity in Ne8+, 1.277 x 10–6
 hartree, and with the independent calculations by Drake

Table 7 Estimates of total relativistic correction, E est
R , and the first-order Breit energy correction, E est

B ,
obtained by combining the atomic or ionic contributions indicated by the second column. They may be 
compared with the values of the total relativistic correction, ER. and the first-order Breit interaction, EB,
obtained directly from matrix Dirac-Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock calculations of the molecular structure 
using BERTHA [12], Only the results of the 13s7p2d atom-centred basis sets for ER and EB are quoted. All
energies in atomic units. 

Eest
R ER B EB

E est

–0.05426426 0.00940890 N2

–0.05369700 0.00942252

CO –0.06234919 0.01032753

–0.06186200 0.01028228

BF –0.08653190 0.0128924

–0.08755211 0.0 1295483 

NO+ –0.07577446 0.0 1222204 

–0.07622970 0.01227976 

–0.07514600 0.01221176 
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Table 8 Second-order many-body perturbation theory corrections to beryllium-like ions using non-
relativistic (E NR

2 ), Dirac-Coulomb (E DC
2 ) and Dirac-Coulomb-Breit (E DCB

2 ) hamiltonians, obtained using the 
atomic precursor to BERTHA, known as SWIRLES. Basis sets are even-tempered S-spinors of dimension
N= 17, with exponent sets, {λ i} generated by λ i = abi–1, with α = 0.413, and β = 1.376. Angular
momenta in the range 0 ≤ l ≤ 6 have been included in the partial wave expansion of each second-order
energy, and the total relativistic correction to E NR

2 has been collected as E R
2 . All energies in hartree.

E NR
2 E DC

2 E2
DCB E R

2

B–
–0.085759 –0.000303

C2+
–0.095283 –0.000452 

N3+ –0.103766 –0.000626 

O4+ –0.111323 –0.000823 

F5+
–0.119004 –0.001035 

Ne6+
–0.125625 –0.001257 

[39] using explicitly correlated wavefunctions, who obtained 1.252 x 10–6 hartree for

the same quantity. Drake’s correlated wavefunction includes, for all practical purposes,

wavefunction corrections to all orders in many-body perturbation theory, and his

estimate of the relativistic correction to the correlation energy includes the first-order

effect of the Breit interaction.

From this, we may deduce that the relativistic correction to the correlation energy is

dominated by the contribution from the 1s2 electron pair, and that the total relativistic

effect involving the exchange of a single transverse Breit photon is obtained to

sufficient accuracy for our present purposes at second-order in many-body perturbation

theory.

The results presented in Table 8 were obtained in an S-spinor basis set and a point-

nuclear model, using SWIRLES [13]. The components of the second-order correlation 

energy were obtained by examining a systematic sequence of basis sets, and each 

component appears to have converged to about 10–5 hartree. The relativistic correction 

to the correlation energy, obtained by taking the difference between Dirac-Coulomb-

Breit and non-relativistic values for each basis set, however, converged to about 10–6

hartree using a partial-wave expansion or the intermediate state spectrum limited to

0 ≤ l ≤ 6.

4. Derived Energy Corrections 

4.1. Total molecular electronic energies 

The total molecular ground-state electronic energies of the target molecules, E XY
T , are 

derived from the total atomic energies of the dissociation fragments, EX
T and E Y

T , the

dissociation energy, D0, and the zero-point vibrational energy, hω e /2 from the relation 

(5)
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Table 9 Total molecular electronic energy, ET , derived
from experimental data, and Eq. (5) All energies in atomic
units.

Molecule ET

N2 –109.587 82 

CO –113.376 57 

BF –124.754 55 

NO+ –129.590 29 

Numerical values of EXY
T are presented in Table 9 for the four molecular systems 

considered in this work. 

4.2 post-Hartree-Fock energies 

The post -Hartree-Fock energy for the system XY may be defined as 

(6)
HF∆ EXY = EXY – E XY

where EXY is the total molecular ground state energy, which is available from

experiment, and EHF
XY is the exact Hartree-Fock energy, which is available from finite 

difference and finite element calculations, and from finite basis set studies in which 

convergence with respect to basis set has been monitored. Values of the post-Hartree-

Fock energies for the four systems considered in this work are displayed in Table 10. 

The accuracy with which the post-Hartree-Fock energy can be determined depends 

both on the accuracy of the finite difference Hartree-Fock energy and that of the total 

molecular energy derived from experiment. Errors in the experimentally derived total 

molecular energy are the dominant source of error in the post-Hartree-Fock energies. 

4.3. Relativistic energy components 

Relativistic corrections from all sources, including the one-body estimates derived from

molecular calculations, ER
1 , and two-body estimates, ER

2 , obtained by summing the Be-

like ion values for the constituent nuclei, are assembled for each molecule in Table l l. 

Table 10 

Molecule ∆ EXY

Values of the post-Hartree-Fock energy, ∆ EXY

N2 –0.594 00

CO –0.585 67 

BF –0.585 77 

NO+ –0.612 55
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Table 11 

components, E R
1

and E R2 .
Total relativistic corrections, E RT , and the one- and two-body

Molecule E R
1 E R

2
E R

T

N2 –0.053 222 76 –0.001 252 –0.054 474 76 

CO –0.061 350 63 –0.001 275 –0.062 602 63 

BF –0.086 399 95 –0.001 338 –0.087 737 95 

NO+ –0.074 803 84 –0.001 449 –0.076 337 15 

The uniformity of the value of ER
2 for all systems is noteworthy, as is the expected 

strong dependence of ER
1

on nuclear charge. 

4.4. Non-relativistic ground-state electronic energies 

The non-relativistic ground state electronic energies, which are the target of the vast 

majority of high precision ab initio molecular electronic structure calculations are given 

in Table 12 for the four diatomic systems considered in the present work. Their 

accuracy is determined by that of the total molecular energies given in Table 9 which, 

in turn, is determined by the accuracy of the experimental ionization potentials used to 

calculate the total atomic energies given in Table 1. 

4.5. Empirical correlation energy 

Our new empirical estimates of the electron correlation energy for the four species 

considered in this paper are collected in Table 13. 

5.

Recently, we have presented [11] high-precision second-order many-body perturbation

theory studies of the electron correlation energy of N 2, CO, BF and NO +. In Table 14, 

the second order correlation energy components, E2, presented in reference are com-

pared with the empirical correlation energy estimates given in Table 13 and the post-

Hartree-Fock energies given in Table 10. The difference between E2 and E corr
XY is

Comparison of Empirical Correlation Energies with Recent ab initio Results

Table 12 

gies, ENR

Molecule ENR

Non-relativistic ground state electronic ener-

N2 –109.533 35 

CO –113.313 97 

BF –124.666 81 

NO+ –129.513 95 
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Table 13

Ecorr in atomic units.

Empirical estimates of the correlation energy,

Molecule Ecorr

N2 –0.539 52 

CO –0.523 06

BF –0.498 03

NO+ –0.537 65

Table14

Hartree-Fock energies
Comparison of calculated correlation energies with empirical correlation energies and post-

Molecule E2 E corr
XY ∆ EXY δ corr δ 

N2 –0.535 11 –0.539 52 –0.594 00 0.004 11 0.058 89

CO –0.518 72 –0.523 06 –0.585 67 0.004 34 0.066 95

BF –0.48975 –0.498 03 –0.585 77 0.008 28 0.096 02

NO+ –0.573 14 –0.537 65 –0.612 55 –0.035 49 0.039 41 

denoted by δ corr, and δ is the difference between E2 and ∆ EXY. For the three neutral 

systems studied here δ corr is an order of magnitude smaller than δ. For NO+, δ corr and

δ are roughly comparable. 

6. Concluding Remarks

In these first row diatomic molecules, we have found that one-body relativistic energy 

corrections are about an order of magnitude smaller than our empirical estimates of the 

correlation energy, and that two-body relativistic effects are two-orders smaller in

magnitude than Ecorr . However, the task of ab initio quantum chemistry is to determine

ET and not simply ENR, and both classes of relativistic energy correction contribute

significantly to ET . If we choose to estimate one-body relativistic energy corrections by

adding atomic energy fragments, we find that the accuracy of this procedure depends on 

choosing those fragments to reflect the electronic environment corresponding to a 

particular geometry. The largest relativistic two-body effect is first-order in the Breit 

interaction, and first-order in relativistic many-body theory, and the energy correction 

arising from these interaction contributes about 0.001 a.u. to ET . One might assume

that in spectroscopic studies, values of ER for different states would cancel when energy 

differences are calculated, but the evidence from this modest study suggests that these 

relativistic effects may be state dependent, and that they have the potential to make 

chemically significant contributions to ET , even for systems as light as we have studied

here. Additivity of the fragmentary atomic relativistic effects within a molecule is likely 

to be satisfied only when the fragments are far apart and weakly interacting. In the case 
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of BF, we have established that ER is a chemically significant function of the inter-

nuclear separation, because it is well approximated by the sum of the ionic constituents 

B+ and F– at the equilibrium geometry, and by definition it comprises the sum of the 

relativistic energy shifts for the neutral atoms B and F at the dissociation limit. 

There have been very significant improvements in our ability to calculate both EHF

and EDHFB in recent years, and in the practical implementation of both relativistic and 

non-relativistic many-body theories. The availability of these complementary theories 

suggests their use in concert for the study of heavy element systems in which 

ER >> Ecorr, in which the atomic additivity approximation that we have assumed for the

two-body relativistic effect is clearly not valid. Molecular properties other than the 

energy, such as electric and magnetic interactions, exhibit relativistic effects which are 

more pronounced. Fundamental to the practical application of these methods to 

molecular systems is the use of finite basis sets. Systematic refinement has reduced the 

basis set truncation error in diatomic molecule Hartree-Fock studies to a level 

approaching that achieved in fully numerical studies. For the molecules studied in this 

work (for which a second-order description of correlation effects is appropriate), the 

basis set truncation error has been reduced to a level where other components of the 

post-Hartree-Fock energy are an order of magnitude larger than the error in the non-

relativistic correlation energy estimate. 
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Abstract

The methodology of applying the embedded cluster method in the frame of the Gaussian-

94 program for a calculation of the electronic structure of superconducting ceramics at the 

electron correlation level is described in detail. The elaborated methodology is applied to a 

ground-state electronic structure calculation of the YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics at the ROHF, 

UHF and MP2 levels. This allows to study the influence of electron Correlation effects with 

a different account of the latter. The obtained results reveal the strong dependence of the

charge distribution upon taking into account the electron correlation effects, especially for 

copper: the MP2 charges on the copper ions decrease in 1.5 times in comparison with the 

ROHF charges. Allowance for the electron correlation is found to be crucial for determina- 

tion of the spin location and symmetry of the holes. 

1. Introduction 

After more than ten years of extensive experimental and theoretical studies of the 

phenomenon of the high Tc superconductivity (HTSC) [1], we still do not know a 

microscopic mechanism responsible for this phenomenon. Numerous theories of 

pairing, which lead to high Tc values, are based on models [2–9] and cannot connect a 

specific chemical composition of HTSC ceramics with the value of the transition 

temperature Tc . For creating a quantitative theory of the HTSC phenomenon further

comparative studies of the electronic structure and their relative properties of SC and 

non-SC ceramics are needed. In this paper, we confine ourselves to calculations of the 

electronic structure of the SC yttrium ceramics. 

At present, a great number of electronic structure calculations of HTSC ceramics are 

performed by variety of methods, see Pickett’s review [10] and Refs. [11–31], which 

range from the band approach to the embedded cluster method (ECM). It is well known 

that unusually strong localization effects in oxides of transition metals make the task of 

electronic structure calculations very difficult [32]. As was revealed in spectroscopic 

experiments using different techniques: X-ray and ultraviolet photo-emission [33],

electron energy-loss spectroscopy [34], polarization dependent X-ray absorption spec-

troscopy [35], in copper-oxide ceramics both copper 3d electron and holes are localized,

the latter mainly on the oxygen sites. There is a strong and to a great extent covalent

coupling between Cu and O atoms in the lattice. Now there are many evidences that the

electron correlation plays an extremely important role in copper-oxide materials, see 

the review by Brenig [36]. Band structure calculations based on the one-electron

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 143–158.
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approach, therefore, cannot be a good approximation to study the electronic structure of 

copper-oxide ceramics. More sophisticated and precise band calculation [24,30,31] can 

represent many spectroscopic features of the HTSC ceramics. However, to reveal the 

peculiarities of the electronic structure responsible for the HTSC phenomenon, precise 

band calculations must be supplemented by calculations of local configurations at the 

electron correlation level. The most appropriate approach for this is the ECM, see [37– 

39]. Although, we must keep in mind that the ECM approaches, due to the lack of the 

periodical conditions, underestimates the metallic character of the systems studied. 

Note also that in these approaches, as in most of electronic structure calculations, all

atoms in the cluster and the background point charges are considered as static hence, no 

interaction between the electron system and the lattice vibrations is taken into account. 

Different methodologies of the ECM are distinguished by two general aspects: 

i) The preciseness of the computational method used for a quantum mechanical 

description of cluster. 

ii) The embedding scheme used for coupling the cluster to the environment which 

must represent an infinite crystal. 

It is well established that in YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics, the small changes of oxygen

concentration, which preserve the crystal structure, can completely destroy the super-

conductivity [40]. So, a complete study of the electronic structure of HTSC should 

include a study of the effect of crystal stochiometry on the electronic structure. In the 

case of Y123 ceramics an insight on this problem can be obtained by comparing the 

electronic structure of the superconducting overdoped ceramics Y12307 to that of the 

non superconducting underdoped Y123O6 ceramics. We believe that this can give 

valuable information on the mechanisms which are supposed for the transition from the 

superconducting state to the insulator state. In the present paper we report only the 

results relative to the Y123O7 ceramics, the comparative study of the Y123O6 ceramics

will be the object of a future publication. 

Below is a brief review of the published calculations of yttrium ceramics based on

the ECM approach. In studies by Goodman et al. [20] and Kaplan et al. [25,26], the 

embedded quantum clusters, representing the YBa2Cu3O7–x ceramics (with different 

x), were calculated by the discrete variation method in the local density approximation 

(LDA). Although in these studies many interesting results were obtained, it is necessary 

to keep in mind that the LDA approach has a restricted applicability to cuprate oxides, 

e.g. it does not describe correctly the magnetic properties [41] and gives an inadequate 

description of anisotropic effects [42,43]. Therefore, comparative ab initio calculations

in the frame of the Hartree-Fock approximation are desirable. 

Such kind of calculations with a precise self-consistent account of crystal surround-

ing were performed by, at least, four scientific groups: Baetzold [16], Das with 

coworkers [22,23], Winter et al. [28] and Ladik with coworkers [29]. Winter et al. [28] 

performed cluster calculation by restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method, so they did not 

take into account the electron correlation. The others groups used the unrestricted 

Hartree-Fock (UHF) method for cluster calculations which allows to some extent the 

electron correlation. The strong covalent C-O bonding in planes and chains was 

revealed (in accordance with results obtained in Refs. [20,25,26]). For covalent systems, 
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the precision of calculations depends upon the extent of the electron correlation

account. Thus, it is important to take into account the electron correlation beyond the 

UHF method. 

The precise quantum cluster calculations of the electronic structure of SC ceramics

were performed in Refs. [13,17,21]. Guo et al. [13] used the generalized valence bond

method, Martin and Saxe [17] and Yamamoto et al. [21] performed calculations at the 

configuration interaction level. But in these studies the calculations were carried out for 

isolated clusters, the second aspect of the ECM scheme, see above, was not fulfilled. 

The influence of crystal surrounding may considerably change the results obtained. 

Thus, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of embedding cluster studies on 

the yttrium ceramics where with a sufficient precision both aspects of the ECM were 

taken in account. In the study [44], we attempted to fill such a gap and carried out the

electronic structure calculations of the YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics at the Møller-Plesset level 

with a self-consistent account of the infinite crystal surrounding to the quantum cluster. 

The Gaussian basis set employed (6-311G) was larger than those used in previous 

cluster calculations [16,20,22,29]. 

In this paper we present the approach [44] in more detail and add to the results 

obtained in Ref. [44] the results of calculation of the YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics at the 

restricted open shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) level. The ROHF, UHF and MP2 calcula-

tions with the same basis set allow to study the influence of the electron correlation at 

different levels. As follows from the results obtained, the electron correlation has an 

essential or in some cases a crucial influence on charge and spin distributions in the 

superconducting YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics.

The plan of the paper is the following. In section 2 we describe the methodology of 

applying the ECM in the frame of the Gaussian-94 program. We give the results and 

discussion in section III and present our conclusions in section IV. 

2. Methodology 

The ECM has been frequently used to study the electronic properties of materials with 

ionic or partially ionic bonding like in metal oxides. There are many procedures to 

couple the quantum cluster to its environment, they have been reviewed by Sousa et al. 

[45]. All these methods have three points in common: 

i) The symmetry of the crystal must be preserved. 

ii) The Madelung potential of the infinite crystal has to be reproduced on all cluster 

sites.

iii) The final system including the quantum cluster and the background point charges 

has to be neutral. 

2.1. The embedding scheme 

A finite array of charges is built taking into account the symmetry elements of the 

crystal. The charges of the outermost ions are adjusted in order to provide the correct 

value of the Madelung potential on each cluster site as well as the electrical neutrality 
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of the final set. This is achieved by the procedure originally proposed by Kelires and 

Das [22,46]. Thus, to each shell of ni equal exterior charges qi which decreates on the

site j a potential Vi (j) is associated a charge scaling factor fi such that the Madelung

potential on the site j due to the infinite crystal, VM ( j), is equal to the potential of each

shell of scaled charges plus that created by the whole set of charges minus those 

included in the shells, denoted as Vq ( j). In order to determine the scaling factors fi , the

Madelung potential of the infinite lattice is reproduced on the k different sites of the 

cluster and the fi are obtained as solutions of the following system of k + 1 linear

equations (similar to that in Ref. [47]): 

f1 V1 (1) + f2 V2 (1) + . . . + fk+1 V k+1 (1) + Vq (1) = VM (1)

f1 V1 (2) + f2 V
2

(2) + . . . + fk+1 Vk+1(2) + Vq (2) = VM (2)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f1 V1 (k) + f2 V2 (k) + … + fk+1 V k+1(k) + V q(k)+ = V M(k)

f1 n1q1 + f2n2q2 + . . . + fk+1 nk+1 qk+1 + Q = 0 (1)

The last equation is associated to the electrical neutrality of the whole set of charges, 

Q being the net charge of the charge array not included in the scaled shells. It must be 

noted that the number of cluster sites is generally greater than k (the number of distinct 

cluster sites) because, a cluster generally possesses several equivalent sites. However, as 

the procedure preserves the crystal symmetry, the reproduction of the Madelung

potential on the distinct cluster sites only, through the solution of the system of 

equations (1), allows to reproduce the Madelung potential on all cluster sites. This point 

will be emphasized later in the particular case of the cluster considered to study the 

electronic structure to the YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics. Generally, in order to apply this 

method, k + 1 shells have to be defined on the external surface of the complete charge 

array and the Madelung potential on the k distinct cluster sites has to be known. 

2.1.1. Madelung potential calculation 
The calculation method was taken from the ICECAP [38] (or from the program HADES 

[48]) where the Ewald method [49] is implemented. The Madelung potential, which is 

the solution of the Poisson equation for gaussian distributions of charges representing 

the periodic arrangement of positive and negative charges of the crystal, is expressed as 

[48]:

(2)

where Ril is the position vector of the ith ion in the lth cell and qi is its charge, gk is a 

reciprocal lattice vector and the index i runs over all the ions of the unit cell which 

volume is V, Sk is the structure factor, η is the width of the gaussian distributions and 

Γ ( 1
2

, η 2 R2

il) is the incomplete gamma function. The Madelung potential is essentially 
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given by two summations, the contribution of the first one over the direct lattice points 

being less important. The second summation over the reciprocal lattice points is a fast

converging series which value is independent of η. 
The Madelung potential on the 13 sites of the unit cell of the YBa2Cu3O7 ceramic is 

given in Table 1. In order to obtain the Madelung potential values with ten significant

figures, 3543 ions were considered.

2.1.2.
The cluster studied in this work is shown in Figure 1 with its neighbors in a unit cell 

based on yttrium ions. With this choice, the ions Cu1, Cu2 and O4 each have all their 

nearest neighbors included into the cluster. We did not correct the influence of nearest

point charges on the boundary ions: O1, O2, and O3, by introducing pseudopotentials,

as in the ICECAP program, see [38]. An account of such corrections complicates the

calculation scheme used. The real influence of this effect will be checked in future 

studies. The interionic distances were taken from Jorgensen et al. [50]. 

The complete charge array is built by the juxtaposition of this cell in three

dimensions so that to obtain a block of 3 x 3 x 3 cells, the cluster being located in the 

central cell. In that case the cluster is well centered in an array of 475 ions. Practically 

and for computational purposes, the basic symmetry elements of the space group

Pmmm (3 mirror planes perpendicular to 3 rotation axes of order 2 as well as the

translations of the primitive orthorhombic Bravais lattice) are applied to a group of ions 

which corresponds to 1/8 of the unit cell. The procedure ensures that the crystalline 

symmetry is preserved. 

In our case there are six different sites in the considered cluster. So, to apply the 

method described previously (system of equations (1)), we need seven shells to 

reproduce the Madelung potential on these six sites. There are various possibilities to 

define seven shells by considering various grouping of the 218 charges located on the 

exterior surface of the complete array. As an example consider the following definition 

of shells which we used in our calculation: S1 contains 32 yttrium ions located on the 

upper and lower faces of the array; S2 contains 24 yttrium ions on the lateral faces; S3 

The quantum cluster and its surroundings 

Table 1 Madelung potential on the sites of the YBa2Cu3O7
unite cell obtained with Gupta-Gupta [14] charges, in a.u. 
(infinite crystal) 

Site charge Potential 

Ba 1.81 –0.6458040017 

Y 2.58 –0.8074713101

Cu1 1.55 –0.8862608839 

Cu2 1.64 –0.7041223128 

O1 –1.61 0.4686010081

O2 –1.51 0.7092282530

O3 –1.51 0.720 130501 9 

O4 –1.65 0.541 1489261 
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Fig. 1. The quantum cluster Cu3O12 (black circles) embedded into a unit cell. 

contains 36 oxygen O2 located on 2 opposite lateral faces; S4 contains 36 oxygens O3 

on the other 2 opposite faces; S5 contains 18 oxygens O1; S6 contains 24 barium ions 

located on the 4 edges of the cluster; S7 and S8 contain 24 barium ions on the faces 

perpendicular to the a and b axis respectively. In that particular case, eight shells have 

been defined but, 7 shells are only needed to adjust the array. Thus, the charges of one 

shell must be left unchanged or 2 shells must be combined. Several attempts with 

various groups of seven shells were realized in order to obtain the scaling factors 

associated with a background self-energy (electrostatic energy of background point 

charges) as small as possible. 

In Table 2 we present the shells which correspond to our best choice as well as the 

values of the scaling factors which result from the solution of the system of equations 

(1). The Madelung potential values on each cluster site calculated with the finite 

adjusted array are given in Table 3. When these values are compared to that of the Table 

Table 2 

Shells S1 S2 S3 S4 S4 S6 S7 

Scaling factor 0.424 0.391 0.388 0.280 0.683 –1.35 1.063 

Shells and associated scaling factors for the adjusted charge array 
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Table 3 Madelung potential on the cluster Cu3O12 sites
obtained with the Gupta-Gupta [14] charges. in a.u. (finite
crystal)

Site charge Potential 

Cu1 1.55 –0.8862608839

Cu2 1.64 –0.7041223128

Cu2 1.64 –0.7041223127

O1 –1.61 0.4686010081

O1 –1.61 0.468601 008 1 

O4 –1.65 0.541 1489261 

O4 –1.65 0.541 1489261 

O2 –1.51 0.7092282530

O2 –1.51 0.7092282530

O3 –1.55 0.7201305019

O3 –1.55 0.720 13050 19 

O2 –1.51 0.7092282530

O2 –1.51 0.7092282530

O3 –1.55 0.7201305019

O3 –1.55 0.7201 305019 

1, we conclude that the Madelung potential values of the infinite crystal are reproduced 

on the 15 sites of the cluster with the desired precision. It must be noted however, that 

only 6 sites were considered to adjust the cluster. The values of scaling factors and 

background self-energy obtained with larger arrays were found to be larger than the 

present ones and less suitable for our purpose. 

Generally, the charges of cluster ions obtained after a calculation at the MP2 level

differ from that of the background ions and in the case where the cluster does not 

coincide with the unit cell this causes that the unit cell associated with new ionic 

charges is not neutral. In order to get consistency between cluster and background 

charges, a series of calculations has been performed where the charges obtained as a 

result of a calculation are taken as background charges for the next calculation; at each 

step, the ionic charges are modified in order to assure the electrical neutrality of the unit 

cell. To realize this modification, two parameters: the cation charge variation ( ∆ qc) and 

the anion charge variation ( ∆ qa) are determined from a set of 2 equations expressing 

the unit cell neutrality and the fact that the cluster charge must be a definite integer q0,

the value of which is determined by the initial charge distribution. So, at each step of 

iterations we preserve the cluster charge and the unit cell neutrality. In our case these 

equations are the following: 

3∆ qc + 7 ∆ qa = – a0,

3∆ qc + 12 ∆ qa = q0, (3)

where a0 represent the departure from neutrality. The flow chart corresponding to the 

complete embedding procedure is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Input : initial set of ion
charges ; lattice and cluster

parameters

Calculation of the Ma delung 
potential on cluster sites

Construction of 

em bed ding lattice 

Input: basis set 

UHF calculation

MP2 calculation

Modification of charges

for the cell neutrality 

Fig. 2. Interaction cycle in the self-consistent charge calculation.

2.2. The quantum cluster calculations

The ab initio calculations of the cluster were done using the Gaussian-94 program. The 

finite array of background charges (see subsection 2.1) was introduced as solvent 

charges using the CHARGE keyword of the program. The triply split valence 6-311G

basis set, provided with the program, was used in the ROHF y UHF calculations while 

the more precise account of the electron correlation was performed by the Møller 

Plesset method up to the second order using the UHF results as initial. To calculate 

charge distribution we used the Mulliken population analysis along with the Natural 

Bond Orbital (NBO) option provided by the program. We realize that the Mulliken

population analysis is based on some conventions and often can lead to unaccurate 

charge values. However, as we are mainly interested in the comparative study of the 

electron correlation effects on ionic charges, the Mulliken procedure is sufficient. On

the other hand, the NBO analysis gives more realistic values of charges on atoms and

bonds.

It is clear that the quality of an ab initio calculation depends critically on the size and

quality of the basis set used. However, the cost of the calculation also increases with the 

,
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size of the basis set, so it is necessary to arrive to a compromise that allows to obtain 

reliable results within reasonable CPU times. In previous study [52], we found that the

6-311G basis set yields results comparable to those obtained with larger basis sets, so

we are confident that, even if the exact values can change, the observed behavior will 

not change with the use of a larger basis set. 

We found many convergence problems for this system. In particular, it is very

difficult to obtain good results trying to do directly the UHF calculation starting from

the standard initial guess calculated by the program. In this case there are at least two 

important problems that has to be noted. The first one is the very slow convergence 

showed. It was necessary to increase the maximum number of iterations for the SCF 

procedure to more than three hundreds in some cases and frequently we did not get 

convergence at all for the SCF procedures. The second important problem is that the 

solution obtained with this procedure converges to a wave functions with a very high 

value of the S2 operator, indicating a large spin contamination of the solution by excited 

states. Many of the charge distributions obtained with this highly spin contaminated

wave functions are unsymmetrical, and all of them show unrealistic values for the net 

charge of the atoms in the cluster.

We make several attempts to solve this problem changing the initial guess for the

SCF procedure. In particular we try to start from the solution of the isolated cluster with

different charges (including neutral) and with and without background charges. With 

this procedure we found that the spin contamination changes depending on the initial 

guess used and consequently the charge distribution obtained. We also try using 

different backgrounds, all of them reproducing the Madelung potential at cluster sites, 

but with different self-energy. Backgrounds with self-energy much higher than the 

cluster energy were avoided in order to get a realistic total energy.

The results obtained up to this point show that the amount of spin contamination was 

crucial to obtain good results for this system. We found that even small spin contamina-

tion leads, in some cases, to disparate charge distributions. Thus, we used the restricted 

open shell procedure (ROHF) to calculate an initial guess for the UHF calculation. 

Since the ROHF solution has the correct value of the spin, it was found that it provides

a better starting point for the UHF procedure. Unfortunately it is not a final solution to 

this problem because we found some cases where even this procedure leads to a very 

large spin contamination. 

So, the final procedure can be described as follows: we calculate an initial guess 

performing an ROHF calculation of the isolated and neutral cluster. Then, we add both 

the cluster charge and the background set of charges. If the value of the S2 operator

differs from 0.75 only at the third digit, we take this solution as acceptable and proceed

to the MP2 calculation and population analysis. If the spin contamination is too large, 

we try to use different initial solutions until an acceptable solution is reached. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Below, we present the results of applying the methodology of the ECM, described in 

section 2, to the calculation of the superconducting ground state of the YBa2Cu3O7
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ceramics. We begin from an analysis of the electron correlation account on charge and 

spin distributions. 

3.1. Influence of the electron correlation and the Madelung field on charge and spin
distributions

In the self-consistent charge calculation (see block–schema in Fig. 2), the final charge

distribution must not depend on the initial charge set. We performed such calculation 

using the Gupta–Gupta [14] initial charge set. Only 5 iterations were enough for

obtaining the self-consistent charge set with an error less than 0.03 e, see Table 4, 

where, as in Tables 5 and 6, charges are calculated by the Mulliken procedure.

After obtaining the self-consistent charges in lattice, we can evaluate the influence of

the Madelung potential field created by these charges on the charge and spin distribu-

tions in the quantum cluster. In Table 5 we present the self-consistent charge and spin 

distributions calculated at the MP2 level for the isolated cluster [Cu3O12]–14 (the charge

–14 corresponds to the Gupta–Gupta [14] charge set) and the same cluster in the 

crystal YBa2Cu3O7. The influence of the crystal field on the spin distribution is very

Table 4 Iterative self-consistent charge calculation at the MP2 level starting from the Gupta-Gupta [14] 
charge set with fixed charges on Ba and Y ions. 

Cu1 Cu2 O1 O2 O3 O4 Ba Y 

Gupta-Gupta charges 1.55 1.64 –1.61 –1.51 –1.55 –1.65 1.81 2.58 

(tight binding method) 

MP21 1.20 1.17 –1.12 –1.55 –1.57 –1.39

MP22 0.95 1.11 –1.44 –1.51 –1.50 –1.13

MP23 1.07 1.10 –1.28 –1.52 –1.53 –1.25

MP24 1.02 1.10 –1.37 –1.51 –1.52 –1.18

MP25 1.04 1.10 –1.33 –1.52 –1.52 –1.21

Modified set providing 1.07 1.13 –1.30 –1.49 –1.49 –1.18 1.84 2.61 

cell neutrality 

Table 5 

cluster [Cu3O12]–14, calculations at the MP2 level, in a.u. 
The influence of background on the charge and spin distributions in the 

Isolated cluster Cluster in cristal Madelung potential 

charge spin charge spin on cluster sites 

Cu1 0.96 0.81 1.04 0.80 -0.508

Cu2 0.68 0.05 1.10 0.00 -0.646

O1 –1.52 0.03 –1.33 0.05 0.515

O2 –1.50 0.00 –1.52 0.00 0.537

O3 –1.48 0.00 –1.52 0.00 0.538

O4 –0.68 0.02 –1.21 0.05 0.471
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Cu1 1.53 1.42 1.04 4s0.41 3d8.81 4s0.33 3d9.04
4s0.563d9.05 0.00 0.89 0.80

Cu2 1.73 1.69 1.10 4s
0.35

3d8.69 4s0.35
3d8.74

4s0.383d9.33 0.00 0.00 0.00

O1 –1.63 –1.36 –1.33 2s1.97 2p5.71 2s1.98 2p5.41 2s1.95
2p5.34 0.00 0.02 0.05

O2 –1.57 –1.67 –1.52 2p5.64 2s1.97 2p5.75
2s1.95 2p5.52 0.13 0.00 0.00

O3 –1.58 –1.67 –1.52 2s1.97 2p5.65 2s1.97 2p5.25
2s1.96 2p5.52 0.11 0.00 0.00

O4 –1.58 –1.36 –1.21 2s1.95 2p5.69 2s1.96 2p5.43 2s1.94 2p5.24 0.00 0.04 0.05

Influence of Electron Correlation on the Electronic Structure of Superconducting Y-Ceramics

Table 6 Self-consistent charge and spin distributions at different electron correlation levels 

Charges on atoms Valence orbital population Spin distribution 

ROHF UHF MP2 ROHF UHF MP2 ROHF UHF MP2 

small in contrast with that on the charge distribution. The large charge changes take 

place for the Cu2, O4 and O1 ions in the quantum cluster. On the other hand, the 

charges on Cu1, O2 and O3 undergo small changes. 

Next, we assess the role of the electron correlation. We performed the electron 

correlation calculations at two levels: the UHF and MP2. The comparison of these 

results with the calculation at the ROHF level allows to study the influence of the 

electron correlation with the different allowance of the latter. 

The self-consistent spin and charge distributions calculated at the ROHF, UHF and

MP2 levels are presented in Table 6. Already at the ROHF level, we have not the formal

valence values for an ionic crystal: +2 for copper and –2 for oxygen. This is the well– 

known result: the bonding in copper oxides has a mixed covalent–ionic character. The 

calculation at the UHF level leads to a reduction of the absolute values of charges on 

copper and oxygen ions, except the O2 and O3 ions where the negative charge is 

increased. The calculation at the MP2 level leads to a further reduction of the absolute 

values of charges on copper and all oxygen ions. This decrease is the consequence of a 

more precise account of the electron correlation in the MP2 approach. The influence of 

the total account of the electron correlation (ROHF → MP2) is more important for

copper charges than for oxygen ones. Although for O4 and O1 it is also large and equals

23.4% and 18.4%, respectively. 

For copper ions, the account of the electron correlation at the MP2 level decreases 

the charges about 1.5 times or on 32 % for the Cu1 and on 36.4% for the Cu2. The 

change of copper charges for the transition in calculation methods ROHF → UHF is not 

such essential as for the transition UHF → MP2. The account of the electron correlation

causes also the essential change of the occupation orbital numbers of the 4s and 3d 

copper shells. The 4s copper electrons are involved in the covalent bonding with the 2p 

oxygen electrons. 

3.2.

The average charge on ions in Table 6 is calculated in frame of the Mulliken population 

analysis according to which the charges on atom–atom bond (or on lines connected 

different atoms pairs) are divided in two equal parts and added to the diagonal values of 

Nature of bonding in the YBa2Cu3O7 lattice
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the charge matrix. The diagonal values are also presented in Table 6 and Fig. 3. The

charges on bonds are exhibited in Fig. 3, they are given in fractions of the electron

charge, so their values are negative. The largest values of the electron density are

indicated on the Cu–O bonds in planes and on the Cu1– O4 bond. The value of the

electron density on the Cu1–O1 bond is smaller. The latter reflects the relative

weakness of this bond. As follows from experimental data, the deoxygenization occurs

in chains: in the YBa2Cu3O6 ceramics the oxygen O1 is absent.

Thus, the results obtained give a convincing evidence of the covalent bonding which 

is stronger in planes and between the chain copper, Cul, and the apex oxygen, O4. The 

small value of the electron density on the line Cu2–O4, 0.0006 e, points out that the 

coupling between chains and planes is essentially ionic. The suggestion [53] that the 

covalent bonding can also occur through O–O interactions does not agree with our 

calculation because the charge on the line O4–O1 is very small, 0.0017 e, and becomes 

even smaller on the lines O4–O2 and O4–O3, 0.0005 e and 0.0004 e, respectively. 

3.3.

At the ROHF level, the unpaired spin is located in the CuO2 planes on oxygens, O2 and

O3. The picture is drastically changed when we include the electron correlation. 

According to Table 6, in both at the UHF level as well as at the MP2 level, the unpaired 

spin is located in chains on the Cu1. In previous ECM calculations [22,29] at the UHF 

level, the unpaired spin was indicated in planes on Cu2. The reasons for this contra-

diction are not clear, because in our calculations the location of unpaired spin at the

UHF level is the same as at the MP2 one. Note that the location of the unpaired spin is 

found to be very sensitive to the spin contamination in the UHF calculation. In our case, 

Spin localization, symmetry of holes 

Fig. 3. Charge distribution obtained at the MP2 level. 
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we found that the value of S2 in cluster may differ from 0.75 only in the third digit for a 

physically correct result, even a value of 0.76 for S2 leads to the location of the unpaired 

spin elsewhere in the cluster.

The calculations at the electron correlation level do not reveal the unpaired spin in

the CuO2 planes indicating the formation of the singlet spin state. This supports the

surmise [54] that due to a strong Cu–O hybridization, all spins in the CuO2 planes are 

coupled (the, so-called, Zhang-Rice singlet). 

The electron paramagnetic resonance experiments on the yttrium ceramics, on the 

other hand, are ambiguous. In the study by Murrieta et al. [55], the EPR signal of 

YBa2Cu3O7 sample was interpreted as a superposition of two different lines attributed 

to the Cul and Cu2 sites. In some other studies of yttrium ceramics, the EPR signal was 

not detected or was attributed to an impurity phase [56]. Thus, further more refined 

EPR experiments are needed to confirm the location of the unpaired spin in the cluster. 

Finally, we turn to the symmetry of the holes on oxygen and copper ions. This 

problem has a long history. In the early band calculations [11,12], the 2p σ symmetry of 

the holes on oxygen ions was obtained. While, in the more precise generalized bond 

calculations [13], but without taking into account a crystal surrounding, the 2p π 
symmetry of the holes on oxygen ions was reported. In the X α ECM calculations of 

YBa2Cu3O7 ceramics [25,26], the 2p σ symmetry of the holes on oxygen ions in planes 

was obtained. In the present more precise calculation at the MP2 level, we confirmed 

this result: the holes on plane oxygen ions have the 2p σ symmetry, see Fig. 4. This is in 

Fig. 4. Symmetry of holes on oxygens (the NBO analysis). 
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agreement with NMR experiments [57,58] and recent X-ray absorption spectroscopy

[35] studies. We also revealed that the symmetry of the holes on the O1 and O4 has 

predominantly the 2pπ character; or more precisely (at the MP2 level): 0.45 2pπ + 0.14

2pσ  on O1 and 0.56 2pπ + 0.21 2pσ  on O4. On the Cu1 ion there is a partially 

unoccupied state associated to the orbitals 3dz
2
–y

2
 which is favourable to the covalent

bonding with the O4 and O1 atoms. For the Cu2 ion the symmetry of unoccupied 

orbitals has a mixed character: 0.17 3dz
2
–y

2 + 0.46 3dx
2.

Note, that an account of the electron correlation has a great influence on the 

symmetry of holes. For example, at the ROHF level the holes on the O2 and O3 ions, 

instead of the 2p σ symmetry, have a mixed symmetry: 0.22 2p σ + 0.13 2p π although

on the O1 and O4 ions, the symmetry of the uncorrelated holes is a pure 2pσ. Thus, as

in the case of the spin location, the allowance of the electron correlation is crucial for 

determining the symmetry of holes.

4. Conclusions 

As follows from our study, both aspects of the embedded quantum cluster approach are 

found to be important for calculations of the ground-state electronic structure of 

superconducting Y-ceramics. Analysis of the charge distribution in the quantum cluster 

reveals that Madelung field has a great influence on the Cu2, O4 and O1 ions and much 

less on the Cul, O2 and O3 ions. We revealed the strong influence of the electron 

correlation effects on the charge and spin distributions. The allowance of the electron 

correlation at the MP2 level decreases the charges on copper ions in 1.5 times. The 

electron correlation is crucial for a determination of the spin location and for revealing 

the symmetry of the holes. As was expected, the chemical bond in the YBa2Cu3O7

crystal has a mixed covalent-ionic nature. The covalent bonding is more predominant in 

the CuO2 planes and between Cu1 and O4 than in the chains while the coupling 

between the CuO2 planes and chains has essentially an ionic character. The calculated 

symmetry of the holes on planar oxygens is 2p σ in accordance with recent experiment 

results. Our results confirm the existence in the CuO2 planes of the, so-called, Zhang-

Rice singlet [54] and predict the location of the unpaired spin on the Cu1 in chains. 
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Abstract

The relativistic coupled cluster method starts from the four-component solutions of the

Dirac-Fock or Dirac-Fock-Breit equations, and correlates them by the coupled-cluster

approach. The Fock-space coupled-cluster method yields atomic transition energies in 

good agreement (usually better than 0.1 eV) with known experimental values. This is 

demonstrated here by the electron affinities of group-13 atoms. Properties of superheavy 

atoms which are not known experimentally can be predicted. Here we show that the rare

gas eka-radon (element 118) will have a positive electron affinity. One-, two-, and four-

components methods are described and applied to several states of CdH and its ions.

Methods for calculating properties other than energy are discussed, and the electric field 

gradients of C1, Br, and I, required to extract nuclear quadrupoles from experimental data,

are calculated. 

1. Introduction 

Heavy atoms exhibit large relativistic effects, often too large to be treated perturba-

tively. The Schrödinger equation must be supplanted by an appropriate relativistic wave 

equation such as Dirac-Coulomb or Dirac-Coulomb-Breit. Approximate one-electron

solutions to these equations may be obtained by the self-consistent-field procedure. The 

resulting Dirac-Fock or Dirac-Fock-Breit functions are conceptually similar to the 

familiar Hartree-Fock functions; the Hartree-Fock orbitals are replaced, however, by 

four-component spinors. Correlation is no less important in the relativistic regime than 

it is for the lighter elements, and may be included in a similar manner.

The present chapter describes methodology for high-accuracy calculations of systems 

with heavy and super-heavy elements. The no-virtual-pair Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamil-

tonian, which is correct to second order in the fine-structure constant α, provides the

framework of the method. Correlation is treated by the coupled cluster (CC) approach. 

The method is described in section 2, with the calculation of properties other than 

energies discussed in 2.4. Several recent applications are reviewed in section 3. The 

main properties of interest for the heavy atoms are transition energies (ionization 

potentials, electron affinities, excitation energies), which are obtained with high 

accuracy (usually 0.1 eV or better); here we show the electron affinities of group-13

atoms, some of which have experimental error bounds of 50–100% and are best 

determined by calculation. The interesting questions regarding super-heavy elements 

concern the very large relativistic effects, which may change the basic chemical 

properties of the atom. Eka-radon (element 118), a rare gas with positive electron 

affinity, is shown as an example. Molecules including heavy elements exhibit significant 

relativistic effects too; one-, two-, and four-component calculations for CdH are 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 161–176.
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described. Finally, preliminary calculations are presented for the electric field gradients 

at the C1, Br, and I nuclei, from which the nuclear quadrupole moments may be derived. 

2. Methodology 

2.2. The Relativistic Hamiltonian

The relativistic many-electron Hamiltonian cannot be written in closed form; it may be 

derived perturbatively from quantum electrodynamics [1]. The simplest form is the 

Dirac-Coulomb (DC) Hamiltonian, where the nonrelativistic one-electron terms in the 

Schrödinger equation are replaced by the one-electron Dirac operator hD ,

(1)

with

(2)

α and β are the four-dimensional Dirac matrices, and Vnuc is the nuclear attraction

operator, with the nucleus modeled as a point or finite-size charge. Only the one-

electron terms in the DC Hamiltonian include relativistic effects, and the two-electron

repulsion remains in the nonrelativistic form. The lowest-order correction to the two-

electron repulsion is the Breit [2] operator 

(3)

yielding the Dirac-Coulomb-Breit (DCB) Hamiltonian

(4)

All equations are in atomic units.

The DC or DCB Hamiltonians may lead to the admixture of negative-energy

eigenstates of the Dirac Hamiltonian in an erroneous way [3,4]. The no-virtual-pair

approximation [5,6] is invoked to correct this problem: the negative-energy states are 

eliminated by the projection operator Λ +, leading to the projected Hamiltonians

(5)

(6)

H+
DCB is correct to second order in the fine-structure constant α, and is expected to be

highly accurate for all neutral and weakly-ionized atoms [7]. Higher quantum electro-

dynamic (QED) terms are required for strongly-ionized species; these are outside the

scope of this chapter. A comprehensive discussion of higher QED effects and other

aspects of relativistic atomic physics may be found in the proceedings of the 1988 Santa 

Barbara program [8]. 

or
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2.3. The one-electron equation

The no-pair DCB Hamiltonian (6) is used as a starting point for variational or many-

body relativistic calculations [9]. The procedure is similar to the nonrelativistic case, 

with the Hartree-Fock orbitals replaced by the four-component Dirac-Fock-Breit (DFB) 

functions. The spherical symmetry of atoms leads to the separation of the one-electron

equation into radial and spin-angular parts [10]. The radial four-spinor has the so-called

large component Pnκ in the upper two places and the small component Qnκ in the lower

two. The quantum number κ (with |κ | = j + 1/2) comes from the spin-angular equa-

tion, and n is the principal quantum number, which counts the solutions of the radial

equation with the same κ. Defining

(7)

the DFB equation has the form 

(8)

where the one-electron DFB operator Fκ is [11–15]

(9)

with

(10)

(11)

V nuc is the nuclear attraction potential. In the uniform charge distribution model used

here, the charge of a nucleus of atomic mass A is distributed uniformly over a sphere 

with radius R = 2.2677 x 10–5 A –1/3. The nuclear potential for a nucleus with charge 

Z is then

and

(12)

The terms ULL etc. represent the one-body mean-field potential, which approximates

the two-electron interaction in the Hamiltonian, as is the practice in SCF schemes. In 

the DFB equations this interaction includes the Breit term (3) in addition to the electron 

repulsion 1/ rij.

The radial functions Pnκ (r) and Qnκ (r) may be obtained by numerical integration

[16,17] or by expansion in a basis (for recent reviews see [18,19]). Since the Dirac 

Hamiltonian is not bound from below, failure to observe correct boundary conditions 

leads to ‘variational collapse’ [20,21], where admixture of negative-energy solutions 

may yield energies much below experimental. To avoid this failure, the basis sets used 

for expanding the large and small components must maintain ‘kinetic balance’ [22,23]. 
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In the nonrelativistic limit (c → ∞), the small component is related to the large 

component by [20] 

(13)

where Π κ + is defined in (11). The simplest way to obtain kinetic balance is to derive the

small-component basis functions from those used to span the large component by

(14)

Ishikawa and coworkers [15,24] have shown that G-spinors, with orbitals spanned in 

Gaussian-type functions (GTF) chosen according to (14), satisfy kinetic balance for 

finite c values if the nucleus is modeled as a uniformly-charged sphere. 

2.4. The Fock-space coupled-cluster method

The coupled-cluster method is well-known by now, and only a brief account of aspects 

relevant to our applications is given here. 

The Dirac-Coulomb-Breit Hamiltonian H +
DCB may be rewritten in second-quantized

form [5,15] in terms of normal-ordered products of spinor creation and annihilation 

operators {r+ s} and {r+ s+ ut},

(15)

where

(16)

and

(17)

Here frs and 〈 rs| |tu〉 are, respectively, elements of one-electron Dirac-Fock and

antisymmetrized two-electron Coulomb-Breit interaction matrices over Dirac four-

component spinors. The effect of the projection operators Λ + is now taken over by the 

normal ordering, denoted by the curly braces in (15), which requires annihilation 

operators to be moved to the right of creation operators as if all anticommutation 

relations vanish. The Fermi level is set at the top of the highest occupied positive-

energy state, and the negative-energy states are ignored. 

By adopting the no-pair approximation, a natural and straightforward extension of 

the nonrelativistic open-shell CC theory emerges. The multireference valence-universal

Fock-space coupled-cluster approach is employed [25], which defines and calculates an 

effective Hamiltonian in a low-dimensional model (or P) space, with eigenvalues 

approximating some desirable eigenvalues of the physical Hamiltonian. The effective

Hamiltonian has the form [26] 

H
eff

= PHΩ P (18)

where Ω is the normal-ordered wave operator, 
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(19)

The Fock-space approach starts from a reference state (closed-shell in our applica-

tions, but other single-determinant functions may also be used), correlates it, then adds 

and/or removes electrons one at a time, recorrelating the whole system at each stage. 

The sector (m, n) of the Fock space includes all states obtained from the reference

determinant by removing m electrons from designated occupied orbitals, called valence 

holes, and adding n electrons in designated virtual orbitals, called valence particles. 

The practical limit is m + n ≤ 2, although higher sectors have also been tried [27]. The 

excitation operator is partitioned into sector operators

(20)

This partitioning allows for partial decoupling of the open-shell CC equations. The 

equations for the (m, n) sector involve only S elements from sectors (k, l) with k ≤ m
and l ≤ n, so that the very large system of coupled nonlinear equations is separated into

smaller subsystems, which are solved consecutively: first, the equations for S (0,0) are

iterated to convergence; the S (1,0) (or S (0,1)) equations are then solved using the known 

S (0,0), and so on. This separation, which does not involve any approximation, reduces 

the computational effort significantly. The effective Hamiltonian (18) is also partitioned 

by sectors. An important advantage of the method is the simultaneous calculation of a

large number of states. 

Each sector excitation operator is, in the usual way, a sum of virtual excitations of 

one, two, . . . , electrons, 

(21)

with l going, in principle, to the total number of electrons. In practice, l has to be 

truncated. The level of truncation reflects the quality of the approximation, i.e., the 

extent to which the complementary Q space is taken into account in the evaluation of 

the effective Hamiltonian. In the applications described below the series (21) is

truncated at l = 2. The resulting CCSD (coupled cluster with single and double 

excitations) scheme involves the fully self-consistent, iterative calculation of all one-

and two-body virtual excitation amplitudes and sums all diagrams with these excitations 

to infinite order. As negative-energy states are excluded from the Q space, the 

diagrammatic summations in the CC equations are carried out only within the subspace 

of the positive-energy branch of the DF spectrum. 

2.5. Properties other than energy 

Much information of interest for atomic and molecular systems involves properties 

other than energy, usually observed via the energy shifts generated by coupling to some 

external field. The desired property is then the derivative of the energy with respect to 

the external field, which may be obtained by two different approaches. The finite-field

method solves the Schrödinger equation in the presence of the external field, yielding 
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the energy as a (numerical) function of the field, from which the derivative is obtained.

Alternatively, the derivatives may be calculated analytically by the Z-vector or Λ-

operator method [28]. The latter method is much preferred if many properties are

desired; it is particularly useful for optimizing molecular geometries and mapping

potential surfaces, where one requires energy derivatives with respect to all internal

coordinates. The finite-field method, on the other hand, has the advantage of being very 

easy to program and add to an existing computer code, and may be useful if one

particular property is needed. An early example is the Stark effect of the hyperfine

structure of atomic Li [29]. The spin density at the Li nucleus was calculated with finite 

values of the electric field, and the derivative obtained numerically. Section 3.5 below 

describes a similar approach to the electric field gradients (EFG) at the C1, Br, and I

nuclei, needed to obtain the nuclear quadrupole moments Q: the Hamiltonian is

modified to include a finite nuclear quadrupole, and the EFG is calculated from the

derivative of the total energy with respect to Q.

Conflicting considerations govern the size of the external field added to the

Hamiltonian. On one hand, the effect must be large enough not to disappear in the

precision of the calculation. On the other hand, a large perturbation may go beyond the

linear regime, introducing errors in the derivative. Linearity is easily checked by

monitoring the energy change as function of the field. Electric fields of 103 –104 kV/cm

0were used in the Li example [29], and nuclear quadrupoles of 50–500 barn were taken

in the halogen atoms case. These values are unphysically large, but linearity was

maintained in both cases. 

3. Applications

3.1. Atoms

Different ways of implementing the relativistic coupled cluster (RCC) method are

known. A numerical procedure for solving the pair equation has been developed by

Lindgren and coworkers [30] and applied to two-electron atomic systems [31]. Other

approaches use discrete basis sets of local or global functions. This makes the

application of the projection operators onto the positive-energy space much easier than 

in the numerical scheme; one simply ignores the negative-energy branch of the one-

electron spectrum. A technique based on local splines was developed by Blundell et al.

[32], while the Göteborg group introduced another type of local basis, obtained by

discretizing the radial space [33]. The first relativistic coupled cluster calculation in a 

global basis [34] appeared in 1990, but was limited to s orbitals only, both in the 

occupied and virtual space. A more general and sustained implementation started two 

years later, with pilot calculations for light atoms in closed-shell [35] and open-shell

[36] states. The method has since been applied to many heavy atoms, where relativistic 

effects are crucial to the correct description of atomic structure. Calculated properties 

include ionization potentials, excitation energies, electron affinities, fine-structure

splittings, and for super-heavy elements — the nature of the ground state. The additivity 

of relativistic and correlation effects was also studied. Systems investigated include the 

gold atom [37], few-electron ions [38], the alkali-metal atoms Li–Fr [39], the Xe atom 
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[40], the f 2 shells of Pr3+ and U4+ [41], the ytterbium [42], lutetium [42], mercury

[43], barium [44], radium [44], thallium [45], and bismuth [46] atoms, and the super-

heavy elements lawrencium [42], rutherfordium [47], 111 [48], 112 [43], 113 [45], 115

[46], and 118 [49]. Representative applications are described below.

The spherical symmetry of atoms, which leads to angular decomposition of the wave

function and coupled-cluster equations, is used at both the Dirac-Fock-Breit [15] and

RCC [37,39] stages of the calculation. The energy integrals and CC amplitudes which

appear in the Goldstone-type diagrams defining the CC equations are decomposed in

terms of vector-coupling coefficients, expressed by angular-momentum diagrams, and

reduced Coulomb-Breit or S matrix elements, respectively. The reduced equations for

single and double excitation amplitudes are derived using the Jucys-Levinson-Vanagas

theorem [26] and solved iteratively. This technique makes possible the use of large basis 

sets with high l values, as a basis orbital gives rise to two functions at most, with

j = l ± 1/2, whereas in Cartesian coordinates the number of functions increases rapidly

with l. Typically we go up to h (l = 5) or i (l = 6) orbitals. To account for core-

polarization effects, which may be important for many systems, we correlate at least the

two outer shells, usually 20–40 electrons. Finally, uncontracted Gaussians are used, 

since contraction leads to problems in satisfying kinetic balance and correctly represent-

ing the small components. On the other hand, it has been found that high-energy virtual 

orbitals have little effect on the transition energies we calculate, since these orbitals 

have nodes in the inner regions of the atom and correlate mostly the inner-shell

electrons, which we do not correlate anyway. These virtual orbitals, with energies above 

80 or 100 hartree, are therefore eliminated from the RCC calculation. 

3.2.

Of the five group-13 elements, only B and A1 have experimentally well characterized

electron affinities. Lists of recommended EAs [50,51] show errors ranging from 50% to 

100% for Ga, In, and T1. Very few calculations have appeared for the latter atoms. 

These include the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) of Arnau et al. using

pseudopotentials [52], our relativistic coupled cluster work on T1 [45], and the multi-

configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) computation of Wijesundera [53]. 

Comparison with experimental values are meaningful only for boron and aluminum. 

The MRCI values for A1 (0.45 eV) and the MCDF results for B (0.26 eV) and A1 

(0.43 eV) are in good agreement with the Hotop and Lineberger values (0.28 and 

0.44 eV, respectively). The MRCI and MCDF EAs for the other atoms agree with each

other (0.29 and 0.30 eV for Ga, 0.38 and 0.39 eV for In, 0.27 and 0.29 eV for T1). The 

RCC EA of T1 is much higher at 0.40(5) eV. A major difference between the RCC and 

the other two methods lies in the number of electrons correlated. While [52] and [53] 

correlate valence electrons only, three for the neutral atom and four for the anion, we 

correlated 35 electrons in T1 and 36 in TI–. A RCC study of all five elements was

undertaken [54], with the aim of determining all five EAs and, in particular, the effect 

of inner-shell correlation and virtual space used on the calculated values. 

Large basis sets of Gaussian-type orbitals (up to 35s27p21d9g6h4i) were used, taken 

from the universal basis set of Malli et al. [55]. Many electrons were correlated (5 in B,

Electron affinities of group-13 elements 
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11 in A1, 27 in Ga, 21 in In, and 35 in T1), to account for core polarization. Triple

excitations proved important for B but not for the heavier elements (see [54] for details). 

The calculated EAs are shown in Table 1 and compared with experiment [50] and with 

the MCDF results [53]. Very good agreement with experimental values is obtained 

when the latter are known (B and A1). Our results are close to corresponding MCDF 

values for all atoms except T1. The main difference between the two calculations is in 

the number of electrons correlated, three in the MCDF work vs. 35 in RCC. A careful

study of the contribution of the different core shells to the electron affinity was therefore 

undertaken. Table 2 shows that correlation of the 4f, 5s, and 5p shells has small but not

insignificant effect (0.015 eV); the 5d shell, on the other hand, has a substantial

contribution (0.08 eV), accounting for most of the difference between RCC and MCDF 

values. Additional contributions to this difference come from the truncation of the 

MCDF space at l = 3; the RCC value with this truncation and correlating only the 6 s
and 6 p electrons is very close to the MCDF results, confirming the source of the 

difference. Neglect of dynamic correlation in MCDF calculations has affected energies 

in other cases: the RCC values for excitation energies in Pr3+ [41] have one fourth the

error of corresponding MCDF values [56]; and dynamic correlation changes the order 

of the two low level of rutherfordium (element 104) [47]. A similar study carried out 

Table 1

Atom Expt. [50,51] RCCSD [54] MCDF [53] 

B 0.277(10) 0.279a 0.260

A1 0.44094(
+66
–48 ) 0.427a 0.433

Ga 0.30(15) 0.301 0.305

In 0.30(20) 0.419 0.393 

T1 0.20(20) 0.40(5) 0.291

a
Including triple excitations 

Group 13 electron affinities (eV). 

Table 2 Dependence of Tl EA on amount of correlation (eV)

Basis Correlated T1 electrons EA [54]

l ≤ 6 4f 145s25p65d106s26p 0.417

4f 14 5p65d106s26p 0.416

5p65d106s26p 0.409

5d106s26p 0.402

6s26p 0.319

l ≤ 5 6s26p 0.318

l ≤ 4 6s26p 0.315

l ≤ 3 6s 26p 0.304

MCDF [53]

l ≤ 3 6s2
6p 0.291
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for In (Table 3) shows dynamic correlation effects one-third those of T1 (~0.04eV),

explaining the good agreement between MCDF and RCC. Finally, calculated ionization 

potentials of group- 13 elements (Table 4) show excellent agreement with experiment. 

3.3.

One of the most dramatic effects of relativity is the contraction and concomitant

stabilization of s orbitals. An intriguing question is whether the 8s orbital of element

118, the next rare gas, would be stabilized sufficiently to give the atom a positive 

electron affinity. Using the neutral atom Dirac-Fock orbitals as a starting point raises a 

problem, since the 8s orbital has positive energy and tends to ‘escape’ to the most

diffuse basis functions. This may be avoided by calculating the unoccupied orbitals in 

an artificial field, obtained by assigning partial charges to some of the occupied shells. 

The unphysical fields are compensated by including an appropriate correction in the 

perturbation operator. A series of calculations with a variety of fields gave electron 

affinities differing by a few wave numbers. Thus, assigning a charge of 0.8e to the 7p3/2

electrons gave an EA of 454 cm–1; a charge of 0.75e on the 7s electrons yielded 449

cm–1; and putting 0.9e on all 7s and 7p electrons yielded an electron affinity of

437 cm–1. Several other tests of the stability and reliability of the calculations were

carried out. The basis set convergence was checked by calculating several l limits (with

Element 118 — a rare gas with electron affinity

Table 3 Dependence of In EA on amount of correlation (eV)

Basis Correlated In electrons EA [54] 

l ≤ 6 4s24p64d105s25p 0.419

4p64d105s25p 0.417

4d105s25p 0.421

5s25p 0.387

l ≤ 5 5s25p 0.386

l ≤ 4 5s25p 0.384

l ≤ 3 5s25p 0.377

MCDF [53]

l ≤ 3 5s25p 0.393

Table 4 

Atom Expt. [70] RCCSD [54] 

B 8.298 8.287

A1 5.986 5.938 

Ga 5.998 5.984

In 5.786 5.798

T1 6.108 6.110 

Ionization potentials of group 13 elements (eV) 
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a charge of 0.8e on the 7p3/2 electrons). The f, g, and h limits came out as 427, 447,

and 452 cm–1, respectively. The correlated relativistic electron affinity is put at

0.056 eV, with an estimated error of 0.01 eV. It should be emphasized that correlated 

nonrelativistic or relativistic uncorrelated calculations yield no electron affinity. The Rn 

atom does not show a bound state of the anion even at the RCC level. Further details 

may be found in [49].

3.4. Molecules: CdH 

Molecules are more difficult to treat accurately than atoms, because of the reduced 

symmetry. An additional complication arises in relativistic calculations: the Dirac-

Fock-(-Breit) orbitals will in general be complex. One way to circumvent this difficulty 

is by the Douglas-Kroll-Hess transformation [57], which yields a one-component

function with computational effort essentially equal to that of a nonrelativistic calcula-

tion. Spin-orbit interaction may then be added as a perturbation. Implementation to

AuH and Au2 has been reported [58]. Progress has also been made in the four-

component formulation [59], and the MOLFDIR package [60] has been extended to

include the CC method. Application to SnH4 has been described [61]; here we present a

recent calculation of several states of CdH and its ions [62], with one-, two-, and four-

component methods. 

The present calculation uses the Fock-space scheme 

CdH+(0, 0) → CdH(0,1) → CDH– (0, 2) (22)

to calculate molecular data including bond length, adiabatic and vertical ionization 

potentials, transition energies, vibrational and anharmonic parameters and dissociation 

energies. Starting with the CdH+ closed-shell state, an all-electron SCF function is first 

calculated. This function may be nonrelativistic Hartree–Fock, relativistic four-compo-

nent Dirac–Fock, or relativistic one-component Douglas–Kroll. The external 18 

electrons are correlated at the CCSD level, so that core-valence polarization is included 

explicitly. The two-component scheme involves adding the spin-orbit coupling terms as 

a perturbation to the one-component DK SCF function. The five lowest states of CdH 

are obtained by adding an electron in the 5 σ , 5π1/2 , 5π 3/2 , 6 σ and 7 σ valence orbitals 

(the 7 σ was dropped in two- and four-component calculations because of convergence 

problems in the CC procedure). The ground 5 σ 2 state of CdH– is then obtained by 

adding a second electron to the lowest 2Σ state of CdH. 

The molecular orbitals in the nonrelativistic and one-component calculations and 

the large component in the Dirac–Fock functions were spanned in the Cd 

(18s14p9d)/[9s7p6d] basis of [63] and the H (5s2p)/[3s1p] set [61]. Contraction 

coefficients were taken from corresponding atomic SCF calculations. The basis for the 

small components in the Dirac–Fock calculations is derived by the MOLFDIR program 

from the large-component basis. The basis set superposition error is corrected by the 

counterpoise method [64]. The Breit interaction was found to have a very small effect 

and is therefore not included in the results. 

Table 5 shows the RCC spectroscopic parameters of CdH+ and compares our results

with experiment [65] and with some previous calculations, including nonrelativistic 
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Table 5 

Method Ref. Re( ) ω e(cm–1) ω exe (cm–1) De(eV)

R-SCF [66] 1.762 1728 0.67

NR-GVB+CI [63] 1.709 1696 1.82

NR-SCF [67] 1.73 1810 0.78

R-SCF [67] 1.68 1880 0.87

R-CAS [67] 1.72 1660 1.74

R-CI [67] 1.70 1690 1.86

NRCC [62] 1.758 1625 42.4 1.812

RCC-1 [62] 1.708 1661 34.5 1.893

RCC-2 [62] 1.708 1666 35.5 1.899

RCC-4 [62] 1.709 1672 35.3 1.908

Expt. [65] 1.667 1771 35.4 2.081

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH+ X 1Σ + state

generalized valence bond (GVB) plus configuration interaction (CI) [63], relativistic 

Hartree-Fock (RHF) [66], and relativistic Hartree–Fock, complete active space (CAS), 

and CI, with inner electrons represented by effective core potentials 67. The comparison 

of relativistic with nonrelativistic coupled-cluster data reveals significant bond strength-

ening, with a bond contraction of 0.05, a dissociation energy higher by 0.1 eV, and ω e
larger by 47 cm–1. The one- and two-component functions account for most of the

relativistic correction and yield results close to four-component values. The agreement 

of the RCC numbers with experiment is very good; the largest source of remaining

errors is probably basis set incompleteness. 

The only calculation we found for CdH is the work of Balasubramanian [68], using 

CI with relativistic effective core potentials. The coupled-cluster results are presened in 

Table 6. Calculated values for Re, ω e and De agree very well with experiment. Relativity 

contracts the bond by 0.04 and reduces the binding energy by 0.16 eV. The one- and

two-component DK method reproduce the relativistic effects closely. Similar trends are 

observed for the excited states (Tables 7–9). Comparison with experiment is difficult 

for these states, since many of the experimental values are based on incomplete or 

uncertain data [65]. Calculated results for the CdH– anion are shown in Table 10. The 

Table 6 

Method Re () ω e(cm–1) ω exe(cm–1) IP(cm–1) De(eV)

CI [68] 1.794 1298 0.48

NRCC [62] 1.820 1386 30.3 571 14 0.867 

RCC-1 [62] 1.784 1377 36.5 58619 0.709 

RCC-2 [62] 1.780 1366 39.3 58722 0.718 

RCC-4 [62] 1.778 1370 37.2 58660 0.703 

Expt. [65] 1.78 1 1337 0.68

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH X 2Σ + ground state
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Table 7 

and 2Π 3/2, respectively)

Method Re( ) ω e(cm–1) ω exe(cm–1) Te (cm–1)

NRCC [62] 1.765 1571 41.2 20590

RCC-1 [62] 1.711 1640 35.3 21998 

RCC-2 [62] 1.708 1637 36.1 2 1644 

1.707 1652 37.3 22650 

RCC-4 [62] 1.702 1652 38.9 21680

1.701 1659 39.2 22670 

d-FOCI [68] 1.72 1592 23027 

1.722 1590 23919 

Expt. [65] 1.669 1677 22117 

1.657 1758 38.6 23116

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH A 2
 Π states (when two rows appear. they show values for 2Π 1/2

Table 8 

Method Re( ) ω e(cm–1) ω exe(cm–1) Te(cm–1)

NRCC [62] 2.715 843 14.7 26701 

RCC-1 [62] 2.617 894 10.3 27940 

d-FOCI [68] 2.433 961 24494

Expt. [65] 2.39 1000 17 24961 

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH B 2Σ + state

Table 9 

Method Re( ) ω e(cm–1) ω exe(cm–1) Te(cm–1)

NRCC [62] 1.763 1560 31.6 37501 

RCC-1 [62] 1.716 1678 49.7 38440 

RCC-2 [62] 1.710 1650 50.1 38600 

RCC-4 [62] 1.709 1654 48.1 38556 

d-FOCI [68] 1.734 42794 

Expt. [65] 1.68 1567 50 40202 

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH C 2Σ + state

Table 10 

Method Re( ) ω e(cm–1) ω exe(cm–1) EA(cm–1)

NRCC 1.847 1442 35.7 3680 

RCC-1 1.808 1390 38.9 3561 

RCC-2 1.806 1389 40.5 3515 

RCC-4 1.806 1389 42.0 3567 

Spectroscopic parameters of CdH– X 1Σ + state [62] 
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predicted adiabatic electron affinity is 0.44 eV, while the vertical EA at the equilibrium 

separation of the neutral molecule is 0.43 eV. We are not aware of an experimental 

measurement.

3.5.

One method of determining nuclear quadrupole moment Q is by measuring the 

quadrupole coupling constant, given by eqQ/h, where e is the charge of the electron 

and q the electric field gradient due to the electrons at the atomic nucleus. The

extraction of Q depends on an accurately calculated q. As a test of our finite-field

relativistic coupled cluster approach, preliminary results for Cl, Br, and I are presented. 

The closed-shell states of the anions serve as reference, from which the neutral atoms 

are reached by removing one electron. A 32s24p18d basis is used. The external 16

electrons of Cl– and 26 electrons of Br– and I– are correlated. Interaction with a finite

Q is included explicitly in the perturbation part of the Hamiltonian, together with the 

correlation perturbation. As explained above, Q has to be chosen large enough to

eliminate precision problems, and small enough to retain linearity. A typical test of 

linearity is shown in Table 11. Table 12 summarizes the calculated moments. Large 

correlation effects appear for all three atoms. Relativistic effects are small (~2%) for 

Br, but increase to 7% for iodine. The Breit term has little effect on the results. The 

RCC results are in very good agreement with the best available estimates [69]. These

are not our final values, since convergence with respect to the basis is currently being 

tested.

Properties: electric field gradients and nuclear quadrupoles

Table 11 

constant ∆ (in 10–8 au) vs. quadrupole moment Q (barn) 
Test of linearity for Br: the quadrupole coupling 

Q ∆ ∆ / Q 

50 881 17.62

100 1762 17.6

150 2642 17.61

Table 12 Calculated nuclear quadrupoles (barn) 

Nonrel Rel ‘Best’ [69] 

HF CC DF CC +Breit 

35CI –0.1015 –0.0824 –0.0825
79Br 0.400 0.341 0.392 0.332 0.333 0.331
127I –0.956 –0.834 –0.893 –0.774 –0.778 –0.789
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4. Summary and Conclusion 

The relativistic coupled-cluster method includes simultaneously relativistic terms 

through second order in the fine-structure constant α and correlation effects summed to 

all orders of the one- and two-electron excitations. In atomic systems, where spherical 

symmetry allows the use of large basis sets, the method makes possible calculation of

large numbers of heavy-atom states with unprecedented accuracy, and gives reliable

predictions for superheavy elements. The largest remaining source of error is probably

the omission of triple virtual excitations. Molecules present a more difficult challenge, 

and few four-component RCC applications have been reported to date. The one-

component Douglas-Kroll-Hess transformation provides a cheap, accurate alternative

when spin-orbit interaction may be neglected. This interaction may be added as a

perturbation in a two-component approach. Properties other than energy may also be

calculated with high accuracy.
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Variational Principle in the Dirac Theory: Theorems,
Examples and Counterexamples

Jacek Karwowski, Grzegorz Pestka and Monika Stanke
Instytut Fizyki, Uniwersytetu Nikolaja Kopernika, ul. Grudziadzka 5, 87-100 Torun, Poland

Abstract

The variational Dirac-Coulomb and the corresponding Lévy-Leblond problems, in which 

the large and the small components are treated independently, are analyzed. Close

similarities between these two variational problems are emphasized. Several examples in 

which the so called strong minimax principle is violated are discussed.

1. Introduction

An application of the variational principle to an unbounded from below Dirac-Coulomb

eigenvalue problem, requires imposing upon the trial function certain conditions. 

Among these the most important are the symmetry properties, the asymptotic behaviour 

and the relations between the large and the small components of the wavefunction 

related to the so called kinetic balance [1,2,3]. In practical calculations an exact 

fulfilment of these conditions may be difficult or even impossible. Therefore a number 

of minimax principles [4–7] have been formulated in order to allow for some less

restricted choice of the trial functions. There exist in the literature many either purely

intuitive or derived from computational experience, rules which are commonly used as

a guidance in generating basis sets for variational relativistic calculations.

In this paper we give a number of examples based on simple models showing the

influence of the non-exact fulfilment of either the boundary conditions or the relation-

ship between the large and the small components by the trial functions on the results of 

variational calculations. In particular, we show that there exist bound variational 

solutions degenerate with the exact energy but with incorrect wavefunctions. Also 

several examples of violation of the ‘strong minimax principle’ [7] are given. The 

results obtained for the Dirac equation are compared with those of the nonrelativistic 

Schrodinger equation in the Lévy-Leblond [8] form. Similarities and differences 

between variational solutions of the Dirac and the Lévy-Leblond equations are 

discussed. The behaviour of the variational solutions that are a consequence of the

unboundedness of the Dirac Hamiltonian are separated from those that are due to the 

two-component structure of the orbitals. 

Atomic units are used in this paper. In some cases, in order to make equations more 

transparent, the electron mass m is written explicitly. 

2. Dirac and Lévy-Leblond Equations 

In the standard (Dirac-Pauli) representation, the Dirac equation for an electron in the 

field of a stationary potential V reads

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 177–193.
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(1)

where σ are the Pauli spin matrices, ψ LD and ψ SD are traditionally called the large and

the small components of the wavefunction and E is the energy relative to mc2.

It has been noticed by Lévy-Leblond [8] that the non-relativistic Schrödinger

equation may be written as 

(2)

Elimination of ψ S
L

gives

(3)

i.e. the Schrödinger equation. Eq. (2) may be obtained from the Dirac equation (1) if

V – E is neglected relative to mc2. It may be interpreted as a representation of the

Schrödinger equation in the Hilbert space augmented by the spin-space.

The Dirac and the Lévy-Leblond equations establish relationships between the large 

and the small components of the wavefunctions. If these relationships are to be fulfilled 

by the functions derived from a variational procedure, the basis sets for the large and for 

the small components have to be constructed accordingly. In particular, the relation

(4)

is referred to as the atomic balance condition [3]. A simpler relation 

(5)

is called the kinetic balance condition [2,3]. A variational basis set constructed so that

condition (5) is fulfilled is called kinetically balanced. A non-fulfilment of the kinetic 

balance condition may lead to the variational collapse not only in the Dirac but also in 

the Lévy-Leblond case — Eqs. (2) and (3) are equivalent only if the kinetic balance

condition ( 5 ) is fulfilled. 

If the kinetic balance condition (5) is fulfilled then the spectrum of the Lévy-Leblond

(and Schrödinger) equation is bounded from below. Then, in each case there exists the

lowest value of E referred to as the ground state. In effect, this equation may be solved

using the variational principle without any restrictions. On the contrary, the spectrum of

the Dirac equation is unbounded from below. It contains the negative (‘positronic’) 

continuum. Therefore the variational principle applied unconditionally would lead to 

the so called ‘variational collapse’ [2,3,7]. The variational collapse may be avoided by 

properly selecting the trial functions so that they fulfil the boundary conditions specific 

for the bound-state solutions [1]. 
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3. Minimax Principle

It is highly desirable to formulate a variational principle valid for the Dirac Hamilto-

nian. The first attempts are due to Drake and Goldman [9], Wood et al. [10], Talman [4]

and Datta and Deviah [5]. Very recently the subject has been discussed in detail by

Griesemer and Siedentop [6] and also by Kutzelnigg [7] and by Quiney et al. [11].

3.1. One-electron problems 

A relativistic variational principle has to be formulated as a recipe for reaching the 

saddle point on the energy hypersurface in the space of variational parameters. 

According to refs. [4,5,6], the ground state of a Dirac electron is given by 

(6)

where {l} and {s} refer, respectively, to the spaces in which large and small compo-

nents of the wavefunction are represented. Eq. (6) has been named by Talman the 

minimax principle. Kutzelnigg [7] has called this equation a weak minimax principle, to

distinguish from a strong minimax principle

(7)

In the weak minimax principle the optimization of the Rayleigh quotient consists of two 

steps. In the first step it is subject to a maximization with respect to all small

components for each large component kept fixed. In the second step the saddle point 

(i.e. the ground state energy) is obtained as the minimum with respect to the large 

component of the numbers obtained in the first step. Hence, if ψ L is the exact large

component then the maximum over ψ S is obtained for the exact ψ S while if ψ L is

arbitrary, the maximum over ψ S yields an upper bound to the exact E. In the strong

minimax principle both steps may be performed simultaneously or even in the reversed 

order. According to the strong minimax principle, also the following sentence should be 

true: If ψ S is the exact small component then the minimum over ψ L is obtained for the 

exact ψ L while if ψ S is arbitrary, the minimum over ψ L yields a lower bound to the 

exact E. If the space of the small components is restricted (for example by selecting and 

keeping fixed the exact small component), then conditions of Eq. (6) are not fulfilled. In 

such a case a minimization of the Rayleigh quotient with respect to the parameters of 

the large component corresponds to an application of the strong minimax principle as it 

is formulated in Eq. (7). Unfortunately, as it has been pointed out already by Kutzelnigg 

[7] and will be demonstrated in several examples in the next section, the strong 

minimax principle is, in general, false and may be considered, at most, as a computa-

tional recipe. Nevertheless, effectively, it constitutes a base for many relativistic 

calculations.

Let us select the trial function in the form 
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(8)

where AL and AS contain the exact angular and the spin parts, while Φ L and Φ S are

radial functions which depend upon some non-linear parameters. Combining Eqs. (1)

and (6) we get

(9)

where ED is the Dirac energy corresponding to Φ L and Φ S,

(10)

and

(11)

Using Eq. (2) instead, we obtain the analogous expression for the Lévy-Leblond energy:

(12)

where 〈 V 〉 = 〈 V+〉 + 〈 V– 〉 . The same expression may easily be obtained at the limit of

c → ∞ from Eq. (9). As one can easily check, if and only if Φ S and Φ L fulfil the

kinetic balance condition (5), then

and Eq. (12) becomes 

(13)

being the correct non-relativistic limit.

〈V–〉  = 0. Assuming that ∫
∞
0

|Φ (r)|
2dr = 1 we have 

A surprising result is obtained if in Eq. (8) we set Φ L = Φ S = Φ. In such a case

(14)

and

(15)

where k = ±1, ±2, . . . is the relativistic angular momentum quantum number. If Φ is

real, the matrix element 
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(16)

vanishes for all Φ  such that Φ (0) = Φ (∞) = 0. In such a case, for V = –(Z/ r ), we 

have

(17)

where

(18)

A substitution to Eqs. (9) and (12) gives, respectively, 

(19)

and

(20)

Each of these functions has one extremum: a minimum. In the Dirac case it corresponds 

to

(21)

and in the Lévy-Leblond case to 

(22)

The energies corresponding to these minima are equal to 

(23)

and

(24)

i.e. to the exact Dirac and Schrödinger energies, respectively.

If we select 

(25)

then

(26)

In particular, for d = 1, i.e. for the Slater-type functions, 
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(27)

and for d = 2, i.e. for the Gaussian functions,

(28)

As one can see, for each set of parameters Z, k, L and d, one can select α in such a way 

that Eqs. (21) and (22) are fulfilled. Then, the resulting expectation values correspond

to the variational minima and are equal to the appropriate exact eigenvalues of either

Dirac or Schrödinger (or rather Lévy-Leblond) Hamiltonian. However the correspond-

ing functions do not fulfil the pertinent eigenvalue equations: they are not eigenfunc-

tions of these Hamiltonians. This example demonstrates that the value of the variational 

energy cannot be taken as a measure of the quality of the wavefunction, unless the

appropriate relation between the components of the wavefunction is fulfilled [2]. 

3.2. Two-electron problems

A two-electron Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian is defined as 

(29)

where I(1), I(2) stand for the identity operators, H(1), H(2) are one-electron Dirac

Hamiltonians and h(1, 2) describes the electrostatic interaction. The domain of this 

operator is defined as the antisymmetric part of the space spanned by the direct products 

of one-electron Dirac spinors: 

(30)

where A is the antisymmetrizer. Then, Ψ (1, 2) has four components, denoted ψ LL, ψ LS,

ψSL, and ψSS, each of them being a four-component spinor composed of two large (LL),

large and small ( LS and SL) or two small ( SS ) components of the one-electron spinors. 

A natural generalization of Eq. (6) would be to choose the parameters in all one-

electron small components of the two-electron wavefunction (30) to maximize E and

then to choose the parameters in all one-electron large components to minimize E.

However, in order to solve variationally the eigenvalue problem of the Dirac-Coulomb

Hamiltonian, Kolakowska et al. [12] advocated, on the basis of rather intuitive 

arguments, the following rule: 

(31)

where { ll}, { ls}, { sl}, and { ss} denote spaces in which the appropriate types of spinors 

are represented. An example showing that Eq. (31) is incorrect is given in the next 

section.
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section several examples of the application of the minimax principle and several 

counterexamples, which demonstrate the invalidity of its strong form, are discussed.

For the one-electron case the ground state of a hydrogen-like atom has been calculated 

using a trial wavefunction as given in Eq. (8). For the two-electron case calculations

have been performed for the ground state of a two-electron atom described by the

Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (29) with h(1, 2) = 0 and a trial wavefunction given by Eq.

(30). In order to emphasize that most of the computational problems associated with the

variational solving of the Dirac equation result from the independent variation of the 

different components of the multi-component wavefunction rather than from the

unboundedness from below of the Dirac Hamiltonian, in all cases the calculations are

also performed using the Lévy-Leblond equation.

4.1. Hydrogen-like atom in a hydrogenic basis 

Let V = – (Z /r ) and

(32)

where L and S are not necessarily integers. Then

(33)

and

(34)

In this case the ground state energy in both the Dirac and Lévy-Leblond case depends 

upon four nonlinear parameters:

(35)

The exact solution of the Dirac equation is given by

(36)

where γ = √

1 

_ Z2/ c2. In the L évy-Leblond case the exact ground-state energy is 

(37)

The shapes of the surfaces E = ED(α, β, γ, γ), E = EL(α, β, 1, l), E = ED (Z,

Z, L, S) and E = EL(Z, Z, L, S) for Z = 90 are shown in figure 1 (D1, L1, D2 and

L2 respectively). In the first pair of the diagrams ( D1 and L1) E is given as a function 

of α and β; in the second pair – as a function of L and S. In spite of a rather large value 

of Z (the relativistic correction to the energy is equal to 618 hartree, i.e. 12% of the 
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Fig. 1. The ground state energies of a Z = 90 hydrogen-like atom obtained from the Dirac (D) and from the Lévy-Leblond (L) equations as functions of the 
nonlinear parameters. In the upper-row fgures (D1 and L1) the α (abscissa) and β (ordinate) dependence of E is displayed when L and S are set equal to the
values corresponding to the exact solutions. In the lower-row figures (D2 and L2 ) the L (abscissa) and S (ordinate) dependence of E is displayed when α and β are
set equal to the exact value. The arrows show directions of the gradient; their length is proportional to the value of the gradient. The solid line crossing the saddle 
corresponds to the functions β = β max(α ) (in D 1 and L 1) or S = S max(L) D2 and L2. For the definitions of these functions see text. 
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total energy), the Dirac and the Lévy-Leblond surfaces are very similar to each other.

The exact eigenvalue corresponds to the saddle point. The solid line crossing the saddle

corresponds to the function β = β max(α ) (in the case of D1 and L1) or S = Smax(L) (in

the case of D2 and L2 ) defined as these values of the small component parameters at 

which E is maximum while the large component parameters are fixed.

More information about the saddle point and about the minimax principle may be 

derived from figure 2. It also corresponds to the ground state of Z = 90 one-electron

atom. The first pair of diagrams ( D1 and L1 ) gives E as a function of the small 

component parameters ( β and S) while the large component is exact. In the second pair 

of diagrams ( D2 and L2 ) E is displayed as a function of the large component 

parameters while the small component is exact. In the first case ( D1, L1) the exact 

energy corresponds to the maximum of the surface, in agreement with both weak and 

strong minimax principles. In the second case (D2, L2), the exact energy is a saddle

point while, according to the strong minimax principle, it should be a minimum. 

However the last result is not contradictory to the weak minimax principle. 

The dependence of the energy hypersurface on a single parameter while all the 

remaining parameters assume their optimum values (i.e. are the same as in the exact 

wavefunction) is shown in figure 3: in diagrams D1 and L1 the dependence on α and β 
is shown while in D2 and L2 – the dependence on L and S. The corresponding curves 

in the relativistic (Dirac) and in the non-relativistic (L évy-Leblond) models are nearly 

identical (except for the shift by 618 hartree along the energy axis). The exact energy 

always corresponds to an extremum. As a function of α, β and S it behaves in

agreement with both strong and weak minimax principles. The behaviour of E as a 

function of L violates the strong minimax principle (the exact energy corresponds here

to a maximum rather than to a minimum). The minimum with respect to L taken over

the manifold of the wavefunctions with the exact small component and α = Z is located 

well below the exact ground state energy. The origin of this behaviour of the energy 

surface may be understood after a careful inspection of figure 2 and analyzing the 

‘geometry’ of the saddle. However the weak minimax principle is always fulfilled: it is 

illustrated by the solid lines which in D1 and L1 represent the energy as a function of α 
when β = β max(α ) and in D2 and L2 – as a function of L when S = Smax(L). In all

these cases the exact energy corresponds to the global minimum of the curve. 

In the cases shown in figures 1–3 the trial wavefunctions fulfil exactly the boundary 

conditions at r → 0 and at r → ∞ and for the nonlinear parameters corresponding to 

the saddle point we obtain the exact solution of the pertinent equation. The energy 

surfaces as functions of α and β in a case when the boundary conditions at the nucleus 

are not fulfilled are shown in figure 4. Here L = S = 1 (rather than L = S = γ ) have 

been taken for the Dirac equation and L = S = γ (rather than L = S = 1) for the Lévy- 

Leblond equation. As one should expect, with these values of the parameters, the saddle 

points are located above the exact energies. The strong minimax principle, valid in this 

case for the Lévy-Leblond equation (c.f. L2), is not fulfilled for the Dirac equation (c.f. 

D2). As it is seen in D2, the saddle point corresponds here to an inflexion point (rather 

than to a minimum) with respect to the large component. The weak minimax principle 

is fulfilled in both cases – the energy taken as a function of α for β = β max(α ) has a 

minimum at the saddle point. It is interesting to note, that if we set α = β then,
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Fig. 2. The upper-row figures show the dependence of E upon the small component parameters ( β -abscissa, S-ordinate) when the large component is exact. The 
lower-row figures show the dependence of E upon the large component parameters ( α -abscissa, L-ordinate) when the small component is exact. The dotted and the 
broken lines correspond to the energies which are, respectively, lower and higher than the exact one. In figures D 1 and L 1 the exact energy corresponds to the 
maximum of the surface. In figures D 2 and L 2 the exact energy is represented by the solid lines. 
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Fig. 3. The solid lines illustrate the weak minimax principle. They describe the dependence of E on α when β = β max(α ) (in D 1 and L 1) and the dependence of E 

(indicated at the curve) when the values of the remaining parameters are the same as in the exact wavefunctions. The broken lines describe the behaviour of the 
small components and the broken lines with dots – of the large ones. The horizontal dotted lines show the exact values of the ground state energies 

on L when S = S max(L) (in D 2 and L 2). The broken lines and the broken lines with dots show the dependence of the energy hypersurface on a single parameter 
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Fig. 4. The same as in figures 1 and 3, but the values of L and S are not equal to the ones of the exact solutions. In the case of the Dirac equation L = S = 1 and in 
the case of the Lévy-Leblond equation L = S = γ have been taken. The saddle point coordinates ( α 0 , β 0) are equal to (114,99) in the Dirac case and (66,84) in the 
Lévy-Leblond case. The cross-sections of the energy surface by the planes α = β (broad solid line), and α = α 0 (broken line) are plotted versus β, while the cross- 
sections by the plane β = β 0 (broken line with dots) and by the surface β = β max(α ) (thin solid line) are plotted versus α, in D 2 (Dirac) and in L 2 (Lévy-Leblond).
The scale of β is shown in the horizontal axes. The scale of α has been chosen so that the curve for which β = β 0 and the one for which α = α 0 match at the saddle 
point. The scale of α may be obtained by adding α 0 – β 0 to the values of β displayed in the axes of D 2 and L 2.
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according to Eqs. (19) – (24) and (27), the energy is bounded from below and the 

minimum is equal to the exact value in both Dirac and Lévy-Leblond cases. The

corresponding plots are shown in diagrams D2 and L2.

4.2.

The Gaussian orbitals are very important in practical applications. In spite of their

wrong asymptotic behaviour at both r → 0 and r → ∞ , nearly all molecular electronic 

structure calculation programs have been constructed using Gaussian sets of one-

electron functions. In this example the Gaussian basis has been selected as

(38)

Hydrogen-like atom in a Gaussian basis

Then

(39)

and

(40)

The area of the saddle point at the energy surface of a hydrogen-like atom with Z = 30 

is plotted versus α and β in figure 5. The cross-sections of the energy surfaces by the 

planes α = α 0 and β = β 0 are shown in diagrams D2 (Dirac) and L2 (Lévy-Leblond)

of figure 5. Also here the saddle point corresponds to a double maximum rather than to

a minimax, showing a violation of the strong minimax principle. The weak minimax

principle is fulfilled since E as a function of α and β max(α ) has a minimum at the saddle

point. The energy corresponding to α = β is bounded from below. Similarly as in the 

case presented in figure 4, the minima are located below the saddle points and are equal

to the exact Dirac and Schrödinger energies in the respective cases.

4.3.

The variational procedure in a many-electron space may be considered as several 

consecutively executed variational procedures in one-electron spaces (the procedure 

may be iterative if a self-consistency is required). This means that fulfilment of the one-

electron minimax principle is a necessary (but, in general, not sufficient) condition for 

the fulfilment of a similar principle in a many-electron case. Therefore one should not 

expect a many-electron generalization of Eq. (7) being valid when, say, parameters L
and S are varied. 

We assume for simplicity that the two-electron atom is described by a Hamiltonian

(29) in which H(l) and H(2) are the hydrogen-like Dirac Hamiltonians and 

h(1, 2) ≡ 0. Apparently, after this simplification the problem is trivial since it becomes 

separable to two one-electron problems. Nevertheless we present this example because

it sheds some light upon formulations of the minimax principle in a many-electron case. 

Two-electron atom in a hydrogen-like basis
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Fig. 5. The ground state energies of a Z = 30 hydrogen-like atom in the Gaussian basis obtained from the Dirac (D) and from the Lévy-Leblond (L) equations as 
functions of α and β. The saddle point coordinates ( α 0, β 0 ) are equal to (282,168) in the Dirac case and (271,164) in the L évy-Leblondcase. The cross-sections of 
the energy surface by the planes α = β and α = α 0 are plotted versus β while the cross-sections by the plane β = β 0 and by the surface β = β max (α ) – versus a, in 
D2 (Dirac) and in L 2 (Lévy-Leblond). The scale of β is shown in the abscissas. The scale of a has been chosen so that the curve for which β = β 0 and the one for 
which α = α 0 match at the saddle point. The scale of a may be obtained by adding α 0 – β 0 to the values of β displayed in the abscissas of D 2 and L 2. All
conventions concerning the notation are the same as in figures 1 and 4. 
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Fig. 6. The application of the weak minimax principle to the ground state of a Z = 90 two-electron atom described by the simplified two-electron Dirac Hamiltonian 
using the hydrogen-like basis with L = S = 1. The thin solid lines represent the energy as a function of α when β = β max(α ), The broad solid lines give the energy 
as a function of α when β = α. The horizontal dotted lines show the exact value of the ground state energy In diagram Da the results of the weak minimax principle 
formulated according to Eq. (6) (all one-electron small components are associated with the parameter β and all one-electron large components – with the parameter 
α ) are displayed. In diagram Db the results of the minimax principle as it is defined in Eq. (31) are shown. 
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The calculations have been performed for Z = 90 using the hydrogenic trial functions 

with L = S = 1, i.e. with an incorrect behaviour at r → 0.

The results are displayed in figure 6. In the plots shown in diagram Da, the exponent

β has been assigned to all one-electron small components and the exponent α to all 

one-electron large components. Then a weak minimax principle has been applied. In 

this procedure E[α, β max(α )] has been obtained through a maximalization of the 

Rayleigh quotient with respect to β for all fixed values of α. The minimum of

E[α, β max(α )], i.e. the variational energy of this system, is equal to –9060 a.u. It is

twice larger than the corresponding one-electron energy obtained using the same trial

function (c.f. figure 3). An application of the weak minimax principle formulated

according to Eq. (31) is presented in diagram Db. Here the resulting minimum is equal

to –9140 a.u., i.e. it is by 80 a.u. too low. We conclude that Eq. (31) leads to a deeper,

but incorrect, energy minimum.

5. Conclusions

Using several simple examples we have demonstrated that the minimax principle, if

applied in its strong form (as it is done in a majority of calculations), may lead to 

erroneous results. Its results depend upon the way in which the saddle point of the 

energy surface in the space of the variational parameters is seen when a given parameter 

is varied, i.e. they depend upon the ‘geometry’ of the saddle. Easy to use, strictly correct 

and general variational prescription most likely cannot be formulated. The formally 

correct weak minimax principle [4,5,6] or the alternative formulations which require 

establishing some relations between the large and small components of the wavefunc-

tion and imposing appropriate boundary conditions [1,7,11] are rather difficult to 

implement.

It should be emphasized that in a variational calculation establishing correct relations

between the components of the wavefunction is, in general, more difficult than eliminat-

ing the negative-energy solutions. This may be seen by comparing the Dirac and Lévy-

Leblond energy surfaces: for the types of parameters studied in this work their qualita-

tive behaviour is identical. Incorrect relations between the two components may

produce quite unexpected results, as e.g. the exact energies with completely wrong

wavefunctions. This feature of  the equations, when misunderstood, may lead to serious 

mistakes; however, when consciously used, may lead to new simple methods for the 

estimation of the energy values. 
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Abstract

After reviewing the different approaches in the literature for the formulation of a

relativistic Thomas-Fermi procedure for the study of complex electron systems, we will

make contact between quantum mechanics with first-order relativistic corrections and the

weak relativistic limit of quantum electrodynamics for finding explicit energy functionals

that will be studied. In addition to this the possibility of using alternative near-nuclear

corrections instead of gradient ones is discussed.

1. Introduction

The Thomas-Fermi (TF) and related methods such as the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) 

have played an important role in the study of complex fermionic systems due to their 

simplicity and statistical nature [1]. For atomic systems, they are able to provide some 

knowledge about general features such as the behaviour with the atomic number Z of

different ground state properties [2,3].

With the development of powerful computers, these methods have been restricted in 

practice to the application in specific problems where no other calculations are avail-

able. For non-relativistic atomic systems, they have been replaced by quantum mechani-

cal calculations like Monte Carlo or multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock ones.

Nevertheless, Thomas-Fermi estimates can be easily evaluated by non-specialists in 

theoretical calculations and in some problems they provide a starting point for more 

sophisticated procedures. Moreover, they are interesting for theoretical purposes such 

as finding relationships among different average quantities [4].

One of the reasons why TF approaches have lost attention is the problem of the

systematic improvement of the results, in spite of the well established theoretical basis. 

In the non-relativistic framework, they are approximations to the Hartree-Fock (HF) 

method, asymptotically exact in the large Z-limit. However, for real atoms, these

approximations are not able to match precisely the HF results, the main reason being 

the wrong contribution of electrons near the nucleus where the system differs most from 

a local Fermi gas. The gradient expansion of the energy functional, the most popular

technique utilized for the improvement of the original TF(D) theory, has some problems

in its application: sixth order terms diverge, fourth order ones make calculations very

involved for a simple procedure and second order calculations make contact to HF

values when a parameter obtained from theoretical grounds as 1/9 is replaced by an

effective value of 1/5 [5]. 

The relativistic problem of many electron systems, described by quantum electro-

dynamics (QED), is nowadays an interesting topic of research. The high complexity of 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
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this approach for these systems makes it still an open problem, where different 

techniques are applied, such as relativistic density functional theory with the use of 

orbital dependent exchange and correlation functionals [6], relativistic coupled cluster 

methods [7] or multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock calculations [8]. In this field TF models 

encounter more difficulties for their application, but it is where they might be more 

interesting for performing simple estimates for a very complex problem. 

Moreover, as the Thomas-Fermi model for atomic systems becomes more accurate 

when increasing Z (asymptotically exact in the large Z-limit) with respect to the non-

relativistic solution of Schrödinger equation, but relativistic effects increases with Z
does, the inclusion of these is demanded for its application. 

We will start from a brief review of the relativistic extensions of TF approaches, the 

problems which arise and the alternatives for avoiding them.

2.

2.1. Basis of Thomas-Fermi theory

The Thomas-Fermi approach is based on the minimization of an energy functional of

the particle density 

Review of Relativistic Extensions of Thomas-Fermi Theory

(1)

subject to the normalization of ρ to the number of particles N.

In nonrelativistic Thomas-Fermi theory the functional is given by

(2)

where

(3)

and where for atoms 

(4)

The minimization of E[ρ ] leads to a second-order differential equation in an auxiliar 

screening function φ (x), which determines the mean potential V(r) and the density ρ (r)

[1,2]; where x = br, and b is a scale factor.

Coulomb exchange effects are commonly introduced by means of the Dirac-Slater

expression for the exchange energy of a electron gas: 

(5)

which, by insertion in the energy functional leads to the so-called Thomas-Fermi-Dirac

method.

Gradient corrections to the energy density for improving the Thomas-Fermi-(Dirac)
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method are usually included by the addition to the energy functional of the so-called

Weizsäcker term [1]:

(6)

(in the original work by von Weizsäcker the factor 1/9 was absent)

2.2. First approaches

The relativistic formulation of Thomas-Fermi theory started at the same time as the 

original non-relativistic one, the first work being of Vallarta and Rosen [9] in 1932. The 

result they arrived at can be found by replacing the kinetic energy functional by the 

result of the integration of the relativistic kinetic energy in terms of the momentum p
times the number of electrons with a given momentum p from p = 0 to the Fermi 

momentum p = pF :

(8)

(9)

The minimization of the energy functional using this kinetic energy term leads to a 

relativistic Thomas-Fermi differential equation

(10)

where

(11)

and α = e2/(hc) is the fine structure constant.

density obtained from φ by:

This equation is singular at x = 0, which implies a divergent behaviour for the 

(12)

in a way that ρ is not even normalizable. 
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This divergent behaviour at the origin can be avoided by considering instead of a

point-like nucleus a uniform charged sphere of radius R[10,11,12]. Then the density is

forced to drop to zero at the center of the nucleus, which makes it normalizable, and the 

energy is finite. However, this quantity as well as ρ near the nucleus are highly

overstimated, and for example the relativistic correction to the energy

(13)

is overstimated by one or two orders of magnitude. The problem can be understood

from the non-relativistic Thomas-Fermi theory, which fails in the description of the 

density near the nucleus, where the relativistic effects are most important, with the 

result that the density becomes too large for small values of r but greater than the 

nuclear radius. 

This problem can be illustrated by estimating, for a weak relativistic atom, the first 

correction to the kinetic energy. Using the usual expansion 

(14)

in Eq. (8) we obtain 

(15)

where α is the fine structure constant. 

The first correction cannot be evaluated perturbatively from the non-relativistic TF 

density because ρ ~1/ ( r3/2) at short distances and the integral of ρ 7/3 diverges.

For performing energy estimations within this framework, corrections for strongly 

bound electrons (replacing their TF contribution for the energy by the values obtained 

from the Sommerfeld formula for a bare nuclear field) are necessary. This has been

done, using the non-relativistic density by Schwinger [13] and with the relativistic one

(with the nuclear finite extent) by Hill et al [12]. For including further relativistic

corrections, contributions from Darwin and Breit terms were evaluated a posteriori.
[14]

2.3. Near-nuclear corrections 

With the purpose of evaluate not only the energy but also the electron density itself,

Ashby and Holzman [15] performed calculations in which the relativistic TF density 

was replaced at short distancies from the nucleus from the one obtained for the 1 s Dirac

orbital for an hydrogenic atom, matched continuously to the semiclassical density at a 

switching radius r0 where the kinetic energy density of both descriptions also match. 

Therefore the main assumptions of this approach, provided that such matching radius 

r0 exists, can be summarized as: i) for r > r0 the system is adequately described as a

local relativistic Fermi gas, ii) for r < r0 the main contribution is due to the 1s single-

particle state, and iii) the potential near the nucleus is approximated to –β/r. In

addition to this, exchange effects were not considered. 

This procedure was applied to single ionized atoms (results for the energy in Table
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Table 1 Energies (in KeV) of single positive ions evaluated with: (AH)
a full relativistic kinetic energy functional without exchange [15]; the 
c–2-order semi-relativistic functional (Eq. 46) without (1) and with (2)
the relativistic exchange correction (ρ 2-term), all using near-nuclear
corrections, compared to Dirac-Fock (DF) values.

Z –E (AH) –E(1) –E(2) –E(DF)

29 40.17 42.08 42.06 44.87

31 73.26 76.19 16.16 80.90

47 132.2 136.8 136.7 144.7 

55 195.0 201.4 201.3 211.6

19 482.5 501.4 500.8 5 17.6 

89 616.8 645.4 644.5 661.1

1), with a large improvement with respect to previous RTF calculations. However, as 

the relativistic effects are small for most atoms, the deviations from Dirac-Fock energies 

are greater than the differences among these and non-relativistic Hartree-Fock ones. 

Nevertheless, this method provides fair values of ∆ E.

2.4. Gradient corrections to the kinetic energy 

As in the non-relativistic framework, the expansion of the energy functional in gradients

of the density was explored as a theoretically well based way to correct the pure local 

Fermi gas description accounting for the variations of the potential and the density. 

The different techniques utilized in the non-relativistic case were applied to this 

problem, becoming more involved (the presence of negative energy states is one of the 

reasons). The most popular procedures employed are the Kirznits operator conmutator 

expansion [16,17], or the h expansion of the Wigner-Kirkwood density matrix [18], 

which is performed starting from the Dirac hamiltonian for a mean field and does not 

include exchange. By means of these procedures the relativistic kinetic energy density 

results:

(16)

2.5. Relativistic exchange corrections 

Before the progress with the relativistic gradient expansion of the kinetic energy took 

place, and due to a growing interest of applying the Kohn-Sham scheme of density 

functional theory [19] in the relativistic framework, an explicit functional for the 

exchange energy of a relativistic electron gas was found [20,21]: 
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(17)

2.6.

As we said in the introduction, the only consistent framework for a relativistic many-

electron system is QED. By means of the Hartree-Fock limit of this theory, after

renormalization, and using gradient techniques, Engel and Dreizler [22] found a

complete energy functional where both terms of the two previous sections appear

naturally.

A relativistic Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-Weizsäcker approach 

(18)

The minimization of this functional, which includes second order gradient correc-

tions leads to the relativistic analogous of the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-Weizsäcker model 

and constitutes the state of the art in relativistic semiclassical approaches for many-

electron systems. 

The practical implementation of this method leads to an integro-differential equation 

which has been solved for atoms [23] leading to the most consistent relativistic 

Thomas-Fermi estimations known up to now. The energy values for some atoms are 

displayed in Table 2 compared to Dirac-Fock ones. 

Some conclusions of this work are that adequate estimates of the energy are found,

similar to the precision of the TFDW method in the non-relativistic case. As a 

difference, no effective parameter replacing the theoretical prediction 1/9 of the factor 

leading the gradient term gives general accuracy as 1/5 does in the non-relativistic

case.

Also, the fourth order terms of the gradient expanssion of the kinetic energy have 

been evaluated [24], leading to more involved expressions. This is one of the problems

of the methods based on the gradient expansion: the systematic improvement of the

results by adding higher orders is not possible because of the asymptotic nature, and

Table 2 Values of relativistic energies (E) and differences among relativistic and non-relativistic energies 
(∆ E) for neutral atoms in atomic units with the present approach using the functional given by Eq. (46) not 
including (1) or including (2) the ρ2 term, compared to the results of Engel and Dreizler (ED) [23] using
the relativistic Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-Weirsacker approach described in Section 2.6, and to Dirac-Fock values

(DF) [30]. 

Z –E (1) – ∆ E(1) –E(2) – ∆ E(2) –E(ED) – ∆ E(ED) –E(DF) – ∆ E(DF)

20 616.97 2.505 616.78 2.310 718.59 –2.281 679.50 2.744 

40 3364.8 54.82 3362.5 52.50 3738.2 20.92 3594.8 55.84

60 9149.9 354.9 9139.6 344.6 9963.6 267.3 9615.9 332.2

80 19001. 1455. 18961. 1415. 20351. 1216. 19624. 1215.

100 34499. 4560. 34398. 4460. 36247. 3838. 34806. 3524. 
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makes the expressions too involved for a procedure which is intended to provide simple

estimates of quantum mechanical calculations for complex systems.

3.

One of the purposes of this work is to make contact between relativistic corrections in 

quantum mechanics and the weakly relativistic limit of QED for this problem. In 

particular, we will check how performing plane-wave expectation values of the Breit 

hamiltonian in the Pauli approximation (only terms depending on c–2 in atomic units) 

we obtain the proper semi-relativistic functional consistent in order pF /(mc2), with the

possibility of analyzing the separate contributions of terms with different physical 

meaning. Also the role of these terms compared to next order ones will be studied. 

Neglecting spin-orbit contributions (smaller than other relativistic corrections for the 

ground state of atoms, and zero for closed-shell ones), the Breit hamiltonian in the Pauli 

approximation [25] (weak relativistic systems) can be written for a many electron

system as: 

Semi-relativistic Functionals from the Breit Hamiltonian

(19)

where H0 stands for the non-relativistic hamiltonian:

(20)

HMV for the mass variation leading term: 

(21)

HCRC represents the relativistic correction of Coulomb interaction due to the retardation 

of the electromagnetic field: 

(22)

HSS denotes the spin-spin interaction: 

(23)

finally, HD accounts for the Darwin one- and two-body terms: 

(24)

and U stands for the total potential energy: 

(25)
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where υ ext is the external potential, which for the case of atoms it is just the potential 

energy operator for the nuclear field: 

(26)

Atomic units will be used throughout. The explicit density functionals representing 

the different contributions to the energy from the different terms of the hamiltonian are 

found performing expectation values taking Slater determinants of local plane waves as 

in the standard Fermi gas model. Those representing the first relativistic corrections are

calculated in the Appendix. 

Two types of corrections to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac non-relativistic energy density 

appear. The first is the correction to the kinetic energy given by the mass-variation

term:

(27)

and all the rest here found, depending on ρ 2 are relativistic coulomb exchange 

corrections

(28)

Up to now we have omitted the contribution of the Darwin terms which needs more

discussion which will be given below. 

The expressions (27–28) give the first correction given by the fully relativistic

functionals, respectively for the kinetic and exchange energy densities (Eqs. 8 and 17)

when performing a weak relativistic limit ( pF /c small):

(29)

(30)

where NR stands for the non-relativistic values and we have included the next order

terms (in c–4).

We have reproduced the c–2 terms by means of the analysis of the different terms of

the Breit hamiltonian with the exception of Darwin ones. These terms, denoted by HD
and given by Eq. (24) are not hermitian in general. The adjoint is given by

(31)

HD is hermitian when restricted to Slater determinants of single particle wavefunc-

(32)

where Rj(r) are general real and bounded functions. We have proved this statement with

a lenghty but straighforward algebra using multipole expansions of r–1
jk .

tions of the type 
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But these results do not hold for plane waves. Therefore, for our purposes we should

replace HD for the hermitian combination H'D :

(33)

Nevertheless, these terms should not be considered for a pure Thomas-Fermi

formulation, because they depend on second derivatives of the potential operator, which 

are neglected in this formulation. Using one of the techniques for obtaining Thomas-

Fermi plus gradient corrections these terms appears as a h2
contribution and should be 

neglected in consistency with the neglect of the density derivatives. Although only the 

complete h contribution can be assumed to be small and not necessary a particular term, 

we will notice in the results of Section 5 that its effect in the energy values is not very 

significant.

However, if we perform the expectation value of H ' D as in the previous cases we 

would arrive to (not considering local values, to which the one-body term contributes): 

(34)

(35)

Therefore, it appears that the Darwin corrections contribute similarly as the previous 

exchange relativistic corrections, but this result can be considered as spurious. It does 

not match with the weak relativistic limit of the fully relativistic functionals from QED 

but has been considered (the direct part) in previous work [26] and could be considered 

in the present approach just replacing the coefficient of ρ 2 (1.5 times π /c2) by 1.25 

times π /c2.

The main problem of the application of these simple functionals that we will denote 

from now on by 

(36)

(37)

where

(38)

(39)

for weakly relativistic systems (or for testing this feature) is that they diverge when 

evaluated by the density obtained with the standard TF method, and therefore incorpo-

rate a strong divergence of the density at the nucleus when introducing them directly in 

the energy functional to be minimized, as a consequence of the non-validity of the 

expanssion in powers of c–2 of the energy functional near divergencies of the potential. 
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However, they can be suitable for being used when correcting the near nuclear region 

as in the Ashby-Holzman method [15] mentioned previously. The contribution of the 

outer region ( r > 1 / Z) to this functionals can be easily evaluated by using the Thomas-

Fermi density, which provides the asymptotic (large Z) estimates for neutral atoms:

(40)

and

(41)

which allow us to compare second and fourth order (c–4) terms: 

(42)

(43)

(appreciably smaller than the former correction),

(44)

which is less than 3% of T (2)[ρ ] even for Z = 100, and 

(45)

for common values of Z. These estimations justify the treatment of most of the atoms

as weakly relativistic systems with this procedure with the exception of the near-nuclear

region. An application follows.

4. Application of the Semi-relativistic Functionals with Near-Nuclear
Corrections

Here we will present a semi-relativistic Thomas-Fermi-Dirac approach for the evalua-

tion of ground state atomic properties for not too large Z specifically designed for being 

used with near-nuclear corrections as those mentioned in a previous section, which 

becomes an alternative approach of gradient corrections procedures. 

We will consider from now on the c–2 corrections as small, and solve consistently up 

to this order, first minimizing the energy functional: 

(46)

where

(47)
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This functional has some limitations because of the truncation of the c–2 expansion,

which has been shown not to be accurate enough for Z ≥ 90 when using gradient

corrections, so in principle its application should be restricted to a smaller range of Z-
values as mentioned above.

The energy given by Eq. (46) becomes stationary for a ρ which holds:

(48)

From this equation, and following the lines of standard TF theory, an explicit 

expression for ρ in terms of V can be found in order c–2 by substituting ρ =
ρ 0 + c–2ρ 2, where ρ 0 is the solution of the previous equation for c–2 = 0 (TFD 

method). This result can be expressed in terms of the screening function φ(x) defined as 

in the TFD approach by 

(49)

where a2 = 1/(2π 2), r = bx, being b the scale factor of TF theory

(50)

with the result 

(51)

Using ∇ 2 V = –4 π ρ in terms of φ we arrive at the second-order differential equation 

(52)

where

(53)

(54)

and

(55)
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The main interest of this approximation, which is justified when removing from the 

statistical treatment the near-nuclear region, becomes clear from this expression, 

because the technique to be employed is absolutely similar to the implementation of the 

TFD method. 

The screened potential V and the electron density ρ are obtained from the numerical 

values of φ by means of Eqs. (49) and (51). 

As in the TFD method, this equation has to be solved with the boundary conditions 

φ (0) = 1 and xc φ ' (xc) = φ (xc) where rc = bxc is the cutoff point where the pressure of 

the electron gas becomes zero. The value of φ (xc)/xc necessary for this differs from the

non-relativistic case and can be found from similar grounds [27], just by making zero 

the pressure of a homogeneous electron gas, given by 

(56)

which again can be solved in order c–2. Substituting the value ρ obtained in this way in

Eq. (51) and solving for φ /x we find that

(57)

where yc = β 2 / 16 is the TFD-value and

(58)

The Fermi energy ∈ F is found by imposing that at the cutoff radius the potential

should be equal to 

(59)

Note that replacing c–2 by zero in this procedure, we find all the TFD expresions, 

and if we make CK2 = 0 we supress the relativistic exchange corrections. When we 

include these in our calculations we have always chosen the value of 3π /2, the one

which matches the weak relativistic limit of the fully relativistic energy functional. 

We should remember that this simplified method cannot be applied when r → 0,

because the density, as it can be seen in Eq. (51) diverges as r–5/2 and also because the 

expansion in powers of c–2 of the energy functional is not valid at short distancies from 

the nucleus. We have applied this method using the near-nuclear correction of Ashby 

and Holzman [15], which consists of a replacement of the energy and electron densities 

for r below a given r0 by the relativistic quantum mechanical expresions for the K-shell

spinor provided by these authors. This corresponds to solving Dirac equation for an 

effective mean potential equal to – Z* / r, where Z* is an effective charge (denoted β in
ref. [15]). We determine this parameter, as well as the normalization constant of the 

spinor by matching ρ and its derivative to the semiclassical density at a r0 where the 

quantum mechanical kinetic energy density equals the one in Eq. (46). 

The only weak point of this procedure is the existence of the matching point 

determined by this ad-hoc argument. In fact, no solution for the original Ashby-
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Holzmann procedure was found beyond Z ~ 90 as pointed out by Gross and Dreizler 

The values of the total energy of atomic systems is calculated then integrating the 

quantum mechanical energy density for r < r0 and the semiclassical one for 

rc > r > r0. Our first calculation was performed for single positive ions, neglecting all 

exchange effects (even the non-relativistic ones) in order to compare our procedure to

the results of Ref. [15] where they were not considered, as a test of the validity of the

mass variation correction in c–2. The differences are about 1% for Z = 55, 2% for

Z = 79 and less than 3% for Z = 89.

Then we have applied the present method, including all terms of Eq. (46) for

evaluating the energy of single positive ions. In Table 1 a comparison to Ashby-

Holzman results as well as to Dirac-Fock ones [29] can be found. Calculations without

the ρ 2 term are also displayed. It can be observed how the inclusion of non-relativistic

exchange improves appreciably the results, accounting for about half of the gap between 

previous estimates and Dirac-Fock values. Also, the relativistic correction to exchange

(ρ 2 terms) is found to be few significant for most of the atoms.

We have also performed calculations of the energy for neutral atoms and compared

to those obtained from the fully relativistic functional of Engel and Dreizler (Eq. 18) 

[23] including gradient corrections (the best and most consistent values known up to 

now) as well as to Dirac-Fock values [30]. The values of the energy and of the

differences among relativistic and non-relativistic values ∆ E are shown for the three

approaches in Table 2. We see how the accuracy of the present method is similar to that 

of the gradient expansion for Z not very large, so it can constitute an alternative 

procedure. Moreover, the differences ∆ E are estimated more precisely except for large

Z, which suggests that the remaining errors in the present semiclassical approach with

the near nuclear corrections above mentioned are similar in the non-relativistic and in

the relativistic case. 

It is worth to mention how the present method provides fair results for Z = 100, what

was not expected, because the Ashby-Holzmann original procedure was not applicable

for such a Z-value. There are differences among their procedure and ours, from the 

inclusion of exchange effects with the additional fact that different boundary conditions 

have been utilized, and from the truncation of the energy functional. All these facts alter

the values of the matching point found with a self-contained procedure where ρ , ρ ' and

τ become continuous at the same point.

We want to mention here that the application of the near-nuclear corrections could 

have been performed with the complete relativistic functional, and we have utilized the 

semi-relativistic expressions just for simplicity and for testing them. For not large Z,

the remaining errors above mentioned should be addressed to limitations of the 

semiclassical approach and of the procedure utilized for the near-nuclear corrections,

rather than to the truncation of the expansion in powers of c–2.

Within the context of the gradient expansion, and for taking into account greater

orders from the Foldy-Wouthuysen representation, Gross and Dreizler used the full

relativistic kinetic energy part [16] instead of the mass variation term. Using this in the

present approach might improve the results for large Z, but greater orders of the

exchange energy should then also be taken into account, by the use of Eq. (17). 

[28].
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Nevertheless, when we include the near nuclear corrections (where the fully

relativistic kinetic energy is used), the truncation of the energy functional only in the

outer region up to c–2 order both in the kinetic and exchange energies turns out to be an

adequate approximation.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

Semiclassical methods from quantum mechanics with first-order relativistic corrections

obtained from the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation match with the weak relativistic

limit of functionals obtained from quantum electrodynamics, neglecting the (spurious)

Darwin terms.

For describing electron and energy densities, the near-nuclear region has to be

described fully relativistically. Outside this region, electrons are weakly relativistic, and

the most important relativistic effect in the energy values is the mass-variation one.

Results of similar accuracy as relativistic TFDW are found with a simple procedure

based on near-nuclear correction which leave space for further improvements. For the

reasons mentioned at the end of previous section the direct way to improve the present 

approach seems to be the refinement of the near nuclear corrections, a problem that we 

have just tackled with success in the non-relativistic framework [31,32]. The aim was to

describe the near-nuclear region accurately by means of using the quantum mechanical 

exact asymptotic expression up to r3 of the different ns eigenstates of Schödinger

equation with a fit of the semiclassical potential at short distancies to the exact

asymptotic behaviour (with four terms) of the potential near the nucleus. The result is 

that the density below r0 becomes very close to Hartree-Fock values and the improve-

ment of the energy values is large (as an example, the energy of Cs+ is improved from

the Ashby-Holzman result of –189.5 keV up to –205.6, very close to the HF value of 

–204.6 keV). This result makes us expect that a similar procedure in the relativistic 

framework may provide results comparable to Dirac-Fock ones. 
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Appendix: Obtention of Explicit Functionals for the Relativistic Corrections to 
the Energy 

In this appendix, explicit functionals of the density representing the different relativistic 

corrections are found by performing expectation values taking Slater determinants of 

local plane waves as in the standard Fermi gas model. For a one-body operator we use: 

(60)
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(s denoting the third spin component), and for a two body operator we will perform

separately the direct and exchange terms:

(61)

(62)

(63)

The results will be expressed in terms of energy densities. For obtaining the first-

order relativistic corrections (in α 2 = c–2 in a.u.) it is enough to utilize relativistic plane

waves for the non-relativistic hamiltonian H0 and non-relativistic ones for the other

terms depending on c–2.

Relativistic correction to the expectation value of H 0

For the non-relativistic hamiltonian H0, the relativistic correction is found by using for

the evaluation of the expectation value relativistic plane waves for electrons, given by:

(64)

and us(p) is a Dirac spinor for a free electron of momentum p

From all the terms of H0 the only correction in c–2 is found for the exchange term of

where Ep = √
 
p2 c2 + c4

and spin s.

the electron-electron interaction: 

(65)

Using t = r – r ' and

(66)
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a result that can be easily found from the standard algebra of Dirac spinors and 

neglecting any terms of higher order than c–2, we find that

(67)

The integral of the first term in square brackets gives the non-relativistic Dirac-Slater

exchange energy, the second giving the relativistic correction:

(68)

All the rest of the terms of H0 just provide the usual TF energy functional (Eq. 2).

Mass variation correction

As said above we will restrict ourselves from now on to the use of non-relativistic plane 

waves:

(69)

where χ s is a two-component spin state.

correction to the kinetic energy:

We evaluate now the contribution of HMV , which provides the first order relativistic

(70)

Coulomb relativistic correction

We separate two terms from HCRC = H(1)

CRC + H(2)
CRC :

(71)

(72)

The direct terms of both two-body operators are zero with a single integration in one 

of the moments. The exchange contribution of the first one is given by (using conven-

tions from the previous section):

(73)

We use now 4p ·p' = (p + p)2 – (p – p' )2 and integrating in t we can write
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(74)

The first integral can be performed using the change of variables

(75)

which gives 

(76)

Integrals of functions of u, q restricted to the region pF – |u + q / 2 | and pF –

|u – q/2 | (u lying in the intersection of two spheres of centers located at q / 2 and –q/2

of radius pF) are easily evaluated with the conventions

(77)

which lead to: 

(78)

Using this and evaluating the second integral straightforwardly we obtain

(79)

The expectation value of Eq. (72) is a bit more involved. The direct term is found to 

be zero, and the exchange one can be written as 

(80)

We will perform the integration in t choosing the z axis in the direction of q. The 

second integral is quite easy and equal to: 

(81)

and the first one, decomposed as 

(82)

where
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(83)

is given by (only diagonal terms Ijj are non-zero)

(84)

which applied to Eq. (80) leads to the result: 

(85)

exactly the same as (∈ (1)

CRC)exc . Therefore

(86)

Corrections for spin-spin interactions 

The energy density from the first term of HSS (Eq. 23) can be written as

(87)

for the direct contribution, and 

(88)

(89)

where

being σ = ( σ x, σ y, σ z ) the Pauli matrices. For the second term we write 

(90)

and

(91)
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Using that A(1/2, 1/2) = (0, 0, 1), A(1/2, –1/2) = (1, i, 0), A(–1/2, 1/2) = 

(1, – i, 0) and A(–1/2, –1/2) = (0, 0, –1) it is easy to find that 

(92)

because ( ∈ (1)

SS )dir = (∈ (2)
SS )dir = ( ∈ (2)

SS )exc = 0, which completes the plane-wave evaluation

of the Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian with the exception of Darwin terms, discussed in Sec-

tion 3. 
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Abstract

By means of a modification of the TFD method in the near nuclear region for the electron 

and energy densities, which introduces exact asymptotic properties, radial expectation 

values and the atomic density at the nucleus are evaluated, comparing fairly closely to the 

HF results, with a large improvement of the TF estimates. In addition to this, momentum 

expectation values can be estimated from semiclassical relations.

1. Introduction

Among the average properties which play a special role in the study of quantum 

fermionic systems are the radial expectation value 〈 rα 〉 , the momentum expectation

value 〈 pα〉 and the atomic density at the nucleus ρ (0) = 〈 δ (r)〉 . These density-

dependent quantities are defined by 

where

and

where Ψ (p1, . . . , pN ) is the 3N-Fourier transform of Ψ (r1, . . . , rN).

Some of these quantities are experimentally measurable from scattering experiments

[1,2] or relate to physically interesting quantities which appear in different problems. 

For example: 〈 p2〉 gives the kinetic energy of any nonrelativistic system, 〈 r 2〉 is related 

to the diamagnetic susceptibility, 〈 r–1〉 relates to the electron-nucleus potential energy, 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
Model Systems, 215–225.
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〈 p –1〉 is twice the peak height of the atomic Compton profile and ρ (0) plays a role in

the asymptotic behaviour of momentum-space properties [3]. 

When dealing with a model wavefunction or density, these quantities are usually

evaluated for comparison to accurate calculations, because they constitute a test of the 

description of the system in different regions of space for different orders α.

In addition to this, average properties like 〈 r α 〉 or 〈 pα〉 play a special role in the

formulation of bounds or approximations to different properties like the kinetic energy 

[4,5], the average of the radial and momentum densities [6,7] and ρ (0) itself [8,9,10];

they also are the basic information required for the application of bounds to the radial 

electron density ρ (r), the momentum one density γ (p), the form factor and related

functions [11,12,13]. Moreover they are required as input in some applications of the 

Maximum-entropy principle to modelize the electron radial and momentum densities

[14,15].

Although numerical values of 〈rα 〉 and 〈 pα 〉 , as well as ρ (0) can be easily obtained

for near Hartree-Fock wavefunctions [16,17], some effort has been done in order to

study the general features of these quantities as a function of the atomic number

[18,19,20]. The easiest way to estimate these comes from the TF model [21,22], and

has the important property of providing the exact asymptotic behaviour at large Z. 

In addition to the energy value, it is interesting to evaluate the expectation values

mentioned above by means of TF and it extensions as tests of the validity of the

semiclassical method in different regions of space for the electron distribution. 

The original TF model has some limitations for the evaluation of 〈 rα〉 , specially 

addressed in the description of the electron density near the nucleus, where the electron 

cloud differs most from a local Fermi gas, and at large distances. This limits the values 

of α within (–3/2, 3) [18], otherwise they diverges. The use of a density cutoff, as it is

used in the TFD method (including exchange effects) [23] removes the upper limit, 

although higher orders are not expected to be described accurately. But the main 

problem lies on the lowest-order ones, ρ (0) and 〈 r –2〉 diverge both in TF and TFD, and

〈 r –1〉 is not accurate for real atoms. Nevertheless, the TF estimates provide the 

asymptotic values for neutral atoms [20]:

These asymptotic expansions are not reached in the case of real atoms in nature, for 

which Z is not large enough, as it can be seen in Figures 3,4 and 5. 

The most popular approach for the improvement of TF, the Thomas-Fermi- Dirac-

Weizsäcker approach, based on the gradient expansion of the energy functional, 

although providing reasonable energy estimates, is not enough for describing accurately 

the density ρ (r) near the nucleus, even including fourth order terms [24]. 

In this work we propose an improvement of the alternative method of Ashby-

Holzman [25], which is based on matching the TF density at short distances with the 

density corresponding to the 1s-hydrogenic orbital at a point where the kinetic energy 
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equals the TF one. We include the electron exchange (TF-Dirac) and a different

treatment of the short-range density from the asymptotically exact small-r limit of the

s-orbitals and of the potential in this region. 

2. Modified TFD Approach 

The standard TFD is based on the minimization of the energy functional (atomic units 

used throughout the work)

(1)

(2)

where

(3)

which leads to the electron density 

(4)

All the quantities can be expressed in terms of the screening function defined by 

(5)

that satisfy the TFD differential equation

(6)

with

Eq. (6) is solved with the boundary conditions φ (0) = 1, which provides the proper 

small-r limit for V(r), and ( φ (xl) /x l) = (β 2 /16) for null pressure of the electron cloud 

at a limiting atomic radius rl = bxl. At this point the density is cutoff.

We will adopt this model for ε TFD and ρ TFD from an inner radius r = r0 to the cutoff 

radius r = rl = bxl. In the inner region they will be replaced by quantum mechanical

values than can be found from the solution of Schrödinger equation with the asymptotic 

expansion of the potential 
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(7)

where V0 and V1 are found from a fitting of the TFD potential (5) and leads to an

expansion of the electron density of

(8)

and of the energy density 

(9)

where A and C are the constants from the resolution of Schrödinger equation up to

order r 3. They are determined from a matching of ρ and ρ ' to the TFD values at a

switching radius r0, found by continuity of the energy density in a self-consistent

procedure which converges very fast [26]. 

We will evaluate the density as 

and the energy as 

The radial expectation values are given by 

As a test of this procedure, we can obtain the energy which improves greatly the TF
estimates and compares fairly closely to HF results. As an example we show those for

the Krypton atom. The energy obtained by the Hartree-Fock method is EHF = 2752.06, 

whereas TF gives ETF = 3252.27, that is, a difference of 18.18%. In the present work

we obtain an energy for the Krypton of EPW = 2719.37, that is a 1.19% deviation. This

is a general behaviour for all the atoms. Even for the atoms with few electrons we 

obtain the same difference with HF, which is remarkable for a semiclasical model that

employs average shell effects. For example for the Neon atom, we obtained EPW =

125.893, while EHF = 128.547 (a difference of 2%).

One of the facts we found when we solved all the atoms is that the switching point r0 

we have defined before fits very close to the expresion r0 = 1/(2Z) as it can be seen in

Table 1.
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Table 1 Values of the atomic electron density at the nucleus, ρ (0)

evaluated with the present modified TFD method compared to HF

values by means of the percent deviation (%). Also, the values of 
2 · Z · r 0 are displayed where r 0 is the switching point among the 
quantum mechanical and the semiclassical description (see text). 

Z ρ (0)PW ρ (0)HF % 2· Z · r0

3 15.3 13.8 10.8 0.9954 

6 135 128 5.6 1.0032 

10 653 620 5.1 1.00546 

18 3988 3840 3.7 1.00476 

27 13881 13371 3.7 1.01498 

36 33359 32228 3.4 1.00152 

45 65852 63716 3.2 1.00055 

54 114973 111164 3.3 1.00062 

86 463200 457800 1.2 0.98258 

3. Results 

3.1.

The TF and modified methods based on average shell effects does not reproduce fairly 

closely local properties like ρ (0). It diverges with TF and TFD and only after 

introducing gradient corrections, can we obtain at least a finite value. In the present 

work we have obtain results quite close to HF values (Table 1). As an example, in Table 

2 we present the evolution of this value through the different theories in the case of 

Krypton. The improvement by the present approach is found to be large. 

We see how the difference among HF values and ours is going down when Z
increases. This is because TF increases accuracy when Z grows. Therefore we have 

studied the asymptotic behaviour of ρ (0) with this method. It is well known that 

Density at the origin ( ρ (0))

Table 2 

approaches compared to the HF ones 
Values of ρ (0) for Krypton provided by different 

Method ρ (0)

TF,TFD ∞ 
TFDW (1/9) [24] 312170

TFDW (1/5) [24] 126620 

TFDW + Hodges [24] 68199 

Present Work 33358 

HF [16] 32228 
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ρ (0) ∝ Z3, but the proportionality constant has not been provided by a semiclassical

method. In Figure 1 we represent ρ (0) /Z3 for the neutral atoms from Z = 10 to 120.

We see how for bigger Z the values goes to a constant. If we fit the values for the

atoms form 80 to 120 we obtain the line in the graph, which corresponds to

ρ (0) /Z3
= (0.7320 ± 0.0021)

3.2.

As we said previously, the radial expectation values constitute a test of the description

of the density in different regions depending on α. For α smaller than –1 the most

important region is the near nuclear one. Now we show in the Table 3 the values from

α = –2 to α = 2 obtained with the present method and with HF. In Figures 2 and 3 are

illustrated α = –2 and α = – 1 compared with the HF values.

In the Table it is remarkable that the results for α = –2 and α = – 1, (in the cases the

region we have corrected has the biggest importance) comparing with the other methods

where α = –2 diverges and α = – 1 gives no realistic values. For positive α the method

gives the average behaviour of HF (this one gives a shell structure), like TF. The

difference between TF and the present method for α = 1 and α = 2 is ilustrated in

Radial expectation values 〈 r α 〉 

Z

Fig. 1. Plot of ρ (0) /Z3 for neutral atoms using the approach of present work.
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Some radial expectation values 〈 r α 〉 evaluated in the present work (PW) compared to the HF ones Table 3 

for some neutral atoms. 

Z 〈 r–2〉 PW 〈 r–2 〉 HF 〈 r–2 〉 PW 〈 r–1 〉 HF 〈 r〉 PW 〈 r 〉 HF 〈 r2 〉 PW 〈 r2 〉 HF

3 30.34 30.22 5.40 5.72 3.5 5.02 6.5 18.6 

6 138.35 138.77 14.62 14.69 6.5 7.1 11.9 13.8 

10 414.59 414.90 30.0 31.1 10.0 7.9 17.9 9.4 

18 1451 1465 68.5 69.7 16.04 16.07 27.7 26.0 

27 3428 3456 126.8 122.1 23.3 21.9 36.8 39.4 

36 627 1 6331 186.8 182.9 27.6 26.2 44.6 39.5 

45 10009 10114 244.9 248.1 32.67 32.56 51.4 52.7 

54 14669 14818 315.1 317.9 37.5 39.1 57.7 62.7 

86 38330 39027 597.7 604.4 53.03 53.65 76.5 81.2 

Z

Fig. 2. Comparison of 〈 r–2 〉 values (solid line) using the present approach to HF ones (dashed line). 

Figures IV and V and is mainly assigned to exchange effects (standard TFD values are 

quite close to ours for these two quantities). 

In [18] Dimitrieva and Plindov found the asymptotic behaviour for the 〈 r α 〉 expecta-

tion values. Now we check this behaviour and the coefficients they give. For 〈 r–2〉 
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Z

Fig. 3. Comparison of 〈 r –1 〉 values using the present approach (solid line) and standard TF (dotted line) to
HF results (dashed line).

which also diverges in TF and TFD approaches, we test a relation

〈 r–2〉 ~ C ·Z2 + C' · Z5/3. A fit from Z = 80 to 120 gives

This overlaps with the theoretical prediction of [18] 〈 r –2〉 = 6.58 · Z2 – 6.022 · Z5/3.

3.3. Momentum expectation values 〈 pα〉 

The momentum expectation values 〈 pα〉 are not directly related to the electron density, 

but to the wave function via its Fourier transform, the momentum density. However we 

can make use of a semiclassical relation for a local Fermi gas for estimating these 

values:

In Table 4 we compare the most physical momentum expectation values α = 2 and 

α = – 1 with the HF ones. For α =2 (related with the kinetic energy) we compare with

the value –2E obtained by our method in order to check how close the aproximations 

utilized verify the virial theorem. 
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Z

Fig, 4, Comparison of 〈 r〉 values using the present approach (solid line) and standard TF (dotted line) to 
HF results (dashed line). 

We see how, though we have use two aproximations, the estimates of 〈 pα〉 are

adequate except for low Z and the deviation for the virial relation is not large. 

4. Conclusions

We can conclude that the present method of correcting TF calculations provides 

adequate estimations of expectation values for ground state atoms taking into account 

the simplicity of the model and it self-consistent nature, where no empirical parameters 

are used. It provides information about the asymptotic behaviour of quantities such as 

ρ (0) and 〈 r–2〉 that cannot be evaluated with the standard semiclassical approach and 

allow us to estimate momentum expectation values which are not directly related to the 

density in an exact way. 
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Z

Fig. 5. Comparison of 〈 r 2 〉 values using the present approach (solid line) and standard TF (dotted line) to 
HF results (dashed line). 

Table 4 

ones for some neutral atoms 

Z 〈 p– 1 〉 HF 〈 p –1〉 PW 〈 p2 〉 HF 〈 p2〉 PW –2EPW

10 5.4557 8.201 257.09 216.51 251.79

18 10.128 1 1.369 1053.6 914.5 1036.0

21 13.97 14.1 2762.8 2459.3 2725.2

36 14.474 16.35 5504.0 4946.3 5438.7

45 16.693 18.29 9371.1 8492.9 9273.6

54 19.755 20.02 14463 13199 14315

Some momentum expectation values 〈 pα〉 evaluated in the present work (PW) compared to the HF 
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Abstract

We analyze the relativistic exchange-correlation ( xc) energy functional Exc of density 

functional theory (DFT), extending the conventional approach to Exc, explicitly based on

the density, by the concept of orbital-dependent representations. We introduce two different

schemes for the derivation of xc-functionals depending on Kohn-Sham orbitals. On the one 

hand, a perturbation expansion, using the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian as noninteracting

reference system, allows to derive a perturbation expansion of Exc in powers of e2.

Alternatively, the adiabatic connection formalism directly yields an RPA-like xc-functional.

The xc-potential corresponding to these orbital-dependent functionals can be evaluated via

the optimized-potential-method (OPM), which is also presented. The atomic exchange-

only ground state energies resulting from the OPM are compared to Hartree-Fock and

conventional DFT energies. Finally, we give some fist OPM results for the correlation

energies of the neon isoelectronic series.

1. Introduction 

Density functional theory (DFT) is a well established approach for the description of

many electron systems, comprising atoms, molecules, clusters and solids [1–4]. Its 

main advantage, as compared to other correlated many-body methods, like the config-

uration interaction or the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock (HF) scheme, is its particu-

lar computational efficiency. This is achieved by representing the nonclassical 

components of the electron-electron interaction as a functional of the density n, the so-

called exchange-correlation ( xc) energy functional Exc[n]. However, the exact func-

tional dependence of Exc on n is unknown to date, so that one has to resort to suitable 

approximations. While for a long time explicitly density-dependent variants of Exc [n],

like the local density approximation (LDA) or the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) [5–8], were exclusively applied, now a new trend is emerging: In analogy to the 

kinetic energy functional Ts [9], also Exc can be represented in terms of the Kohn-Sham

(KS) orbitals, leading to the concept of orbital-dependent functionals, i.e. implicit 

density functionals [10–19]. 

An orbital-dependent representation has first been used for the exchange ( x-only)

energy functional Ex [20,5]. For Ex the Fock expression, written in terms of KS orbitals,

represents the natural definition, as it exactly eliminates the self-interaction energy 

inherent in the classical Coulomb (Hartree) energy. Although the density dependence of

this Ex[n] is unknown, it is nevertheless possible to obtain the corresponding multi-

plicative exchange potential υ x = δ Ex /δ n via the optimized potential method (OPM) 

[21]. Together with this representation of Ex, which is the simplest and most frequently

applied orbital-dependent functional, various forms of the correlation energy
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Ec = Exc – Ex have been employed. On the one hand, LDA and GGA type correlation

functionals have been used [14]. However, the success of the LDA (and, to a lesser 

extent, also the GGA) partially depends on an error cancellation between the exchange 

and correlation contributions, which is lost as soon as the exact Ex is used. On the other 

hand, the semiempirical orbital-dependent Colle-Salvetti functional [22] has been 

investigated [15]. Although the corresponding atomic correlation energies compare well 

[15] with the exact data extracted from experiment [23], the Colle-Salvetti correlation

potential deviates substantially from the exact υ c = δ Ec /δ n [24] in the case of closed 

subshell atoms [25]. 

Based on a perturbation expansion using the KS Hamiltonian [26,27], recently a new 

systematic scheme for the derivation of orbital-dependent Ec has been proposed [12]. 

While this representation is exact in principle, an explicit evaluation requires the 

solution of a highly nonlinear equation, coupling Exc and the corresponding υ xc [19].

For a rigorous treatment of this Exc one thus has to resort to an expansion in powers of

e2, which allows to establish a recursive procedure for the evaluation of Exc and the 

accompanying υ xc.

A fully relativistic extension of the scheme put forward in [12] has been introduced

in [19], including the transverse electron-electron interaction (Breit + . . .) and vacuum 

corrections. Restricting the discussion to the no-pair approximation [28] for simplicity, 

we here compare this perturbative approach to orbital-dependent Exc to the relativistic 

variant of the adiabatic connection formalism [29], demonstrating that the latter allows 

for a direct extraction of an RPA-like orbital-dependent functional for Exc. In addition,

we provide some first numerical results for atomic Ec.

The paper is structured as follows. After a brief summary of relativistic DFT in

Section 2.1, the nonlinear equation which determines the exact Exc as a functional of

the KS orbitals and eigenvalues is derived via KS perturbation theory in Sections 2.2, 

2.3. It is explicitly shown that an expansion in powers of e2 allows to solve this

nonlinear relation in a recursive manner. In Section 2.4 the adiabatic connection scheme 

is extended to inhomogeneous relativistic systems, extracting an RPA-like form for Exc.

The relativistic OPM (ROPM), which allows to evaluate the υ xc corresponding to orbital

and eigenvalue dependent functionals is reviewed in Section 3. While the ROPM can be

used straightforwardly with the recursive scheme for Exc, its application to nonlinear

forms of Exc requires additional discussion. An approximate version of the ROPM,

which allows to deal with such nonlinear forms is indicated. Finally, in Section 4 the 

orbital-dependent Exc is specialized to the pure Coulomb interaction in order to 

facilitate comparison with standard many-body methods. The Coulomb form of the 

functionals also allows for a direct extraction of the nonrelativistic limit. A brief 

comparison of x-only ROPM results with relativistic HF (RHF) data for closed subshell 

atoms demonstrates the physical equivalence of the x-only ROPM with the RHF 

approach. Moreover, the corresponding LDA and GGA results illustrate the progress 

achieved by using the orbital-dependent exchange. First results for the correlation 

energies of the neon isoelectronic series (exact to the order e4
) are also given in Section

4, and compared with conventional relativistic many-body perturbation theory 

(RMBPT) data [30]. It is found that for neutral neon the ROPM and RMBPT correlation

energies differ by roughly 20%, while this disagreement vanishes with increasing Z.
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The asymptotic – 1 / r-behaviour of the KS x-only potential, which leads to a Rydberg

series of excited levels even for neutral atoms, is identified as the main source of this 

difference.

2. Systematic Approaches to the Exchange-Correlation Energy Functional

2.1. Relativistic density functional theory

The main feature of the relativistic generalization of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem

[31–35], as compared to its nonrelativistic counterpart [36], is the transition from the 

ground state density n as the basic DFT variable to the ground state four current 

jµ = (n, j). Its crucial statement is: The ground state |Φ〉 of any stationary N-electron

system is uniquely determined (up to gauge transformations) by the corresponding

ground state four current

(2.1)

Consequently, | Φ〉 may be understood as a functional | Φ [jµ]〉 of the ground state four 

current. As an immediate result, jµ also determines all ground state expectation values,

in particular the ground state energy E = E[ j µ ].

Both E and jµ can in principle be simultaneously calculated using the variational 

property of the energy, δ E[ j] / δ j = 0 (the no-pair approximation is implied throughout 

this paper — the implications of an extension of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem to the 

full QED problem including the negative energy states have been discussed in [34,35]). 

The energy minimization is most easily implemented by representing jµ via auxiliary 

single particle spinors, 

(2.2)

(where it has been assumed that a noninteracting system with an external potential υ µKS
exists whose ground state four current is identical with the current of the actually 

interesting interacting system). The total energy E can then be decomposed as 

(2.3)

where Ts represents the kinetic energy of the ‘auxiliary particles’, 

(2.4)

and υ µext denotes the given external potential (nuclei, applied fields). Furthermore, EH is

the ‘covariant’ Hartree energy, 
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(2.5)

with D 0
µv being the noninteracting photon propagator (given precisely in (2.19)) and Exc

is the xc-energy, which is defined via Eq. (2.3). The energy minimization is now 

performed with respect to the orbitals, which leads to the single particle equations of 

relativistic DFT, introduced by Rajagopal, MacDonald and Vosko [32,33], 

(2.6)

(α µ = γ 0γ µ). The corresponding effective single particle potential υ µKS reflects the 

decomposition of the total energy, 

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

with υ µH being the Hartree potential and υ µxc the xc-potential. Eqs. (2.2, 2.6–2.9) have to

be solved selfconsistently, using some suitable approximation for the functional Exc [ j ].

While it is common practice to apply purely density-dependent approximations in

(2.9), we here want to review the concept of orbital-dependent Exc. Two different

approaches to orbital-dependent Exc have been introduced in the nonrelativistic context, 

both providing an exact representation of Exc. To develop these approaches we now

establish a connection between relativistic DFT and QED, which provides the most 

general framework for the discussion of the Coulomb many-body problem. 

2.2. Field theoretical background 

Starting from the standard QED Lagrangian, the Hamiltonian characterizing a system 

of interacting electrons in a static external potential υ µext (x) is readily obtained as the 

00-component of the energy-momentum tensor (see e.g. [35]), 

(2.10)

The individual components, the electronic Hamiltonian He, the free photon Hamiltonian

Hγ and the electron-photon coupling Hamiltonian Hint are given by [37] 
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(2.1 1) 

(2.12)

(2.13)

Besides the nuclear attraction, υ µext (x) could also include additional external fields, if 

present. ψ (x) denotes the fermion field operator of the interacting, inhomogeneous 

system characterized by H, jµ (x) is the corresponding fermion four current operator,

(2.14)

and Aµ (x ) represents the field operator of the photons for which the covariant quantiza-

tion scheme (Feynman gauge) has been used. 

Following the common approach in relativistic field theory, which aims at a 

manifestly covariant representation of the dynamics inherent in the field operators, so 

far all quantities have been introduced in the Heisenberg picture. To develop the 

framework of relativistic DFT, however, it is common practice to transform to the 

Schrodinger picture, so that the relativistic theory can be formulated in close analogy to 

its nonrelativistic limit. As usual we choose the two pictures to coincide at x0 = 0. Once 

the field operators in the Schröodinger-picture have been identified via ψ S(x) =

ψ (x, x0 = 0), etc, the Hamiltonians He,S, Hγ ,S and Hint,S are immediately obtained in

terms of the Schrödinger-picture field operators.

Let us for the moment assume that the KS-potential (2.7) is known. This potential 

then allows to define a noninteracting KS Hamiltonian 

(2.15)

which provides a decomposition of H,

(2.16)

which is particularly suitable for our present purpose. We will later come back to the 

point how to calculate the selfconsistent υ µKS . As electrons and photons do not interact 

in HKS, the ground state | Φ KS 〉 of HKS ,

(2.17)

can be factorized into a product of the photon vacuum |0 γ 〉 (no free photons are present 

in the ground state) and an electronic ground state | Φ KS,e〉 ,

(2.18)

where Aµ
0 (x) denotes the free photon field operator. As a consequence, standard vacuum 

QED results can be used for the photon sector of the noninteracting problem defined by 

HKS , as e.g. the free photon propagator (Feynman gauge) 
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(2.19)

In the electronic sector the presence of the potential υ µ
KS

leads to an inhomogeneous 

reference system. Within the no-pair approximation, 

(2.20)

where L+ is the projection operator onto the space spanned by the positive energy 

eigenstates φ k of HKS [28, 38], the noninteracting field operators are given by 

(2.21)

(2.22)

(As all quantities discussed in this publication are understood within the no-pair

approximation, we will omit the index np in the following for brevity). In Eqs. (2.21, 

2.22) bk and b†

k are the annihilation and creation operators for positive energy KS 

states, which allow to write the electronic ground state as 

(2.23)

where the electronic single particle states have been assumed to be filled up to the Fermi 

level ∈ F (both the ψ (†)
0 and the b(†)

k satisfy the standard commutation relations, of 

course). The corresponding electron propagator is given by 

(2.24)

(2.25)

Using (2.14, 2.21–2.23) the ground state four current 

(2.26)

is obtained in the form introduced in Eq. (2.2) and the ground state energy reads 

(2.27)

In fact, the field theoretical formulation of the KS problem via Eqs. (2.15–2.27) in the 
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no-pair approximation is the actual origin of the forms (2.2, 2.4) for the KS four current 

and Ts.

In the following the KS Hamiltonian is used to analyze the total energy E of the 

ground state | Φ〉 of H,

(2.28)

using a perturbation expansion in terms of H – HKS . For expansions of this type 

different techniques have been used in the literature. On the one hand, in the framework

of QED usually the level shift formula of Gell-Mann and Low [39] in the symmetric 

form of Sucher [40] is applied (see e.g. [41–44]). In the context of nonrelativistic DFT, 

on the other hand, two versions of a coupling constant integration have been utilized for

such purposes. While the so-called adiabatic connection [29,45] has been particularly 

useful for the analysis of Exc [46–48] in the context of explicit density functionals, the 

second scheme [26,27] allows a systematic extraction of orbital-dependent forms for 

Exc , i.e implicit density functionals, so that we first discuss the extension of this latter

variant to the relativistic domain.

2.3.

In order to obtain a formula for the energy difference between the complete ground 

state energy E and the noninteracting energy EKS , and thus for Exc, the interaction

Hamiltonian H1 = H – HKS is supplemented by a dimensionless coupling strength

parameter g in such a way,

Perturbation theory on Kohn-Sham basis

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

that the scaling of the two contributions to H1 with g reflects their dependence on the 

actual coupling constant e2 (at least to lowest order of υ Hxc — see below). The original 

Hamiltonian (2.10) is then obtained from (2.29) for g = 1. The desired expression for 

the energy shift induced by the interaction is obtained by first differentiating the g-

dependent ground state energy 

(2.32)

with respect to the coupling parameter. One finds 

(2.33)

where the normalization of |Φ (g)〉 ,

(2.34)

has been used. In the second step integration over g leads to 
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(2.35)

Further evaluation of Eq. (2.35) requires an expression connecting |Φ (g)〉 (assumed to

be nondegenerate) with | Φ KS 〉 (also assumed to be nondegenerate). This link is 

established via the interaction-picture time-evolution operator UI,∈ , i.e. by an adiabatic

switching of H1,

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.36)

(for brevity, the g-dependence of the various operators and states involved is no longer 

noted explicitly). Together with the normalization of 〈Φ KS |Φ KS〉 = 1 the factor (2.37) 

ensures the validity of (2.34) for all g. Insertion of (2.36) into (2.35) and use of the

additivity of the time-evolution operator gives 

(2.40)

Eq. (2.40) directly leads to a perturbative expansion of E1 in powers of e,

(2.41)
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where the index c indicates that only those diagrammatic contributions are to be 

included in which all vertices x1 . . . xn are connected to the vertex x (the remaining 

terms are exactly cancelled by the denominator of (2.40)). Eliminating all photon 

operators in favor of the photon propagator (2.19), the expansion (2.41) can be directly 

ordered in powers of e2. Recalling that due to (2.18) the vacuum expectation value of

an odd number of A0 vanishes, only terms with an even number of photon operators 

contribute. In the latter case all possible contractions, i.e. permutations of the A0, are 

obtained by 

(2.42)

(here A^
/ µk

0
(xk) indicates that this operator has to be dropped from the series 

k = 2, . . ., 2 n). From Eq. (2.18) it therefore follows that k must be odd in the first term 

inside the curly brackets in (2.41) and even in the second. The interchange of the 

summation order of k and n now allows to separate the contributions with even from 

those with odd k. Subsequently the photon vacuum expectation values are evaluated

using (2.42). Taking into account the multiplicity originating from the number of

possible contractions of the A0 (Wick’s theorem) this leads to

Finally, this result can be given a more compact form, if the binomial relation is used to 

eliminate the k-summation. The xc-contribution is extracted from E1 via (2.3, 2.27, 

2.35). Introducing the interaction operator 

(2.44)

the final result for Exc can be written as 
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(2.45)

with the additional convention that, in analogy to the time-evolution operator, the time-

ordering in (2.45) also applies inside (2.44), i.e. before performing the time integrations 

in the individual W the overall time-ordering of (2.45) has to be established. 

Without going into details we just remark that Eq. (2.45) can be further simplified by 

applying Wick’s theorem to the electronic sector, utilizing the KS propagator (2.25). 

Taking into account the explicit form (2.8) for υ µH it is then possible to eliminate a 

further class of diagrammatic contributions (the interested reader is referred to [19] for 

details). Eq. (2.45), which provides an exact representation of Exc in terms of the KS 

orbitals, the KS eigenvalues and the xc-potential, Exc[φ (†)
k , ∈ k , υ µxc] is the central result 

of this Section. Note that the φ (†)
k ,∈ k and υ µxc are implicit functionals of jµ , so that the

same is true for Exc .

However, Eq. (2.45) is not suitable for a direct evaluation of the xc-energy. In fact, as 

υ µxc = δ Exc / δ jµ the xc-energy appears on both sides of Eq. (2.45), i.e. Eq. (2.45) 

represents a highly nonlinear relation for Exc . This highly nonlinear character can be

resolved by an expansion in powers of e2,

(2.46)

After insertion of Eq. (2.46) into (2.45) one notices that the lowest order contribution in

e2, the exchange energy Ex = e2E (1)
xc , does not depend on υ µxc . Explicitly one obtains

(2.47)

where ω kl represents the KS single particle transition frequencies 

(2.48)

In (2.47) we have again chosen to work in Feynman gauge, which is technically simplest 

to handle. This choice does not introduce any gauge dependence, as demonstrated in 

exchange potential υ µx can be evaluated using the ROPM in the order e2 (see Section 3). 

This then unambiguously defines the e4-contribution to Exc, as only υ µx = e 2υ µ,(1)
xc

enters in (2.45) in this order, 
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(2.49)

so that the corresponding potential υ (2)
c can again be calculated by the ROPM. General-

izing this procedure to all orders, it is obvious, that E(n)
xc only depends on those υ µ ,(i)

xc
with i < n. Therefore a recursive definition of Exc in terms of the φ (†)

k
and ∈ k is

established.

We have thus found a systematic perturbative approach to orbital-dependent repre-

sentations of Exc . In many physical situations, however, the resummation of certain

classes of diagrammatic contributions is required, or at least very helpful. The most

simple resummation of this type, the RPA, can be derived most easily within the

framework of the adiabatic connection scheme, which is extended to inhomogeneous

relativistic systems in the next Section.

2.4. Adiabatic connection formula 

The relativistic adiabatic connection formula is based on a modified Hamiltonian H(g)

in which not only the electron-photon coupling strength is multiplied by the dimension-

less scaling parameter g but also a g-dependent, multiplicative, external potential is

introduced,

(2.50)

(2.51)

The physically relevant limit (2.10) is obtained from Eq. (2.50) for g = 1, for which υ µg
coincides with the actual external potential, 
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(2.52)

Moreover, assuming noninteracting υ -representability [2], υ µg is chosen so, that for all 

g < 1 the corresponding ground state | Φ (g)〉 yields the exact interacting ground state 

four current 

(2.53)

Consequently, while for vanishing g the noninteracting Hamiltonian H0,S(g) is identical 

with the KS Hamiltonian,

(2.54)

the noninteracting ground state | Φ 0〉 depends on g,

(2.55)

in contrast to the scheme of Section 2.3.

dependent interacting ground state energy E(g),

With this construction of the noninteracting reference system one finds for the g-

(2.56)

and thus by integration over g and subsequent insertion of (2.27, 2.52, 2.54) 

(2.57)

(2.58)

At this point one can apply the standard techniques of many-body theory introduced in

the previous subsection to obtain (2.40) with H1 and |Φ KS 〉 being replaced by gHint and
^

|Φ 0 〉 , respectively. Using (2.42) one can rewrite Eint as

(2.59)

(the relation (2.42) leads to n identical contributions which can be added up after 

relabelling the integration variables). Distinguishing the two possible time-orderings of 

x0 and y0 one can reorder (2.59) as 
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Reintroducing the interacting current operator one then obtains 

(2.60)

where it has been assumed that the limit ∈ → 0 is only relevant for the construction of 

the Heisenberg ground state |Φ (g)〉. With the standard definition of the time-ordered

current-current response function of the interacting system,

(2.61)

one finally obtains 

(2.62)

Eq. (2.62) is the relativistic extension of the adiabatic connection formula introduced by 

Gunnarsson and Lundqvist [49] and Langreth and Perdew [50]. The latter has proven to 

be very useful both for the analysis of Exc [46–48] and for the derivation of 

approximations in the context of explicit density functionals [5]. This is due to the fact 

that the construction of explicitly density-dependent forms for Exc is usually based on 

the homogeneous electron gas (HEG), either directly in the case of the LDA, or

indirectly via the response of the HEG to a weak perturbation for gradient corrected 

functionals. While in the former situation Eq. (2.62) directly provides a representation 

of Exc in terms of the linear HEG response function, in the latter case an expansion of 

χ µv
g in powers of υ µg is required, resulting in an expression for Exc which, in general, 

also depends on the nonlinear response functions of the HEG. Using standard many-

body techniques for the HEG response functions, these ingredients of (2.62) only 

depend on the density via the Fermi momentum kF = (3 π 2n0)1/3 of the corresponding 

noninteracting HEG, which is independent of g. The coupling constant integration in

(2.62) can thus be performed either directly in the case of the LDA or after a suitable 

discussion of the g -dependence of υ µg [5].

In the case of arbitrary, inhomogeneous systems the situation is somewhat more 

complicated, so that for simplicity we restrict the discussion to the RPA, defined via 

(2.63)
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as usual. Its basic ingredient is the noninteracting response function χ µv
0

obtained from 

(2.61) in the limit g = 0, i.e. the KS response function 

(2.64)

For all g, however, the g-independence of the corresponding jµ (defining υ µg ) implies 

that the KS system corresponding to the interacting system with coupling strength

g < 1 is identical with the KS system corresponding to the fully interacting system with

g = 1. As a consequence the KS single particle orbitals and thus χ µv
0

are independent of 

g. Taking into account the g-dependence of the electron-electron interaction one finds 

(2.65)

Of course, Eq. (2.65) reduces to the standard result in the case of the homogeneous 

electron gas [51–53]. Eq. (2.65) thus provides an alternative to Eq. (2.49) for all 

systems without a gap at the Fermi surface. In practice, a combination of the RPA with 

the second order functional (2.49) suggests itself as a rather universal form for Exc.

3. Relativistic Optimized-Potential-Method

In Section 2 we have presented two systematic schemes, that allow the extraction of 

orbital- and eigenvalue-dependent representations of Exc . As already emphasized, how-

ever, we are still dealing with current functionals, albeit implicit ones: In fact, the 

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for noninteracting particles guarantees that the φ k and ∈ k are

uniquely determined by jµ (up to gauge transformations), as long as they are solutions

of single particle equations with a multiplicative potential. The functional dependences

φ k([ j]; r) and ∈ k [ j] are established implicitly via the solution of the single particle

equations. Consequently, we can follow the standard scheme for the derivation of the

single particle equations (2.6) as in the case of explicitly j-dependent Exc.

Both for the proper definition of the functional (2.45) and for selfconsistent calcula-

tions with orbital- and eigenvalue-dependent forms for Exc, one then has to provide a

method for the evaluation of the corresponding xc-potential δ Exc /δ jµ. The basic 

approach to δ Exc /δ jµ is provided by the OPM, which has first been introduced in the

context of nonrelativistic DFT [21,20,5,27,54] and recently been extended to the 

relativistic domain [16,17,19,55]. The derivation of the crucial OPM integral equation 

determining the xc-potential can proceed along two different, but equivalent, lines

[12,21]: In the original approach [21] the ground state energy E is explicitly minimized 

with respect to the total KS potential υ µKS , which, due to the uniqueness of υ µKS ,

indirectly yields the xc-component of υ µKS . The second derivation [12] starts directly

from Eq. (2.45), replacing the functional derivative with respect to jµ by derivatives 
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with respect to φ (†)
k and ∈ k via the chain rule for functional differentiation. We here 

follow the latter scheme. 

Bearing in mind the inherently recursive character of our first construction scheme 

for Exc, Eqs. (2.44–2.49), one can again choose between two alternative approaches.

On the one hand, it is possible to start with an expansion of Exc in powers of e2, as

outlined in Section 2.3, and subsequently extract the xc-potential order by order. In this 

case it is important to note, that the lowest order contribution to Exc, i.e. the exchange

energy, only depends on the φ (†)
k and ∈ k . This allows the calculation of υ µx as a functional

of the φ (†)
k and ∈ k via the ROPM integral equation for the exchange functional. As a 

consequence, one can eliminate υ µx from all higher orders terms in Exc in favor of the 

φ (†)
k and ∈ k . The second order contribution to Exc then becomes a functional of the φ (†)

k
and∈ k only, allowing to repeat the procedure. On the other hand, this recursive scheme 

for the coupled determination of υ xc and Exc is not required from the very outset for

establishing the ROPM integral equation. We thus first discuss the ROPM integral 

equation for the general nonlinear form (2.45), indicating a possible shortcut which 

resolves the coupling of υ µxc and Exc. Subsequently, the general result will be expanded

in powers of e2.

3.1.

Treating υ µxc as an independent variable, the chain rule for functional differentiation 

gives

Complete nonlinear ROPM integral equations 

(3.1)

where both the unique correspondence between jµ and υ µKS and the unique correspon-

dence between υ µKS and the φ (†)

k
,∈ k have been used. In the following the derivatives of 

Exc will always be understood with respect to the explicit dependence on φ (†)
k , ∈ k and

υ µxc, so that the index expl. is dropped from now on. The linear response of the φ (†)

k
and

∈ k to a variation of υ ρ 
KS , which appears in (3.1), can be directly obtained from first order 

perturbation theory, 

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
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Multiplying Eq. (3.1) with the static limit of the KS response function (2.64), 

(3.5)

and integrating over r leads to the ROPM integral equations for the xc-potential,

(3.6)

where the inhomogeneity is given by 

(3.7)

The ROPM integral equation (3.6) has to be solved selfconsistently together with the 

single particle equations (2.6), i.e. (3.6) replaces the explicit evaluation of δ Exc /δ jµ of

the conventional KS procedure. 

The most critical functional derivative in (3.7) is the static xc-kernel

which makes (3.6) a highly nonlinear equation for υ µxc . f µv
xc has to be evaluated in 

accordance with the actual approximation used for Exc. Apart from the systematic 

recursive procedure discussed in Section 3.2 an approximation strategy is conceivable: 

For the second order functional (2.49) one can explicitly evaluate the υ µx-dependent

component, using the known ROPM exchange potential. For atoms and molecules one 

finds that this energy component essentially cancels with certain other contributions to 

E(2)
c (see Section 4). This fosters the hope that those terms which almost cancel each 

other can be neglected in Λ µxc so that f µv
xc is no longer required for the solution of the 

ROPM integral equation. Alternatively, one could apply some approximation for f µv
xc , as 

e.g. the LDA. This would immediately allow to deal with nonperturbative classes of 

diagrammatic contributions to (2.45), as e.g. the combination of the RPA functional 

(2.65) with (2.49). 

3.2. Second order ROPM equations 

In this Section we discuss the ROPM integral equations for the recursive scheme 

introduced in Sec. 2.2, restricting the analysis to the order e4. An extension to higher 

order can proceed along the same lines. Expanding the energy and the potential into a 

power series with respect to e2,
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(3.8)

(3.9)

also the ROPM equations (3.6) can be expanded, leading to one integral equation for 

each order in e2,

(3.10)

(3.11)

where the inhomogeneities are given by 

(3.12)

(3.13)

(the unique correspondence between jµ and υ µKS has been used to simplify the last term 

in Eq. (3.13)). 

The evaluation of the functional derivatives of Ex and E(2)
c can be performed directly 

using Eqs. (2.47, 2.49). The only nontrivial term appearing in the order e4 is

δ υ vx /δ υ KS,µ. For its calculation we rely on the first order ROPM equation (3.10): Taking 

its functional derivative with respect to υ µKS , one finds after reordering 

(3.14)

with χ –1,vλ 
0

denoting the inverse response function, 

The standard ROPM replacement of functional derivatives (again using the various 

unique equivalences) directly yields an expression for the first contribution on the right 

hand side of (3.14) in terms of the orbitals and eigenvalues, 
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(3.15)

The second contribution in (3.14) contains the quadratic response function, 

(3.16)

with

(3.17)

Eqs. (3.10–3.17) together with (2.47, 2.49, 3.3, 3.5) provide all the necessary ingre-

dients for the determination of υ x and υ (2)
c . However, it is immediately clear from these 

relations that a higher order perturbative treatment of Exc, requiring still higher order

response functions, becomes prohibitive on the selfconsistent level. 

Finally, we note that Eqs. (3.5–3.7) can also be used to extract the behavior of the xc-

potential in the asymptotic regime of finite systems. Restricting the analysis to 

spherically averaged systems, a somewhat tedious analysis (the interested reader is 

referred to [19]) leads to the relativistic form of the Krieger-Li-Iafrate identity for the 

highest occupied orbital φ h [56],

(3.18)

and the asymptotic behavior of υ , 0
x

(3.19)

which one would have expected from the analogous nonrelativistic relation [21]. 

4. First Results for the Coulomb Limit 

In order to facilitate a direct comparison with other relativistic many-body methods as 

the RHF approach and the Møller-Plesset perturbation expansion [30] we now reduce 
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the main results of Section 2 to the limit of a pure Coulomb interaction between the 

electrons (longitudinal limit). The resulting expressions also allow for the straightfor-

ward extraction of the nonrelativistic limit, simply by replacing the four spinors φ k by

the corresponding Pauli spinors. The Coulomb limit is obtained by substituting the 

photon propagator D 0
µv by the instantaneous Coulomb interaction,

(4.1)

and appropriately reordering the field operators in the interaction Hamiltonian, 

(4.2)

In this way one ends up with the familiar forms of the Hartree and exchange energies,

(4.3)

(4.4)

while the complete Ec is given by (2.45) evaluated with the Coulomb form of W,

(4.5)

In particular, the Coulomb limit of the lowest order correlation contribution E (2)
c reads

(4.6)

Its first term, EMP2, has exactly the same functional form as the conventional second 

order Møller-Plesset correlation contribution (MP2). However, in Eqs. (4.7,4.8) the φ (†)
k

represent KS orbitals, which experience the multiplicative KS potential (2.7), rather 
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than the nonlocal HF potential. The difference between both potentials is most obvious 

for neutral atoms, for which they produce a completely different spectrum of virtual 

excitations: While the HF potential is short-ranged and therefore generates no bound 

states beyond the N occupied orbitals [57], the asymptotic – e2 / r tail of υ 0x , Eq. (3.19), 

leads to a complete Rydberg series in the case of υ KS . The second term, E∆ HF, reflects 

the conceptual difference between the x-only ROPM and the RHF approach, i.e. it 

represents the lowest order perturbative contribution to the difference ∆ E between the 

RHF and the x-only ROPM ground state energies, 

(4.9)

We just remark that E (2),
c C also includes the leading contribution to the van-der-Waals

interaction between two atoms [19]. 

To illustrate the relation between the x-only ROPM and the RHF scheme we list the 

resulting ground state energies of closed subshell atoms in Table 1. All results in Table 

1 have been calculated fully numerically on a discretized radial grid of 400–800 mesh 

points, using standard finite differences techniques for the solution of the radial Dirac 

equation and for integration. As is immediately obvious from Table 1 the ROPM values 

are extremely close to the RHF energies, their difference reflecting the slightly reduced 

variational freedom of the ROPM: While the ground state energy expressions of the x-

Table 1 X-only Coulomb ground state energies: Selfconsistent 
ROPM [16], RHF [60], RLDA and PW91-GGA [8] results for 
neutral atoms with closed subshells. Also given is E ∆ HF , Eq. (4.8) 
(all energies in mhartree). 

Atom E C E C – E C,ROPM
E∆ HF

ROPM RLDA PW91 RHF 

He –2862 138 6 0 0

Be –14575 350 18 –1 –1 

Ne –128690 1062 –26 –2 –2 

Mg –199932 1376 –5 –3 –3 

Ar –528678 2341 21 –5 –6 

Ca –679704 2656 –4 –6 –7 

Zn –1794598 4140 –388 –14 –16 

Kr –2788848 5565 –265 –13 –13 

Sr –3178067 5996 –305 –13 –13

Pd –5044384 7707 –666 –16 –17

Cd –5593299 8213 –734 –20 –22

Xe –7446876 9800 –1003 –19 –20 

Ba –8135625 10289 –1188 –19 –20 

Yb –14067621 13272 –3789 –48 –57 

Hg –19648826 17204 –5132 –39 –41

Rn –23601969 19677 –6530 –35 –38

Ra –25028027 20460 –7186 –34 –37 

No –36740625 25187 –14645 –57 –67
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only ROPM and RHF are identical, the restriction to a multiplicative exchange potential

in the case of the ROPM leads to marginally higher energies. This difference is

essentially given by E∆ HF, Eq. (4.8), as can also be seen from Table 1.

In order to demonstrate the qualitative progress accompanying the use of the orbital-

dependent Ex we also list the ground state energies obtained with the relativistic x-only

LDA [32,33] and the exchange component of the Perdew-Wang (PW91) GGA [8]. 

While the relativistic LDA (RLDA) misrepresents EC throughout the periodic table, the

GGA is clearly more accurate for light atoms. The fact that the deviation of the GGA 

energies from the ROPM values strongly increases with Z indicates the need for the

inclusion of relativistic corrections in GGAs. While this problem can be resolved by

introducing appropriate relativistic correction factors [58], the performance of the

resulting relativistic GGAs is still not completely satisfying. This is most obvious from

the fact that the GGA exchange potential for finite systems decays much faster than 

– e2
 /r for large r, leading e.g. to a rather poor description of negative ions.

In Table 2 we show the Coulomb correlation energies of the neon isoelectronic series 

obtained with the functional (4.6) by insertion of selfconsistent x-only ROPM orbitals,

in comparison with MP2 results [30] (the neon isoelectronic series appears to be the 

only systematic set of data beyond the helium series for which accurate relativistic MP2 

data are available in the literature, so that it is ideally suited for this comparison). All 

necessary r-integrations have been performed on a radial grid of 1600 mesh points, 

using the numerical spinors resulting from x-only ROPM calculations, both for the 

bound part of the spectrum and the positive continuum. The contribution of higher 

Rydberg states have been treated by an analytical formula derived by Kelly [59]. This 

resummation rests on the observation that the ratio of two expectation values, which

differ only in the principal quantum number n of one state involved approaches a simple 

form in the limit of large nA , n'A,

Table 2 Correlation energies of the neon isoelectronic series: Comparison of EC
c,2 , Eq. (4.6), with the

corresponding second order Møller-Plesset (MP2) [30], RLDA [16] and PW91-GGA [8] results. In addition, 
E∆ HF, Eq. (4.8). is compared with the difference ∆ E, Eq. (4.9), between RHF [60] and x-only ROPM [16] 
total energies (all energies in mhartree). 

c – E∆ HF – ∆ EAtom – EMP2
c – E (2),C –E LDA

c – E PW91
c

Ne 383.2 476.5 141 382 1.7 1.7 

Ca10+ 395.4 430.4 1010 414 2.1 2.0 

Zn20+ 406.4 430.8 1141 509 2.2 2.2 

Zr30+ 414.1 434.1 1243 529 2.4 2.4 

Sn40+ 421.6 439.3 1317 544 2.8 2.7 

Nd50+ 430.2 446.8 1380 554 3.4 3.2 

Yb60+ 441.1 457.6 1434 562 4.4 4.0 

Hg70+ 455.5 472.8 1484 568 6.0 5.2 

Th80+ 415.4 494.9 1530 511 8.6 7.2 

Fm90+ 504.4 528.2 1575 513 13.0 11.0 
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(4.10)

(the orbitals B, C, D are unchanged, as are the angular momenta lA and jA). For

discrete excited states with l = 0, 1 Eq. (4.10) was used to resum the contributions of 

shells with principal quantum number n ≥ 15. In contrast, for orbitals with l = 2, 3, 4 

Eq. (4.10) was already utilized for n ≥ 6. The integration over the continuum states has 

also been done via a Newton-Cotes algorithm, checking carefully that the number of 

energy mesh points (~ 50–100) is sufficient to achieve the desired accuracy of 

0.1 mhartree. All angular momenta up to l = 10 have been included for the continuum

states, and the corresponding energy cutoff has been chosen to be the absolute value of 

400 times the innermost eigenvalue of the ion under investigation. 

Focussing on the total correlation energies reported in the first two columns of Table

2, one notices a marked difference of 20% between the conventional MP2 and the

corresponding DFT correlation energy (4.6) of neon. This deviation, however, di-

minishes rapidly to approximately 5% for neonlike zinc. For still higher Z the relative 

difference remains almost constant. The particular discrepancy for neon can in large 

part be attributed to the excitations into the Rydberg states, which give a contribution of 

–43.7 mhartrees. On the other hand, as Z increases along the isoelectronic series, the 

asymptotic behavior of the HF and KS potentials becomes more and more similar, and 

thus also the excitation spectra approach each other. It remains to be investigated how 

energy differences as ionization potentials or electron affinities obtained with the two 

schemes compare with each other. 

Table 2 also shows the well-known incorrect Z-scaling of the LDA correlation 

energies for isoelectronic series: The error of the LDA increases from almost a factor of 

2 to more than a factor of 3 from neon to fermium. On the other hand, the nonrelativistic 

PW91-GGA [8] agrees closely with the MP2 result for neon. However, while the GGA 

improves substantially over the LDA also for higher Z, the data nevertheless indicate

that its scaling with Z is not completely satisfactory. The fact that the deviation of the 

GGA is as large for Ca10+ as it is for Fm10+ demonstrates that this error cannot be 

explained by the missing relativistic corrections in the functional form of the GGA. In 

any case, apart from neon, E (2),C
c gives clearly more accurate correlation energies than 

the GGA. In particular, E (2),C
c shows the correct Z-scaling (this is also true in the

nonrelativistic limit). 

Finally, in Table 2 one again recognizes that E∆ HF gives a good account of the 

difference ∆ E between the x-only ROPM and the RHF ground state energies. Although 

no corresponding estimate of the quantitative impact of E∆ HF on the selfconsistent υ (2)
c ,

Eq. (3.13), is presently available, the small size of E∆ HF, as compared to EMP2, suggests 

that neglect of E∆ HF could be a reasonable approximation to (4.6). This would 

eliminate the υ x-dependence of E (2),C
c , thus considerably simplifying the ROPM 

procedure for this functional. 
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Abstract

In this paper we present the first application of the ZORA (Zeroth Order Regular Approxima- 

tion of the Dirac Fock equation) formalism in Ab Initio electronic structure calculations. The 

ZORA method, which has been tested previously in the context of Density Functional Theory, 

has been implemented in the GAMESS-UK package. As was shown earlier we can split off a 

scalar part from the two component ZORA Hamiltonian. In the present work only the one 

component part is considered. We introduce a separate internal basis to represent the extra 

matrix elements, needed for the ZORA corrections. This leads to different options for the 

computation of the Coulomb matrix in this internal basis. The performance of this Hamilto- 

nian and the effect of the different Coulomb matrix alternatives is tested in calculations on the 

radon en xenon atoms and the AuH molecule. In the atomic cases we compare with numerical

Dirac Fock and numerical ZORA methods and with non relativistic and full Dirac basis set 

calculations. It is shown that ZORA recovers the bulk of the relativistic effect and that ZORA 

and Dirac Fock perform equally well in medium size basis set calculations. For AuH we have 

calculated the equilibrium bond length with the non relativistic Hartree Fock and ZORA 

methods and compare with the Dirac Fock result and the experimental value. Again the 

ZORA and Dirac Fock errors are of the same order of magnitude. 

1. Introduction 

The inclusion of relativistic effects is essential in quantum chemical studies of 

molecules containing heavy elements. A full relativistic calculation, i.e. based upon 

Quantum Electro Dynamics, is only feasible for the smallest systems. In the SCF 

approximation it involves the solution of the Dirac Fock equation. Due to the four 

component complex wave functions and the large number of basis functions needed to 

describe the small component Dirac spinors, these computations are much more 

demanding than the corresponding non-relativistic ones. This limits Dirac Fock calcula- 

tions, which can be performed using e.g. the MOLFDIR package [1], to small molecular 

systems, UF6 being a typical example, see e.g. [2]. 

There are many problems in e.g. catalysis in which relativity may play a deciding role

in the chemical reactivity. These problems generally involve large organic molecules 

which cannot be handled within the Dirac Fock framework. It is therefore necessary to 

reduce the work by making additional approximations. Generally used approaches are 

based on the Pauli expansion or on the Douglas Kroll transformation [3].

In this paper we use a regular approximation of the Dirac Fock formalism known as

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 251–261.

© 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in Great Britain. 
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ZORA (Zeroth Order Regular Approximation). The ZORA or CPD method, which was 

first formulated by Chang, Pellisier and Durand [4] and Heully et al. [5], and then 

generalized by E. van Lenthe, Snijders and Baerends [6], within the framework of 

molecular Density Functional Theory, was previously investigated in an Ab Initio 

context [7] using the numerical Dirac Fock program GRASP2 [8]. It can be an attractive 

alternative, to a full Dirac Fock calculation, since it transforms the four component 

Dirac equation to a two component form. It was shown to recover a large part of the 

relativistic effect. 

In this paper we present the first implementation of the ZORA formalism in a 

molecular Ab Initio program package (GAMESS-UK [9]). We show that the two 

component ZORA Hamiltonian can be split in a scalar (one component) part, which in 

practice only leads to a correction on the non-relativistic one electron operator, and a 

two component part which includes the spin orbit coupling. Here we consider only the 

one component part of the ZORA Hamiltionian. The implementation of the full two 

component Hamiltonian has recently been finished and results thereof will be presented 

in a forthcoming paper. The one component (scalar) ZORA method is tested on the 

xenon and radon atoms. We compare these results with numerical Dirac, ZORA and 

non-relativistic calculations and with non relativistic and full Dirac basis set calcula-

tions, taken from the MOLFDIR package [1]. Prelimanary results of the scalar ZORA 

method within a molecular context are given in a calculation on the AuH molecule. 

2. Theory 

It was previously shown [7] that one can, starting from the Dirac-Fock equation, derive 

the two component scaled ZORA equation 

(1)

with the scaling factor 

(2)

and the notations 

(3)

Jψψ and Kψψ are the usual Coulomb and exchange operators. 

Equation (1) is obtained by using an expansion in E/(2c2 – Vc) on the Dirac Fock 

equation. This expansion is valid even for a singular Coulombic potential near the 

nucleus, hence the name regular approximation. This is in contrast with the Pauli 

method, which uses an expansion in ( E – V )/2c2. Everything is written in terms of the 

two component ZORA orbitals, instead of using the large and small component Dirac 

spinors. This is an extra approximation with respect to the original formalism. 

As in [9] the T zora operator

(4)
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can be split in a scalar and a two-component (spin orbit) part. First we interchange 

the (σ · p) and B operators, correcting with [(σ . p), B] = –(i/c2)B
2σ · ∇ V . We then

use the relation ( σ · p)2 = p2 and bring one of the momentum operators back, again 

correcting with the corresponding commutator: [p, B] = –(i /c2)B2∇ V . We now

write

(5)

where the following equation is used 

(6)

Using only the one component part of the T
zora

operator we arrive at the scalar scaled

ZORA equation 

(7)

with the scalar scaling factor, where we have used similar approximations 

(8)

3. Implementation in GAMESS-UK

The scalar ZORA method has been implemented in the standard non relativistic Ab 

Initio electronic structure program GAMESS-UK [8]. The technical details of this 

implementation will be given in the following section. Comparing the Schrödinger 

equation with the ZORA equation (7) one sees that application of the ZORA method 

has resulted in a potential dependent correction on the kinetic energy term. 

Schrodinger ZORA (9)

Thus, the kinetic energy matrix is replaced by the ZORA corrected kinetic energy 

matrix. Since this correction depends on the Coulomb matrix, and thus on the orbitals, 

it has to be evaluated every SCF cycle. The energy is now, again due to the occurence 

of the potential in the inverse operator, linear instead of quadratic in the orbitals, which 

may require tighter convergence criteria. One can now use all standard Ab Initio 

techniques to solve the ZORA equation by replacing the kinetic energy integrals with

their ZORA corrected version. Note that the scaling factor does not affect the orbitals 

and can be applied after convergence of the SCF procedure. 
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3.1.

Following the approach of [9] the matrix elements 

Calculation of the matrix elements of the ZORA kinetic energy operator

(10)

can be calculated by inserting resolutions of the identity

(11)

where S 
–1
φ is the inverse metric of the Gaussian basis { φ } which enters due to the non 

orthogonality of the basisfunctions. To recover the correct non-relativistic limit the 

kinetic energy is split off. 

(12)

where, in the last term, an internal projection, i.e. replacing the matrix of an inverse 

operator by the inverse matrix of the operator, is used. This is only exact in a complete

basis. Also in a complete basis the first two terms cancel exactly. In the region where 

Vc /2c2 is negligable, far away from the nuclei, the last two terms cancel. 

The potential, Vc = Vnuc + Jψψ, can be obtained from a non-relativistic fock matrix

builder and the total matrix 〈φ λ |1 – Vc /2 c2|φ κ 〉 –1 is subsequently calculated by a

standard matrix inversion. 

Since our Gaussian basis functions depend on the electronic (xe) and nuclear (XN )

coordinates only in the special combination: φ = φ (xe – XN), one can write

(13)

The matrix elements of the momentum operator in (12) are now written in terms of

derivative overlap integrals which can be obtained from the gradient package. These 

integrals are standard available in Ab Initio programs capable of performing a geometry 

optimisation.

Now, we are able to calculate all ingredients of the ZORA corrections. 

3.2. The Internal Basis 

In the last term of (12), the basis used in the resolution of the identity and thus in the 

matrix inversion (the internal basis), is not necessarily the basis used in the electronic 

structure calculation (the external basis). The momentum operator in 〈 s|p|p〉 working

on a high s exponent function will give a p-type function with the same (high) exponent. 

To be able to represent this matrix element correctly, one needs to have this high 

exponent p-function in the internal basis. In general each s type function will require a 
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p function, a p function will require a s and a d function and so on. Thus we introduce a 

separate internal basis set in which these functions are included. The best solution 

would be the introduction of an internal basis set defined by p · { χ }, where { χ } is the 

external basis. Since this would give a very large internal basis set, we have chosen to 

construct it in a different way. First all functions present in the external basis are copied 

to the internal basis. The internal basis is augmented with ( l + 1)-functions with all the 

exponents of l-functions larger than the highest ( l + 1)-exponent in the original external 

basis. All l-electron parts of (12) are now computed in the internal basis, which has to 

be done only once, or only one time each geometry optimisation step. 

3.3. The Coulomb Matrix 

The internal basis can still be sizeable. Therefore the calculation of Coulomb matrix 

(Jψψ ), present in Vc , can be computationally very demanding. At the present time there 

are several possibilities implemented which will give different (in computational effort 

and accuracy) estimates of the Coulomb matrix. 

• Complete neglect of the Coulomb operator in the inverse matrix (the bare nuclear 

option).

• Projection of the density matrix onto the internal basis, which is, due to the way 

the internal basis is constructed, no extra approximation, and build the full 

Coulomb matrix. A further approximation can be made by calculating only the 

intra-atomic components of this matrix, which is not expected to produce a serious 

loss in accuracy, since Vc / 2 c2 is only large near the nuclei. We will refer to these 

alternatives as the full and atomic Coulomb ZORA option. Of course these two 

options are equivalent in the atomic calculations presented in the next section. 

• A significantly cheaper, but theoretical not well justified, alternative is to calculate 

the Coulomb matrix in the smaller external basis and project it subsequently to the 

internal basis (the projected ZORA option) 

(14)

where { φ } and { χ } represent the internal and external basis set respectively. The 

approximation here is the fact that the resolution of the identity in the external 

basis used in (14) is not an identity operator in the internal basis. This may 

produce an underestimation of the Coulomb matrix. Consider e.g. a situation 

where the external basis does not contain f functions but the internal basis does. 

This situation occurs if the external basis goes only up to d-functions and the 

internal basis is constructed as described in the previous section. In this case the 

overlaps between an internal f-function and all external basis functions will be 

equal to zero, and there will be no contribution to the internal Coulomb matrix. 

Experience has shown that it is not necessary to update the Coulomb matrix (in the 

inverse operator) every SCF cycle. Therefore we have chosen to compute the internal 

Coulomb matrix with a direct scf fock matrix builder, thereby avoiding the use of large 

two electron integral files. 
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If we would have chosen to construct the internal basis by {φ } = p · {χ } the
→

(1 – Vc / 2 c2) matrix could have been written as

(15)

Again we rewrite the momentum operator as derivatives to nuclear coordinates and now 

all parts have been written in terms of second derivatives of overlap, nuclear potential 

and Coulomb matrices. These are available in the GAMESS-UK package. However, this 

option is, not yet, implemented. 

It is interesting to note that the Coulomb matrix and the matrix of the nuclear 

potential present in Vc are opposite in sign. This means that an underestimation, or 

complete neglect, of the Coulomb matrix will lead to a larger Vc and thus to an 

overestimation of the relativistic effect. If Vc is negligable compared to 2 c2 the ZORA 

equation reduces to the non relativistic Schrödinger equation. 

4. Results 

In order to test the various approximations of the Coulomb matrix, all electron basis set 

and numerical scalar scaled ZORA calculations have been performed on the xenon and 

radon atom. The numerical results have been taken from a previous publication [7], 

where it should be noted that the scalar orbital energies presented here are calculated by 

averaging, over occupation numbers, of the two component (i.e. spin orbit split) results. 

Tables (1) and (2) give the orbital energies for the numerical (s.o. averaged) and basis 

set calculations for the various Coulomb matrix approximations. The results from table 

Table 1 Xenon, comparison of orbital energies for numerical Dirac and ZORA and non relativistic 
calculations with basis set ZORA calculations in different Coulomb matrix approximations in the UGBS 
basis set 

Method Dirac ZORA bare nucl. proj. Coul. full Coul. Non Rel. 

(num) (num) (num) 

1s 1277.4 1275.6 1285.9 1275.6 1275.8 1224.4 

2s 202.48 202.27 203.90 202.18 202.32 188.44 

2p 181.70 181.60 182.43 181.13 181.27 177.78 

3s 43.013 42.974 43.316 42.927 42.990 40.176 

3p 36.103 36.089 36.246 35.963 36.026 35.222 

3d 25.731 25.728 25.814 25.853 25.737 26.119 

4s 8.4305 8.4232 8.4868 8.4088 8.4270 7.8563 

4p 6.1393 6.1376 6.1578 6.1092 6.1254 6.0083 

4d 2.6647 2.6653 2.6647 2.6879 2.6670 2.7779 

5s 1.0102 1.0094 1.0157 1.0078 1.0094 0.9444 

5p 0.4574 0.4574 0.4564 0.4548 0.4555 0.4529 
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Table 2 Xenon, comparison of orbital energies for numerical Dirac and ZORA and non relativistic 
calculations with basis set ZORA calculations in different Coulomb matrix approximations in the SV 3-21G 
basis set 

Method Dirac ZORA bare nucl. proj. Coul. full Coul. Non Rel. 

(num) (num) (num) 

1s 1277.4 1275.6 1267.4 1265.7 1258.2 1224.4 

2s 202.48 202.27 201.90 201.81 200.18 189.34 

2p 181.70 181.60 182.93 182.13 181.34 177.78 

3s 43.013 42.914 42.991 42.961 42.591 40.176 

3p 36.103 36.089 36.248 36.107 35.899 35.222 

3d 25.731 25.728 26.342 26.202 26.067 26.119

4s 8.4305 8.4232 8.4294 8.4198 8.3504 7.8563 

4p 6.1393 6.1376 6.1305 6.1030 6.07 15 6.0083 

4d 2.6647 2.6653 2.7900 2.7737 2.7595 2.7779 

5s 1.0102 1.0094 0.9974 0.9972 0.9911 0.9444 

5p 0.4574 0.4574 0.4433 0.4424 0.4421 0.4580 

(1) are produced with an Universal Gaussian Basis Set (UGBS) taken from Malli et al 

[10]. This is a large (26s22p17d) uncontracted basis set. Table (2) presents the same 

calculations within the standard non relativistic SV 3-21G basis set. Comparing the 

numerical non relativistic and spin orbit averaged scaled ZORA and Dirac results one 

sees that, except for the 1 s orbital, the scaled ZORA method is capable of recovering 

more than 98% of the relativistic effect. For the 1s the ZORA result is somewhat less 

accurate but even then the ZORA results corrects 96% of the error made by the non 

relativistic calculation. For a more extensive comparison between these methods we 

refer to our earlier paper [7]. 

Now, turning to the Univeral Gaussian Basis Set (UGBS) results, we can compare the 

different approximations of ‘internal’ Coulomb matrix. If we look at the projected and 

full Coulomb results we see that the projected option, being much cheaper than the full 

but lacking theoretical foundation, performs suprisingly well. We see that the full and 

projected Coulomb results are of the same quality in the core region, both recovering 

the bulk of the relativistic effect (compared with the Dirac values) and coming very 

close to the numerical ZORA results. However, if one looks at the valence orbitals, it is 

clear that the full Coulomb option is superior to the projected one. This is due to the 

‘missing’ f orbitals in the internal-external overlap, as described in the basis set section. 

The bare-nuclear option is in this case clearly the most inaccurate. It constitutes an 

overestimation of the relativistic effect, in case of the 1s for as much as 20%. If one 

now looks at the SV 3-21G calculations it becomes apparent that this overcorrection 

compensates, at least in the core region, for the basis set defficiencies. In this case it 

may seem that the full Coulomb method is the most inaccurate one. This is, of course, 

an artefact of the use of a poor basis set. 

It is interesting to compare the ZORA results with full Dirac basisset results. Since 

we want to use the ZORA formalism in molecular calculations we have chosen a basis 
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set from Huzinaga [11], which is not quite as large as the UGBS but better than the SV

3-21G. This basis had to be adapted, since it was originally developed for non 

relativistic calculations, meaning that it is used in an uncontracted way and some 

functions had to be averaged due to the occurence of linear dependencies. We construct 

two basis sets by augmenting this basis with an high s exponent (basis I) and with 3 

high s and 2 high p exponents (basis II). Table (3) lists the performance of the full Dirac 

(MOLFDIR) method in both basis sets. The performance of the projected and full

Coulomb ZORA methods is given in Table (4). Note that the full Dirac basis set results

are, again, averaged over the occupation numbers to give a spin free result. Looking at 

the different basis set results one sees that the error of the methods is of the same order 

of magnitude (comparing with the corresponding numerical results) except for the 2p 

orbital. In this case both ZORA methods give a considerably worse result compared

with MOLFDIR, although even here ZORA gives a large improvement on the non 

relativistic result. Examining the effect of the extra functions we can see that the 

inclusion of the extra s functions produced a considerable improvement of the 1 s and 2s 

orbitals (with about 30 and 4 a.u.). However, the addition of basis functions did not 

solve the 2p problem. The two component ZORA Hamiltonian, the implementation of

which we have only recently finished, gives, in the same basis, 2p1/2: 639.28 a.u. and

2p3/2:540.96 a.u., which averages to 573.73 a.u.. This deviation is of the same order in

magnitude as for the full Dirac results. In this case we see that the spin averaged two 

component calculation and the scalar ZORA method, who should produce the same 

result in first order perturbation theory, do not give the same result as the scalar ZORA 

method. The spin orbit splitting of the radon 2p orbital is clearly to large. We will adress 

Table 3 

Molfdir calculations in basis set I & II 

Method Dirac Molfdir Moldir Non-Rel.

Radon, comparison of orbital energies for numerical Dirac and non relativistic calculations with 

(num) basis I basis II (num) 

1s 3644.8 3602.1 3635.7 3230.3 

2s 669.39 664.1 1 668.07 556.91

2p 574.84 574.41 575.25 536.68 

3s 166.97 166.54 165.22 138.42

3p 139.45 140.61 139.64 128.68

3d 109.68 111.72 109.90 110.70 

4s 41.349 40.802 40.884 33.921 

4p 32.086 32.879 32.217 29.491 

4d 20.881 20.385 20.994 21.331

4f 9.0409 10.056 9.1373 10.108 

5s 8.4168 7.8887 8.091 1 6.9058

5p 5.5864 5.7515 5.2303 5.2252 

5d 2.0854 1.9299 2.1061 2.3263

6s 1.0727 0.9350 0.9697 0.8740 

6p 0.4360 0.4484 0.4412 0.4280 
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Table 4 

ZORA calculations in the basis sets I & II 

Method ZORA ZORA ZORA ZORA ZORA 

basis I basis II basis I basis II 

Radon, comparison of numerical ZORA orbital energies with results from project and full Colomb 

(num) proj. Coul proj. Coul. full Coul. full Coul. 

1s 3635.7 3604.0 3633.9 3597.1 3634.0 

2s 668.07 664.56 668.32 663.55 668.49 

2p 574.3 1 568.66 567.46 568.51 567.24 

3s 168.13 166.78 167.01 166.56 167.08

3 p 139.34 139.52 138.11 139.49 138.05

3d 109.64 111.95 110.17 111.87 110.10 

4s 4 1.278 40.902 41.259 40.852 41.281 

4p 32.278 32.644 31.860 32.636 31.851 

4d 20.877 20.472 21.098 20.453 21.073 

4 f 9.0449 10.032 9.1276 10.047 9.1441 

5s 8.4025 7.9132 8.1490 7.9072 8.1550 

5p 5.5838 5.7057 5.5656 5.7053 5.5654 

5d 2.0865 1.9438 2.1300 1.9417 2.1268 

6s 1.0707 0.9389 0.9776 0.9384 0.9783 

6 p 0.43605 0.4418 0.4327 0.4418 0.4327 

this problem in a future paper where we will investigate the performance of the full, two 

component, ZORA Hamiltonian. The difference in accuracy between the projected and 

full Coulomb ZORA method is not noticeable anymore. This is a result of the fact that 

the difference between internal and external basis is very small (g-functions are, at this 

moment, not available in GAMESS-UK).

Finally we have tested the scalar ZORA Hamiltonian in a calculation on the AuH

molecule. On Au we use a basis set from Huzinaga [11] uncontracted and augmented 

with, even tempered generated, high s and a high p exponents. On H we use the standard 

SV 3-21G basis set. The bondlenghts for AuH are calculated with the non relativistic 

HF, the atomic and full ZORA methods. The DHF results in table (5) is taken from [13]. 

Comparing the non relativistic and ZORA methods we see a bond length contraction of 

0.3 Å. The ZORA results are in good agreement with experiment. The ZORA methods

Table 5 Comparison of equilibrium bondlengths
for non relativistic ZORA and Dirac Fock calcula- 
tions with the experimental value

Method Re (angstrom)

Non Rel. HF 1.78 

ZORA (atom) 1.59 

ZORA (full) 1.56 

DHF 1.57 

Exp. 1.52 
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predict a bond length which is somewhat too large. The error in the DHF result is of the 

same order of magnitude. The DHF bond is too long. In the case of spin orbit coupled 

calculations on AuH, it has been shown that correlation will shorten the bond [13] and 

[14]. We see, at least in the calculation of Re, no significant difference between the 

atomic and full Coulomb ZORA options. 

5. Conclusion

We have presented an implementation of the scaled ZORA method in GAMESS-UK,

which results in an one component spin free formalism. To overcome problems with the 

representation of the extra matrix elements, needed to compute the ZORA corrected 

one electron integrals, we introduce a separate internal basis set, which allows different 

approximations for the Coulomb matrix in this basis. The scalar scaled ZORA 

Hamiltonian has been tested in an Ab Initio SCF context on the xenon and radon atoms,

for the different Coulomb matrix options and the results are compared with numerical 

non-relativistic, ZORA and Dirac calculations and it recovers a large part of the

relativistic effect. Furthermore the ZORA method is compared with the full Dirac basis 

set results from the MOLFDIR package and one can conclude that, in a basis commonly

used in molecular calculations the ZORA methods perform just as well as the four 

component Dirac Fock calculation. We performed calculations on the bond length of 

AuH. It was calculated with the full and atomic Coulomb ZORA option, and both are in 

equally good agreement with experiment. This justifies, at least in this case, the neglect 

of the inter-atomic Coulomb components in the ZORA kinetic energy operator. 
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Abstract

Relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital (RQDO) calculations, with and without explicit

account for core-valence correlation, have been performed on several electronic transitions

in halogen atoms, for which transition probability data are particularly scarce. For the 

atomic species iodine, we supply the only available oscillator strengths at the moment. In

our calculations of f-values we have followed either the LS or Jc l coupling schemes. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the description, understanding, and prediction of the physical processes 

that take place in the universe have been the object of increasing attention. In this 

context, neutral atomic chlorine is an important constituent of the interstellar medium 

and reliable estimates of oscillator strengths and transition probabilities can be used to

constrain models of interstellar clouds [1,2]. However, the reproduction in the labora-

tory of the very extreme conditions to which the constituents of the universe are

subjected is, if not impossible, at least extremely difficult, and reliable computational 

procedures are, thus, required. Iodine and bromine are very frequently used in electro-

deless metal-halide lamps serving as light sources for the study of rare-earth and other 

metallic spectra. Since the spectrum of both the metal and the halogen will appear when 

such a lamp is excited, it is essential that the user has available a complete and accurate 

description of the spectrum of the halogen in order to separate the halogen lines from 

those of the metal under investigation [3,4]. 

Spectral lines are often characterized by their wavelength and intensity. The line

intensity is a source-dependent quantity, but it is related to an atomic constant, the

transition probability or oscillator strength. Transition probabilities are known much

less accurately than wavelengths. This imbalance is mainly due to the complexity of 

both theoretical and experimental approaches to determine transition probability data. 

Detailed descriptions of the spectra of the halogens have been made by Radziemski and 

Kaufman [5] for Cl I, by Tech [3] for Br I and by Minnhagen [6] for I I. However, the

existing data on f-values for those atomic systems are extremely sparse. 

The analysis [5,7] of the F I and Cl I spectra shows that LS coupling is valid for the

deepest 2p4ns, np and 3p4ns, np configurations, respectively. The observed [3] distribu-

tion of the levels in each of the Br I nl configurations indicates that the coupling

energies of the 4p4 core dominate the structure of the Br I levels. In all configurations 

involved in this work one might say that the coupling is ‘midway between’ the LS, Jc j

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 263–272.
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and Jc l coupling schemes. The result of the coupling studies [6] for 5p4ns, np
configurations in I I reveals that the best characterization of ns is obtained by means of 

the Jc l or Jc j schemes, which are identical for ns. For np the coupling is intermediate 

between Jc l and Jc j but closer to Jc l.
In this work, we present oscillator strengths for the lines corresponding to allowed

transitions between excited states in neutral fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine. The 

calculations have been carried out with the Relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital 

(RQDO) procedure [8]. In our calculations of oscillator strengths we have followed the 

LS coupling scheme for F I and Cl I and both the LS and Jc l coupling schemes for Br I 
and I I. No comparative data from other sources have been found in the literature for

many of the fine structure transitions of these atomic systems. However, the regular 

behaviour of oscillator strengths has proven to be a useful tool for analysing f-value

data [9]. 

One of the principal regularities concerns homologous atoms, i.e., atoms with the 

same outer electron structure [10]. It has been found that, for certain analogous groups

of spectral lines, the f-value remains approximately constant throughout a family of 

homologous atoms. The RQDO results show that multiplets and individual lines for 

transitions in halogen atoms remain the same as long as the coupling scheme remains

constant.

2. Method of Calculation

The absorption oscillator strength for an electric dipole transition between an initial 

state |i〉 and a final state |j〉 is given by

(1)

where ( Ej – Ei) is the transition energy (in atomic units), 2J + 1 is the degeneracy of

initial level and S is the so-called line strength (in atomic units). In a one-configuration

treatment, such as ours, the angular and radial parts of the line strength can be

separated. Within the LS coupling, the line strength is written, as follows:

(2)

where J and J', L and L', S and S', and γ and γ ' represent the quantum numbers

required to complete the specification of the states |i〉 and | j 〉 , respectively. The

subscripts c and c' refer to the core. The integral in (2) contains the radial parts of the

initial and final wavefunctions, only. The line factor, Rlin, is given by the expression: 

(3)

where the symbol in braces is a 6- j symbol. ( Rlin)2 gives the relative strength of the 

lines within a multiplet. In (2), nl and n' l' are, respectively, the principal and orbital
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angular momentum quantum numbers of the jumping electron and l> indicates the 

larger of the two orbital quantum numbers, l and l', involved in the transition. 

The multiplet factor, Rm u l t , depends upon the two particular configurations involved 

in the transition. For a 3s23p4nl-3s23p4n'l' the multiplet factor adopts the form, 

(4)

The expression for the line strength in the Jc l coupling scheme is the following,

(5)

where Jc is the total angular momentum quantum number of the electronic core in the 

3p4 3P state; K results from the coupling of the orbital angular momentum l of the 

outer electron with Jc, and J is obtained through the addition of the spin of the valence 

electron to K.

The relativistic version (RQDO) of the quantum defect orbital formalism has been 

employed to obtain the wavefunctions required to calculate the radial transition integral. 

The relativistic quantum defect orbitals corresponding to a state characterized by its 

experimental energy Ex are the analytical solutions of the quasirelativistic second-order

Dirac-like equation [8] 

(6)

where the parameter Λ , which accounts for polarization and penetration effects of the 

valence electron, is related to the relativistic principal quantum number, ñ, the principal 

and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers, n and l, respectively, the relativistic 

quantum defect, δ ', and an integer, c, chosen to ensure the normalizability of the 

wavefunction and its correct nodal structure 

(7)

Z' net is the scaled Znet, the screened nuclear charge at large radial distances, 

(8)

with α being the fine-structure constant. To determine the relativistic quantum defect, 

the following expression is employed, 

(9)

The relativistic quantum defect orbitals lead to closed-form analytical expressions for 

the transition integrals. This allows us to calculate transition probabilities and oscillator 

strengths by simple algebra and with little computational effort. 
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As previously done [11], we have employed two differents forms of the transition

operator, Q(r) = r, and a core-polarization corrected expression [12], given by:

(10)

where α c is the core-polarizability and rc is a cutoff radius.

We have carried out calculations for transitions for which empirical energy data were

available [3,5,6,7]. The core polarizabilities have been take from Fraga et al. [13]. Since

there is no analytical way of obtaining the cutoff radius rc , we have chosen a value equal 

to the core mean radius, calculated in accord with an expression given by Chichkov &

Shevelko [14]. 

Table 1 Oscillator strengths for the 3p4(3P)3s-3p4(3P)3p and
3p4(3 P)3p-3p4(3P)4s fine structure transitions in F I 

Transition RQDO 
a

RQDOb CC
a

Exptb

2p4
(

3P)3s-2p4(3 P)3p transitions
4P5/2-4P5/2 0.1915 0.1861 0.21 0.249

4P5/2-4P3/2 0.0824 0.0801 0.089 0.220

4p3/2-4P5/2 0.1229 0.1194 0.13 0.10

4P3 /2-4P3/2 0.0366 0.0356 0.039

4P3/2-4P1 /2 0.1146 0.1115 0.12 0.145 

4P5/2-4D7/2 0.3741 0.3649 0.42 0.376

4P5/2-4D5/2 0.0844 0.0823 0.095 0.061

4P5/2-4D3/2 0.0094 0.0092 0.011 0.0072
4
P3/2-4D5/2 0.2958 0.2887 0.33 0.313

4P3/2-4D3/2 0.1505 0.1470 0.17 0.120

2p4(3P)3p-2p4(3 P)4s transitions
4P5/2-4P5/2 0.1832 0.1836 

4P5/2-4P3/2 0.0756 0.0759 
4P3 /2-4P5/2 0.1189 0.1191 
4P3/2-4P3/2 0.0340 0.0341 
4p1/2-4P3/2 0.2141 0.2147

4
D7/2-

4
P5/2 0.2816 0.28 17 

4D5/2-4P5/2 0.0854 0.0854

4D5/2-4P3/2 0.1941 0.1944

4D3/2-4P5/2 0.0143 0.0143

4D3/2-4P3/2 0.1493 0.1495

aRQDO this work. 
bRQDO this work with polarization. 
cCritical Compilation, Wiese et al. [15]. 
dBengtson et al. [16]. 
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3. Results 

In Tables 1–4, we report oscillator strengths for some fine structure transitions in 

neutral fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine, respectively. Two sets of RQDO f-values

are shown, those computed with the standard dipole length operator Q(r) = r, and those 

where core-valence correlation has been explicitly introduced, Eq. (10). As comparative 

data, we have included in the tables f-values taken from critical compilations [15,18], 

results of length and velocity f-values by Ojha and Hibbert [17], who used large 

configuration expansions in the atomic structure code CIV3, and absolute transition

probabilities measured through a gas-driven shock tube by Bengtson et al. converted 

Table 2 Oscillator strengths for the 3p4(3P)4s-3p4(3P)4p and 3p4(3P)4s-3p4(3P)5s fine structure
transitions in CI I 

Transition RQDOa RQDOb CIV3(f1)
c

CIV3(f
v
)
c

CCd Expe

3p4(3P)4s-3p4(3P)4p transitions

4P5/2-4P3/2 0.0887 0.0821 0.1636 0.1307 0.095

4P5/2-4P5/2 0.1311 0.1210 0.0870 0.0727 0.140

4P3/2-4P3/2 0.0392 0.0363 0.0629 0.0516 0.042

4P3/2-4P1/2 0.1239 0.1 148 0.1773 0.1442 0.130

4P5/2-4D7/2 0.4032 0.3754 0.5392 0.4092 0.390

4P5/2-4D5/2 0.091 1 0.0850 0.0468 0.0351 0.080 0.056 

4P3/2-4D5/2 0.3197 0.2982 0.3818 0.2987 0.310 1.600 

4P3/2-4D3/2 0.1633 0.1528 0.1799 0.1374 0.160 0.093 

3p4(3P)4s-3p4(3P)5s transitions
4D5/2-4P5/2 0.1804 0.1804 0.1931 0.0500 

4P5/2-4P3/2 0.0718 0.0712 0.0157 0.0038
4P3/2-4P5/2 0.1184 0.1183 0.1372 0.0374

4P3/2-4P3/2 0.0327 0.0328 0.0130 0.0030

4P3/2-4P1/2 0.0902 0.0911 0.0706 0.0195

4P1/2-4P3/2 0.2102 0.2106 0.0940 0.025 1 

4P5/2-4P5/2 0.2053 0.1895 0.3355 0.2701 0.220

4P5/2-4D3/2 0.0102 0.0095 0.0006 0.0040 0.010 

4D7/2-4P5/2 0.28 19 0.2807 0.2641 0.0981 

4D3/2-4P5/2 0.0147 0.0146 0.0005 0.0002

4D3/2-4P3/2 0.1504 0.1500 0.0097 0.0022

4D5/2-4P5/2 0.0861 0.0857 0.0292 0.0115

4D5/2-4P3/2 0.1912 0.1909 0.005 1 0.0008

aRQDO without explicit polarization correction, this work. 
bRQDO with explicit polarization correction, this work. 
cOjha & Hibbert, length and velocity forms [17]. 
dCritical compilation, Wiese et al. [18]. 
eBengtson et al. [16]. 
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Table 3 Oscillator strengths for the 4p 4( 3P)5s-4p 4( 3P)5p and 4p 4( 3P)5p-4p 4( 3P)6s fine structure
transitions in Br I 

Transition LS-coupling Jc l-coupling

RQDOa RQDOb RQDOa RQDOb Exptc

4p 4( 3P)5s-4p 4( 3P)5p transitions
LS notation Jc l notation

4P5/2-4P5/2 [2]5/2-[2]5/2 0.2124 0.1919 0.2832 0.2433
4P5/2-4P3/2 [2]5/2-[2]3/2 0.0918 0.0833 0.0204 0.0173 0.0723

4P3/2-4P5/2 [2]3/2-[2]5/2 0.1348 0.1219 0.0299 0.0258
4P3/2-4P3/2 [2]3/2-[2]3/2 0.0406 0.0368 0.1219 0.1053
4P3/2-4P1/2 [2]3/2-[2]1/2 0.1304 0.1193 0.1565 0.1369

4P5/2-4D7/2 [2]5/2-[3]7/2 0.4086 0.3717 0.4086 0.3717 0.16 

4P5/2-4D5/2 [2]5/2-[3]5/2 0.0920 0.0839 0.0205 0.0187 0.0096

4P5/2-4D3/2 [2]5/2-[1] 3/2 0.0101 0.0093 0.1819 0.1682 0.0654

4P3/2-4D5/2 [2]3/2-[3]5/2 0.3253 0.2964 0.4337 0.3952

4P3/2-4D3/2 [2]3/2-[1]3/2 0.1674 0.1544 0.0314 0.0289 0.1251

4p 4( 3P)5p-4p 4( 3P)6s transitions
4P5/2-4P5/2 [2]5/2-[2]5/2 0.1961 0.1947 0.2572 0.2560
4P5/2-4P3/2 [2]5/2-[2]3/2 0.0782 0.0782 0.0169 0.0170
4P3/2-4P5/2 [2]3/2-[2]5/2 0.1294 0.1283 0.0283 0.0282

4P1/2-4P3/2 [1]1/2-[2]5/2 0.2413 0.2397 0.2855 0.2842

4D7/2-4P5/2 [3]7/2-[2]5/2 0.2947 0.2920 0.2947 0.2920

4D5/2-4P5/2 [3]5/2-[2]5/2 0.0894 0.0885 0.0199 0.0197

4D5/2-4P3/2 [3]5/2-[2]3/2 0.1978 0.1970 0.2637 0.2626

4D3/2-4P5/2 [1]3/2-[2]5/2 0.0156 0.0154 0.281 1 0.2771

4D3/2-4P3/2 [1]3/2-[2]3/2 0.1628 0.1613 0.0305 0.0302

aRQDO this work. 
bRQDO this work with polarization. 
cBengtson et al. [16]. 

4P3/2-4P3/2 [2]3/2-[2]3/2 0.0360 0.0359 0.1055 0.1055

into oscillator strengths. In Table 5, we compare our results for the oscillator strengths

of the multiplet transitions in halogen atoms with f-values calculated within the Opacity 

Project (OP) [19] and with results of critical compilations [15,18]. The systematic

trends of the multiplet oscillator strengths for analogous transitions in homologous

atoms are shown graphically in Figures 1 and 2. In our calculations of oscillator 

strengths we have followed the LS coupling scheme for F I and Cl I and both the LS
and Jc l coupling schemes for Br I and I I. The level designation in the Jc l scheme is 

given according to the notation np4(2S+1 LJc) n' l[K]J .

An analysis of the tables leads us to point out the following main features: 

– An overall good agreement is found between the RQDO f-values, recommended 

f-values by Wiese et al. [15] and the experimental [16] results existing for 
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Table 4 Oscillator strengths for the 5p4(3P)6s-5p4(3P)6p and 5p4(3P)6p-5p4(3P)7s fine structure
transitions in I I 

LS -coupling Jc l-coupling

Transition RQDOa RQDOb RQDOa RQDOb

5p4(3P)6s _ 5p4(3P)6p transitions 
LS notation Jc l notation

4P5/2-4P5/2 [2]5/2-[2]5/2 0.2197 0.1923 0.2930 0.2366
4P5/2-4P3/2 [2]5/2-[2]3/2 0.0944 0.0828 0.0210 0.0184

4P3/2-4P5/2 [2]3/2-[2]5/2 0.1390 0.1219 0.0309 0.0271
4P3/2-4P3/2 [2]3/2-[2]3/2 0.0414 0.0364 0.1242 0.1091 

4P3/2-4P1/2 [2]3/2-[1]1/2 0.1345 0.1195 0.1614 0.1434

4P5/2-4D7/2 [2]5/2-[3]7/2 0.4249 0.3765 0.4249 0.3765

4P5/2-4D5/2 [2]5/2-[3]5/2 0.0956 0.0847 0.0212 0.0188 

4P5/2-4D3/2 [2]5/2-[1]3/2 0.0104 0.0094 0.1864 0.1690

4P3/2-4D5/2 [2]3/2-[3]5/2 0.3365 0.2981 0.4489 0.3976

4P3/2-4D3/2 [2]3/2-[1]3/2 0.1737 0.1571 0.0326 0.0295

5p4(3P)6p-5p4(3P)7s transitions
4P5/2-4P5/2 [2]5/2-[2]5/2 0.1939 0.1920 0.2586 0.2560

4P5/2-4P3/2 [2]5/2-[2]3/2 0.0766 0.0765 0.0170 0.0170 
4P3/2-4P5/2 [2]3/2-[2]5/2 0.1257 0.1244 0.0279 0.0276
4P3/2-4P3/2 [2]3/2-[2]3/2 0.0344 0.0343 0.1032 0.1030

4P1/2-4P3/2 [1]1/2-[2]3/2 0.2372 0.2350 0.2846 0.2820
4D7/2-4P5/2 [3]7/2-[2]5/2 0.2964 0.2919 0.2964 0.2919 

4D5/2-4P5/2 [3]5/2-[2]5/2 0.0887 0.0874 0.0197 0.0194 

4D5/2-4P3/2 [3]5/2-[2]3/2 0.1949 0.1935 0.2599 0.2579 
4D3/2-4P5/2 [1]3/2-[2]5/2 0.0158 0.0155 0.2852 0.2788 
4D3/2-4P3/2 [1]3/2-[2]3/2 0.1664 0.1636 0.0312 0.0307

aRQDO this work. 
b
RQDO this work with polarization. 

individual lines of the 3p4(3P) 3s-3p4(3P) 3p transitions in F I , particularly if we 

take into account that Bengtson et al. [16] report uncertainties in their values of 

20–50% (Table 1). 

The RQDO f-values conform with the recommended values by Wiese et al. [18] 

for the 3p4 (3P) 4s-3p4 ( 3P) 4p transitions in Cl I better than those of the much

more complex theoretical procedure of Ojha and Hibbert [17], who used large 

multiconfiguration expansions in the atomic structure code CIV3. On the other

hand, the discrepancies between the length and velocity CIV3 oscillator strengths 

are not negligible. Wiese et al. [18] remark that, for the case of the 4s 4P-4p 4D
multiplet, the stronger lines measured by Bengtson et al. [16] seem to be affected 

by self-absorption (Table 2). 

–
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Fig. 1. Oscillator strengths for the 4P-4P and 4P-4D multiplets of the np4 (n + 1)s-np4 (n + 1)p transition 
arrays of halogen atoms.

Fig, 2. Oscillator strengths for the 4P - 4P and 4D-4P multiplets of the np4 (n + 1)p-np4 (n + 2)s transition 
arrays of halogen atoms. 

– Only the measurements of Bengtson are available for the 3p4 (3P) 5s-3p4 (3P) 5p
fine structure transitions in Br I (Table 3). No comparative data from other sources 

have been found in the literature for fine structure transitions in I I (Table 4), and 

thus we have made use of the regular behaviour of the oscillator strengths for 

analysing f-value data. 

We have studied how closely the f-values for analogous transitions in homologous 

atoms agree with each other, as predicted [9], (Table 5). The RQDO results show that 

multiplets and individual lines for transitions in halogen atoms remain the same as long 
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Table 5 Oscillator strengths for the multiplet transitions in 
halogen atoms 

Transition RQDO OP
c

CCd

F I 3s 4P-3p 4P 0.2740a 0.319 0.29

Cl I 4s 4P-4p 4P 0.2942a 0.30

Br I 5s 4P-5p 4P 0.3050a

0.3061b

I I 6s 4P-6p 4P 0.3145a

0.3152b

F I 3s
4
P-3p 4D 0.4679a 0.551 0.53

Cl I 4s 4P-4p 4D 0.5073a 0.48

Br I 5s 4P-5p 4D 0.5107a

0.6110b

I I 6s 4P-6p 4D 0.5309a

0.6325b

F I 3p 4P-4s 4P 0.2588a

Cl I 4p 4P-5s 4P 0.2521a

Br I 5p 4P-6s 4P 0.2743a

0.2741b

I I 6p 4P-7s 4P 0.2705a

0.2756b

F I 3p 4D-4s 4P 0.2806a

Cl I 4p 4D-5s 4P 0.2796a

Br I 5p 4D-6s 4P 0.2914a

0.2892b

I I 6p 4D-7s 4P 0.2900a

0.2880b

aRQDO this work, LS coupling.
bRQDO this work, Jc l coupling.
cOpacity Project [19].
dCritical Compilation, Wiese et al. [15,18].

as the coupling scheme remains constant. The disagreements between some of the F I ,
CI I , Br I and I I f -values appear to be mostly due to changes in the coupling scheme, 

which lead to a redistribution of the individual line strengths, but leave the multiplet f-
values (see Table 5 and Figures 1 and 2) nearly unaffected. Thus, for groups of lines 

starting from a given level, a strong disagreement in one direction is usually balanced 

by a similarly strong deviation in the other direction. 

Overall, we seem to find reasons to be hopeful about the possibilities of the RQDO 

formalism for predicting spectral properties of interest in astrophysics and plasma 

physics. These reasons rest on the correctness of the results so far achieved for F I and

Cl I [20, 21], and the low computational expense and avoidance of the numerous 

convergence problems which are common in the multiconfigurational approaches. 
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Abstract

Formulae for calculating transition probabilities in both the LS and Jcl coupling schemes,

within the context of the Relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital (RQDO) formalism, which

yields one-electron functions, are given and applied to the complex atomic system Ar II. 

The application of a given coupling scheme to the different energy levels dealt with is

justified.

1. Introduction

The Relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital (RQDO) method, as formulated by Martin and 

Karwowski [1] and Karwowski and Martin [2] has been applied in the last several years 

to the prediction of transition probabilities and oscillator strengths of atoms and atomic 

ions that are relevant in the fields of astrophysics and plasma physics. A recent 

summary of the method and some of its applications can be found in Martin [3]. Here, 

the numerical examples refer to atomic systems with up to three valence electrons, no 

matter how heavy some of the ionised atoms are. Encouraged by the results obtained for 

few valence- electron atoms, for which all the energy levels complied with the Russell-

Saunders or LS spin-orbit coupling scheme, we have, very recently, extended our

formalism in such a way that it can deal now with systems that possess an arbitrary 

number of valence electrons. This has carried along the modification of our computer 

codes in order to consider coupling schemes other than the LS one. For example, in our 

study of chlorine [4] we have found that the levels involved in some of the transitions 

that are relevant in astrophysics follow the energy-pair Jc l coupling scheme. 

For many years, the analysis and interpretation of atomic spectra was based almost 

entirely on the concepts of LS and jj coupling, no matter that as early as in the 1960’s 

Racah [5], among other spectroscopists, showed an increased recognition of the 

importance of other types of spin-orbit coupling. For instance, when an outer electron is 

more highly excited than the others and, in particular, when its l quantum number is 

high, the ‘symmetric’ couplings LS and jj are, usually, no longer good approximations 

[6–8]. Pronounced changes in the level structure of the atom also often happen, the 

levels frequently showing a tendency to occur in pairs, with the J values of each pair 

differing by one unit. The alternative coupling schemes (often known as ‘pair coupling’) 

are generally referred to as ‘jK or Jc l’ and ‘LK’ . However, even at present, few

spectroscopists employ these schemes. When the energy levels of a given atomic

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 273–288.
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configuration do not follow a ‘pure’ coupling scheme, Racah [5], especially, emphasised 

the desirability of denoting energy levels in terms of the pure coupling scheme which 

most nearly approximates the actual coupling. 

The different coupling schemes reflect the relative weighting of the electrostatic and 

magnetic forces among the electrons in an atom. When the electrostatic interactions are 

much stronger than those between the orbital motion and the spin in a given electron, 

we have the LS coupling scheme. The opposite limit corresponds to the jj coupling,

where the concepts of orbital and spin momenta separately loose their significance, and 

only one (total) electron angular momentum, j, is conserved. Nevertheless, the balance 

between the two types of interactions, electrostatic and magnetic (spin-orbit) is 

generally different for different levels in a given atomic system. For instance, even in 

light atoms, where the LS scheme generally applies, in excited states in which the outer 

electron(s) are found at long mean distances from the core the electrostatic interaction 

between the core and the outer electron(s) is weak compared with the spin-orbit

interaction in the latter. Nonetheless, it is strong compared to the spin coupling of the 

external electron(s) [5]. In these situations the energy levels of the atom tend to form 

pairs, as mentioned above, and generally occur in configurations where the outer 

electron(s) have large values of l. The pair of levels corresponds to two possible values

of J obtained from the coupling of the spin of the excited electron(s), s, with K. K is the 

resultant of the total angular momentum of the parent ion, Jc, and the orbital angular 

momentum of the external electron(s), l [5–7].

In the present work it is our aim to collect the main formulae involved in the

calculation of atomic oscillator strengths in the LS and Jc l coupling schemes, as well

as to supply oscillator strengths corresponding to different transitions in the chlorine-

like ion Ar II (Ar+). Argon plasmas are relevant in fundamental studies as well as in

technical applications. There have been attempts to improve the quality of the data 

related to spectral intensities in this ion. The ground-state valence configuration of Ar II 

is [Ne]3s2 3p5. The presently studied transitions involve energy levels where either of 

the aforementioned coupling schemes apply. 

2. Computational Procedure 

In this section we shall give the mathematical expressions for the properties object of 

the present calculations. One of the measurements of the intensity of an electronic 

transition is given by the oscillator strength. For an absorption transition between states 

i and f, it can be defined as follows

(1)

where Ei and Ef are the energies of the initial and final states, respectively. The symbol

〈 µif 〉 , known as the transition moment, contains the initial and final wavefunctions of

the system undergoing the transition, as well as a transition operator. The former are

represented below by the set of quantum numbers γ and by their corresponding J and

M quantum numbers. In what follows, the primed values will refer to the upper state. 
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The transition operator, or electric multipole operator, is a tensor of rank k and it is

given the symbol P(k)
q . We, thus, have

(2)

In the case of E1, transitions, that is, those ocurring through the electric dipole

mechanism, k = 1, and for an N electron system with k = 1, in atomic units (which are

used throughout, except in the figures, where the energy values are given in cm–1),

(3)

By Wigner-Eckart’s theorem [6] Eq. (2) can be expressed in terms of a reduced matrix 

element that is independent of M and M',

(4)

where the symbol in parentheses is a Wigner’s 3-j symbol [6–8]. From the properties of

this, the general selection rules for E1 transitions are deduced. These are the following, 

(5)

Another important quantity in the context of E1 transitions is the electric dipole line 

strength, defined as [7] 

(6)

and related to the total absorption oscillator strength in the form: 

(7)

Let us see now how the above expressions can be further developed in the LS and Jcl
coupling schemes. 

2.1. LS coupling scheme 

Here, the relevant angular momentum vectors and quantum numbers are L (L), the total 

orbital angular momentum of the atom, obtained as the vector coupling of those 

corresponding to the core and to the outer electron(s), S (S), the total spin, and J (J),

the total angular momentum for a given atomic level [8]: 

(8)
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The symbol for the energy level is denoted as 2S+1 LJ. The line strength takes the form: 

(9)

where the reduced matrix element in (9) can be written as:

(10)

being the symbol in braces a Wigner’s 6-j symbol [6–8].

Some of the factors appearing in (10) can be collected in the so-called line factor, 

(11)

From the properties of the 6-j symbol in (1l), the selection rules for electron transitions 

in this scheme are obtained [8], 

(12)

Ifa multiplet factor, Dmultiplet, is defined,

(13)

the reduced matrix element becomes, for one-electron transitions, 

(14)

where

(15)

In Eq. (14), lmax is the maximum of the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers of 

the active electron in either the initial or final states, I(nl, n' l' ) is the radial transition

integral, that contains only the radial part of both initial and final wavefunctions of the 

jumping electron and a transition operator. Two different forms for this have been 

employed, the standard dipole-length operator, P(r) = r, and another derived from the 

former in such a way that it accounts explicitly for the polarization induced in the 

atomic core by the active electron [9], 

(16)
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where α is the core dipole polarizability and rc a cut-off radius that we regularly take of 

the order of magnitude of the mean radius of the core’s outermost electron. 

The line strength becomes: 

(17)

When in the valence configuration of the atomic system there are N equivalent electrons 

expressions (9) and (17) should be multiplied by N and by the appropriate Coefficient 

of Fractional Parentage (CFP) [10,12]. In all the present transitions N has been taken 

equal to 5, as it is one of the five 3p electrons the one that experiences the transition. 

The CFP varies with the initial and final states. All the CFP values have been taken 

from Ref. 12. 

2.2 Jcl Coupling Scheme

The angular momentum vectors and quantum numbers that are well-defined in this 

coupling scheme are, respectively, K (K) [resulting from the coupling of the total 

angular momentum of the core electrons, Jc (Jc), and the orbital angular momentum of 

the outer electron(s), l (l)] and the total angular momentum of the atom, J (J), which 

results from the coupling of s (s), the spin of the outer electron(s), and K (K) [10–12], 

(18)

In this coupling scheme the symbol for a level is denoted as 2s+1[K]J . The line strength 

here takes the form: 

(19)

For transitions involving a single electron, 

(20)

where all the symbols have already been defined. 

As in the case of LS coupling, when there are N equivalent electrons in the outer 

shell, both the line strength and the oscillator strength should be multiplied by N as well 

as by the corresponding CFP [ 10,12]. As in the LS scheme the two forms of the electric 

dipole length transition operator have been employed here in the calculation of the 

radial transition integral, I(nl, n'    l' ).
From the properties of the two 6-j symbols in Eq. (20) the specific selection rules for 

the Jc l coupling scheme are derived as: 
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(21)

We have seen that in these two different schemes (and this extends to all possible 

coupling schemes) we have the same resultant (total) momentum, J, and two inter-

mediate ones, used to denote which scheme we are referring to. The latter allow an 

unambiguous classification of the energy levels, the total number of which with a given 

value of J being the same for all the coupling schemes [12].

2.3.

In order to calculate the radial matrix elements to whose square both the line strength

and oscillator strength are proportional, the radial wavefunctions corresponding to the 

initial and final states in the transition must be known. In previous and the present 

calculations we have employed relativistic quantum defect orbitals (RQDO’s). The 

RQDO formalism [1–3] is based on the decoupling of the Dirac second-order equation 

as well as on the interpretation of the resulting solutions previously proposed by 

Karwowski and Kobus [13]. These authors also showed that both the large and small 

components of the Dirac radial wavefunction may be recovered without any computa-

tional effort. By a reinterpretation of the parameters appearing in the much earlier non-

relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital (QDO) method [14], the RQDO radial equation is

written as a second-order Dirac-like equation in the following fashion [1–3] 

The Relativistic Quantum Defect Orbital (RQDO) method 

(22)

where the parameter Λ that appears in the model Hamiltonian is connected with the

relativistic quantites s, as defined by Karwowski and Kobus [13], and δ ', the relativisitc 

quantum defect. 

(23)

c is an integer [14] that both ensures the normalizability of the radial relativisitc

quantum defect orbitals and determines their nodal structure. 

(24)

where Znet is the net nuclear charge acting on the valence electrons, α is the fine

structure constant and Ex is the experimental (or independently calculated by other

procedure) energy.

As in the non-relativistic case [14], the relativistic quantum defect is determined 

empirically. We have 

(25)
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where ñ is the ‘relativistic principal quantum number’ [13], and δ ' is obtained from 

[1–3]

(26)

In this formulation all matrix elements, including the transition moments, may be 

expressed as closed-form analytical equations, thus avoiding numerical errors and 

convergence problems. 

Kwato Njock et al. [15] have presented more recently a relativistic generalisation of 

the quantum defect orbital method. This formulation has some resemblances with the 

previous one [1,2] but is, in our view, unnecessarily complicated.

3. Results and Analysis 

Prior to calculating oscillator strengths in a given transition array, we have determined 

which of the spin-orbit coupling schemes referred to in the preceding section is most 

appropriate for the levels involved. For the energy levels, we have employed the data 

reported by Bashkin and Stoner [17]. As we did in the case of the isoelectronic atom 

chlorine [4], we have employed a graphical technique reported by Quinet and co-

workers [16] to determine whether the group of energy levels corresponding to a given 

(ground or excited) electronic state of the atomic system complies with the Jcl scheme

or, otherwise, with the LS scheme. These authors plotted the energies that correspond to 

a given value of the total angular momentum quantum number of the core, Jc, against a 

parameter h that is defined as follows 

(27)

Fig. 1. Energy levels in cm–1 versus the h parameter, Eq. (27), for the 3s2 3p5 5f valence configuration of 
Ar II. 
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Fig. 2. Energy levels in cm–1 versus the h parameter, Eq. (27), for the 3s2 3p5 6g valence configuration of 
Ar II. 

Fig. 3. Energy levels in cm–1 versus the h parameter, Eq. (27), for the 3s2 3p5 6h valence configuration of
Ar II. 

where all the symbols have been specified in Section 2.2. If the levels fit a parabola, the 

atomic state is best described by the Jcl scheme [16], and the oscillator strengths should

be calculated according to the expressions given in Section 2.2. 

In our previous experience with chlorine [4], for which the ground state valence 

configuration is the same as that in Ar II, 3s2 3p5, we found that all the excited 

configurations in which one of the 3p electrons is promoted to an upper n' p or n' d 
(n' > 3) state comply with the LS scheme. This was valid for two different states of the 

core, the ground, 3P, and the excited 1D states. The same has been found to occur in Ar 

II. However, in some of the states where one 3p electron is promoted to an orbital with 

higher n and l quantum numbers the levels showed a clear Jcl structure. We observed 

that for a given value of l this was more obvious the higher the principal quantum 
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Fig, 4. Energy levels in cm–1 versus the h parameter, Eq. (27), for the 3s2 3p5 7i valence configuration of 
Ar II. 

Table 1 Oscillator strengths for 3p-4s fine-structure transitions in Ar II. LS coupling 

RQDOa RQDOb CIV3c CId PMe MPf

3p2P3/2-4s2P3/2 0.1723 0.1659 0.1863 0.1514 0.1814 0.1612 

3p2P3/2-4s2P1/2 0.0325 0.0320 0.0384 0.03 19 0.0369 0.0322 

3p2P1/2-4s2P3/2 0.0704 0.0675 0.0610 0.0504 0.0718

3p2P1/2-4s2P1/2 0.1328 0.1301 0.1398 0.1152 0.1461

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cHibbert and Hansen [20] 
dLuyken [21] 
eStatz et al. [22] 
fGanas [23] 

number, as Minhagen had also observed over three decades ago [18]. In the case of Ar 

II we have centred our attention in levels involved in transitions for which comparative 

oscillator strengths were found in the literature. Of these, the ones that complied with a 

‘pair coupling’ scheme were the excited states 5f, 6g, 6h and 7i. In Figures 1 to 4 we 

show that the corresponding E vs. h plots are well-defined parabolas. In each of the 

figures the fitting quadratic equation and the value of the quadratic regression coeffi-

cient, R2, are inserted. 

The oscillator strengths obtained for the different transitions studied in the present 

work with the RQDO methodology, and the use of the two forms of the transition 

operator, the standard one, and that corrected for core-valence polarization, are 

collected in Tables 1 to 8, where other data, from several theoretical and experimental 

sources, have been included for comparative purposes. The former comprise the large-

scale configuration interaction performed with the use of the CIV3 computer package 

[19] by Hibbert and Hansen [20]; The configuration interaction (CI) procedure of 
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2 Table 2 Oscillator strengths for 4s-4p fine-structure transitions in Ar II. LS coupling 

I.M
artin, A

.M
. V

elasco and C
. Lavín

RQDO
a

RQDO
b

CIV3
c

CI
d

PMe PM
f

EXPT
g

EXPTh EXPT
i

EXPT
j

EXPTk

4s
4
P5/2-4p

4
P5/2 0.2073 0.1813 0.2707 0.3144 0.3028 0.2501 0.2701 0.3019 0.2868 0.2389 0.2736 

4s
4
P5/2-4p

4
P3/2 0.0899 0.0787 0.1315 0.1529 0.1431 0.1088 0.1300 0.1457 0.1370

4s
4
P3/2-4p

4
P5/2 0.1306 0.1143 0.0866 0.0948 0.0773 0.1541 0.1136 0.0920 0.0847 0.0762 0.0829 

4s
4
P3/2-4p

4
P3/2 0.0392 0.0343 0.0516 0.0595 0.0588 0.0464 0.0525 0.0576 0.0540

4s
4
P3/2-4p

4
P1/2 0.1243 0.1090 0.1505 0.1717 0.1581 0.1475 0.1496 0.1656 0.1524 0.1374 0.1497 

4s
4
P1/2-4p

4
P3/2 0.2419 0.2120 0.1758 0.1913 0.1599 0.2829 0.1713 0.1882 0.1660

4s
4
P1/2-4p

4
P1/2 0.0491 0.0431 0.0388 0.0426 0.0359 0.0575 0.0359 0.0358 0.0359 0.0333 0.0356 

4s
4
P5/2-4p

4
P3/2 0.1172 0.1046 0.0842 0.1104 0.1210 0.1530 0.0667 0.0917 0.1214 0.0655 0.0834 

4s
4
P3/2-4P

4
S3/2 0.1166 0.1040 0.1127 0.1480 0.1623 0.1484 0.0860 0.1178 0.1543 0.0840 0.1045 

4s
4
P1/2-4p

4
P3/2 0.1161 0.1036 0.1428 0.1892 0.2087 0.1458 0.1129 0.1527 0.1991 0.1152 0.1388 

4s
4
P5/2-4p

4
D7/2 0.4268 0.3759 0.4490 0.5403 0.5255 0.5255 0.4425 0.5177 0.5104

4s
4
P5/2-4P

4
D5/2 0.0973 0.0858 0.0501 0.0590 0.1207 0.0524 0.0447 0.0472 0.0573

4s
4
P5/2-4p

4
D3/2 0.0110 0.0097 0.0025 0.0027 0.0137 0.0021 0.0021 0.0024 0.0027

4s
4
P3/2-4P

4
D5/2 0.3363 0.2967 0.3765 0.4449 0.4072 0.4583 0.3599 0.4052 0.4169

4s
4
P3/2-4p

4
D3/2 0.1735 0.1533 0.1537 0.1853 0.2113 0.1806 0.1614 0.1772 0.1764

4s
4
P3/2-4p

4
D1/2 0.0273 0.0242 0.0180 0.0217 0.0334 0.0205 0.0181 0.0183 0.0266 0.0175 0.0165 

4s
4
P1/2-4p

4
D3/2 0.2689 0.2377 0.3303 0.3954 0.3232 0.3992 0.3348 0.3472 0.3662

4s
4
P1/2-4p

4
D1/2 0.2711 0.2398 0.2925 0.3508 0.3280 0.3510 0.2887 0.3307 0.3366 0.2527 0.2990 

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cHibert and Hansen [20] 
dLuyken [21]
eStatz et al., intermediate coupling [22] 
fStatz et al., LS coupling [22] 
gVujovic and Wiese [28] 
hShumaker and Popenoe [24] 
iRudko and Tang [25] 
jGarcía and Campos [26] 
kWiese et al. [29] 



Table 3 Oscillator strengths for 4p-5s fine-structure transitions in Ar II. LS coupling 

RQDOa RQDOb Exptc Exptd

4p4S3/2-5s4P5/2 0.1443 0.1432 0.1011 0.0772

4p4S3/2-5s4P3/2 0.0926 0.0922 0.0595 0.0508

4p4S3/2-5s4P1/2 0.0439 0.0439 0.0501 0.0450

4p4P5/2-5s4P5/2 0.1561 0.1573 0.1443 0.2077 

4p4P5/2-5s4P3/2 0.0625 0.0633 0.0344

4p4P3/2-5s4P5/2 0.1020 0.1026 0.1106 0.1450 

4p4P3/2-5s4P3/2 0.0283 0.0286 0.0580 0.0345 

4p4P3/2-5s4P1/2 0.0810 0.0824 0.0332 0.063 1 

4p4P1/2-5s4P3/2 0.1802 0.1811 0.1372 0.1766 

4p4P1/2-5s4P1/2 0.0331 0.0337 0.0254

4p4D7/2-5s4P5/2 0.2481 0.2483 0.2292

4p4D5/2-5s4P5/2 0.0759 0.0759 0.0275 0.0333

4p4D5/2-5s4P3/2 0.1676 0.1684 0.1231

4p
4
D3/2-5s

4
P5/2 0.0129 0.0129

4P4D3/2-5s4P3/2 0.1308 0.1312 0.0738 0.1005 

4p4D1/2-5s4P3/2 0.0414 0.0415

4p4D1/2-5s4P1/2 0.1932 0.1946 0.1997

4p2D5/2-5s2P3/2 0.2322 0.2339 0.2206

4p2D3/2-5s2P3/2 0.0401 0.0403 0.0928 0.0953

4p2D3/2-5s2P1/2 0.1837 0.1858 0.1230

4p2P3/2-5s2P3/2 0.2089 0.2095

4p2P3/2-5s2P1/2 0.0386 0.0389 0.1149 0.0921 

4p2P1/2-5s2P3/2 0.0814 0.0818 0.1271 0.1420 

4p2P1/2-5s2P1/2 0.1496 0.1512 0.1145

a
RQDO, this work 

bRQDO, this work with polarization 
cAparicio [27] 
dRudko and Tang [25] 

4p4D3/2-54P1/2 0.0952 0.0960 0.0945 0.1200

Luyken in intermediate coupling [21]; The perturbation (PM) calculations by Statz and 

co-workers [22], who for the 4s-4p transition complex followed both the LS and an 

intermediate coupling schemes; The analytical model potential (MP) employed by 

Ganas [23], and the theoretical analysis of their observations, performed in the frame-

work of the Relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR) approximation, by Quinet et al. [16]. The 

different experimental data sources are quoted at the foot of the tables. For the few 

transitions for which they were available, we have also included the data of the critical 

compilations (CC) by Vujnovic and Wiese [28] and by Wiese et al. [29]. 

In the levels for which the oscillator strengths are shown in Tables 4 to 6 the atomic 

core state is the excited, 1D, whilst in the remaining tables the levels correspond to the 

ground state of the core, 3P. After a careful inspection of the tables a few remarks can 
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Table 4 Oscillator strengths for 4s'-4p' fine-structure transitions in Ar II. LS coupling 

RQDOa RQDOb CIV3c CId EXPTe EXPTf EXPTg EXPTh

4s' 2D5/2-4p' 2F7/2 0.2478 0.2431 0.2703 0.3 173 0.335 1 0.3865 0.4800 0.3223 

4s' 2D5/2-4p ' 2F7/2 0.0124 0.0124 0.0173 0.0207 0.0229 0.0290 0.0303 0.0255

4s' 2D3/2-4p ' 2F5/2 0.2600 0.2551 0.3325 0.2236 0.3145 0.3884 0.4974 0.2980

4s'2D5/2-4p' 2D5/2 0.1674 0.1673 0.0851 0.1009 0.1442 0.1417 

4s' 2D5/2-4p' 2D3/2 0.0120 0.0120 0.0122 0.0146 0.0198 0.0433 0.0424 

4s '2D3/2-4p' 2D5/2 0.0179 0.0179 0.0197 0.0081 0.0161 0.0165 0.0524 

4s'2D3/2-4p' 2D3/2 0.1611 0.1610 01056 0.0321 0.0995 0.3430 0.3454

4s' 2D5/2-4p' 2P3/2 0.1099 0.1090 0.0944 0.1428 0.1463 0.1829 0.1883 0.1658

4s' 2D3/2-4p' 2P3/2 0.0183 0.0181 0.0293 0.0194 0.0301 0.0565 0.0560 0.0495 

4s'2D3/2-4p' 2P1/2 0.0905 0.0901 0.1083 0.0903 0.1087 0.1792 0.1779

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cHibert and Hansen [20] 
dLuyken [21] 
eVujnovic and Wiese [28] 
f Wiese et al. [29] 
gRudko and Tang [25] 
hGarcia and Campos [26] 

Table 5. 

tions in Ar II. LS coupling 
Oscillator strengths for 4p'-5s' fine-structure transi-

RQDOa RQDOb EXPTc

4p' 2D5/2-5s' 2D5/2 0.2492 0.2468 0.1938

4p' 2D5/2-5s' 2D3/2 0.0178 0.0176

4p' 2D3/2-5s'2D5/2 0.0266 0.0263

4p' 2D3/2-5s' 2D3/2 0.2392 0.2368

4p' 2P3/2-4d'2D5/2 0.2128 0.2110 0.1628

4p' 2P3/2-4d '2D3/2 0.0236 0.0234

4p' 2P1/2-4d' 2D3/2 0.2518 0.2492 0.1913

4p' 2F7/2-4d' 2D5/2 0.1960 0.1952 0.2400 

4p' 2F5/2-4d'2D5/2

4p' 2F5/2-4d'2D3/2 0.1800 0.1794 0.2204 

aRQDO this work 
b
RQDO this work with polarization 

cRudko and Tang [25] 

be made. In the core ground configuration, 3P, for those transitions that involve the less 

excited valence states (Tables 1 and 2) the explicit introduction of core polarization has 

stronger effects in the RQDO f-values, lowering their magnitude, than for those which 

take place between more highly excited valence sates (Tables 3, 7 and 8). Core 
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Table 6 

tions in Ar II. LS coupling 
Oscillator strengths for 4p'-4d' fine-structure transi-

RQDOa RQDOb EXPTc

4p'2P3/2-4d' 2D5/2 0.3032 0.2929 0.4113

4p'2P3/2-4d' 2D3/2 0.0331 0.0320

4p'2P1/2-4d' 2D3/2 0.3376 0.3265 0.4672

4p'2P3/2-4d' 2P3/2 0.3642 0.3517 0.4461

4p'2P3/2-4d' 2P1/2 0.0732 0.0707 0.0717

4p'2P1/2-4d' 2P3/2 0.1486 0.1436

4p'2P1/2-4d' 2P1/2 0.2985 0.2884

4p'2D5/2-4d' 2D5/2 0.3270 0.3163 0.3319

4p'2D5/2-4d' 2D3/2 0.0230 0.0222

4p'2D3/2-4d' 2D5/2 0.0350 0.0338 0.0811

4p'2D3/2-4d' 2D3/2 0.3095 0.2995

4p'2D5/2-4d' 2P3/2 0.0908 0.0878 0.1106

4p'2D3/2-4d' 2P3/2 0.1512 0.1462 0.0008

4p'2D3/2-4d' 2P1/2 0.0759 0.0734

4p'2D5/2-4d' 2F7/2 0.5199 0.5032 0.6454

4p'2D5/2-4d' 2F5/2 0.0258 0.0250 0.0714

4p'2D3/2-4d' 2F5/2 0.5417 0.5244 0.6127

4p' 2F7/2-4d' 2D5/2 0.0259 0.0250 0.0295

4p' 2F5/2-4d'2D5/2 0.0172 0.0166 0.0135

4p' 2F5/2-4d'2D3/2 0.0236 0.0228 0.0364

4p'2F7/2-4d' 2F7/2 0.1695 0.1636 0.2548

4p'2F7/2-4d' 2F5/2 0.0062 0.0060 0.0167

4p'2F5/2-4d' 2F7/2 0.0083 0.0080 0.0089

4p'2F5/2-4d' 2F5/2 0.1654 0.1597 0.2493

4p'2F7/2-4d' 2G9/2 0.7258 0.6986 0.9510

4p'2F7/2-4d' 2G5/2 0.0207 0.0200 0.0287

4p'2F5/2-4d' 2G7/2 0.7439 0.7159 0.9806

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cRudko and Tang [25] 

polarization has also little influence in the f-values between states that correspond to the 

core excited configuration, 1D (Tables 4 to 6), where the symbols for both the initial 

and final orbitals of the active electron are primed. 

In the cases where the LS coupling has been found by us to be appropriate (Tables 1 

to 6) the theoretical f-values with which ours seem to comform better are those obtained 

by Hibbert and Hansen [20] with CIV3, a far more expensive method than the RQDO, 

the degree of agreement being higher for the stronger fine-structure transitions within 
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Table 7 

tions in Ar II. Jcl coupling 
Oscillator strengths for 5f-6g fine-structure transi-

RQDOa RQDOb HFRc

[5]11/2-[6]13/2 1.0396 1.0366 1.049 1 

[5]11/2-[6]11/2 0.0136 0.0136 

[5]9/2-[6]11/2 1.0522 1.0491 1.0471 

[5]11/2-[5]11/2 0.0887 0.0884 

[5]11/2-[5]9/2 0.0013 0.0013 

[5]9/2-[5]11/2 0.0016 0.0016 

[5]9/2-[5]9/2 0.0885 0.0883 0.0794 

[4]9/2-[5]11/2 0.9377 0.9350 0.9772 

[4]9/2-[5]9/2 0.0222 0.0174 

[4]7/2-[5]9/2 0.9585 0.9372 0.3953 

[4]9/2-[4]9/2 0.1500 0.1495 0.1349 

[4]9/2-[4]7/2 0.0034 0.0034 

[4]7/2-[4]9/2 0.0043 0.0043

[4]7/2-[4]7/2 0.1497 0.1492 0.0361 

[3]7/2-[4]9/2 0.8985 0.8985 0.3213 

[3]7/2-[4]7/2 0.0258 0.0258 

[3]5/2-[4]7/2 0.9214 0.9193 0.8747 

[3]7/2-[3]7/2 0.1879 0.1874 0.1040 

[3]7/2-[3]5/2 0.0070 0.0070 

[3]5/2-[3]7/2 0.0093 0.0092 

[3]5/2-[3]5/2 0.1849 0.1844 0.2301 

[2]5/2-[3]7/2 0.9076 0.9050 0.8951 

[2]5/2-[3]5/2 0.0452 0.0451 

[2]3/2-[3]5/2 0.9489 0.9462 0.9505 

[2]5/2-[2]5/2 0.1728 0.1723 0.1667 

[2]5/2-[2]3/2 0.0126 0.0125 

[2]3/2-[2]5/2 0.0188 0.0187 

[2]3/2-[2]3/2 0.0753 0.0750 0.1986 

[1]3/2-[2]5/2 1.0452 1.0422 1.0421 

[1]3/2-[2]5/2 0.2322 0.23 15 

[1]1/2-[2]3/2 1.1585 1.1552 1.1454 

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cQuinet et al. [16] 

an nl-n' l' complex. The similarities between the RQDO f-values and those of other 

theoretical and experimental procedures also vary considerably from a fine-structure

transition to another within the same complex, as it occurs among the f-values of the 

different comparative sources, both theoretical and experimental. In the case of the 
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Table 8 

tions in Ar II. Jcl coupling
Oscillator strengths for 6h-7i fine-structure transi-

RQDOa RQDOb HFRc

[7]15/2-[8]17/2 1.9090 1.9070 1.93 14 

[7]15/2-[8]15/2 0.0139 0.0139 

[7]13/2-[8]15/2 1.9223 1.9202 1.9225 

[7]15/2-[7]15/2 0.0800 0.0799 0.0805 

[7]15/2-[7]13/2 0.0007 0.0007 

[7]13/2-[7]15/2 0.0008 0.0008 

[7]13/2-[7]13/2 0.0799 0.0798 0.0801 

[6]13/2-[6]11/2 0.0021 0.0020 

[6]13/2-[6]13/2 0.1362 0.1360 0.1361 

16]11/2-[6]13/2 0.0024 0.0024 

[6]11/2-[6]11/2 0.1359 0.1357 0.1352 

[5]11/2-[6]13/2 1.8207 1.8187 1.823 1 

[5]11/2-[6]11/2 0.0024 0.0024 

[5]9/2-[6]11/2 1.8409 1.8389 1.862 1 

[5]11/2-[5]11/2 0.1595 0.1594 0.1588 

[5]11/2-[5]9/2 0.0024 0.0024 

[5]9/2-[5]11/2 0.0029 0.0029 

[5]9/2-[5]9/2 0.1589 0.1588 0.1585 

aRQDO this work 
bRQDO this work with polarization 
cQuinet et al. [16] 

RQDO oscillator strengths, these generally satisfy a feature that is characteristic of the 

LS coupling scheme: The sum of the f-values of the lines that start from the same level 

is approximately constant. Not all the remaining f-values collected in Tables 1 to 6

comply with this feature. 

In the calculations performed in Jcl coupling, Tables 7 and 8, the accord between the

two sets of RQDO oscillator strengths and the HFR values [16] is rather good. The

discrepancies observed for the transitions that involve the 5f[4]7/2 and 5f[3]7/2 levels

(Table 7) may be due to the fact that these two levels are strongly mixed. Also, an 

inspection of Tables 7 and 8 reveals that the RQDO f-values satisfy a characteristic of 

the Jc l scheme, that is, the strongest lines are those for which ∆ K = ∆ J.

Overall, we seem to find reasons to be hopeful about the possibilities of the RQDO 

formalism for predicting spectral properties of complex atoms. Very recently, some 

lifetime calculations in Yb II have also been successfully performed [30]. These reasons 

rest on the correctness of the results so far obtained, as well as the low computational 

expense and avoidance of the frequent convergence problems that are common in 

configuration interaction approaches. 
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Hyperspherical Harmonics as Atomic and Molecular
Orbitals in Momentum Space

V. Aquilanti, S. Cavalli, C. Coletti, D. Di Domenico and G. Grossi
Dipartimento di Chimica dell’Universitá, Via Elce di Sotto 8, 06123 Perugia, Italy

Abstract

The relationship between alternative separable solutions of the Coulomb problem in 

momentum space is exploited in order to obtain hydrogenic orbitals which are of interest 

for Sturmian expansions of use in atomic and molecular structure calculations and for the 

description of atoms in fields. In view of their usefulness in problems where a direction in 

space is privileged, as when atoms are in an electric or magnetic field, we refer to these sets 

as to the Stark and Zeeman bases, as an alternative to the usual spherical basis set. Fock’s 

projection onto the surface of a sphere in the four dimensional hyperspace allows us to 

establish the connections of the momentum space wave functions with hyperspherical 

harmonics. Its generalization to higher spaces permits to build up multielectronic and

multicenter orbitals.

1. Introduction

Traditional hydrogenic orbitals used in atomic and molecular physics as expansion

bases belong to the | nlm〉 representation, which in configuration space corresponds to 

separation in polar coordinates, and in momentum space to a separation in spherical

coordinates on the (Fock’s) hypersphere S3 [1]. The |nlm〉 basis will be called spherical
in the following. Stark states |nµm〉 have also been used for atoms in fields and

correspond to separation in parabolic coordinates an ordinary space and in cylindrical 

coordinates on S3 (for their use for expanding molecular orbitals see ref. [2]). A third

basis, to be termed Zeeman states and denoted |nλ m〉 has been introduced more

recently by Labarthe [3] and has found increasing applications [4]. 

In 1935 Fock [5] discovered that the wavefunction of hydrogen atom | nlm〉 in

momentum space, as can be obtained by Fourier transform from configuration space, 

can be related to four dimensional spherical harmonics, i.e. eigenfunctions of the 

Laplace operator on S3. Thus the principal quantum number n (which labels the energy 

spectrum) can appropriately be interpreted as a hyperangular momentum quantum

number, manifesting that the hidden symmetry giving rise to the accidental degeneracy 
emerging in the three-dimensional configuration space treatment is actually a four 

dimensional symmetry, which has been analyzed and discussed in various papers [6], 

reviews [7] and books [8]. The properly normalized hyperspherical harmonics, here

appearing as Fourier transforms of hydrogenic Sturmians [2,9], find their role as atomic 

orbitals and expansion basis sets in an increasing number of applications [10].

Accordingly, the passage between the alternative sets can be explicitly viewed as a 

change in coupling schemes of hyperangular momenta. Relationships among coordinate 

sets and the explicit formulae for transformations between the spherical and the Stark 

and Zeeman bases are given in Section 2. 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 291–301.
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This paper considers the hyperspherical harmonics of the four dimensional rotation

group O(4) in the same spirit of previous investigations [2,11]), where the possibility is 

considered of exploiting different parametrizations of the Sn hypersphere to build up

alternative Sturmian [12] basis sets. Their symmetry and completeness properties make 

them in fact adapt to solve quantum mechanical problems where the hyperspherical 

symmetry of the kinetic energy operator is broken by the interaction potential, but the 

corresponding perturbation matrix elements can be worked out explicitly, as in the case

of Coulomb interactions (see Section 3). A final discussion is given in Section 4. 

2. Momentum space: Alternative hydrogenic orbitals

As already noted in some preceding papers [10,13] from the theory of the O(4) group,

[8], the 3-sphere admits different systems of hyperspherical coordinates to which 

correspond alternative harmonics. In Ref. [14] we have classified the hyperspherical 

harmonics of the group O(4), and shown that there are 15 distinct bases. In the 

following, we consider in more detail the spherical, the Stark and the Zeeman basis

sets.

The Sturmian eigenfunctions in momentum space in spherical coordinates are, apart 

from a weight factor, a standard hyperspherical harmonic, as can be seen in the famous 

Fock treatment of the hydrogen atom in which the tridimensional space is projected 

onto the 3-sphere, i.e. a hypersphere embedded in a four dimensional space. The 

essentials of Fock analysis of relevance here are briefly sketched now. 

The Fock transformation of variables consists in projecting the momentum vector p
with coordinates px, py , pz and modulus p in momentum space on a tetradimensional

hypersphere of unit radius. The momentum p0 = √ 
–—
–2E is directly related to the energy

–

spectrum. A point on the hypersphere surface has coordinates: 

(1)

where ϑ and ϕ are the polar angles of the vector p:

(2)
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This transformation is analogous to a stereographic projection from a hyperplane 

onto a hypersphere in a four dimensional space: 

(3)

The spherical parametrization (1) can be graphically exhibited by the tree method

[13] (see Fig. 1(a)). To compare the volume element in momentum space: 

(a)

coupling coefficient

x phase change

(c)
n-1

Fig.1.  Momentum space coordinates. Three pararnetrizations of the 3-sphere, corresponding to three 
different harmonics, are exhibited by the tree method [36,37,38], useful to represent graphically the 
relationship between Cartesian coordinates ui and angular parametrization of the hypersphere. A 4-
dimensional sphere of R4 is parametrized either by 4 Cartesian coordinates or by a hyperradius ρ and 3 
hyperangles. There are 4 ‘leaves’ corresponding to the cartesian coordinates, connected to the branches
which join at 3 nodes representing the angles. As a convention, we consider that the branch converging to 
the node from the left (right) represents the cosine (sine) ofthe hyperangles. Starting from a leaf and going 
down to the root of the tree, through the various nodes, we establish a relation between the coordinates and 
the hyperangles. (a) Fock parametrization according to the tree method. The tree shows Fock projection 
when the parametrization is according to the coordinate system (I) and the corresponding harmonics is
Yn–1,l,m(χ , ϑ ,ϕ ). The tree (a) is an alternative representation with respect to the tree (a), it corresponds to
a parametrization according to the angles in eq. 10. The corresponding harmonic is (–)

n–1
(l)m

( n/ 2π 2))1/2 D ( n–1)/2
( µ +m)/ 2 , ( µ –m) / 2 (– Φ – ϕ , 2Θ, ϕ – Φ ). We can pass from tree a to b using the suitable 

Clebsch-Gordan coeficient (eq. 12). The tree (c) illustrates the hypersphericalparametrization that leads to
the hyperspherical harmonics Yn–1,λ ,m (ψ ,η, ϕ ). They are related to the harmonics of tree a through the Z
coeficient defined in eg. (15). The connection between (b) and (c) requires a Clebsch Gordan coefficient
and a phase change related to a (see eq. (14)).
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(4)

with the solid angle element in the 4-dimensional space:

(5)

we use (1) 

(6)

to get: 

(7)

In the specific case of the hydrogen atom the eigenfunctions ψ nlm (p) in momentum 

space, which can be considered as Fourier transforms of their configuration space

counterparts:

(8)

are just hyperspherical harmonics except for a weight function. That is:

(9)

The explicit expressions for ψ nlm(p) for the hydrogen atom were obtained for the first 

time by Podolsky and Pauling [15]. Making use of the tree method [13] we can see (Fig. 

la) that the part in m and l represents the spherical harmonic and the part in l and n a

Gegenbauer polynomial. According to this view the quantum number n plays the role 

of a hyperangular momentum quantum number. The connection between alternative 

systems of hyperspherical coordinates is visualized by the tree method [13] in Fig. 1; 

from a group theoretical viewpoint, the alternative coupling schemes correspond to the 

subgroup reductions O(4) ⊃ O(3) ⊃ O(2) and O(4) ⊃ O(2) x O(2).

Fig. 1 also helps in writing down the four-dimensional sphere parametrizations 

corresponding to the alternative representations for Fock projection. 

The set of angles in Fig. 1(b) parametrizing the 3-sphere defines as follows a point on 

the 3-dimensional sphere [8]: 

(10)

where Θ, ϕ, Φ are the cylindrical angles describing the coordinates on a tetradimen-

sional space (see also [8]; a similar system of angles is used by Kalnins et al. [6] who 

give a general treatment of the properties of the group O(4)).
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Through the set of angles in Fig. 1(c), a point in the four-dimensional momentum

space is defined in the following way:

(11)

where ψ and η are the hyperangles which define the Zeeman basis.

2.1.

In the following, we pay special attention to the connections among the spherical, Stark

and Zeeman basis. Since in momentum space the orbitals are simply related to 

hyperspherical harmonics, these connections are given by orthogonal matrix elements 

similar (when not identical) to the elements of angular momentum algebra. 

Let us now consider the overlap between the spherical and the Stark basis. For the 

latter, the momentum space eigenfunctions, which in configuration space correspond to 

variable separation in parabolic coordinates, are similarly related to alternative hyper-

spherical harmonics [2]. The connecting coefficient between spherical and Stark basis

is formally identical to a usual vector coupling coefficient (from now on n is omitted

from the notation):

The connection between alternative basis sets

(12)

for any allowed n, n ≥ l + 1 and n ≥ | m | + |µ | + 1 [16]. This transformation was given

for the first time in configuration space by Park [17], who did not specify the explicit

form of the eigenfunctions and so did not define the phase convention. Progress was 

made by Hughes [18], by Tarter [19] (who calculated the elements by direct integration) 

and the correct phase difference is give by Englefield [8]. 

The relationship between the two bases is most clearly understood in the four 

dimensional momentum space. It is interesting to note that this connection is strictly 

linked to alternative parametrizations of the 3-sphere.

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in eg. (12), having at least one zero element,

suggests that µ can be interpreted as a helicity quantum number. Physically this means 

that the chosen axis is the one corresponding to a zero component of the orbital angular 

momentum vector l and therefore lies in the plane of the orbit, as the Runge-Lenz

vector [8,6]; an operation of this kind finds its analogues in several contexts: we 

mention the space fixed — body fixed transformations in molecular collisions [20], the 

Hund’s case ( e) → (c) transformation in molecular spectroscopy and atomic scattering 

[21,22] and the passage between symmetric and asymmetric coordinates in the hyper-

spherical treatment of the three-body problem [23,24]. 

The coefficient connecting the polar and Zeeman basis will be called Z:
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(13)

The overlap between spherical and Zeeman states, was originally derived as a sum of 

the product of two vector coupling coefficients [3]:

(14)

(the phase α = (n – 1 – m – µ )/2 + l + λ is an integer: if it were omitted, the sum

would be δ lλ ).
By direct integration or by specializing overlap coefficients between alternative

harmonics [25] we are able to write it directly as a single sum of the Racah type. This 

sum [26] is a hypergeometric function 4 F3 of unit argument:

(15)

where

(see Ref. [14] for the explicit expression and Table 1 for some numerical values). 

It can also be connected with Racah polynomials [25], although it cannot be reduced 

to the ordinary Racah’s or 6-j coefficient which performs angular momentum recou-

pling. Indeed, like a Racah’s recoupling coefficient it is orthogonal with respect to 

summation on two angular momentum quantum numbers ( l and λ ), but contains a 
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Table1 Z n,m
l,λ matrix elements for some quantum numbers 

Z
n,mnlλ m l,λ nlλ m l ,λ Z n,m

1000 1 4111

2100 1 4210 

211-1 –1 422-1 –1 

2111 1 422 1 1 

3000 4300

3110 1 431-1

3200 4311 

321-1 –1 432-2 1 

321 1 1 4320 

322-2 1 4322 1 

322-1 –1 433-3 –1 

3220 433-1

3222 1 433 1 

4100 4333 1

411-1

projection quantum number. The Z coefficient can be compactly written as a general-
ized 6-j symbol [27]:

(16)

Note that Z n,m
l,λ is zero when n + 1 + λ + m is even and shows the symmetries 
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Zn,m
l,λ = Z n,– m 

l,λ and Z n,m
l,λ = Z n,m

l,λ . Moreover it enjoys most properties of ordinary 6-j

symbols, such as several recurrence relationships [28], including a 3-term one which 

allows accurate and efficient calculations [29] even for high values of the arguments. 

3. Multielectronic Atomic Orbitals 

Hyperspherical harmonics are now explicitly considered as expansion basis sets for 

atomic and molecular orbitals. In this treatment the key role is played by a general-

ization of the famous Fock projection [5] for hydrogen atom in momentum space, 

leading to the connection between hydrogenic orbitals and four-dimensional harmonics, 

as we have seen in the previous section. It is well known that the hyperspherical 

harmonics are a basis for the irreducible representations of the rotational group on the 

four-dimensional hypersphere S3 : from this viewpoint hydrogenoid orbitals can be 

looked at as representations of the four-dimensional hyperspherical symmetry [14]. 

The generalization of Fock treatment to higher dimensions [11] allows us to study 

atomic and molecular structure from the point of view of the broken symmetry of 

hyperspheres. As a matter of fact atoms and molecules can be considered as arising 

from the breaking of the hyperspherical symmetry of d-dimensional hydrogenoid atom 

[d = 3(N – 1) for N body Coulomb problems] due to the introduction of charged 

particles (electrons or nuclei respectively). Thus in configuration space, Sturmian basis 

functions [ 113 (multidimensional hydrogenic orbitals of fixed energy) can be used as 

expansion bases sets to build up atomic and molecular orbitals. Since the counterparts 

of d-dimensional Sturmian functions in momentum space are ( d + 1)-dimensional

hyperspherical harmonics, the possibility of exploiting different parametrizations of the 

(d + 1)-dimensional sphere can be considered. In fact one can choose among alternative 

hyperspherical harmonics pertaining to different subgroup chain reductions of the 

original ( d + 1)-dimensional rotation group and thus possessing different symmetry 

properties. The corresponding overlap coefficients can be written in terms of (general-

ized) vector coupling or recoupling coefficients and, due to the duality between 

configuration and momentum space, can also be used to connect alternative Sturmian 

bases in direct space. 

The hyperspherical method, from a formal viewpoint, is general and thus can be 

applied to any N-body Coulomb problem. Our analysis of the three body Coulomb 

problem exploits considerations on the symmetry of the seven-dimensional rotational 

group. The matrix elements which have to be calculated to set up the secular equation 

can be very compactly formulated. All intervals can be written in closed form as matrix 

elements corresponding to coupling, recoupling or transformation coefficients of hyper-

angular momenta algebra. 

The results that we will present elsewhere (see however [30]) represent an exploration 

about the power of this formulation, with particular reference to convergence of 

alternative sets. This point of view is crucial to work out approximation and truncation 

techniques for the basis sets and to make this formulation not only formally complete, 

but also computationally efficient. 
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4. Conclusion and Further Remarks 

As is well known, conventional hydrogenoid spherical orbitals are strictly linked to 

tetradimensional harmonics when the atomic orbitals for the tridimensional hydrogen 

atom are considered in momentum space. We have therefore studied an alternative 

representation, providing the Stark and Zeeman basis sets, related to the spherical one

by orthogonal transformation, see eqs. (12) and (15). The latter can also be interpreted 

as suitable timber coefficients relating different tree structures of hyperspherical 

harmonics for R4 (Fig. 1). 

The analysis of alternative representations for hydrogen atom wavefunctions can be 

extended to any mathematical dimension and therefore can be of interest beyond the 

one-electron case. The outline provided in a previous work [10] suggests that what 

we have done here can also be exploited in higher dimensional problems [11]. In 

general, one has orthonormal bases of two kinds – the (hyper)harmonics and the 

(hyper)hydrogenoid position wavefunctions: since the multidimensional extension of 

Fock projection relates the harmonics to hydrogenoid momentum space wavefunc-

tions, both can be used to expand the d-dimensional plane wave and to Fourier 

transform between position and momentum space. Transformation between the 

generalizations to hyperspaces of the spherical and Stark bases similar to the one 

discussed here (Sec. 2.1) will require the introduction of generalized angular 

momentum coupling coefficients (Hahn polynomials), whose properties are described 

in ref. [31]. 

In configuration space, the many body Coulomb problem, describing atomic and 

molecular structure, is isomorphic to that for a multidimensional hydrogen atom with 

an anisotropic charge [32]. This encourages (see [10]) multidimensional hydrogenoid 

Sturmian expansions [33,34] consisting of a (hyper)-radial part and of a hyperspherical 

harmonic. As outlined above, the corresponding eigenfunctions in momentum space are 

hyperspherical harmonics belonging to a space of one dimension higher. The calcula-

tion of matrix elements for the secular equation for the spectrum involves radial and 

angular integrals. Guided by the previous observation of the duality between multi-

dimensional hydrogenoid Sturmians and hyperspherical harmonics, it can be shown 

[10] that not only angular integrals, but also radial ones can be obtained as (generalized) 

vector coupling coefficients. 

Therefore, the numerical solution of the secular equation for different representations 

for three-body problems should enable us to make interesting discoveries concerning 

on the various quantum numbers arising in the labeling of the various kind of 

harmonics. Alternative subgroup reductions, generalising those that we encountered in 

Sec. 2, and corresponding to alternative expansion in hyperspherical harmonics, can 

also be dealt with by a generalization of angular momentum algebra [10], Explicitly, as 

already noted, the three-body problem requires a mapping of the 6-sphere embedded in 

a seven dimensional Euclidean space. To test the effectiveness of the different 

parametrizations in some specific cases we have already illustrated the above considera-

tions by some numerical examples again for the test case for H +2 [10,35], but relaxing 

the usual restriction to the fixed nuclei scheme as adopted e.g. in [2] (see however 

[35]).
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Abstract

We discuss all of the key features of our current CASVB methodology for modern valence 

bond calculations on ground and excited states. The CASVB strategy may be used to 

generate compact representations of CASSCF wavefunctions or, alternatively, to perform 

the fully-variational optimization of various general types of VB wavefunction. We report 

also a new application, namely to the fourteen π electrons of a planar dimethylenecyclobu-

tadiene chain with three rings. 

1. Introduction 

The CASVB strategy [1–9] uses a very efficient algorithm for the transformation of 

CASSCF [10] structure spaces, for the interpretation of CASSCF wavefunctions, and 

for the fully-variational optimization of VB wavefunctions. Important features for the 

quality of the final description include the unbiased optimization of both the VB orbitals 

and the mode of spin coupling, and also flexibility in the choice of the form of

wave function. 

Many other methods, of course, take advantage of invariances with respect to

orbital transformations to obtain alternative representations of wavefunctions, such 

as for example the commonly employed localization procedures for the doubly-

occupied MOs from Hartree-Fock calculations [11–15]. We give here a brief

account of procedures that particularly seek a valence bond representation of MO

wavefunctions.

In an early application to butadiene [16], and later to the ground and excited states of

benzene [17], Berry analyzed MO-based wavefunctions using valence bond concepts,

simply by considering the overlaps with nonorthogonal VB structures. Somewhat closer

than this to a CASVB type of approach, are the procedures employed by Linnett and

coworkers, in which small CI wavefunctions were transformed (exactly) to nonorthogo-

nal representations [18–20]. The main limitation in their case was on the size of

systems that may be treated (the authors considered no more than four-electron

systems), both because this non-linear transformation must exist, and because it must

be possible to obtain it with reasonable effort.

The first paper to consider a transformation of specifically a CASSCF wavefunction

to modem VB structures is probably that of McDouall and Robb [21]. An initial 

localization of the CASSCF MOs [22] is essential in their method. From this localized 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and
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representation of the CASSCF, the nonorthogonal structures are found by a one-step

transformation, taking into account the orbital parameters only to fist order. Their 

method therefore strongly depends on the localized-orbital representation being of high 

quality. A more satisfactory solution to the problem of structure transformations has 

been found by Hiberty [23], although he considers the problem from a totally different 

perspective. His work emphasizes the projection of Hartree-Fock wavefunctions, or 

small CI expansions, onto a classical -VB many-electron basis consisting typically of a 

full CI expansion in the valence space (or selected parts thereof). His algorithm

transforms separately the α and β parts of the structure space, which leads to acceptable

efficiency (cf. Section 2.5).

Hirao has also recently considered the transformation of CASSCF wavefunctions to

valence bond form [24, 25]. An orthogonal VB orbital basis was first considered, 

in which case the CASSCF CI vector may be found by re-solving the CI problem. Later 

he considered also the transformation to a classical VB representation. The transform-

ation of the CASSCF space was achieved by calculating all overlap terms, 

〈Φ CASSCF
I |Φ CASVB

J 〉 , and solving the subsequent linear problem, using a Davidson-like

iterative scheme. 

It must be pointed out that the quality of (truncated) VB representations of MO

wavefunctions, as in the variational case, is strongly related to the freedom of the

orbitals to deform and to overlap in the bond-forming directions. Such considerations

date back to the improvements made by Coulson and Fischer [26] to the Heitler-London

[27] description of H2. It is the opinion of the present authors, and indeed of many

others, that neither the orthogonal nor classical VB procedures give sufficiently

compact representations for practical applications. The philosophy of both the varia-

tional spin-coupled approach [28], as well as of the CASVB strategy, is to allow

unprejudiced optimization of the orbitals. Although the orbitals resulting from, say, a

variational optimization often turn out to be fairly localized, we by no means consider

the generation of localized (e.g. atomic-orbital-like) orbitals a goal in itself (cf. Ref.

We mention here also two schemes that have utilized the properties of CASSCF 

spaces for realizing variational optimization of VB wavefunctions ( cf. the discussion 

in Section 2.2). Murphy and Messmer [29] used a non-linear parametrization similar 

to Linnett’s of a hierarchy of increasingly correlated valence bond wavefunctions, 

suggesting the ‘orbital-relaxed’ GVB (GVB/R) wavefunction as the best compromise 

between compactness and quality. Malcolm and McDouall [30,31] have utilized 

instead the variational character of the biorthogonal method, when expanded in a full 

CI. The resulting wavefunction is formally equivalent to a CASSCF, with the valence

bond orbitals being found by optimizing a fully nonorthogonal perfect-pairing struc-

ture.

The main purpose of the present article is to provide, in one place, an overview of all 

of the key features of our current CASVB methodology. The CASVB code has already 

been applied to a wide range of problems [1–9,32,33] and its use in further fully-

variational modern-VB calculations are reported elsewhere in this Volume. Although 

we have chosen to concentrate here on methodology, we do present also a new 

application (to a fourteen-electron system). 

[7]).
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2. Key Aspects of the CASVB Strategy

2.1.

We consider in this Section a many-electron space that is closed under linear

transformations of the defining orbitals, so that 

Decomposing the transformation of a many-electron space 

(1)

We have used { } for the row vectors of the respective entities, while we denote by φ 
and Φ the orbitals and many-electron functions, and by O and T(O) the two 

corresponding linear transformations, respectively. Various types of many-electron

space for which such transformations may be carried out have been described by 

Malmqvist [34]. In general, O may be non-unitary, possibly with subsidiary conditions 

imposed for ensuring that the corresponding transformation of the N-electron space 

exists (e.g. a block-diagonal form according to orbital subsets or irreducible representa-

tions).

A quite general method for obtaining T(O) involves the decomposition of O into

simpler ‘orbital updates’, for example as 

(2)

(3)

where we choose Oµv(λ ) to describe a simple change of just one orbital:

A factorization of O of this form can be carried out using standard matrix algorithms 

such as LU decomposition or Gaussian elimination with back-substitution [2,34,35]. 

The main advantage is the straightforward evaluation of the structure transformation

corresponding to Eq. (3), which is just 

(4)

in terms of the spin orbital single-replacement operators E (α )
µv and E(β )

µv, or, equivalently, 

in terms of the spin-averaged single- and double-replacement operators E(1) and E(2)
µv

Considering Eq. (2), the complete transformation of the CI space may be realized by m 

applications of the replacement operators in Eq. (4). The treatment of these operators is 

well established and there is no difference from their application in standard procedures 

based on orthogonal orbitals. The first form in Eq. (4) is appropriate for a many-electron

space defined in terms of Slater determinants, and in such a case the transformation 

may be separated into independent α and β parts [2]. The spin-averaged replacement 

operators are, of course, more natural in connection with a many-electron basis 

consisting of configuration state functions. 

We shall in the following restrict out attention to transformations of CI spaces of 

CASSCF type. We may then divide { φ } into subsets consisting of core, active, and 

virtual orbitals, { φ } = {{ φ core}, { φ act}, { φ virtual}}, so that Eq. (1) may be fulfilled for 

any transformation affecting only the active space. (Also, certain transformations 

involving the core orbitals leave the wavefunction invariant, but those will not be 

considered here). In order to specify the CASSCF completely, the three numbers 

µv
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(N, m, S) may be provided, signifying the numbers of active electrons and active

orbitals, and total spin quantum number, respectively.

The (infinite) latitude for choosing different representations of the CASSCF wave-

function may be exploited in order to bring it into a VB-like form. We adopt here the

partitioning

(5)

in which we take the component Ψ VB to be of VB type (see later), while the ‘residual’

is the orthogonal complement, with 〈Ψ VB|Ψ ⊥ 
RES〉 = 0. We could define the optimal

representation of Ψ CAS as the one that maximizes the weight of the valence bond

component. Equivalently, we may adopt the criterion 

(6)

since such a formulation proves more convenient when considering the VB optimization

problem below. Our initial applications of this strategy have shown that, with a suitably 

chosen Ψ VB, more than 99% of a CASSCF wavefunction may be brought to VB-like

form. When this is the case, one might view Ψ ⊥ 
RES as merely a ‘perturbation’ to the 

(modern) valence bond description, and many of the most important features of the

electron correlation taken into account by the CASSCF may be rationalized from an 

interpretation of just Ψ VB.

2.2.

We consider here a slightly different perspective to the one adopted in Section 2.1, more 

strongly associated with the fully-variational optimization of VB wavefunctions. 

A natural starting point for modern valence bond applications lies in the optimization

of the spin-coupled wavefunction [28], which consists of a single ‘covalent’ configura-

tion of N singly occupied orbitals:

An alternative viewpoint: addressing the nonorthogonality problem 

(7)

Such a spin-coupled wavefunction is optimized with respect to the core wavefunction 

(if applicable), as well as to the nonorthogonal valence bond orbitals, 

(8)

and to the spin-coupling coefficients, c Sk , which define the optimal N-electron spin 

eigenfunction Θ NSM with spin S and projection M:

(9)

For the construction of spin eigenfunctions see, for example, Ref. [36]. The spin-

coupled wavefunction may be extended by adding further configurations, in which case 

we may speak of a multiconfigurational spin-coupled (MCSC) description. In the 
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following, we collect the VB structure coefficients, irrespective of the form of the VB 

wavefunction, into the vector cVB.

The evaluation of matrix elements of a given N-electron operator, Q:

(10)

can be termed the basic problem in valence bond calculations. An extensively used

approach for its solution involves the expansion of Ψ VB in terms of Slater determinants, 

leading to a summation over ( N–p)-dimensional cofactors [37], for a p-particle

operator, Q. A further saving, relative to a simple determinant-based algorithm, can be

achieved by the use of projected spin functions [38]. 

An alternative way of attacking this problem lies in the reexpression of Ψ VB using a 

different orbital basis [1–9]:

(11)

In the notation of Eq. (1), {Φ VB} signifies the many-electron functions defined in terms

of the VB-orbital basis, while {Φ MO} is a set of many-electron functions defined in

terms of orthogonal orbitals. In this way, the nonorthogonality problem has been 

essentially ‘bypassed’, so that the computational effort is instead determined by

(1) the transformation from the {Φ VB} to the {Φ MO },

(2) the increased length of the expansion necessary for the {Φ MO}, and

(3) the evaluation of matrix elements in the MO basis, 〈Φ MO
I |Q |Φ MO

J 〉 .

We have outlined in the previous Section an efficient solution to the problem posed in

(1). For the second point, one quickly realizes that the space { Φ MO} must take a full CI 

(or, CASSCF) form, if no particular restrictions are to be placed on the valence bond 

orbitals. For the single-configuration spin-coupled wavefunction, there is for this reason

an important link to (N, N, S) CASSCF wavefunctions.

For the variational description of a ground state, Ψ VB is of course optimized by 

minimizing its energy expectation value 

(12)

with respect to the free parameters. This optimization is carried out in the CASVB 

strategy by means of a two-step procedure: 

(1) optimize active-space parameters, i.e. O and cVB,

(2) optimize {φ MO} with respect to core-active, core-virtual, and active-virtual

orbital rotations. 

Step (1) defines a particular set of CASSCF CI coefficients, so that, by using this CI

vector, step (2) may be carried out by most current CASSCF programs, such as the one 

available in the MOLPRO ab initio package [39–41]. 

It is, of course, also possible to optimize the parameters in O and cVB (step (1)

above), so as to minimize the energy, without relaxing the CASSCF orbital spaces. This 

defines an ‘energy-based’ valence bond interpretation of the CASSCF solution, 
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analogous to the overlap-based criterion embodied in Eq. (6). This is particularly useful 

for the direct comparison of the two types of optimization criterion. We have generally 

found very close agreement between the descriptions generated by the energy-based

and (cheaper) overlap-based criteria.

2.4. Expressions for derivatives

In order to ensure reliable convergence, we generally employ VB optimization

procedures that require first and second derivatives with respect to all of the variational

parameters. Expressions for these derivatives are most easily derived by considering the

first- and second-order changes in Ψ VB with respect to the VB parameters defined by O
and cVB. These may be generated from combinations of E(1)

µv (cf. Eqs. (3) and (4)) and

the analogous operator for the structure space, EI1. For the first-order variations in

orbitals and structure coefficients, we find:

(13)

respectively. The second-order variations may be derived from (cf. Ref. [42]):

(14)

associated with simultaneous orbital changes µ → v and σ → τ, and

(15)

associated with a combination of orbital excitation and a change of structure coeffi-

cients. No second-order changes of the structure coefficients arise, because the 

complete structure space is spanned by the first-order variations. 

Inserting the first- and second-order wavefunction variations into either of the 

expressions Eq. (6) or (12) yields the complete expressions for the gradient and 

Hessian. In doing this, it becomes clear that the computationally most expensive parts 

are related to the terms containing first-order variations in both bra and ket, e.g.

(16)

to the second-order change in wavefunction normalization, and to

(17)

contributing to the second-order variation in energy. An exception to this general

finding, however, occurs for the combinations of first-order orbital changes, since terms 

of the form cVB†E(1)†
µv T(s)E(1)

στ  c
VB are related to the terms cVB†T(s)E(1)

µv E(1)
στ c

VB by a 

straightforward two-index transformation.

2.5. Efficiency considerations

For a general application of T(O) to an (N, m, S) CASSCF CI vector using a

determinant-based algorithm [2], the iteration count can be shown to be
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(18)

with

(19)

For the off-diagonal ( i.e. µ ≠ v) replacement operators (giving rise to the two first terms 

in Eq. (18)), each iteration consists of a multiplication and an addition, while the effect 

of the diagonal operators can be achieved by simple multiplies. 

For comparison, the count for the more straightforward structure transformation 

algorithm employed by Hiberty and coworkers [23] can in the general case be shown to

be

(20)

although this number may be reduced for particularly simple types of CI expansion. 

For the energy-based optimization, the effect of the electronic Hamiltonian on a CI 

vector must be realized. In the most efficient approach for achieving this [43–45], the 

associated computational effort is approximately 

(21)

multiplications and additions, the three terms in this expression being related to the αα, 
ββ and αβ parts of the two-electron integrals, respectively.

Values for NL and NH are shown for general (N, N, 0) CASSCF spaces in Figure 1.

(The utilization of point group symmetry would, however, reduce these numbers). Both 

quantities show approximately exponential growth for this range of N, but this is not in

itself significantly worse than the increase in the dimension of the CASSCF CI space. 

Compared to our more usual procedure [37,38] involving the calculation of the fourth-

order density matrix, D(4), the CASVB strategy’s scaling properties are clearly very 

favourable.

Given that the applications of T(O) and/or H are the most demanding steps, our

algorithm centres on obtaining the required first and second derivatives with as few such 

applications as possible. This may be achieved by constructing each term sequentially 

left-to-right (or right-to-left), so that at most two vectors need be stored in memory at 

any one time. The computational effort associated with one iteration, employing a full 

second-order optimization scheme, will then be approximately 

(22)

for the energy-based optimization criterion, and 

(23)
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# active electrons 

Fig. 1. Key values of opemtion counts for the nonorthogonal treatment of N-electron systems with S = 0. 
The operation count for D (4) is appropriate to a spin-coupled wavefunction, while the other quantities relate 
to an (N, N, 0) CASSCF space.

for the overlap-based case. N struc
var is the number of free variables associated with the VB

structure space, while Nvar is the total number of free variational parameters.

3. Wavefunction Optimization

We consider in this Section particular aspects relating to the optimization of a CASVB 

wavefunction. As for most procedures involving the optimization of orbitals, special 

attention should be given to the choice of optimization strategy. The optimization

problem is in this case non-linear, so that an exact second-order scheme is preferable in

order to ensure reliable convergence. A particularly useful account of various second-

order optimization schemes has been presented by Helgaker [46]. 

Our MIN(EVB) optimization scheme is based on a second-order model of the form

(24)

where g is the (column) vector of first derivatives of E with respect to the variational

parameters and G is the corresponding matrix of second derivatives (Hessian). We have 

opted for the method due to Fletcher [47,48], in which an equation of the form 

(25)

is solved for an update, δx. A main advantage of a stabilized Newton-Raphson scheme, 

such as Eq. (25), is the natural step-size (h) control, but other strategies, such as for
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example augmented Hessian methods (see, for example, Refs. [49,50]), may be just as

suitable. Analogous considerations apply also to our MAX(SVB) optimization scheme. 

There are even more possibilities for optimization procedures if one considers also a 

partitioning of the optimization problem. Work in this area is currently ongoing, and we 

present for the first time, in Section 5, results obtained using a Davidson-like strategy

for the (linear) optimization of the VB structure coefficients [51, 52]. Further details of 

this new procedure will be presented in a future publication.

3.1. Elimination of redundant or constrained parameters

We have always aimed in CASVB for the simplest possible elimination procedure,

bearing in mind that the number of variational prameters can be quite considerable in

practical applications. 

We shall see later that all the various types of constraints lead to conditions on the

first-order variation of x (see Eq. (24)) of the form 

(26)

Collecting the orthogonal complement to the C(i) in the (Nparm x Nfree)-dimensional

matrix L (note that the constraints vectors may be linearly dependent), we can express

the requirements in Eq. (26) as a linear transformation to a new set of variables, x' :

(27)

(28)

The second-order expression, Eq. (24), may be transformed correspondingly, to give 

with

(29)

(30)

and

As such, solving the reduced problem of Eq. (28), and back-transforming, ensures that 

the update, δ x, satisfies all the necessary conditions. 

Linear constraints: 
It is useful distinguish between linear constraints that take the form 

(31)

from which Eq. (26) follows directly, and non-linear constraints consisting of normal-

ization conditions and orthogonality relations. 

Linear constraints include various simple cases such as forcing a single coefficient to 

zero (in which case C has only one non-zero coefficient) or setting pairs of coefficients 

equal or opposite. However, more complicated conditions, such as symmetry require-

ments for orbitals, as considered in the next Section, are also included in this category. 

For example, Eq. (38) in Section 3.3, leads to m–n(ζ µµ ) linear constraints, correspond-
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ing to the orthogonal complement of R’s ζ µµ eigenspace. (These various quantities are 

defined later). 

Non-linear constraints — normalization conditions and orthogonality relations: 
The normalization condition for an orbital φ µ, can be expressed in the form 

(32)

(the condition for Ψ VB can be treated in an analogous manner). This leads to the 

requirement (to first order) that 〈φ µ |δφ µ〉 = 0, which can trivially be expressed in the

form of Eq. (26). However, due to the second-order term in Eq. (32), the orbitals must 

be renormalized after each update. 

The elimination of the constraint(s) associated with 〈φ µ |δφ v〉 = 0 can similarly be

derived from the condition 

(33)

(34)

to first-order. As for the case of the normalization condition, an error can be introduced 

that is second-order in the step size, so that (exact) orthogonality must be reimposed 

after each update in an iteration. This must be achieved without affecting the simple 

orbital constraints outlined above and, to this end, a ‘pair-wise symmetric’ orthogonali-

zation procedure has been implemented [6]. 

3.2.

Defining the (idempotent) projection operator 

which requires that 

Symmetry adaptation of VB wavefunctions 

(35)

(cf. for example Ref. [53]), the condition for the VB wavefunction to belong to the 

irreducible representation Γ (i) can be written simply as 

(36)

Here the R form the set of linear coordinate transformations that leave the nuclear 

framework invariant, χ (i) are the characters associated with the di-dimensional irreduc-

ible representation Γ (i), and g is the order of the point group, G.

We shall consider first the case of a spin-coupled wavefunction, as the requirements

for an MCSC wavefunction may be easily derived from this. Our key assumption will 

be that the operators R induce permutations of the valence bond orbitals:

(37)

where ζ µv(R) = ±1 for real orbitals (special cases in which more general transforma-

tion properties of the orbitals lead to the correct symmetry may also be envisaged). In 

practice, it is sufficient to satisfy Eq. (37) just for the generators of G. Since a complete
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set of spin eigenfunctions for N electrons form a basis for SN (the permutation group of 

degree N), correct symmetry properties may be ensured by combining Eq. (37) with 

appropriate restrictions on the form of the spin function [4,54,55]. If an MCSC

wavefimction is employed, an additional requirement is that the set of spatial configura-

tions must be closed under the orbital permutations induced by the R.

It is convenient to consider separately the diagonal and off-diagonal orbital relations 

in Eq. (37). To satisfy a diagonal relation of the form 

(38)

we can simply diagonalize the matrix representation of R, and restrict the expansion of 

φ µ to be in terms of only the right-hand eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue

ζ µµ (R). (Alternatively, it is possible to define a projection operator for φ µ, analogous to

the one defined in Eq. (35)). For an off-diagonal (µ ≠ v) orbital relation,

(39)

one may simply eliminate φ v from the optimization problem, substituting it by

ζ *µv(R)Rφ µ.
An alternative to the above procedure is to utilize the fact that

(40)

must have the correct symmetry properties, irrespective of the form of Ψ VB. Applica-

tion of this operator in the VB orbital basis may prove somewhat cumbersome, because 

P(i)Ψ VB has multiconfigurational form in this case. However, applying P(i) to a CI 

vector in a symmetry-adapted MO basis is particularly simple, especially if only 

subgroups of D 2h are considered. The effect of P(i) may be realized in CASVB

according to

^

(41)

Here, c
(i)
VB is the CI vector in the basis of VB structures, projected such that it transforms

according to the irreducible representation Γ (i). Because even the standard CASVB

approach involves an expansion of Ψ VB in terms of structures formed from orthogonal

molecular orbitals (the transformation given in Eq. (41)), this implementation is

completely straightforward. 

Symmetry projection may be applied after an optimization procedure is completed,

so as to ‘remedy’ a symmetry-broken solution. Alternatively it may be applied during
an optimization procedure by substituting Ψ (i)

VB
for Ψ VB in Eq. (6) or Eq. (12). An 

attractive third option is to employ the projection operator in combination with orbital 

and structure-coefficient constraints. For examples of these different possibilities we 

refer to previously published accounts [4]. 

3.3. Excited state optimization 

We consider in the following the optimization of modem valence bond wavefunctions 

for states that are second or higher within a particular symmetry. If CASSCF solutions 
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are available for each electronic state, { Ψ (1)

CAS
, Ψ (2)

CAS , . . .}, application of the overlap-

based criterion, 

(42)

will lead to the it h VB solution, Ψ (i)
VB

. Such a procedure has the obvious advantage of 

simplicity, since the CASSCF solution Ψ (i)CAS may in most cases may be found as just 

the i th root of the appropriate full CI problem.

For energy-based criteria, it is generally accepted that non-linear optimization of the 

ith root is best achieved by seeking a saddle point of order i – 1 [56,57]. The most 

natural generalization of a restricted-step Newton-Raphson optimization procedure to 

saddle-point optimization is, we believe, the ‘trust region image minimization’ (TRIM)

algorithm proposed by Helgaker [58], and our version of this scheme has proved to be 

very well behaved for this type of problem. As for ground states, we consistently find 

good agreement between analogous overlap-based and energy-based results [8]. 

The modern VB descriptions of excited states investigated so far with CASVB can be 

classified into one of three categories: 

(1) Recoupling of electron spins. 

(2) ‘Valence’ → ‘valence’ orbital excitation, so that the excited state has doubly-

occupied orbitals (so-called ‘ionic’ configurations). 

(3) ‘Valence’ → ‘virtual’ orbital excitation, including those leading to Rydberg 

states.

The optimization of excited states of type (1) or (3) is usually straightforward, but 

excited states of type (2) may require care in the choice of reference function [9]. 

Optimization using the energy-based criterion is somewhat more involved than its 

overlap-based counterpart, due mainly to the necessity for saddle-point optimization. 

An important advantage of the energy-based optimization, however, is the possibility of 

partitioning the optimization problem. By employing a two-step (or, in general n-step)

optimization procedure, convergence may be achieved onto stationary points corre-

sponding to particular types of orbital excitations. Using such a strategy, we have 

obtained a similar functionality to the procedure described by Doggett et al. [59–61]

and, as such, we have been able to reproduce their results. Olsen et al. [56] have stressed 

the importance for two-step procedures of taking into account the coupling between the 

optimization problems, and we foresee a need to address this question for treatments of 

more complicated systems. 

3.4. Practical aspects 

As is the case for standard orthogonal-orbital MCSCF calculations, the optimization of 

VB wavefunctions can be a complicated task, and a program such as CASVB should 

therefore not be treated as a ‘black box’. This is true, to a greater or lesser extent, for 

most procedures that involve orbital optimization (and, hence, non-linear optimization 

problems), but these difficulties are compounded in valence bond theory by the 
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possibility of linear dependence. In a modern-VB optimization involving no restrictions 

on the orbital overlaps, the possibility of two (or more) orbitals becoming identical, or

nearly identical, cannot be excluded. Such a situation will lead to singularities in the 

optimization problem, and possibly also to numerical instabilities. While problems of

the latter type might be overcome by a clever choice of algorithm (such as the use of a 

singular value decomposition [35] of the orbital transformation matrix, O), this is not,

at present, a problem that has been solved in a completely satisfactory manner.

Applications for which one should be particularly aware of such difficulties include the 

description of ‘inner’ electrons, and, in some cases, of lone-pair orbitals. 

In practice, the success of a CASVB calculation depends strongly on the way in

which the optimization is carried out, and we emphasize in this Section some particular

aspects that have not been considered in Sections 3.1 and 3.2:

(1) choice of core orbital space; 

(2) irreducible representations spanned by active orbitals; 

(3) the guess for the VB orbitals; 

(4) constraints on the spin coupling. 

The electron density described by a core orbital space will of course strongly affect

the nature of the active orbitals. The form of the inactive orbitals may be influenced by 

placing symmetry restrictions on them, or by invoking an initial orbital localization 

[11–15]. The localized orbitals that are not of interest for the VB description may then 

be placed in the core in the subsequent CASSCF or fully variational VB calculation 

and, if necessary, some or all of them may be frozen. 

Symmetry restrictions may also be placed on the active orbitals in order to determine 

the nature of the resulting modern valence bond solution. This is exemplified by the 

common use of σ – π separation for planar molecules ( cf. Section 5). In earlier 

applications to ozone and diborane [2,4] it was also seen that the distribution of active 

orbitals among the irreducible representations was the deciding factor for the types of 

VB solution possible. It should also be borne in mind here that the nature of the lowest-

lying CASSCF solution may not always coincide with that of the optimal fully- 

variational modem VB wavefunction. 

For the valence bond orbitals themselves, it is generally natural to specify a starting 

guess in the AO basis. Such a guess might, of course, not lie entirely inside the space 

spanned by the active space, and it must therefore be projected onto the space of the 

active MOs. This is achieved trivially in CASVB, by multiplication by the inverse of the 

matrix of MO coefficients. 

One of the most useful types of constraint is the restriction of the spin coupling to 

just a single mode. Many molecular systems are described rather well by the perfect 

pairing mode of spin coupling, for example. A useful alternative, especially when this is 

not the case, is to base the structure coefficients on the CASSCF wavefunction in the 

VB orbital basis: 

(43)

in which PVB sets to zero all coefficients for non-valence-bond structures [2]. This 
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approach has the advantage of being less biased than, say, a perfect-pairing constraint,

and has led to very satisfactory convergence characteristics in many applications. 

4. Wavefunction Analysis

We focus in this Section on particular aspects relating to the direct interpretation of

valence bond wavefunctions. Important features of a description in terms of modern

valence bond concepts include the orbital shapes (including their overlap integrals) and

estimates of the relative importance of the different structures (and modes of spin

coupling) in the VB wavefunction. We address here the particular question of defining

nonorthogonal weights, as well as certain aspects of spin correlation analysis.

4.1. Nonorthogonal weights

Consider a wavefunction given as a linear combination of structures Ψ I :

(44)

The weights of structures in an orthogonal case are defined simply as w(I) = |cI |
2.

However, some ambiguity is inevitable in the nonorthogonal case, because of the non-

vanishing overlap matrix, (S)IJ = 〈Ψ I |Ψ J〉 .
We list here the main features of the three most commonly used definitions for

nonorthogonal weights – for further details we refer to our previously published account

[6]:

Scheme Definition Remarks

Chirgwin-Coulson

Löwdin weights Not linear, i.e.

May lie outside the range

weights [62] [0;1].

[63] wL(I) + wL
(J) ≠ wL

(I + J),

in general.

to unity unless scaled.

Inverse-overlap Not linear. Not normalized

weights [64,65]

Some additional computational overhead is associated with the calculation of wL(I) and

wI(I), because of the requirement for S1/2 and S –1, respectively. 

Nonorthogonal weights are used within CASVB: 

(a) for estimating the importance of individual structure in the total VB wavefunc-

tion, and 

(b) for estimating the importance of components in the CASSCF wavefunction 

expressed in the VB basis, i.e. in T(O)cCAS.
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For (a), of course, the choice of spin basis may be very important for highlighting

different features of the spin coupling, with our most common choices being the Rumer, 

Kotani, Serber, or projected spin function bases. Transformation between these (com-

plete) bases is, in any case, very straightforward [36,66,67].

The various schemes for evaluating nonorthogonal weights all require various com-

ponents of the structure overlap matrix, which in the CASVB strategy may be obtained 

from

(45)

Here, S is the overlap matrix between structures in the full CI expansion, while s
denotes the VB orbital overlap matrix. In cases where Ψ VB is used in combination with 

a projection operator ( e.g. P (i) in Eq. (35)), the expression for S may be slightly more 

involved, but it can always be expressed in terms of the two transformations T(O†
) and 

T(O).
Computation of the overlap matrix between valence bond structures, as required for

wCC(I) or wL(I), then requires NVB applications of T(s), after which diagonalization of 

SVB easily yields both its inverse and square root.

The implementation of weights for functions in the full CI space differs from the 

above, since it is impractical to form the full overlap matrix, at least for very large

cases. Instead we must rely on one or more full-CI transformations, making use of Eq. 

(45), and the relations 

(46)

(47)

and

The Chirgwin-Coulson and Löwdin weights may in this way be calculated from a single 

transformation of cCAS. Evaluation of inverse-overlap weights is somewhat more 

involved, because the diagonal elements of S –1 must be known. In a straightforward 

strategy, one would therefore require NCAS applications of T (s–1). The problem may be 

greatly simplified, however, by decreasing the resolution of the weights. The number of 

full-CI transformations required coincides with the length of the expansion, Eq. (44),

used for the CASSCF wavefunction. It can be shown [7] that this simplification does

not involve any loss of accuracy. 

For the weights of the CASSCF wavefunction in the VB basis, one may also consider 

analyzing Ψ ⊥ 
RES (cf. Eq. (5)). This not only focuses directly on the changes that occur 

on augmenting ΨVB with the remainder of the full CI space, but the resulting weights 

also prove to be significantly more stable than when they are evaluated on the basis of

just Ψ CAS [7].

4.2. Spin correlation analysis 

Spin correlation analysis [68–71] is an attractive means of representing the coupling 

between electron spins, having the important advantage of being independent of the 

spin basis used. We shall consider in the following the particular case of a spin-coupled
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wavefunction, defined as in Eq. (7). For such a case, spin expectation values may be

defined for any subgroup of electrons. Of particular utility are the values for pairs of

electrons, for which we can make use of the identity. 

(48)

in whch Pµv interchanges the orbitals φ VB
µ and φ VB

v [70]. Alternatively, we may 

consider expectation values over the total spin function, Θ NSM, as is done for the 

application presented in Section 5. 

In the implementation of Eq. (48) within CASVB, we use the fact that the effect of 

an orbital permutation is very straightforward to realize in the determinant basis. Just as 

for more general transformations, the permutation may be decomposed into separate α 
and β parts, and the transformation Pα x Pβ carried out either in two steps, or as a

single pass through all the determinants. This procedure is quite inexpensive, even for a

CI vector in the complete CASSCF space. In our implementation of the full-CI structure 

transformation (described in Section 2.1), we have employed a decomposition of O with

full pivoting, in order to improve numerical accuracy. 

4.3. Weights in irreducible representations 

An extraordinarily simple, but nevertheless quite useful procedure involves an analysis

of the distribution of Ψ VB among the irreducible representations in the point group. In 

CASVB this is easily achieved by transforming the VB wavefunction to the CASSCF 

MO basis giving weights according to 

(49)

In the case of a symmetry-broken solution, these weights can not only diagnose the

problem, but also quantify its extent. As for the projection operator considered in

Section 3.2, this analysis is used primarily with Abelian point groups.

5. New Application 

For our first ever fourteen-electron example, we chose a dimethylenecyclobutadiene 

chain with three rings, as shown in Figure 2. Spin-coupled (SC) calculations have been 

reported for different spin multiplicities of this system by Raos et al. [71], who treated 

only ten π electrons as active, optimizing two doubly-occupied orthogonal orbitals for

the four π electrons of the terminal C-C linkages, and freezing all of the σ orbitals at

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a planar dimethylenecyclobutadiene chain with three rings. 
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the RHF level. An interesting feature of such systems is the occurrence of so-called

‘anti-pairs’ [72]: these may be described, to a first approximation, as in- and out-of-

phase combinations of deformed p π orbitals from opposite corners of a ring, with

predominantly triplet coupling of the associated electron spins.

We have adopted the same basis set and model geometry as in the previous SC study, 

but present instead modern VB representations of (14, 14, S) CASSCF wavefunctions

using our MAX( SVB) optimization scheme. Coordinates were chosen so that the 

molecular plane is z = 0 with the x-axis pointing along the chain. The π orbitals

transform as 6B 1u + 5B 2g + 2B 3g + A u and the doubly-occupied σ orbitals as

14Ag + 12B3u + 8B2u + 6B1g. Initially, we insisted that the 1b1u and 1b 2g orbitals

remain doubly-occupied in all configurations, thereby generating (10, 12, S) CASSCF 

expansions, in which all the ‘core’ orbitals were optimized simultaneously with the 

active ones. The resulting energies for all possible term symbols for S = 0, 1, 2, 3 are 

listed in Table 1. 

Subsequent (14, 14, S) CASSCF calculations, in which we removed the previous

restriction on the 1b 1u and 1b 2g orbitals, were carried out for the two lowest-energy

term symbols for each value of S (see Table 1). The relative CASSCF energies ( ∆ ECAS)

are reported in Table 2 for the lowest root of each spin multiplicity. These values, which 

are fairly similar to those from the ten-electron SC calculations of Raos et al. [71], add 

further weight to their assertion that the ground state of this system should be a triplet.

Table 1 CASSCF total energies (in hartree) for the system shown in Figure 2.

Singlet Triplet Quintet Septet 

(10, 12, S)

Ag –535.433 852 –535.425 910 –535.398 316 –535.234 946

B3u –535.432 967 –535.426 548 –535.377 600 –535.235 160

B2u –535.456 144 –535.496 909 –535.485 612 –535.398 473

B1g –535.488 455 –535.411 045 –535.428 142 –535.352 963

(14, 14, S)

B2u –535.534 642 –535.579 050 –535.565 607 –535.474 411

B1g –535.572 841 –535.558 387 –535.508 502 –535.435 366

Table 2 

State NCSF Ndet f 14
S SVB ∆ECAS ∆ESC

Summary of (14, 14, S) CASSCF and 14-electron CASVB results for the system show in Figure 2. 

(kJ mol– 1) (kJ mol–1 )a

1 B1g 687 616 2944 256 429 0.994173 16 15

5B2u 753 501 1004 162 1001 0.992189 35 42

7B2u 217 245 250 661 637 0.992295 275 289

a Ten-electron spin-coupled calculations from Ref. [71] 

3B2u 1253 103 2251 265 1001 0.993613 0 0
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The dimensions of the various (14, 14, S) CASSCF spaces are shown in Table 2, in

which we list the numbers of configuration state functions ( NCSF) and the corresponding 

numbers of determinants ( Ndet). Direct interpretation of such CASSCF wavefunctions 

is by no means a trivial task. The CASVB procedure, on the other hand, has been used 

here to generate for each state a single spatial configuration (cf. Eq. (7)) consisting of

fourteen singly-occupied, nonorthogonal π orbitals (plus doubly-occupied σ orbitals

taken directly from the CASSCF wavefunction). We used the full spin space for each 

multiplicity, with no constraints on the form of the orbitals or on the mode of spin

coupling. The resulting values of SVB exceed of 0.992 in each case (see Table 2), 

indicating that an extraordinary proportion of the full (14, 14, S) CASSCF wavefunc-

tions may be expressed in this simple form. 

Although no such constraints were imposed in the optimizations, we find that eight of 

the π orbitals resemble deformed pπ functions, each associated with one of the carbon 

atoms along the x-axis, and it proves convenient to number the orbitals according to the 

corresponding centres in Figure 2. The six remaining π orbitals take the form of three

anti-pairs, with one associated with each ring. From left-to-right, orbitals φ 3, φ 7 and

φ 11 are the ‘in-phase’ combinations, and φ 4, φ 8 and φ 12 the ‘out-of-phase’ ones.

Symmetry-unique orbitals for the triplet state are plotted in Figure 3 as contours in the

plane 1 bohr above the molecular plane, with projected positions of the nuclei denoted 

by their chemical symbols. On the whole, the plots are fairly similar to those presented 

in the previous study [71], except that edge effects were apparent in the ten-electron SC 

study, due to orthogonalization of active orbitals to the two doubly-occupied π orbitals.

The overlaps between the π orbitals are shown in the upper triangle of Table 3; the 

successive rows in each box relate to S = 0, 1, 2, and 3. Not surprisingly, the largest 

values (highlighted) occur for orbitals associated with neighbouring atoms. The septet 

state is clearly different from the others with, for example, much reduced overlaps in 

the ‘terminal’ C—C units. Even so, the values of 〈φ 2|φ 1〉 for the other states are 

somewhat smaller than is typical for polyenes (> 0.65), and the values of 〈φ 6|φ 5〉 are

significantly smaller again, suggesting that the ‘internal’ C—C units are not associated

with conventional, semi-localized π bonds. Further insight is obtained by examining the 

mode of spin coupling. 

The dimensions of the spin spaces for the active electrons ( f 14
S in Table 2, cf. Eq. (9))

are certainly not small. It proved difficult to find a spin basis in which very few of the 

coefficients were large and so we adopted instead a spin correlation scheme ( cf. Section

4.2). In the present work, we exploited the way in which expectation values of the two-

electron spin operator si · sj, evaluated over the total spin eigenfunction Θ NSM, depend 

on the coupling of the individual spins associated with orbitals φ i and φ j . Negative 

values indicate singlet character and positive values triplet character. Special cases of 

the expectation value are: 

Fig. 3. Symmetry-unique π orbitals for the triplet state, shown as contours in the plane 1 bohr above the 
molecular plane, with projected positions of the nuclei denoted by their chemical symbols. 
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Table 3 

boxes relate to S = 0, 1, 2, and 3 
Overlap (upper triangle) and spin correlation (lower triangle) matrices; successive values in the 
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if the spins associated with orbitals φ i and φ j are exactly

singlet coupled

if the spins associated with orbitals φ i and φ j are completely

uncoupled

if the spins associated with orbitals φ i and φ j are exactly

triplet coupled

The differences of the actual values of 〈 si · sj〉 (lower triangle of Table 3) from the pure-

singlet value of – 3–
4

also give the proportions of triplet character. The values highlighted 

in the Table correspond to those we might expect from Figure 2 to be heavily singlet 

coupled and to those associated with the anti-pairs. The septet state again appears to be

somewhat different from the others, with much reduced singlet character in the terminal 

C—C units. The most striking feature, for all the states, is the proportion of triplet 

character in the internal C—C units – 46% in the singlet state, for example. It is thus 

clear that each anti-pair is indeed very strongly triplet coupled, with 〈 si ·sj〉 values

close to 1–
4

, and that the internal C—C units play a key role in coupling these triplets via

a ‘superexchange’ mechanism. 

Further insight into the mode of spin coupling and, in particular, into the role played 

by the formal C—C bonds linking the rings, is provided by the weights of the different 

modes in the Serber basis [36]. We list in Table 4 the accumulated weights of modes 

with particular values for S1,2, S5,6, S9,10 and S13,14, where Si,j is the total spin of 

electrons i and j. The Table shows that no one set of these values is overwhelmingly 

dominant and, in particular, that the mode represented by Figure 2 is not in fact the 

largest contributor for any of the spin multiplicities, consistently coming second. For 

the triplet ground state, as well as for the singlet and quintet excited states, the largest 

contribution corresponds to triplet coupling in one of the internal C—C units, and third 

place is taken by triplet coupling of both of these. The septet state is clearly rather

different from the others, with large contributions from modes with triplet coupling in 

the terminal C—C units. Such effects in the terminal units were, of course, not apparent 

in the ten-electron SC study [71].

Table 4 Accumulated weights in the Serber basis, expressed as
percentages; S i,j is the total spin of electrons i and j.

S1,2S5,6S9,10S13,14
1B1g

3B2u
5B2u

7B2u

0010 & 0100 42.3 42.4 43.5 6.9 

0000 18.2 21.4 20.9 18.2 

01 10 17.1 13.9 13.5 2.6 

1010 & 0101 9.5 9.1 8.5 4.4 

1000 & 0001 7.5 8.0 7.6 26.8 

1 100 & 001 1 2.5 2.5 3.0 16.7 

1110 & 0111 1.6 1.4 1.7 7.0 

1001 0.7 0.7 0.7 8.8 

1101 & 1011 0.6 0.6 0.6 7.9 

1111 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 
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6. Conclusions 

Modern valence bond methods take as their staring point one or more spatial configura-

tions constructed from fully-opitimized, nonorthogonal orbitals, plus expansions in the

full spin space. In general, they combine useful accuracy with highly visual interpreta-

tion. We have described here the key features of our CASVB approach, which

represents a relatively new development in modern VB theory, in which compact

representations of CASSCF wavefunctions may be generated or, alternatively, fully-

variational optimization of various general types of VB wavefunction may be per-

formed, for ground and excited states.

We have reported also a new application, namely to the fourteen π electrons of a

planar dimethylenecyclobutadiene chain with three rings. The various spin multipli-

cities are characterized by antiferromagnetic spin couplings: the ‘internal’ C—C

linkages play a key role in coupling the three high-spin units via a ‘superexchange’

mechanism. We predict a triplet ground state.

Our CASVB code is incorporated as a standard feature in MOLPRO [41], and we are

actively seeking ways to make all of the methodology more widely available via other 

packages.
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Abstract

The combination of modern valence bond theory, in its spin-coupled (SC) form, and

intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations utilizing a complete-active-space self-consistent

field (CASSCF) wavefunction, is demonstrated to provide quantitative and yet very easy-

to-visualize models for the electronic mechanisms of three gas-phase six-electron pericyc-

lic reactions, namely the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene, the 1,3-

dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, and the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-

opening of cyclohexadiene. 

The SC descriptions of the electronic mechanisms of these three reactions are shown to

substantiate the use of the long-established reaction schemes with full- and half-arrows,

well-known from organic chemistry textbooks, in a context which is very meaningful,

albeit slightly different from the classical interpretation. The half-arrows now indicate

changes in the shapes of individual orbitals, accompanying the breaking of the bonds in

which they participate in the reactant(s), and their re-engagement in new bonds within the

product(s), rather than the movements of individual electrons. The full-arrows correspond

to relocations of orbital, rather than electron pairs.

The SC results strongly suggest that the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and

ethene and the ring-opening of cyclohexadiene pass through aromatic conformations, while 

in the case of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, the reacting system

remains distinctly nonaromatic throughout the course of the reaction. 

1. Introduction 

Pericyclic reactions, according to the definition of Woodward and Hoffmann [1,2], are

‘reactions in which all first-order changes in bonding relationships take place in concert 

on a closed curve’. An organic chemistry textbook might represent a six-electron

reaction of this type, such as the [ π 6] disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of 

cyclohexadiene, using one of the following two schemes (A and B):

*Joseph Gerratt passed away on 16 October 1997. 
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(Other familiar examples include the [ π 4s + π 2s] pericyclic reaction between butadiene 

and ethene, known as the Diels-Alder reaction, and the [3 s , 3 s] sigmatropic shift in 1,5-

hexadiene, known as the Cope rearrangement.) Scheme A, which is much more popular 

with organic chemists, depicts a ‘heterolytic’ mechanism, in which the electron pairs 

making up the two π bonds and the σ bond closing the cyclohexadiene ring shift 

simultaneously, following the three full arrows, to form the three π bonds in hexatriene. 

In the alternative ‘homolytic’ scheme, B, the three cyclohexadiene bonds not present in 

the open chain break up at the same time, and the participating electrons recouple 

within new bonds, as indicated by the six half-arrows. The fact that almost all current 

theoretical explanations for the mechanisms of pericyclic reactions are based on 

molecular orbital (MO) theory, and typically utilize delocalized MOs, has made many 

chemists regard the types of schemes illustrated by A and B as nothing more than 

simple electron-counting aids that have little, if anything, in common with the true 

reaction mechanism, which is deemed to pass through a transition structure (TS) 

involving considerable electron delocalization (see scheme C). 

However, despite their proven explanatory and predictive capabilities, all well-known

MO models for the mechanisms of pericyclic reactions, including the Woodward-

Hoffmann rules [1,2], Fukui’s frontier orbital theory [3] and the Dewar-Zimmerman

treatment [4–6] share an inherent limitation: They are based on nothing more than the 

simplest MO wavefunction, in the form of a single Slater determinant, often under the 

additional oversimplifying assumptions characteristic of the Hückel molecular orbital

(HMO) approach. It is now well established that the accurate description of the potential

surface for a pericyclic reaction requires a much more complicated ab initio wavefunc-

tion, of a quality comparable to, or even better than, that of an appropriate complete-

active-space self-consistent field (CASSCF) expansion. A wavefunction of this type

typically involves a large number of configurations built from orthogonal orbitals, the

most important of which ( i.e. those in the active space) have fractional occupation 

numbers. Its complexity renders the re-introduction of qualitative ideas similar to the 

Woodward-Hoffmann rules virtually impossible.

At this point, it is appropriate to draw a parallel with the straightforward MO 

explanations for the aromaticity of benzene using approaches based on a single closed-

shell Slater determinant, such as HMO and restricted Hartree-Fock (RWF), which also 

have no equivalent within more advanced multi-configuration MO constructions. The 

relevance of this comparison follows from the fact that aromaticity is a primary factor 

in at least one of the popular treatments of pericyclic reactions: Within the Dewar-

Zimmerman approach [4–6], allowed reactions are shown to pass through aromatic 

transition structures, and forbidden reactions have to overcome high-energy antiaro-

matic transition structures. 

As is well-known, modern valence-bond (VB) theory in its spin-coupled (SC) form

(for a recent review, see Ref. 7) provides an alternative description of benzene [8–10] 

which, in qualitative terms, is no less convincing and is arguably even more intuitive 

than the MO picture with delocalized orbitals. The six π electrons are accommodated 

within a single product of six nonorthogonal orbitals, the spins of which are coupled in 

all five possible ways that lead to an overall six-electron singlet. The simultaneous 

optimization of the orbitals and of the weights of the five six-electron singlet spin 
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couplings results in well-localized orbitals, similar in shape to C(2 pπ ) atomic orbitals 

(AOs), but with small symmetrical bulges towards neighbouring carbon atoms, while 

the optimal spin-coupling pattern is dominated by two equivalent Kekulé structures,

with much smaller contributions from three equivalent Dewar (or para-bonded)

structures. In this way, SC theory reintroduces the familiar qualitative elements of the 

classical VB description of benzene in terms of resonance structures. However, this 

description is not postulated as in classical VB theory, but stems from a variational ab
initio wavefunction constructed without any preliminary assumptions about the shapes 

of the orbitals (apart from the π –σ separation) or the coupling of their spins. The 

quality of the wavefunction comes very close to that of a ‘6 in 6’ π -space CASSCF 

ansatz.

SC theory is equally well-suited to describing molecular systems in their equilibrium

geometries, as well as away from equilibrium. The fact that the nonorthogonal SC 

orbitals are usually well-localized and resemble distorted AOs or hybrid AOs, together 

with the completely flexible fashion of coupling together the associated electron spins 

so as to yield the required overall spin multiplicity, allows the SC wavefunction to 

accommodate a very wide variety of the bond rearrangements and fragmentation 

patterns that can occur in chemical reactions. These features result in descriptions 

which, very much as in the case of benzene, combine ease of interpretation with near-

CASSCF quality. 

We show in this article that SC theory provides models for the electronic mechanisms

of three well-known six-electron pericyclic reactions that justify the use of the long-

established schemes with full- and half-arrows (such as A and B) in a context which is 

very meaningful, albeit slightly different from the classical interpretation. The half-

arrows indicate changes in the shapes of individual orbitals, accompanying the breaking 

of the bonds in which they participate in the reactant(s), and their re-engagement in 

new bonds within the product(s), rather than movements of individual electrons. The 

full-arrows correspond to relocations of orbital, rather than electron pairs. 

The article is organized as follows. In the next Section we present a brief outline of

the theoretical background for the present work. Section 3 contains summaries of the 

SC models for the electronic mechanisms of the gas-phase Diels-Alder reaction 

between butadiene and ethene [11] and the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to 

ethyne [12]. In Section 4 we provide, for the first time, a description of the SC model 

for the electronic mechanism of the gas-phase disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of 

cyclohexadiene. Conclusions and final comments are presented in Section 5. 

2. Theoretical Background 

The SC wavefunction appropriate for the description of a six-electron pericyclic 

reaction can be written as 

(1)

where ϕ i and ψ µ stand for the ‘core’ (or inactive) and SC (or active) orbitals, 
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respectively. Both types of orbitals are represented by MO-style expansions in terms of 

a suitable AO basis set involving functions on all atoms in the system. The number of 

core orbitals is n = 20 for the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene, 

n = 15 for the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, and n = 19 for the 

electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene. The double occupancy of the core 

orbitals allows one to assume, without any loss of generality, that they are orthogonal 

between themselves and to the SC orbitals. The SC orbitals are all singly occupied and

may freely overlap with each other.

The singlet spin function Θ 6
00

for the valence electrons (where the two subscripts
^ ^

indicate the eigenvalues of S2 and Sz for the active space, S = M = 0) is expressed as a 

linear combination of all five linearly-independent spin-coupling modes for a singlet

system of six electrons: 

(2)

The spin-coupling coefficients C0k, together with the coefficients determining the

orbitals ϕ i and ψ µ within the selected basis, are treated as variational parameters.

A complete set of spin eigenfunctions, e.g. {Θ 600;k |k = 1, 2, . . . , 5) in the case of a 

six-electron singlet, can be constructed by means of one of several available algorithms.

The most commonly used ones are those due to Kotani, Rumer and Serber [13]. Once 

the set of optimized values of the coefficients detining a spin-coupling pattern is 

available [see C0k in Eq. (2)], it can be transformed easily [14] to a different spin basis, 

or to a modified set reflecting a change to the order in which the active orbitals appear

in the SC wavefunction [see Eq. (1)]. 

When discussing the SC models for the electronic mechanisms of the Diels-Alder

reaction between butadiene and ethene [11], and of the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-

opening of cyclohexadiene, we shall make use of the Rumer spin basis, which allows a 

straightforward translation of our results into a form that resembles traditional VB 

ideas.

Each of the five Rumer spin eigenfunctions for a six-electron singlet represents a 

product of three singlet two-electron spin functions: 

(3)

In the first of the two notations used in this equation, a singlet pair is associated with 

each combination of an α and a β spin function enclosed within a matching pair of left 

and right parentheses. The second notation indicates all singlet pairs explicitly. It is 

easiest to visualize the spin-coupling patterns (3) by means of the familiar five 
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resonance structures for benzene (two Kekulé and three Dewar structures), pictures of 

which can be found in many standard organic chemistry textbooks. 

The Rumer spin basis is nonorthogonal, which creates ambiguities in the definition of 

numerical estimates for the relative importance of the individual RΘ 600;k [see Θ 600 in Eq. 

(2)]. In this paper, we shall use the Chirgwin-Coulson expressions [15] (it is assumed

that all Θ 6
00;k are normalized):

(4)

For a detailed discussion of nonorthogonal weights in modern VB wavefunctions, see

Ref. 16. 

In the case of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, none of the 

three common spin bases leads to any particular interpretational advantages. For this 

reaction, we report the composition of the optimal spin-coupling pattern (2) in the 

Kotani spin basis, which is orthonormal; as a result, the weights of the individual spin 

functions making up Θ 600 are given simply by the squares of the corresponding spin-

coupling coefficients, KC2
0k.

The Kotani spin functions for a six-electron singlet KΘ 600;k may be constructed by 

successive coupling of six one-electron spin functions (α or β ) to an overall singlet

according to the rules for addition of angular momenta. Each spin function is uniquely 

defined by the series of partial resultant spins of the consecutive groups of 1, 2, . . . , 5

electrons, which can be used as an extended label for the spin function

(5)

Spin functions RΘ 600;1 and KΘ 6
00;5

are identical and define the ‘perfect-pairing’ mode for 

a six-electron-singlet.

In order to be able to construct a model for the electronic mechanism of a chemical 

reaction, one needs a sequence of geometries to describe the structural changes in the 

reacting system along a realistic reaction path. The most consistent approach would, of 

course, be to use one and the same level of theory for the calculation of the required 

geometries and for the interpretation of the electronic reaction mechanism. However, 

although the properties of the fully-variational SC wavefunction make it an obvious 

choice for the second of these two tasks, we do not at present possess codes that are 

capable of calculating reaction paths at this level of theory. Most of the SC calculations 

described in the present work were performed using a very efficient new code, CASVB 

[17,18], which is described elsewhere in this Volume and which is currently available 

within MOLPRO [19]. It would be relatively straightforward to incorporate the CASVB 
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methodology into a package capable of calculating reaction paths at the CASSCF level,

and thereby perform all computational work at precisely the same level of theory. This 

is an avenue that is currently being explored but, even before this combination becomes 

available, we can make use of the fact that the SC wavefunction with N active orbitals 

recovers, in many cases, an impressive proportion of the correlation energy incorpo-

rated into the corresponding ‘ N in N’ CASSCF construction. This suggests that the 

geometries along the reaction path to be used in the SC model for the electronic

reaction mechanism could reasonably be taken from preliminary ‘N in N’ CASSCF

calculations.

The transition structure (TS) provides the most appropriate starting point for the

calculation of the segment of the reaction path within which the electronic structure of 

the reacting system switches from a form more suited to the reactant(s) to a form that

can be better associated with the product(s). The changes in the geometry of the

reacting system before and after the TS can be traced by following the minimum-energy

path (MEP) [20,21], which is also known as the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)

[22,23]. The MEP or IRC is defined as the union of steepest-descent paths, expressed in 

mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, emerging from the saddle point corresponding to 

the TS and leading towards reactant(s) and product(s). For all three reactions described

in the present paper, we employed the IRC algorithm of Gonzales and Schlegel [24,25] 

at the ‘6 in 6’ CASSCF level of theory. These calculations, as well as all other non-SC

computational work, were performed using GAUSSIAN94 [26]. 

As we have indicated, the fully-variational SC calculations along the ‘6 in 6’ 

CASSCF IRC curves were performed with CASVB, as implemented in MOLPRO [19]. 

An older SC code [27] was employed only at the transition structures and at the ends of 

the calculated IRC segments, mainly in order to assist orbital plotting.

3.

The gas-phase Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene follows a synchro-

nous pathway, while the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne proceeds 

in a concerted, almost synchronous fashion, in spite of the different nature of the two 

bonds closing the isoxazole cycle. 

Our results for the TS geometries for both reactions, obtained at the CASSCF(6,6)/4-

31G level in the case of the Diels-Alder reaction [11] and at the CASSCF(6,6)/6-3lG*

level in the case of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition [12], are in close agreement with the

previous work of Houk and coworkers [28,29] and of McDouall et al. [30], respectively. 

All of our subsequent CASSCF and SC calculations were performed using the same

basis sets as for the TS optimizations.

Along the whole ‘6 in 6’ CASSCF IRC segments calculated for these two reactions,

SC calculations (carried out at geometries corresponding to points on the respective 

IRCs) recover not less than ca. 93% of the ‘6 in 6’ CASSCF correlation energy. This 

justifies our use of this combination of approaches to study the evolution of the 

electronic structure of each of the two reacting systems. 

Throughout the Diels-Alder reaction, all six nonorthogonal SC orbitals resemble 

well-localized sp x hybrids, each of which remains permanently attached to a single 

The Diels-Alder Reaction and a 1,3-Dipolar Cycloaddition: Summaries 
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carbon atom. Fig. 1 shows the shapes of the symmetry-unique SC orbitals at the TS

(central column) and at two IRC points well away from it in the directions of product 

(leftmost column) and reactants (rightmost column). The remaining orbitals can be 

obtained from those shown in the Figure by means of reflections in the TS symmetry 

plane: the reflections of ψ 1, ψ 2 and ψ 6 result in ψ 4,ψ 3 and ψ 5, respectively. 

In the rightmost column (reactant-like orbitals), we can see that the two butadiene π-

bonds are formed by the pairs of orbitals (ψ 1, ψ 2) and ( ψ 3, ψ 4), respectively. Orbital ψ 2
has a small additional bulge towards ψ 3, which is an indication of the much weaker π-

orbital interaction across the central carbon-carbon bond. Orbital ψ 6 and its symmetry-

related counterpart, ψ 5, are responsible for the π bond on the ethene fragment.

The tail of ψ 1 in the direction of ψ 2 becomes much less pronounced at the TS (central 

column of orbitals). This orbital resembles a distorted carbon 2p π AO in the rightmost 

column, but it begins to attain the form of a distorted sp3 hybrid at the TS. Orbital ψ 6 is

reshaped in a similar fashion and becomes less distorted towards ψ 5 and more towards 

ψ 1. The changes in ψ 1 and ψ 6 are mirrored by identical changes in ψ 4 and ψ 5. All of 

this indicates that the bonds ψ 1–ψ 2, ψ 5 –ψ 6 and ψ 3–ψ 4 are breaking up at the TS, in 

parallel with the formation of new bonds ψ 1–ψ 6 and ψ 4–ψ 5. The shapes of orbital ψ 2 

and its symmetry-related counterpart, ψ 3, are particularly interesting: These orbitals 

appear to be almost equally distorted towards one another (as the reaction proceeds 

further, these distortions lead to the formation of the cyclohexene π bond) and towards 

their former partners in the butadiene π bonds ( ψ 1 and ψ 4, respectively). Consequently,

ψ 2 and ψ 3 closely resemble in form the SC orbitals for benzene [8–10].

Cyclohexene ring TS cis-Butadiene and 
almost formed ethene far apart 

Figure 1. Symmetry-unique SC orbitals for the gas-phase Diels-Alder reaction along the CASSCF(6,6) IRC 
at IRC ≈ –0.6 amu1/2 bohr (leftmost column), TS (IRC = 0) and IRC ≈ +0.6 amu1/2 bohr (rightmost
column). Three-dimensional isovalue surfaces, corresponding to ψ µ = ±0.08, were drawn from virtual 
reality modelling language (VRML) files produced by MOLDEN [31].
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The new bonding interactions, suggested by the changes in the shapes of the orbitals 

observed at the TS, are much more noticeable in the leftmost column, which 

corresponds to a much later stage of the reaction. The shapes of ψ 1 and ψ 6 are now 

quite similar and much more sp3-like, while ψ 2 is clearly engaged together with ψ3 in a

new π bond.

At each end of the IRC segment, the spin function for the active electrons [Θ 6
00

in Eq. 

(2)] is dominated by just one of its five components. The first Kekulé-type Rumer spin 

eigenfunction (1 – 2, 3 – 4, 5 – 6), which couples the spins of the orbitals engaged in 

the butadiene and ethene π bonds to singlet pairs, is the most important one well before 

the TS. The second Kekulé-type Rumer spin eigenfunction (1 – 6, 2 – 3, 4 – 5), in 

which the singlet pairs correspond to the orbitals engaged in the newly-formed two σ 
bonds and one π bond in cyclohexene, prevails well after the TS. The most important 

changes in the composition of Θ 600 occur in the close vicinity of the TS where, within a 

very narrow IRC segment, the spin-coupling pattern switches from a form appropriate 

for the reactants to a form more suited to the product. Very close to the TS, the two 

Kekulé-type Rumer spin functions attain equal weights and, at the same moment, the 

values of all overlaps between neighbouring SC orbitals become almost equal and 

nearly identical to the corresponding overlap for benzene. In combination with the 

observation that, at the TS, orbitals ψ 2 and ψ 3 are very similar in shape to the SC 

orbitals for benzene (as well as other numerical results [11]) this provides a clear 

indication that the gas-phase Diels-Alder reaction passes through a geometry, very close 

to the TS, at which it may be considered to be aromatic. 

Our analysis of the changes in the SC wavefunction along the reaction path strongly 

suggests that the two π bonds on the butadiene fragment and the ethene π bond break 

simultaneously, and that the formation of the two new σ bonds that close the 

cyclohexene ring and of the cyclohexene π bond also takes place almost in parallel. If 

we wish to express all of this using full- or half-arrows, it would be most appropriate to 

use half-arrows, as in scheme B from the Introduction:

Having in mind the SC results, it is justified to say that these half-arrows indicate ( i) the 

simultaneous processes of bond-breaking and formation, during which the orbitals 

change in shape, but remain on one and the same atomic centre, and ( ii) the recoupling 

of spins, so that the initial singlet pairs associated with the butadiene and ethene π 
bonds are replaced by singlet pairs coupling the orbitals participating in the new σ 
bonds and in the cyclohexene π bond.

We now turn to the gas-phase 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne. 

The concerted, almost synchronous nature of this reaction might create the impression 

that the electronic mechanism of this process should be very similar to that of the Diels-

Alder reaction. Such an expectation is reinforced by frontier orbital theory, which treats 

both reactions in very much the same way (see Ref. 32). The only significant differences 

are related to the fact that the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) for a linear 1,3-dipole
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has a node at one of the terminal heavy atoms. This LUMO is ignored in frontier orbital 

theory, which considers instead the next lowest unoccupied MO. 

In spite of these anticipated great similarities, the results of our SC calculations [12]

reveal a completely different picture. When the reacting molecules are far apart (see the 

rightmost column in Fig. 2), the orbitals on the HCNO fragment ( ψ 1, ψ 3, ψ 5 and ψ 6)

reproduce the well-known SC model for the electronic structure of 1,3-dipoles [33,34], 

according to which the central heavy atom is ‘hypervalent’. The nitrogen atom in

Isoxazole TS Fulminic acid and 
ethyne far apart

Figure 2. SC orbitals for the gas-phase 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne along the 
CASSCF(6,6) IRC at IRC ≈ –1.2 amu 1/2 bohr (leftmost column), the TS (IRC = 0) and IRC 
≈ +1.2 amu1/2 bohr (rightmost column). The plot details are as for Fig. I, except that the isovalue surfaces
correspond to ψ µ = ±0.1.
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HCNO appears to take part in more than four covalent bonds: an almost triple bond 

between C and N ( ψ 3 and ψ 6 account for one of the components of this bond, which 

would be of π symmetry in linear HCNO), a σ bond between N and O, and a highly 

polar bond between N and O (of π symmetry in linear HCNO, described here by ψ 1 and

ψ 5). The remaining two orbitals, ψ 2 and ψ 4, form the ethyne bond (of π symmetry in

linear C 2H2) that is broken during the reaction. 

The clearest representation of the spin-coupling pattern [Θ 600 in Eq. (2)] at this stage 

of the cycloaddition process is achieved by reordering the SC orbitals [14] so as to 

arrange in pairs the orbitals involved in the three bonds: 

(6)

where

(7)

The spin-coupling pattern Θ 600'  for the reordered orbital set is largely dominated by

its ‘perfect-pairing’ component [ KΘ 600;5 ≡ (1–
2
0 1–

2
01–

2
) in the Kotani basis, see Eq. (5)], in 

which the spins associated with the pairs of orbitals ( ψ 2, ψ 4), ( ψ 6, ψ 3) and ( ψ 5, ψ 1) are 

coupled to singlets. The composition of Θ 600 ' changes very little throughout the 

cycloaddition process; this indicates that the orbital pairs (ψ 2,ψ 4), ( ψ 6, ψ 3) and ( ψ 5, ψ 1)

are preserved all the way from reactants to product. As a consequence, all essential 

features of the SC model for the electronic mechanism of the reaction between HCNO 

and C 2H2 are contained entirely within the variations of the shapes of the SC orbitals. 

For each of the pairs ( ψ 2, ψ 4) and ( ψ 5, ψ 1), the shape of one orbital changes in a very 

dramatic fashion along the reaction coordinate. Orbital ψ 2, which enters the reaction as 

one of two orbitals involved in the in-plane ethyne ‘ π ’ bond, becomes similar at the TS 

to a linear combination of two spx hybrids, one at its ‘original’ ethyne carbon and

another at the HCNO carbon. After the TS, this orbital loses its connection with the 

ethyne carbon and shifts entirely onto the HCNO carbon. The other orbital within this

pair, ψ 4, undergoes a ‘re-hybridization’ reminiscent of that for orbital ψ 6 in the case of

the Diels-Alder reaction (see Fig. 1). As a result, ψ 2 and ψ 4 become responsible after 

the TS (see the leftmost column in Fig. 2) for one of the two bonds closing the isoxazole 

ring. SC orbital ψ 5 starts as one of the orbitals from the in-plane polar ‘π ’ N–O bond in

HCNO, but then, in a similar fashion to ψ 4, attains at the TS a shape that resembles a 

mixture of two sp x hybrids, one of which is at its ‘original’ location (the oxygen atom) 

and the other at the incoming ethyne carbon. After the TS, this orbital becomes 

associated primarily with the ethyne carbon. The shape of the second orbital in this pair, 

ψ 2, changes very little throughout the reaction. After the TS, ψ 5 and ψ 1 account for the 

second bond closing the isoxazole ring. The most ‘sedentary’ orbital pair consists of ψ 3
and ψ 6, which initially form the in-plane ‘ π ’ C–N bond in HCNO. In comparison to 

some of the others, they shift very little, so as to form a nonbonding pair on the 

isoxazole nitrogen, partially polarized towards the oxygen atom. 

Thus, the SC model for the electronic mechanism of the gas-phase 1,3-dipolar
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cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne involves the simultaneous relocation of three 

orbital pairs, which can be represented by a scheme with full-arrows:

The SC description of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne is very 

different from that of the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene. The 

changes in the SC wavefunction during the Diels-Alder reaction are in good agreement 

with the principles of classical VB theory. From reactants to product, each of the six SC 

orbitals remains distinctly associated with a single atomic centre, and while the changes 

in the shapes of the orbitals provide very useful information about the evolution of the 

bonding interactions, an equally important role is played by the spin-coupling pattern. 

This last switches gradually from a form more suited to reactants to a form appropriate

for the product, becoming very reminiscent, near the TS, of classical VB resonance for 

benzene. However, such a classical VB element is all but absent from the SC model for 

the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition. Instead the bond rearrangement is achieved by the 

movement of singlet-coupled orbital pairs through space, during which at least one of 

the orbitals within a pair becomes completely detached from the atomic centre with 

which it is associated initially and ends up localized about another centre. The ability of 

the SC wavefunction to produce a description of this type follows from a purely MO 

element in its construction: the SC orbitals are, in fact, singly-occupied nonorthogonal

MOs. The composition of the spin-coupling pattern remains essentially unchanged 

during the most important part of the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition process. This suggests 

that the reacting system remains distinctly nonaromatic before, at, and after the TS. 

It would be difficult, at this stage, to present a properly argued preference between 

schemes A and B in the Introduction as the more faithful representation for the 

disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene. Chemical intuition (at least 

that of the authors) would suggest scheme B, but scheme A is on the textbook pages

and, as has been shown by the SC description of the 1,3-dipolar addition of fulminic 

acid to ethyne, a ‘heterolytic’ scheme remains a definite possibility. 

4.

Starting from the TS for the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene, 

we followed the IRC, with twelve points in the direction of cyclohexadiene and another 

twelve points in the direction of hexatriene, all in steps of about 0.1 amu 1/2 bohr. All 

calculations were performed at the CASSCF(6,6)/4-31G level of theory. The TS has Cs
symmetry and the carbon-carbon bond length equalization is not so well expressed as in 

the case of the Diels-Alder TS. The lengths of the carbon-carbon bonds alternate as 

1.410–1.391–1.409–1.391–1.410 (in Å, starting from one end of the opening ring)

against 1.397– 1.391 – 1.397 for butadiene and 1.404 for ethene at the Diels-Alder TS 

[in Å, CASSCF(6,6)/4-31G results from Ref. 11]. The distance between the carbon 

The Disrotatory Electrocyclic Ring-Opening of Cyclohexadiene
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atoms at the two ends of the opening ring is 2.291Å. It should be mentioned that the

RHF/6-3 lG* TS for the disrotatory ring-opening of cyclohexadiene [35] exhibits 

smaller alternation of the carbon-carbon bond-lengths: 1.390 – 1.387 – 1.396 – 1.387 – 

1.390 (all values in Å). The bond equalization at the CASSCF(6, 6)/4-31G level occurs

after the TS, between 0.1 and 0.2 amu1/2 bohr in the direction of hexatriene (see Fig. 3,

which shows the variation of the lengths of the symmetry-unique carbon-carbon bonds 

along the IRC, with the carbon atoms numbered clockwise from the appropriate end of 

the open chain). 

The RHF, SC and CASSCF(6,6) energy profiles, all calculated along the

CASSCF(6,6) IRC using a 4-31G basis, are shown in Fig. 4. The SC and CASSCF(6,6) 

curves are sufficiently close to allow the use of CASSCF geometries to derive a SC 

model for the reaction mechanism. The proportion of CASSCF(6,6) correlation energy 

recovered by the SC wavefunction ranges between 97.0% at the cyclohexadiene end of 

the IRC segment, 93.6% at the TS, and 97.1% at the hexatriene end of the IRC 

segment.

The evolution of the shapes of the SC orbitals with the progress of the cyclohex-

adiene ring-opening is illustrated by Fig. 5. The symmetry-unique SC orbitals ψ 1– ψ 3
are shown as three-dimensional isovalue surfaces at the cyclohexadiene end of the IRC 

segment (leftmost column of orbitals), at the TS (central column of orbitals) and at the

hexatriene end of the IRC segment (rightmost column of orbitals). The reflections of

ψ 1, ψ 2 and ψ 3 in the symmetry plane which is retained throughout this IRC interval,

result in ψ 6, ψ 5 and ψ 4, respectively.

IRC (amu1/2bohr)

Figure 3. Variation of symmetry-unique carbon-carbon bond lengths (in Å) along the CASSCF(6,6) IRC for 
the gas-phase disrotatotry ring-opening of cyclohexadiene. 
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IRC (amu1/2bohr)

Figure 4. RHF, SC and CASSCF(6,6) energy profiles for the disrotatory ring-opening of cyclohexadiene
along the CASSCF(6,6) IRC (all calculated with a 4-31G basis). 

Cyclohexadiene TS Cyclohexadiene 
ring begins to open ring almost open

Figure 5. Symmetry-unique SC orbitals for the disrotatory ring-opening of cyclohexadiene along the
CASSCF(6,6) IRC at IRC ≈ – 1.2 amu1/2 bohr (leftmost column), TS (IRC = 0) and IRC 
≈ +1.2 amu1/2 bohr (rightmost column). The plot details are as for Fig. 1, except that the isovalue surfaces
correspond to ψu = ±0.075.

The length of the breaking carbon-carbon bond corresponding to the leftmost column 

of orbitals is 2.092Å, yet orbital ψ 1 which, together with its symmetry-related counter-

part, ψ 6, is responsible for this bond, still has the shape of a hybrid with significant s 

content. Orbitals ψ 2 and ψ 3 have the familiar silhouettes of distorted, almost π SC
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orbitals (compare to orbital ψ 2 from the leftmost column of Fig. 1 for the Diels-Alder

reaction), engaged in a (nearly) π bond between the second and third carbon atoms. The 

other (nearly) π bond is formed by orbitals ψ 4 and ψ 5. This picture of the bonding finds 

further support in the corresponding spin-coupling pattern (see Fig. 6) and from the 

overlaps between neighbouring SC orbitals (see Fig. 7). At the leftmost (negative) end 

of the IRC interval, Θ 600 [see Eq. (2)] is largely dominated by the second Kekulé-type

Rumer spin function RΘ 600;4 = (α (αβ )(αβ)β) ≡ (1 – 6, 2 – 3, 4 – 5) [see Eq. (3)]

which couples the spins of orbitals ψ 1 and ψ 6, ψ 2 and ψ 3 and ψ 4 and ψ 5 in singlet pairs.

At this early stage of the reaction, the largest nearest-neighbour orbital overlaps are

〈ψ 1|ψ 6〉 and 〈ψ 2|ψ 3〉 = 〈ψ 4|ψ 5〉. The relatively high overlap between orbitals ψ 3 and ψ 4
already hints at the central hexadiene π bond, which will establish itself between these 

orbitals at a later stage of the process. 

The distance between the two terminal carbon atoms at the TS (central point on the 

IRC segment) is already 2.291Å, which results in very perceptible changes in the orbital 

shapes, spin-coupling pattern and overlaps between neighbouring orbitals. Orbital ψ 1
(see the central column of orbitals in Fig. 5) becomes less distorted towards the orbital 

at the other terminal carbon, ψ 6, and this is reflected in a decrease in their overlap (see 

Fig. 7). Orbitals ψ 2 and ψ 3 (and their symmetry-related counterparts, ψ 5 and ψ 4) attain 

shapes which are very similar to those of ψ 2 from the TS of the Diels-Alder reaction 

(see the central column of orbitals in Fig. 1) and of a SC orbital for benzene [8–10]. 

These changes are accompanied by a tendency towards equalization of the nearest-

IRC (amu 1/2bohr)

Figure 6. Composition of the active space spin-coupling pattern [ Θ 600 in Eq. (2)] from the SC wavefunction 
for the disrotatory ring-opening of cyclohexadiene along the CASSCF(6,6) IRC, expressed in terms of 
Chirgwin-Coulson weights P 0k [see Eq. (4)] in the Rumer basis [see Eq. (3)]. 
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IRC (amu1/2bohr)

Figure 7. Variation of the symmetry-unique overlap integrals 〈ψ µ |ψ v 〉 between neighbouring SC orbitals
along the CASSCF(6,6) IRC for the disrotatory ring-opening of cyclohexadiene. 

neighbour orbital overlaps, which reaches its fullest extent after the TS, at about

0.1 amu1/2 bohr along the positive side of the IRC segment. The spin-coupling pattern

at the TS is still dominated by the second Kekulé-type Rumer spin function (1 – 6,

2 – 3, 4 – 5), but already has appreciable input from the first Kekulé-type Rumer spin 

function, RΘ 600;1 = ( αβ )(αβ )(αβ ) ≡ (1 – 2, 3 – 4, 5 – 6). As shown in Fig. 6, the 

Chirgwin-Coulson weights of the two Kekulé-type Rumer spin functions become 

identical at ca. 0.1 amu1/2 bohr along the IRC leaf leading towards hexatriene.

Thus, the SC description of the reacting system becomes most similar to that of

benzene [8–10] not at the CASSCF/4-31G TS, but after it, at a further 0.1 to 

0.2 amu1/2 bohr along the IRC towards hexatriene, when the carbon-carbon bond 

lengths within the chain become almost equal (see Fig. 3), the two Kekulé-type Rumer 

spin functions are in near-perfect ‘resonance’ (see Fig. 6), and all overlaps between 

neighbouring SC orbitals attain values (see Fig. 7) close to that for benzene (0.52, see 

Ref. 10). The obvious conclusion, just as in the case of the Diels-Alder reaction [11], is 

that the gas-phase disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene passes 

through a geometry at which the characteristic features of the electronic structure of the 

reacting system leave little, if any, doubt about its aromaticity. 

The rightmost column of orbitals in Fig. 5 corresponds to the final point along the 

calculated IRC interval in the direction of hexadiene. The distance between the two 

terminal carbon atoms is already 2.490Å and, as a consequence, the shape of orbital ψ 1
is much more π -like. Together with ψ 2, this orbital forms one of the hexatriene π bonds.

The second of these bonds is formed by ψ 3 and ψ 4, and the third by ψ 5 and ψ 6.
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Accordingly, the most important spin function becomes (1 – 2, 3 – 4, 5 – 6), which 

couples the spins associated with the bonded orbitals in singlet pairs (see Fig. 6). The 

fact that the largest overlaps in Fig. 7 are 〈ψ 1|ψ 2〉 = 〈ψ 5|ψ 6〉 and 〈ψ 3|ψ 4〉 completes the 

picture of the now almost completely formed cis-1,3,5-hexatriene chain.

The SC description of the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene 

turns out to be very similar to that of the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and 

ethene. The most significant difference is that the aromatic intermediate forms not at 

the TS, but at a later stage of the opening of the cyclohexadiene ring. Just as in the case 

of the Diels-Alder reaction, the most appropriate simple description of the electronic 

mechanism of the gas-phase disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene is 

provided by scheme B (see the Introduction), in which the half-arrows indicate the 

simultaneous breaking of the two π and one σ bond in the ring, accompanied by the 

formation of three new π bonds in the open chain. 

5. Conclusions and Final Comments 

The SC descriptions of the electronic mechanisms of the three six-electron pericyclic 

gas-phase reactions discussed in this paper (namely, the Diels-Alder reaction between 

butadiene and ethene [11], the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne [12], 

and the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene) take the theory much 

beyond the HMO and RHF levels employed in the formulation of the most popular 

MO-based treatments of pericyclic reactions, including the Woodward-Hoffmann rules 

[1,2], Fukui’s frontier orbital theory [3] and the Dewar-Zimmerman model [4–6]. The 

SC wavefunction maintains near-CASSCF quality throughout the range of reaction 

coordinate studied for each reaction but, in contrast to its CASSCF counterpart, it is 

very much easier to interpret and to visualize directly. 

It is tempting to call the resulting pictures of varying orbital shapes, orbital overlaps 

and spin-coupling patterns, which may have to undergo significant changes in order to 

be able to accommodate the differences between the electronic structures of reactant(s) 

and product(s), a modern rendition of classical VB ideas. Such a view certainly seems 

to be appropriate for the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene, as well as 

for the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene. However, as demon-

strated by the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, the SC approach 

can, if required, break the limitations of traditional VB thinking and allow orbital 

relocations between different atoms in the reacting systems. 

One very important aspect of SC theory, as applied to the description of pericyclic

reactions, lies in the demonstration that reactions of this type can proceed through one 

of two rather different electronic mechanisms, which can be illustrated by the traditional 

organic chemistry textbook schemes with full- and half-arrows (see schemes A and B in 

the Introduction). Our analysis strongly suggests that only reactions which follow a 

scheme with half-arrows, such as the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and 

ethene or the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene, may pass 

through an aromatic reaction intermediate. In the case of the Diels-Alder reaction, this 

intermediate is sufficiently close to the TS for us to claim that the TS is aromatic. 

However, the aromatic intermediate in the disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of 
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cyclohexadiene occurs after the TS, upon further opening of the cyclohexadiene ring,

which questions the importance of the TS in an electronic reaction mechanism. 

Certainly, for many reactions, the most profound changes in the electronic structure of 

the reacting system do indeed occur in a very narrow IRC interval around the TS, but 

this does not rule out possible exceptions. As was shown by the SC description of the 

electrocyclic isomerization of cyclobutene to cis-butadiene [36], the major changes in

the electronic structure of the opening ring occur well after the TS, for both the 

conrotatory and disrotatory pathways. 

We believe that reactions that follow a scheme with fill-arrows, such as the gas-phase

1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of fulminic acid to ethyne, are most likely to remain nonaro-

matic along the whole reaction coordinate. 

At the RHF level of theory, which uses a wavefunction that is relatively straightfor-

ward to interpret, the subtle differences between the half- and full-arrow reaction 

schemes would remain well-hidden within the doubly-occupied, usually delocalized 

orbitals. While it can be argued that the application of an orbital localization procedure 

could produce a semblance of the SC description for the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of 

fulminic acid to ethyne, the double-occupancy restriction makes it impossible to obtain 

the analogue of a half-arrow SC mechanism using an RHF wavefunction.

All three reactions discussed in this paper are of the thermally-allowed type,

according to the Woodward-Hoffmann rules. It appears much easier, within a higher-

level treatment such as the SC approach, to establish and explain the factors facilitating 

an allowed reaction than to account for the barriers in the paths of thermally-forbidden

reactions. The aromatic intermediate structures that we observe along the reaction 

pathways for the Diels-Alder reaction between butadiene and ethene and for the 

disrotatory electrocyclic ring-opening of cyclohexadiene, lend some support to notions 

of aromatic stabilization of the TS in thermally-allowed reactions, as suggested by 

Dewar and Zimmerman [4–6]. On the other hand, the SC descriptions of the

conrotatory and disrotatory pathways in the electrocyclic isomerization of cyclobutene 

to cis-butadiene [36] did not discover even hints of antiaromaticity in the conformations

along the thermally-forbidden disrotatory pathway. This may be due to the fact that 

antiaromaticity is a concept that is much more elusive than aromaticity, especially if 

evidence is sought for it in the results of ab initio calculations. Another problem is

related to the fact that the establishment of a series of conformations to define a 

forbidden reaction pathway is a task which is far from trivial. Such considerations reach

beyond the scope of the current paper, but this is certainly an area that we plan to revisit 

in the near future. 
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Abstract

A topological study of the electron transfer in {Li + Cl2} system and of the three-electron 
bond created through this transfer has been achieved, based on the topological concepts of

Bonding Evolution Theory. Our results suggest that the dual cusp catastrophe characterizes

the diabatic surface crossings which are subjacent in the classical adiabatic analysis of the 

overall reaction path. 

1. Introduction 

Electron transfer in metal plus dihalogen or related systems has been the subject of 

many experimental and theoretical works, and is generally considered as taking place 

through the so-called ‘harpooning mechanism’ [1]. The latter process has been 

characterized by the crossing of the neutral covalent Potential Energy Surface (PES), 

asymptotically linked to {Li(2S) + Cl 2(1Σ +g)}, with the ionic Charge Transfer (CT) 

PES, linked to {Li +(1S) + Cl –2( 2Σ +u)} at infinite separation. We thus see that the Cl –2
anionic species plays a central role. It is well established that upon electron capture, 

dihalogens X 2 afford ‘vertical’ anionic species of very low negative Electron Affinity 

(EA), and through an important bond relaxation, yield stable 3-electron bonds, 

stabilized by resonance, according to (X…X–) ↔ (X–…X ) [2]. Consequently both
..

vertical and relaxed Cl 
–
2 anions remain central for the study of electron transfer in our

system.

The study of chemical reactions requires the definition of simple concepts associated 

with the properties of the system. Topological approaches of bonding, based on the 

analysis of the gradient field of well-defined local functions, evaluated from any 

quantum mechanical method are close to chemists’ intuition and experience and provide 

method-independent techniques [4–7]. In this work, we have used the concepts devel-

oped in the Bonding Evolution Theory [8] (BET, see Appendix B), applied to the 

Electron Localization Function (ELF, see Appendix A) [9]. This method has been 

applied successfully to proton transfer mechanism [10,11] as well as isomerization

reaction [12]. The latter approach focuses on the evolution of chemical properties by 

assuming an isomorphism between chemical structures and the molecular graph defined

in Appendix C. 

The aim of the present study is double: i) to show that BET can be used as a tool for 

analyzing the adiabatic PESs and localizing the diabatic crossings which govern the 

overall electron changes; ii) to provide a topological description of the three-electron

bonds.

Our study has been performed in two steps: first, quantum mechanical calculations 
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have been carried out in order to get density matrices. In the second step, these outputs

have been used as starting material for the topological study. In this exploratory report, 

we will restrict ourselves to the study of the C2υ geometry, the full analysis being 

reported elsewhere [13].

2. Methodology 

The quantum mechanical calculations have been performed with the Gaussian 94 [14] 

series of programs. In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to report MP2/6-311G(3df) 

[15,16] results, though DFT/B3LYP results obtained with the same basis set are given 

in Table 1 for the sake of comparison. In all calculations involving doublet species, we 

have checked that spin contamination remained very small and not likely to affect 

significantly the corresponding calculated energies. The calculated geometries and 

energies of the stationary points are given in Table 1. It is worth recalling that these 

calculations were not aimed at describing the energetics of the Li + Cl 2 system as 

accurately as possible, but at providing reliable data for further topological exploitation

using BET method. 

The topological analysis has been performed with the TopMoD series of programs

written in our laboratory [17]. These programs use as input the wfn file generated by 

GAUSSIAN94, with natural orbital population. The calculations are then carried out in 

four steps: i) evaluation of the ELF function over a 3D grid; ii) location of the critical 

points of the ELF function; iv) integration of charge density over the basins; iii)

identification of the various basins and assignment of the corresponding grid points.

Table 1 

egal to the MP2 equilibrium value of the d distance. (a) Cl2 non relaxed.
Experimental and calculated structures and energies of the stationary points. In this table dc is

MP2 DFT Exp. 

Species d(Å); θ (°) E(a.u) ∆ E(eV) E(a.u) ∆ E(eV) ∆ E(eV)32

Li –7.432 0.00 –7.491 0.00 1.84 

Li(2P) 1.84 1.84

Li+ 5.02 5.62 5.4 

Cl –459.632 0.00 –460.167 0.00 

Cl– –3.55 –3.62 3.62 

MP2 DFT 

Cl2 (eq.) 1.9854/2.0112 –919.355 0.00 –920.422 0.00 

Cl–2 (vertical) –919.375 –0.55 –920.458 –0.98 

Cl–2 2.596/2.2123 –919.443 –2.40 –920.527 2.86 2.4–2.5 

d = ∞ –926.787 0.00 –927.913 0.00 

Li+Cl2
(a)

d c = 1.94; θ = 90.0 –926.842 –1.50 –927.978 –1.69 
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3. Quantum Mechanical Study

For reproducing as closely as possible diabatic conditions, we have fixed the Cl—Cl 

bondlength at its neutral equilibrium value. This way, the system depends on two 

parameters as shown in Figure 1. Previous experimental and theoretical studies on 

similar systems, [1,18] have shown that electron jump from Li to the acceptor molecule

Cl2, which has, once relaxed, a positive vertical electron affinity (see Table 1), is likely 

to take place at a distance d, (see the definition of this parameter in Figure 1) which is

superior to the LiCl equilibrium distance (MP2 value 2.0425 Å). The description of this 

phenomenon in terms of MO and states will be briefly recalled in the next section. 

3.1. Calculated MP2 PESs

The lowest energy 2A1 and 2B2 PESs calculated in the C2υ geometry are reported in 

Figure 2. They have been obtained by scanning the d distance by increments of 0.14 Å. 

The 2A1 PES has been obtained starting from long d distance and then using the 

resulting initial SCF-MOs as starting guesses for decreasing d values (forward process). 

Conversely, the 2B2 PES has been obtained by starting from a calculation at short d 
distance, and subsequent propagation of the resulting MOs as initial guesses for higher 

d values (backward process). Both behaviors nicely confirm the analysis developed in 

Fig. 1. Left part: Qualitative MO diagram in the C2υ geometry of the Li + Cl 2 system. Right part: 
Associated state correlations diagram. Diabatic correlations are shown in broken lines. 
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d/Å

Fig. 2. Calculated PESs. The 2B2 PES has been obtained through a ‘backward’ process, i.e. starting from
the left, (see text). while the 2A1 PES has been obtained through a ‘forward’ process, i.e. from right to left.
The scanning of both PESs has been carried out by constant increment of 0.14 Å, according to the case. 

Figure 1. The PESs cross at point Q (~ 3 Å). A stable complex (2B2 symmetry), is 

obtained at d = 1.94 Å, lying 1.50 eV below the asymptotic neutral limit (Table 1). In

this complex, the spin density, calculated after the MP2 step is 0.0192 on Li, and 0.4904

on each Cl atom, thus showing that the electronic transfer is complete. The atomic 

charges, calculated at the MP2 level, are 0.6375 on Li and –0.3188 on Cl, showing that 

back-donation from the lone pairs of Cl –2 towards Li
+

is present, via the 6b2 MO,

displayed in the left part of Figure 1. Other studies have shown that upon complete 

structure optimization, one gets a true stable complex [19–21], so that the situation 

which is reached through electron transfer might adiabatically evolve towards a more 

stable one, but this further evolution lies beyond the scope of the present study. These 

results show that two types of PESs, one covalent and one ionic, might be obtained in 

the region of diabatic crossing. It is noteworthy that a similar behavior, not reported

here, has been obtained using other techniques such as DFT or CASSCF at various 

levels [13]. 

4. The BET Analysis 

The Bonding Evolution Theory, briefly presented in Appendix B, provides a description 

of the bonding features of a system, along with their evolution accompanying a reaction 

path. It relies on the variation of the ELF topological profile as a function of nuclear 

coordinates. The ELF makes a partition of the molecular space into open sets having a 
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clear chemical meaning (see Appendix A), and corresponds to the classical chemists’ 

vision of structures, in terms of bonds, lone pairs etc. Obviously, this partition depends 

on the electronic state under scrutiny. In coming sections, we examine the electron 

transfer in the case of C 2υ geometry, using the MP2 results, keeping in mind that DFT 

and CASSCF calculations yield the same description.

4.1. Electron transfer 

Figure 3 displays the molecular partition of the fragments for the three states previously

discussed in the quantum mechanical section, at d = 6 Å. Figure 3 A and 3 B

respectively display the 2A 1 and 2B2 covalent states, and Figure 3 C shows the ionic 2B2

Charge Transfer state. It is worth examining the striking features of the molecular

partitions in each case. In the 2A 1 molecular partition, the disynaptic basin V(Cl1, Cl2),

indicated by an arrow, corresponds to the Cl—Cl bond [22]. Two basins are found

around Li, one corresponding to its core C(Li), and the second one, V(Li), to its valence 

odd electron (L shell). The 2B2 covalent state is characterized by two monosynaptic 

basins, V1(Li) and V2(Li), located on both sides of the C(Li) basin in the molecular 

plane. They correspond to the half-filled 2 p AO of Li. As when dealing with the 

previous state, the Cl atoms are bonded through a disynaptic basin, still noted V(Cl1,

Cl2). In the ionic state, the Cl atoms are linked by a (3, –1) saddle point, or,

A (α ) A (β )
Fig. 3. Part A: display of the ELF molecular partition of the 2A1 state in C 2υ geometry, d = 6.00 Å. A(a): 
is the projection of the ELF in the molecular plane. A(b) (upper part): is a cut of the ELF isosurface 
(η = 0.8). A(b) (lower part): shows the entire envelope of the same ELF isosurface. Part B: corresponds to 
the 2B2 state. part C: charge transfer state. 
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B (α ) B (β )

C (α ) C (β )
Fig. 3. (continued)

alternatively by a critical point of index I = 1 (see Appendix C), which is typical of a 3-

electron bond. Around Li, one only finds the core basin C(Li). In all three states, the 

valence electrons of the Cl lone pairs are contained into a torus centered on the atom 

and perpendicular to the Cl—Cl axis. In Figure 4 A, is displayed the molecular partition 
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Fig. 4.  Display of the ELF partition of the C 2υ complex defined in Table 1 (MP2 calculation).

of the short distance complex. Between both Cl atoms, there exists a (3, –1) critical

point, and each Cl valence torus now splits into three basins. Two of them, labelled 

V1(Cli) and V2 (Cli) ( i = 1, 2), are located on both sides of the molecular plane, while 

the third one, labelled V3(Cli), lies in the molecular plane and is directed towards Li. 

This structure might be considered as a mixture of both covalent and ionic 2 B2 states, in

which V3(Cl1) and V3(Cl2) are remnant of the V1(Li) and V2(Li) basins found at large

distance, Figure 3 B. It is noteworthy that the presence of a (3, –1) critical point 

between both Cl atoms, might be related to the existence of a 3e-electron bond which is 

well documented for the Cl 
–
2 species. In Figure 5, a schematical description of the 

reaction, yielding the previously examined complex, is displayed as a function of the 

control parameter d. The crossing at point Q, previously described in Figure 1, is first

studied. It takes place at d = 3.06 Å. For both crossing states, the ELF η has been 

calculated. In Figure 5 D, the structure of the 2A 1 state is given. The slightly polarized 

V(Li) and the C(Li) basins are shown, along with the still existing V(Cl1, Cl2) basin. 

Figure 5 E shows the 2B2 ionic state at point Q. As expected, there is no common 

topological feature between Figure 5 D and Figure 5 E, in agreement with the fact that 

both states have different symmetries. Let us now focus our attention on the 2B2 state

(Figure 5 E). By comparison with Figure 5 C, one sees that the latter state is mostly 

ionic, thus showing that a crossing with the steeply descending CT state has already 

occurred. As in Figure 1, this crossing point is noted P. The BET method has been used 

for localizing the avoided crossing at point P. Adiabatic calculations, starting from 

d = 6.00 Å have been carried out along the covalent 2B2 PES. For 4.88 Å< d ≤ 6 Å, 

all molecular partitions are equivalent to the one of Figure 5 B (or Fig. 3 B as well), 

thus showing that the system lies in a region of structural stability (see Appendix D). At 

d* = 4.88 Å, and in a narrow range (~ 0.12 Å), three catastrophes occur quite 

simultaneously. The first catastrophe corresponds to the breaking of the Cl—Cl bond. 
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Fig. 5. Display of the ELF for various values of d in the C 2υ geometry, calculated with the TopMoD series 
of programs. 

The disynaptic basin V(Cl1, Cl2) of the covalent Cl—Cl bond yields two monosynaptic 

ones and a (3, –1) saddle point. After this catastrophe, a reorganization of the electron 

localization around the Cl cores takes place, which splits the valence basins of the Cl 

atoms into two basins, V1(C1i) and V2 (Cli) (i = 1, 2). The latter process has no great

importance in the scope of localizing the crossing itself. The second and third 

catastrophes involve the V1 (Li) and V2(Li) basins, and correspond to the harpooning 

process: the electronic density they contain (Figure 5 B, or Fig. 3 B) is absorbed by the 

Cl valence basins. Once this process has occurred, the system remains topologically 

equivalent to the complex of Figure 4 A. Another interesting feature consists in 

considering the evolution of the CT state, in going from large distance to point P. In the 

vicinity of point P, the two torus basins of the Cl atoms split, yielding the two additional 

small basins of Figure 4 A, labelled V3(Cl1), V3(Cl2), directed towards Li + along both 

Cl-Li axes. The latter behavior corresponds to the back-donation mentioned in the 
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discussion of Figure 1. The integration of the electronic density within the basins of a 

molecular partition yields their population. The calculated results are given in Table 2. 

The aforementioned changes in the topology exactly reveal the crossing of the CT and

of the 2B2 covalent PESs. The existence of the crossing at point Q explains the ionic 

nature of the complex at its equilibrium distance (Figures 5 G or 4 A). In conclusion, 

the BET allows for localizing the avoided crossings by comparing the topology of the 

complex to that of the asymptotic species. Moreover, when the crossing is symmetry-

allowed, it preserves the symmetry of the crossing states.

4.2.    Modelization of the process 

In our study the avoided crossings are associated with the topological changes 

accompanying the chemical transformation, i.e. the breaking of the Cl—Cl bond which 

takes place at a particular d* value of the control parameter, in the molecular partition 

of the starting configuration. More precisely, the dual cusp catastrophe which char-

acterizes the breaking of a covalent bond [8] involves the V(Cl1, Cl2) attractor located 

at r(c). The Taylor development of η (r; d), around r(c), after a change of variables can 

be written: [23] 

(1)

(see Appendix D for the meaning of =). In this equation, x is a generalized space 

variable along the Cl—Cl axis. The three-fold degenerate critical point, r(c) which is 

obtained for a = b = 0 is located at the origin x = 0, middle of Cl—Cl. The observed 

topological behavior, for example in C2υ symmetry, implies that b is constant during the 

process, and equal to the value found for the bifurcation state. Accordingly, in the latter 

equation, b = b* is determined by the condition for which x0, which locates the 

attractor of the Cl—Cl bond for a given geometry, becomes three-fold degenerate. [23] 

(2)

This condition yields b = 2 x3
0. For the corresponding value of a, namely a(d*), one

gets: a(d*) = –3 x 2
0 = (– 27–

4
b2)–

3
.1 Hence the splitting of the V(Cl1, Cl2) basin takes place

Table 2 Basin populations of the complexes. Vt (Cl i )

with i = 1, 2 means the total valence population of Cl 
atoms.

C2υ 

C(Cl1) 10.07 

C(Cl2) 10.07 

C(Li) 2.03

V(Li)

Vt(Cl1) 7.40

Vt(C12) 7.40
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as a(d) passes from a(d) > a(d*) to a(d) < a(d*), via a(d) = a(d*). The latter finding

means that, for a(d*), either the attractor (in the C2υ symmetry), or in other cases, a

wandering point of the V(Cl1,Cl2) basin, i.e., a point which satisfies the condition

∇ rη ≠ 0, becomes degenerate, with one zero eigenvalue. Then, after a small perturba-

tion, expressed by a, and corresponding to a variation of d, two monosynaptic basins

and a (3, –1) saddle point between them appear. The C2υ symmetry implies that 

b* = 0, while for other geometries b* ≠ 0, which describes the disymmetry of the

bond breaking. Figure 6 displays the partition of the control space, according to the

number of maxima (full circles) and saddle points (full triangles) of the η function.

Regions I.1 and II.2 correspond to the molecular partitions in which the V(Cl1, Cl2)

basin exists, (one maximum), while regions I.2 and II.1 correspond to molecular

partitions in which the Cl—Cl bond is broken (two maxima and a (3, –1) saddle point).

The domains having b < 0 and b ≥ 0 differ by the way the θ angle is defined (see

Figure 6). In the present study, only the case b = 0 has been explored. Thus, the 

electron transfer is considered as a trajectory in the control space, in the sense described 

above. The cusp curve represents the transitions from region I. 1 to I.2, and characterizes

the avoided PES crossings. 

5. Conclusion 

In a context of irreversible conditions, electron transfer in the {Li + Cl2) system

realizes and illustrates the intuitive knowledge we have of a ‘catastrophic decay’. When

Li and Cl2 approach themselves, in the C2υ geometry which is the simplest reference

for any discussion, we observe a crossing between the covalent PES of the neutral

ground state, and the ionic {Li + + Cl –2 } CT PES. Through this crossing, electron jump 

takes place from the covalent to the ionic PES, with a probability which might be 

Fig. 6. Partition of the control space according to the number of maxima and saddle points in the η 
function [33]. 
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estimated by the classical Landau-Zener model [3]. In the usual adiabatic description 

this crossing becomes more or less avoided in any other geometry, for symmetry reason, 

though offering the possibility of a progressive electron transfer, but the question might 

be raised of the pertinence of this result. In particular, once the electron has been 

trapped by Cl2, yielding the formation of a 3e-bond, stable at all CI—Cl distance, an 

irreversible further chemical evolution gives LiCl + Cl via a strongly exothermic 

process. It is therefore difficult to speak in terms of potentially reversible process in this

case, and the diabatic language seems more appropriate. The topological analysis of 

ELF η, based on the calculated MP2 results, nicely comforts this analysis by providing a

firm basis for topological analysis of the electronic events, in the general catastrophe 

theory framework. It thus becomes possible to identify the invariant corresponding to 

this type of process, namely a dual cusp, whose universal unfolding variables might 

easily be related to the actual geometrical constraints. After the resulting general 

modelization, it becomes possible to find the crossing zone in any geometry. The 

topological study presented here illustrates the fact that it is possible to extract the 

‘memory’ of the diabatic crossings by the analysis of calculated adiabatic PESs through 

the localization of the dual cusp catastrophe in this actual case. This type of investiga-

tion which, as shown by our study, is largely method-independent, will be developed by 

further studies of various irreversible processes. 

6. Appendix 

6.1.

The first topological approach of bonding was made by Richard Bader in his theory of 

Atoms in Molecules, in which he applied topological concepts to the electronic density 

ρ (r) [4]. An alternative topological approach based on the density has been proposed by 

Mezey [24–26] who considers the change of the shape of bonding isosurfaces. This 

enables to recognize formal species along the path which characterize the steps of the 

reaction. However, this method rely on properties which are not able to provide a 

description of the bonding such as it is done by the density laplacian or by ELF. 

Apart from structure considerations, Bader’s theory has been applied to unimolecular 

reactions and dissociative processes. In the most general case of bond dissociation, the

study of the electronic density does not allow for identifying any change in the structure 

of attractors, at the exception of systems possessing a non nuclear attractor, such as Li2
[27]. The Bonding Evolution Theory (see Appendix B), provides an alternative method 

for classifying and studying chemical processes which overcomes the previous incon-

venient [28]. It is based on the Silvi and Savin’s [5] description of bonding, resulting 

from the topological analysis of Becke and Edgecombe’s ELF [9]. The latter function is 

defined by: 

A: Electron Localization Function (ELF) 

(3)
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For a single determinantal wavefunction built from orbitals labelled φ i, the quantity 

D(r) defined according to: 

(4)

5

is the excess of local kinetic energy, due to Pauli’s repulsion. [29] Dh(r) = CF ρ (r)–3 is

the Thomas-Fermi lunetic energy density which acts here as a renormalization factor,

and CF is the Fermi constant ( CF = 2.871 a.u.). The range of values of η is 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.

In principle, the ELF can be calculated from the exact wavefunction, if available, or 

from experimental results. In practice η (r ) is calculated from the natural orbital 
populations, with no restriction on the quantum mechanical method used for obtaining

them. In the Silvi-Savin theory of bonding, a partition of the molecular space into 

basins of attractors having a clear chemical signification is obtained. These basins are

either core basins located around the nuclei with Z ≥ 2, or valence basins, some of 

which being associated with bonds. In this context, a classification of bonds has been

proposed.

6.2.

This theory consists in a set of topological concepts characterizing the chemical

changes taking place along a reaction path. These concepts, by nature, are independent 

of the actual quantum mechanical method used for calculating the ELF. Accordingly, 

the BET is compatible with any quantum mechanical scheme. Moreover, the topological 

description of a process is structurally stable, in the sense that the number and type of 

critical points of ELF, as well as their connectivity and evolution remain constant for 

any quantum method yielding a wavefunction for suitably describing the system in any 

configuration. For distinguishing the valence basins among themselves, the concept of 

synaptic order σ has been introduced [22]. This is the number of core basins with which

a given valence basin shares a common boundary, as shown in Table 3. From a chemical

point of view, monosynaptic basins are related to lone pairs, while di- and polysynaptic 

basins are related to bonds. In terms of BET [8], a chemical process is considered as a 

succession of different regions of structural stability in the control space, (the space of 

nuclear coordinates) passing through a bifurcation state, (see Appendix D). The BET

B: Main features of the Bonding Evolution Theory (BET) 

Table 3 Nomenclature of valence basins. The expression in
parenthesis corresponds to the list of core basins sharing a 
common boundary with the valence basin under scrutiny 

Synaptic order σ Nomenclature Symbol

0 Asynaptic V

1 Monosynaptic V(Xi)

2 Disynaptic V(Xi, Xj)

≥ 3 Polysynaptic V(Xi, Xj, . . .)
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introduces the concept of morphic number µ, as being the number of basins of the

molecular partition of the system [8] in each region of structural stability. It generalizes

the concept of molecular graph, (Appendix C), first introduced by R. Bader [4]. By 

definition, a step in a chemical process, takes place when a change occurs in the 

topological structure of the gradient field of the ELF associated with the system. The 

latter changes are typical of physical or chemical events such as bond breaking and

forming, or electron switch from one PES to another, around a conical intersection. This

approach provides a classification of chemical processes according to topological 

arguments. It is worth recalling that this classification is likely to remain independent of

the quantum chemical method which is used for obtaining the PESs. 

7. C: Topological Concepts

The gradient field of a local, well-defined function F(r ; cα ), may be considered as a 

velocity vector field, as shown by the following relation. 

(5)

This corresponds to a system of equations, which is called gradient dynamical system 
[30]. In this equation τ is an effective time and cα represents the set of control 

parameters, in our case the set of nuclear coordinates. The points for which 

∇ rF(r; cα ) = 0 are of particular importance. They called critical points and are 

characterized by the couple (r, s), formed by the rank r, which is the number of non-

zero eigenvalues, and the signature s, which is the excess of positive eigenvalues of the 

hessian matrix, the elements of which are the second derivatives of F(r; cα ). In R3, a 

critical point of r = 3 is called non-degenerate, and according to the signature, four

types of critical points are distinguished: i) (3, –3), attractor, ii and iii) (3, +1) and

(3, –1), saddle points; iv) (3, +3), repellor. Alternatively, a critical point is character-

ized by its index I, which is the number of positive eigenvalues of the hessian matrix,

calculated at the critical point, labelled r(c). With this definition, an attractor corre-

sponds to I = 0, a repellor to I = 3, while the saddle points (3, +1) and (3, –1)

correspond to I = 2 and I = 1, respectively. These critical points satisfy the Poincaré- 

Hopf relationship [30]

for finite systems, and 0 for periodic systems (6)

In the previous equation, the sum runs over all critical points of the gradient dynamical 

system. In the Bonding Evolution Theory, the critical points form the molecular graph.

In this graph, they are represented according to the dimension of their unstable 

manifold. Thus, critical points of I = 0, are associated with a dot, these with I = 1 are 

associated with a line, these with I = 2 by faces, and finally these with I = 3 by 3D 

cages.
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8.

Catastrophe theory [31] studies the change of the critical points ( r(c); cα ) (see Appendix 

C), of a gradient dynamical system as a function of the changes of the control 

parameters cα , in the special case where the dimension k of the control space W, also 

called the codimension fulfills the relationship: k ≤ 4. In this context, the evolution of

the critical points can be studied by considering the behavior of the hessian matrix H of

F(r; cα ) (see Appendix C). The configuration of the control parameters c*α for which 

the determinant of H is zero, i.e., detHij (c*α )|r= r (c) = 0 is called a bifurcation state. The

set of cα for which the hessian matrix of a given critical point is non-zero defines the

domain of stability of the critical point. A small perturbation of F(r; c*α ), brings the 

system from a domain of stability to another one. If none of the critical points of the 

system change during a variation of cα , the system is located in a domain of structural 
stability. R. Thom’s theorem [31] states that in the neighborhood of (r(c); c *α ), after a 

smooth change of the variables the function F can be written in the form:

F(r; cα ) = Q + u where = means: ‘equal after a smooth change of variables’. In this 

equation, u is the universal unfolding of the singularity, it is a polynomial function of 

degree higher than 2 of a canonical form. The latter polynomial depends on l variables

associated with the l zero eigenvalues of the hessian matrix. l is called the corank,

while Q is a quadratic expression of the r-l variables, r being the rank of the hessian

matrix. The unfolding contains all the information about how F(r; cα ) may change 

around the critical point when the control parameters change. 

D: Elements of Catastrophe Theory 
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Abstract

A Multi-Configuration extension of the Self Consistent Field for Molecular Interaction 

method – MCSCF-MI – is presented. Applications to the study of hydrogen bonded 

systems are reported. Potential energy, optimal geometry and the characteristic H-Cl

stretching in the H2O-HCl and NH3-HCl complexes were examined. BSSE, which 

represents a major problem in the study of the interaction potentials of loosely bonded 

fragments, is avoided by the a priori SCF-MI technique. Equilibrium geometries, binding 

energies, and vibrational constants computed by both SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI methods 

turned out more stable than the corresponding standard SCF calculations upon variation of 

the quality of the basis set employed. In particular, the proton transfer process was 

examined. All the calculations predicted that the minimum corresponds to hydrogen 

bonded structures. In the case of NH3-HCl good agreement with recent extensive MO-CI

and DFT studies was established.

1. General Introduction 

Hydrogen bonding, the interaction between a hydrogen atom bonded to an electronega-

tive group and a lone electron pair on another system, is the key of many biological and 

chemical phenomena. In spite of its simplicity, it has became one of the most difficult 

challenges for both theoreticians and experimentalists. Due to the difficulty in obtaining 

experimental data for the geometry and energy of hydrogen bonded complexes, an 

accurate prediction of these quantities is mandatory. 

As it is well known, the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) affects calculations 

involving hydrogen bonds [1] and, more generally, intermolecular interaction investiga-

tions [2,3]. This issue of consistency, as first pointed out in 1968 [4], arises from the use 

of an incomplete basis set but it does not correspond to the basis set truncation error 

and it is due to the use of diffuse functions on neighbouring interacting particles, which

leads to a non physical contribution to the interaction energy within the complex.

BSSE also affects the shape of the potential energy surface and the energy

derivatives. There have been numerous attempts to find a general scheme to eliminate 

this error, and both a posteriori [2] and a priori [3] schemes are available. The

counterpoise approach (CP) by Boys and Bernardi [5] and related methods are the most

common a posteriori procedures. Within this method, the monomer electrons are

described by the same basis functions as those used in the complex by means of the so 
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called ‘ghost orbitals’. Several efforts have been also dedicated to design basis sets of 

small size that could be used with some confidence for molecular interactions [6,7]. 

Many authors [8–10] have demonstrated that the CP method undercorrects the BSSE. 

Moreover, Karlström and Sadlej [11] pointed out that addition of the partner orbitals to 

the basis set of a molecule not only lowers its energy, in accordance with the variation 

principle, but also affects the monomer properties (multipole moments and polarizabil-

ities). Latajka and Scheiner [12] found that in a model ion-neutral system such as Li +-

OH2, this secondary BSSE can be comparable in magnitude to the primary effect at 

both SCF and MP2 levels. The same authors also underlined the strong anisotropy of 

secondary error [13]. 

Generally, if the CP procedure is adopted, a point-by-point procedure is employed to 

locate minima in the potential energy surface. Only very recently, a method to perform 

CP corrected energy optimisation by analytic derivatives has been proposed [14]; for 

most of the reported cases, CP correction is included in a previously optimised 

geometry so that the final results are BSSE contaminated. 

It is important to note that for accurate intermolecular interaction investigations, 

geometry relaxation effects should be considered. This requires a more elaborate 

definition of the CP corrected binding energy which needs, at each point on the PES, 

the calculation of five single point energies corresponding to those of the monomers –

with and without ‘ghost orbitals’ – at the geometry of the complex, in addition to the 

usual SCF energy of the supermolecule [15]. Several authors have confirmed the 

importance of these additional corrections, especially in the case of large system 

interactions (see for example Hobza et al. [16] where a significant amount of the 

geometry relaxation energy is calculated). 

We have already presented [17,18] the SCF-MI (Self Consistent Field for Molecular

Interactions) method, based on the idea that BSSE can be avoided a priori provided the 

MOs of each fragment are expanded only using basis functions located on each 

subsystem. In the present work we propose a multiconfiguration extension (MCSCF-

MI) of the same technique, particularly suited to deal with systems for which proton 

transfer processes must be considered. 

2. The HCl Complexes 

Recent developments in rotational spectroscopy [19] have provided an accurate study of 

a number of hydrogen bonded dimers in the gas phase. Experimental information is thus 

available nowadays on the molecular characteristics of such systems. Due to major 

advances in the field of computational chemistry, a number of theoretical calculations 

were performed (for an overview on the subject see references [1,20,21]). 

The hydrogen chloride molecule, being a strong acid, interacts with a great number 

of bases: CO, C2H2, C2H4, PH3, H2S, HCN, H2O and NH3; its hydrogen bonded 

complexes are therefore of great interest (see for example [1,22]). Due to the strength 

of the hydrogen bond involved, the possibility of an effective proton exchange has been

considered, and it remains especially interesting to establish if the interaction can be

explained in terms of the strong polarisation of the monomers. The systems H2O and

NH3 have been thoroughly studied by means of ab initio calculations; the SCF method 
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or perturbative techniques such as MP2 were typically employed. Special attention was 

reserved to the BSSE elimination [1,23,24]. 

In the present work, calculations were performed with a series of standard basis sets,

comparing the relative variation of the predicted properties when employing different 

quantum mechanical methods and the newly developed MCSCF-MI strategy.

2.1. The H2 O-HCl Complex

This represents one of the most studied complexes of the hydrogen chloride molecule.

A source of experimental information on this system is the work by Legon and 

Willoughby [25]. The authors recorded a rotational spectra of a mixture of gases

containing 2% HCl and less than 0.5% H2O in Ar, for a total pressure of about 2 atm. 

The equilibrium geometry reported corresponds to a planar geometry. This is of special 

importance, as the majority of the computational studies predict a non planar complex 

with the HCl molecule with the C2 axis of the water molecule forming different angles 

with the 0 and Cl line (see Figure 1).

Bacskay et al [26] have determined a bent geometry for the H2O-HCl complex at the 

SCF level, with ϕ = 19.7° and 8 = 1.3°. A bent geometry was also found at the MP2 

level, with ϕ  = 44.7° and θ  = 2.6° [27]. Other papers seem to confirm the non-planar

geometry. Latajka and Scheiner [28] obtain analogous results employing both the SCF

method and the SCF+MP2 technique and the CP correction of BSSE. The study by

Almeida and Hinchliffe comes closer to the experimental results [22], finding a value of 

about 0 for the ϕ and θ angles. Table 1 shows other literature data relative to the

equilibrium geometry.

Dissociation energies range between 5 and 6 kcal/mol: values obtained in some of 

the existing papers are reported in Table 2. 

The evaluation of the change in frequency of the H-CI bond (∆ω ) on passing from

the isolated molecule to the complex, is an index of the strength of the bond. A red shift 
is observed, pointing to an overall weakening of the bond. Some of the pertinent data 

reported in the literature are shown in Table 3. 

2.2. The NH 3 -HCl Complex 

The NH3-HCl complex represents a useful model system for proton transfer reaction 

studies, which are of great relevance in chemical and biological phenomena. For this 

Fig. 1. Geometrical parameters for the H2O-HCl complex. 
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Table 1 

Å and angles in degrees 

Method r HCl rOCl θ ϕ Ref.

Previously reported geometrical parameters for the H2O-HCl complex. Distances are reported in 

Exp. 3.2149 0 0 [25]

SCF 3.31 1.3 19.7 [26]

MP2 1.2829 2.6 44.7 [27]

SCF(a) 1.277 3.250 2.2 35.2 [28]

SCF + MP2(b) 1.289 3.281 3.4 46.8 [28]

EFG fog(c) 1.326 3.077 0.136 0.007 [22]

EFG fmg(d) 3.092 0.007 0.007 [22]

rHCl = H-Cl distance; rOH = O-H distance; α HOH = HOH angle in water; θ and ϕ as defined in Figure 1. 
(a)the 6-31G** basis set was employed; 
(b)BSSE correction was performed with the CP technique. 
(c)Electric Field Gradient, fully optimized geometry. 
(d)Electric Field Gradient, frozen monomer geometry. 

Table 2 

HCl complex 

Method ∆ E (kcal/mol) Ref. 

Previously reported binding energies for the H2O-

SCF –5.04 [25] 

SCF –6.16 [28] 

SCF + MP2 –7.36 [28] 

SCF –5.31 [28] 

SCF + MP2 (a) –5.92 [28] 

MP2 –6.68 [27] 

MP3 –5.88 [27] 

(a)BSSE corrected by the CP technique. 

Table 3 Previously estimated red shift values for the intra-
molecular stretching frequency of the HCl bond in the H2O-
HCl complex 

Method ∆ω (cm–1) Ref. 

Exp. 314 [29,30]

SCF 120.3 [26]

MP2 227.4 [27]

reason the system has been investigated by many authors [1,21–24,31–37]. The 

potential energy surface of this complex has recently been the object of a thorough 

study by ab initio and density functional theory calculations [23]. 

The investigations, which aimed to establish the character of the interaction as either 

ion-pair like (outer complex) or H-bonded-like (inner complex), started with the first 
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theoretical ab initio calculation by Clementi [31] in the early 1967. Contrarily to

Mulliken’s suggestion [38], formulated in 1952 when there was no experimental 

evidence of a stable NH3-HCl system in the gas phase, the RHF predicted an H-bonded

complex without any barrier between the fragments and the complex. 

All the data reported in the literature seem to confirm that the NH3-HCl complex 

possesses C3V symmetry (see Figure 2). Table 4 shows the geometrical parameters of 

the complex reported in the pertinent literature. Bacskay et al [26,27] confirm the C3V

symmetry of the complex both at the MP2 and SCF level. A moderate variation from 

the C3V symmetry, however, results from EFG (Electric Field Gradient) calculations 

Interaction energies, reported in Table 5, range between 6 and 9 kcal/mol and result 

considerably higher than those regarding the H2 O-HCl complex.

Table 6 reports theoretical and experimental data relative to the red shift for the

intramolecular stretching frequency of the HCl bond in the complex. This is greater 

than that observed for the H2O-HCl system, a further evidence of the strength of this 

hydrogen bond. Experimental data, however, show large differences between the ∆ω 
recorded in different matrixes. The first IR investigation was accomplished by Ault and 

Pimentel [30] in N2 matrix but later, in a more complete study, Barnes et al. [35] 

[22].

Fig. 2. Geometrical parameters for the NH3-HCl complex. 

Table 4 

Å and angles in degrees

Method rHCl rNH θ HNH rNCl ϕ α β Ref.

Previously reported geometrical parameters for the NH3-HCl complex. Distances are reported in 

Exp. 3.14 0 [19] 

MP2 1.3146 1.0159 106.78 3.11 0 0 [27] 

SCF 3.33 0 0 [26] 

EFG fmg(a) 3.171 0.136 0 0.018 [22] 

EFG fog(b) 1.388 0.99 112.1 3.045 47.98 0.090 0.544 [22] 

rHCl = H-Cl distance; rNH = N-H distance in ammonia; θ HNH = HNH angle in ammonia; rNCl = N-Cl 

distance; ϕ, α and β as defined in Figure 2.
(a)Electric Field Gradient, frozen monomer geometry. 
(b)Electric Field Gradient, fully optimized geometry. 
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Table 5 

HCl complex 

Method ∆ E (kcal/mol) Ref.

Exp. –8.0 ± 2.8 [33] 

SCF –6.52 [26] 

Previously reported binding energies of the NH3-

HF SCF limit –5.5 [23] 

MP2 –9.53 [27] 

MP3 –8.34 [27] 

MP2 –11.0 [36] 

MP2 limit –7.6 [23] 

DFT-LDA –19.2 [23] 

DFT-GGA –13.0 [23] 

EFG fmg(a) –9.99 [22]

EFG fog(b) –11.64 [22]

CASSCF –5.2 [23] 

ACCD –9.2 [39] 

Cl –9.0 [33] 

MRCI –8.0 [23] 

(a)Electric Field Gradient, frozen monomer geometry. 
(b)Electric Field Gradient, fully optimized geometry, 

Table 6 Previously estimated red shift values for the intramole- 
cular stretching frequency of the HCl bond in the NH3 -HCl
complex

Method ∆ω (cm
–1

) Ref. 

Exp. Ar matrix 1517 [35] 

SCF 293.8 [26] 

Exp. N 2 matrix 2149 [30]

MP2 592.3 [27] 

CI harmonic ~ 500 [40] 

CI anharmonic ~ 700 [40] 

DFT-LDA 1107 [23] 

DFT-GGA 700 [23] 

demonstrated that the stretching frequency of HCl shows great sensitivity to the 

environment. Poor prediction of this experimental data is therefore expected by theor-

etical approaches which do not include explicit consideration of the environment: see 

[23] for a complete discussion on this point. 
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3. Theory 

3.1. The SCF-MI Wavefunction 

The SCF-MI technique and its Multi Configuration extension – MCSCF-MI – were

employed for the calculations performed in the present work. For a more detailed 

presentation of the SCF-MI theory see references [ 17,18]. As already emphasised in the 

introduction, the main characteristic of the scheme is that it permits the elimination of 

the BSSE in an a priori fashion, both at the SCF and at the correlated level; basis set 

and size consistency is also ensured. 

The SCF-MI algorithm, recently extended to compute analytic gradients and second 

derivatives [18,41], furnishes the Hartree Fock wavefunction for the interacting 

molecules and also provides automatic geometry optimisation and vibrational analysis 

in the harmonic approximation for the supersystems. The full strategy has been 

implemented into GAMESS-US package [42]. 

The theory is here presented very briefly. The SCF-MI one determinant wavefunction 

of the supersystem AB is expressed as: 

In order to take naturally into account interaction forces between the monomers the 

molecular orbitals of each fragment are left free to overlap with each other. The orbitals 

of fragment A ( Φ A1 . . . Φ ANA
) and the orbitals of fragment B (Φ B1 . . . Φ BNB

) are expanded

in two different subsets of the total basis set χ = {χk}
M
k=1

which is partitioned as: 

χ A = { χ Ap}MA
p =1

centred on A and χ B = { χ Bq}MB
q=1

} centred on B. 

That is: 

where the total number of electrons is N = 2 NA + 2 NB and the dimension of the total 

basis set is M = MA + MB.

By assuming and maintaining the orbital coefficient variation matrix in block

diagonal form, 

a complete elimination of BSSE in an a priori fashion is ensured. 
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The general stationary condition of the variational scheme leads to the coupled 

secular problems: 

where the effective Fock and overlap matrixes F' and S' are Hermitian and possess the

correct asymptotic behaviour. 

3.2. The MCSCF-MI wavefunction 

A two-configuration MCSCF-MI wavefunction corresponding to the covalent –

A + BH – and ionic – AH+ + B– – systems is constructed in the form:

where the optimal orbitals for the covalent and ionic structures have been determined 

separately. The solutions corresponding to the covalent and ionic structures are obtained 

by means of different partitions of the basis set, which take account of the possible 

proton transfer from one fragment to the other. The resulting orbitals, largely non-
orthogonal but resulting from solution of Roothaan like equations, allow to obtain the 

MCSCF-MI wave function with many characteristics of both Valence Bond and 

Molecular Orbital theories. The BSSE is avoided by definition and a straightforward 

physical interpretation is possible. 

The final non-orthogonal CI problem, implicit in the MCSCF-MI approach, is solved 

variationally according to standard VB techniques [43,44]. 

4. Calculations 

The SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI techniques were employed to determine the optimal 

geometry.

As regards SCF and SCF-MI calculations, the GAMESS-US program was employed, 

in which the SCF-MI algorithm including evaluation of analytic gradient, geometry 

optimisation and force constant matrices computation is available [18,41,42]. 

With regard to the basis function expansions, several standard basis sets were 

employed (namely 6-31G, 6-31G**, 6-311G* and TZVP). 

Two minima were found corresponding to ionic and covalent structures. 

The weights of the covalent and ionic solutions in the MCSCF-MI wave function are 

strongly dependent upon the H-Cl distance. When such distance is close to its value in 

isolated hydrogen chloride, the covalent solution weighs more than the ionic one. The 

opposite trend is observed when the H-Cl distance is such as to justify a picture where 

the proton is transferred to the base. In all cases, the covalent function turned out more 

important, with the ionic structure much less stable. This result concerning the 

NH3 + HCl system has been recently confirmed by Clementi et al. [23] for the complex 

in the gas phase. 
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Equilibrium geometries at the SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI levels were determined 

for each complex, corresponding to the two minima of the potential energy curves, 

employing the four different standard basis sets considered. The optimisation of the 

geometry at the MCSCF-MI level was performed starting from the SCF-MI minimum 

by a numerical procedure, varying one parameter at a time. 

At the asymptotic geometries (rOCl = rNCl = 100 Å), SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI

solutions coincide. 

A potential energy curve was also computed for different values of the rOCl distance

in the H2O-HCl complex, with HCl approaching H2O along the C2v axis. At each rOCl

distance, optimal SCF geometry was determined and used in the subsequent SCF-MI

and MCSCF-MI calculations. 

An analogous approach was employed for the study of NH3-HCl, computing a 

potential energy curve as a function of the rNCl distance.

Both these potential energy curves have been computed employing 6-31G** standard 

basis set, see Figures 3 and 4. 

rOCl (Å)

Fig. 3. Potential energy curves for SCF-MI (covalent structure) and MCSCF-MI calculations for the H2O-
HCl complex. The 6-31G** standard basis was employed. Energies are in a.u., rOCl distances are in Å.
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rNCl (Å)

Fig. 4. Potential energy curves for SCF-MI (covalent structure) and MCSCF-MI calculations for the NH3-
HCl complex. The 6-31G** standard basis was employed. Energies are in a.u., rNCl distances are in Å. 

5. Results and Discussion 

5.1. The H2 O-HCl complex

Optimal geometries computed at the SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI level are presented 

in Table 7. 

All the calculations predict a complex characterised by a longer H-Cl bond distance 

when compared with isolated HCl. The rHCl parameter shows small variations with the 

basis set employed only at the MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI level, while considerable 

variations are observed for the corresponding SCF calculations. Analogous considera-

tions can be made for the rOCl distance which shows good stability only when evaluated 

at the MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI level. In addition, the complex is always planar at the 

SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI level, while large deviations from planarity are predicted by 

the SCF calculations when the 6-31G** basis set is employed (for the definition of the 

geometry see Figure 1). 
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Table 7 SCF, SCF-MI (covalent structure) and MCSCF-MI calcu- 
lated equilibrium geometries for the H2O-HCl complex. Distances are 
reported in Å and angles in degrees 

Basis rOCl rHCl ϕ θ 

SCF

TZVP 3.28 1.2823 0 0 

6-311G* 3.19 1.2848 0 0 

6-31G** 3.25 1.2774 33.07 1.07 

6-31G 3.03 1.3278 0 0 

SCF-MI

TZVP 3.40 1.2758 0 0 

6-311G* 3.40 1.2758 0 0 

6-31G** 3.39 1.2658 0 0 

6-31G 3.42 1.2958 0 0 

VB

TZVP 3.40 1.2758 0 0 

6-311G* 3.40 1.2758 0 0 

6-31G** 3.39 1.2658 0 0 

6-31G 3.42 1.2958 0 0 

asymptotic

TZVP 100.0 1.2720 0 0 

6-311G* 100.0 1.2713 0 0 

6-31G** 100.0 1.2656 0 0 

6-31G 100.0 1.2953 0 0 

Table 8 reports equilibrium binding energies relative to the geometries described 

above. The differences between MCSCF-MI or SCF-MI energies and the SCF ones are 

obviously to be ascribed to the different basis set truncation effect and to BSSE. 

Interaction energies show a less marked dependence on the basis set in the SCF-MI

and MCSCF-MI calculations, where the results prove to be more stable while in 

acceptable accordance with the existing literature data. 

MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI results, for both the equilibrium geometries and binding 

energies, are very close. In Figure 3 the potential energies are reported as a function of 

the rOCl distance. The MCSCF-MI plot is almost parallel to the SCF-MI curve, showing 

that the ionic configuration in the MCSCF-MI calculation mostly introduces intramole-

Table 8 SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI calculated binding en- 
ergies relative to the equilibrium geometries (reported in Table 7) 
for the H2O-HCl complex. All the values are in kcal/mol 

Basis ∆ ESCF ∆ ESCF-MI ∆ EMCSCF-MI

TZVP -5.43 -4.52 -4.39

6-311G* -6.99 -5.18 -4.98

6-31G** -6.11 -4.22 -3.99

6-31G -9.86 -6.10 -5.70
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cular electronic correlation localised in the HCl molecule. As the optimal rHCl

interatomic distance remains practically constant, the final result is a uniform shift of 

the potential energy curve. 

As the optimal H-Cl distance remains very close to its value in the isolated molecule 

also when approaching H2O, the proton exchange reaction H2O + HCl → H3O+ + Cl–

results energetically unfavourable as further confirmed by the data reported in the 

following paragraph. 

5.2. The NH3-HCl complex

Comparable results are obtained for the NH3-HCl complex. SCF geometrical para-

meters (rHCl and rHCl) vary considerably with the basis set employed, while the 

MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI results are more stable (see Table 9). 

The C3V symmetry for the complex is confirmed. The order of magnitude of the 

binding energy confirms the importance of the BSSE (see also reference 16). Again, SCF 

energies show a greater dependence on the basis set employed when compared with the 

MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI ones (see Table 10); it is to be noted that SCF-MI interaction 

energies are sufficiently close to the estimated HF limit of –5.5 kcal/mol[23]. 

The potential energy curve (Figure 4) relative to the approach of HCl to NH3 has the 

same characteristics observed for the H2O-HCl complex, with the MCSCF-MI curve 

essentially parallel to the SCF-MI curve. 

Table 9 

HCl complex. Distances are reported in Å and angles in degrees 
SCF, SCF-MI (covalent structure) and MCSCF-MI calculated equilibrium geometries for the NH3-

Basis rHCl rHCl ϕ α β 

SCF

TZVP 1.2956 3.28 69.41 0 0

6-311G* 1.3004 3.22 68.72 0 0

6-31G** 1.2936 3.23 68.88 0 0

6-31G 1.7899 2.90 71.85 0 0 

SCF-MI

TZVP 1.2875 3.40 68.93 0 0

6-31lG* 1.2775 3.39 67.81 0 0

6-31G** 1.2775 3.39 67.72 0 0

6-31G 1.3075 3.42 73.91 0 0 

VB

TZVP 1.2875 3.40 68.91 0 0

6-31lG* 1.2775 3.39 67.92 0 0

6-31G** 1.2775 3.39 67.93 0 0

6-31G 1.3075 3.42 73.94 0 0 

asymptotic

TZVP 1.2720 100.0 69.96 0 0

6-31lG* 1.2713 100.0 68.61 0 0

6-31G** 1.2656 100.0 68.68 0 0

6-31G 1.2959 100.0 78.61 0 0
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Table 10 SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI calculated binding 
energies relative to the equilibrium geometries (reported in Table 
7) for the NH3-HCl complex. All the values are in kcal/mol 

Basis ∆ ESCF ∆ ESCF-MI ∆ EMCSCF-MI

TZVP –7.07 –5.20 –4.92

6-31lG* –8.85 –5.93 –5.61

6-31G** –8.56 –5.44 –5.09

6-31G –15.89 –6.35 –5.70

No proton transfer is predicted as the rHCl value remains practically constant and very 

close to the free HCl bond length on varying the rHCl distance. The general features of 

the hydrogen bond of NH3-HCl are similar to those of the H2O-HCl, the larger binding 

energy being explained by the higher polarizability of NH3.

5.3.

In this paragraph, potential energy curves for the proton transfer reactions –

H2O + HCl → H3O+ + Cl– and NH3 + HCl → NH
+
4

+ Cl– – are described.

All calculations were performed employing the TZVP basis set and the MCSCF-MI

technique. The H-Cl distance was varied, moving the proton involved in the hydrogen 

bond either towards oxygen or nitrogen, keeping all other geometrical variables frozen 

at their values at the minimum energy geometry. The MCSCF-MI energy was computed 

for a number of values of the H-Cl distance. 

5.4. H2O-HCl complex

The calculated potential energy curve (see Figure 5) is characterised by the presence of 

one relative and one absolute minimum, corresponding to the ionic and covalent 

structures, respectively. At the absolute minimum the rHCl is equal to 1.2758 Å, close to 

the bond length in isolated H-Cl, while at the relative minimum rHCl is 2.4 Å, typical of 

the H3O+-Cl– ionic system. The potential energy barrier which separates the two 

minima is located at a rHCl distance of 2.0 Å.

The covalent structures turns out more stable by 62.23 kcal/mol and is separated by 

a high barrier of 70.01 kcal/mol from the H3O+ + Cl– system. The reverse conversion 

of H3O+ + Cl– into H2O + HCl presents a much lower barrier of 7.78 kcal/mol, (see 

Figure 5). 

5.5. NH3-HCl complex

The calculated MCSCF-MI potential energy surface is shown in Figure 6. Analysis of 

the data shows that the ionic structure again is less stable than the covalent one and than 

the free monomers. 

Interconversion between ionic and covalent structures 
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dOH (a.u.)

Fig. 5. Potential energy curve relative to the interconversion between ionic and covalent structure for the 
H2O-HCl. complex (H2O + HCl → H3O+ + Cl–). dOH represents the distance between the water molecule
oxygen and the hydrogen of the HCI fragment involved in hydrogen bond along the C2v axis
(dOH= rOCl–rHCl). A TZVP standard basis was employed. Energies and distances are in a.u. 

The minimum at rHCl = 2.36 Å corresponds to the ionic structure; the covalent 

structure is found at a rHCl = 1.2775 Å; the maximum of the barrier is located at 

rHCl = 1.9 Å. Comparison of Figures 5 and 6 shows that the potential well relative to 

the ionic structure is deeper for NH3-HCl than for H2O-HCl. The computed N-H

distance of 1.0055 Å is typical for the N-H bond in the ammonium ion. 

The two minima, see Figure 6, differ by 24.74 kcal/mol with a barrier of 

45.73 kcal/mol separating the covalent system NH3 + HCl from the ionic structure 

NH+

4
+ Cl–; a corresponding smaller barrier of 20.99 kcal/mol is found for the reverse

NH+
4

+ Cl– → NH3 + HCl reaction. The covalent structure is still preferred in the gas 

phase.

6. Vibrational Analysis 

Analytical or numerical force constants for the H-Cl stretching were calculated at the 
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dNH (a.u.)

Fig. 6. Potential energy curve relative to the interconversion between ionic and covalent structure for the 
NH3-HCl complex (NH3 + HCl → NH4

+ + Cl–). dNH represents the distance between the ammonia 
molecule nitrogen and the hydrogen of the HCl fragment involved in hydrogen bond along the C3v axis
(dNH= rNCl – rHCl ). A TZVP standard basis was employed. Energies and distances are in a.u.

SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI level. Frequencies ω were calculated directly from the

force constants K by applying the harmonic approximation or by means of the 

Noumerov method [45,46]. In the latter case, frequencies were evaluated from the 

energy difference ∆ E between the fundamental and the first excited states by applying 

Plank’s law. This technique is undoubtedly more accurate than the harmonic approxima-

tion.

6. 1. H2O-HCl complex

Computed H-Cl stretching force constants of the complex, see Table 11, show a minor

dependence on the basis set employed when the SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI procedures 

are applied. Moreover, the MCSCF-MI and SCF-MI results are very similar. The 

reliability of the SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI techniques is thus further demonstrated. 
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Table 11 

HCl complex). All the values are reported in cm –1

Basis ∆ω SCF ∆ω SCF-MI ∆ω MCSCF-MI ∆ω NOUMEROV ∆ω EXP

Red shft for the H-Cl stretching frequencies cnlculated by the harmonic approximation (H2O-

314 [29,30] 

TZVP 137 28 17 129 

6-31lG* 197 44 33 

6-31G 458 23 9 

The difference between the asymptotic and the equilibrium H-Cl force constants, 

∆ K, varies with the basis set and the technique employed. 

In all cases the calculated ∆ω are positive and a red shift is predicted. The MCSCF-

MI and SCF-MI results, differ considerably from the experimental value of 314 cm–1,

but it must be noted, on the other hand, that the SCF best result is obtained with the 

poorest (6-31G) basis set.

Noumerov analysis leads to more encouraging results. The energy values associated

with the first 10 (v = 0-9) vibrational levels were computed. The first eight (v = 0–7)

are relative to the absolute minimum of the potential energy curve employed (see Figure

5); the remaining two (v = 8–9) are relative to levels above the maximum.

The value of ∆ω estimated from the first two eigenvalues is 129 cm–1. This is still

far from the experimental value of 314 cm–1 , but it represents an improvement with 

respect to the SCF, SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI results obtained by employing the 

harmonic approximation. 

6.2. NH3-HCl complex

Analogous results are obtained for this system, see Table 12. Also in this case the SCF-

MI and MCSCF-MI results show a greater stability for what concerns the basis set if

compared with the SCF method. The difference between the force constants relative to 

asymptotic and equilibrium geometries ( ∆ K) is positive. The ∆ K for the NH3-HCl

complex is greater than that of the H2O-HCl complex. 

Parallel considerations can be made for the evaluation of vibration frequencies and 

Dw by the harmonic approximation. A red shift is observed also in this case. Employing 

the Noumerov technique, the corresponding estimate of ∆ω is 179 cm–1, to be 

compared with a value of 129 cm–1 found for water; these results are not in accordance 

Table 12 

HCl complex). All the values are reported in cm–1

Basis ∆ω SCF ∆ω SCF-MI ∆ω MCSCF-MI ∆ω NOUMEROV ∆ω EXP

Red shft for the H-Cl stretching frequencies calculated by the harmonic approximation (NH3-

1517 [35] 

2149 [30] 

TZVP 359 136 124 179

6-31G** 42 1 121 114
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with the experimental data which depend strongly on the matrix (Ar or N2) where the 

NH3-HCl complex is trapped; it is gratifying that the computed ∆ω predicts a larger 

red shift confirming a hydrogen bond stronger than in the H2O-HCl system, as a 

consequence of the greater polarisability of the N-H bond. 

7. Conclusions 

Special attention has been dedicated to the study of the basis set superposition error 

(BSSE). The SCF-MI algorithm which excludes the BSSE from the SCF function was 

employed. A multi configuration version of it, particularly suited to study proton 

transfer effects, has been formulated. The use of these techniques has led to binding 

energy values which show a better stability against variation of the basis set, when 

compared with standard SCF results. For a more complete evaluation of the advantages 

of the a priori strategy to avoid BSSE see references [47–50], where applications to the 

study of the water properties are reported, and reference [51], where the Spin Coupled 

Valence Bond calculations for the He-LiH system are presented.

With regard to the vibrational analysis, the results confirm that the SCF-MI and 

MCSCF-MI BSSE free methods give reasonably stable results; the similarity of the 

SCF-MI and MCSCF-MI predictions (see Tables 9–12) confirm that the effect of the 

ionic structures – NH+
4

+ Cl– and H3O++Cl– – on the red shift of HCl is not

particularly important in gas phase. 

As the basis sets of the two fragments A and B which constitute the Van der Waals 

complex AB are kept separated, it can be questioned whether the SCF-MI results take 

the possibility of a charge transfer into consideration even if, as underlined by 

Chalasinski and Szczesniak [52], the charge transfer elude rigorous definition and 

should be invoked more as a conceptual visualisation rather than a well-defined

additional physical effect. A plausible explanation why this might be possible is that the 

SCF-MI MOs of A and B are not forced to be orthogonal but are allowed to overlap so

that the MOs of one system can extend over the space occupied by the other one and 

vice versa so long as sufficiently diffuse basis functions are included in the basis sets. 

For these reasons some degree of electronic charge transfer is permitted. Bader analysis 

on systems previously studied such as H2O dimer, has demonstrated that the SCF and

SCF-MI charge located on A and B is of the same order of magnitude; in fact the charge 

transfer calculated employing a basis set of TZVP++ quality, is of 0.009 and 0.004 

electrons for SCF and SCF-MI wavefunction respectively [47,53]. In the present work 

we have repeated this analysis on the NH3-HCl and H2O-HCl systems where stronger 

hydrogen bonds are involved and larger charge transfers are expected. In fact, in the case 

of NH3-HCl complex, the results show that a greater electron charge is transferred from

the base (the H-acceptor molecule, NH3) to the acid (the H-donor molecule, HCl). The 

amount of such charge transfer predicted by the SCF-MI wavefunction (0.01 electrons) 

is consistent with the values of 0.03 calculated employing the standard SCF wavefunc-

tion even with a small basis set of TZVP quality. The result demonstrate that our method 

correctly detects a charge transfer one order of magnitude higher with respect to the 

water dimer analysis and this is confirmed with a larger standard TZVP++ basis set. 

The proton transfer process has been studied by the newly developed MCSCF-MI
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technique. An effective electron transfer is not observed: at the optimal geometrical

conformation, the ionic SCF-MI function weighs much less than the covalent SCF-MI

function as shown by the eigenvector of the MCSCF-MI wavefunction. Over most of the

configuration space, the MCSCF-MI wavefunction can be viewed as a two-configuration

SCF-MI function where the ionic solution has just the effect of introducing electronic 

correlation of intramolecular nature localised in the hydrogen chloride molecule. 

As reported in [23], in order to rationalise the dramatic influence of the environment 

on the vibrational behaviour of HCl involved in the NH3 + HCl complex, Corongiu et

al. [23] have accomplished DFT calculations by means of the self consistent reaction 

fields (SCFR) approach [54–56]; solvent effects were thus modelled by a continuum 

with a dielectric constant. These investigations demonstrated that even a weakly 

interacting environment can produce strong effects on the predicted properties, and 

particularly on geometrical and vibrational parameters of the H-Cl bond. A complete 

shift of the absolute minimum towards the ionic structure was observed when solvent 

effects are included. These results are confirmed in very recent literature where proton 

transfer reaction for nitric acid-ammonia complex [57] and gas-phase sulphuric acid 

hydrates [58] have been theoretically investigated. Our future studies will concentrate 

on the explicit treatment of solvent molecules interacting with the complex, by means 

of the generalised SCF-MI method [59] that still preserves the BSSE free scheme. 
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Abstract

The coupling of electronic and vibrational motions is studied by two canonical transform-

ations, namely, normal coordinate transformation and momentum transformation on mole-

cular Hamiltonian. It is shown that by these transformations we can pass from crude 

approximation to adiabatic approximation and then to non-adiabatic (diabatic) Hamilto-

nian. This leads to renormalized fermions and renormalized diabatic phonons. Simple 

calculations on H2 , HD, and D2 systems are performed and compared with previous

approaches. Finally, the problem of reducing diabatic Hamiltonian to adiabatic and crude 

adiabatic is discussed in the broader context of electronic quasi-degeneracy.

1. Introduction 

Many atomic systems (e.g. molecules, clusters and crystals) are systems with interact-

ing electrons and nuclei and can be thus described by Schrödinger equation 

(1)

In general case the number of degrees of freedom of such systems with coulomb 

interaction is too large and even using high-performance computers to solve this

equation becomes impossible. Therefore the only possibility to solve eq. (1) is to 

suggest some approximations [1–6]. The most important approximation and also most 

often used is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) [7] and the adiabatic approximations. These 

approximations are based on the fact that masses of nuclei are 1870 x Z times (Z is the 

nuclear charge) heavier than the masses of electrons. This leads to the idea of potential

energy surface. Beside the many attempts to go beyond the BO approximation and

many different approaches, certain facts are not clear completely. In this paper we

decided to study the coupling of electronic and vibrational motions by two canonical

transformations, namely, normal coordinate and momentum transformations. Our

approach is similar to quasiparticle transformations often done in solid state physics. In
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order to make our approach more transparent we repeat here main features of adiabatic 

approximation. We follow the arguments of recent Kutzelnigg’s paper [8]. 

Let us write the total molecular Hamiltonian as

(2)

where TN(R) is the kinetic energy of nuclei, ENN(R) is the interaction between nuclei,

R denotes nuclear coordinates, r denotes electronic coordinates, and HEN(r, R) +

HEE(r) is the electronic Hamiltonian

(3)

where TE(r) is the kinetic energy of electrons, UEN(r, R) is the electron-nuclei

interaction term and HEE(r) represents the electron-electron interaction. In Born and

Huang [1,9] approach, the total wavefunction depending on the nuclear coordinates R
and on the electronic coordinates r is expanded as

(4)

where ψ k are a complete set of known functions of r that depend parametrically on the 

nuclear coordinates R and where the χ k(R) are regarded as unknown. The ψ k are

conventionally chosen as a set of eigenfunctions of the clamped nuclei (CN) Hamil-

tonian.

Both the BO and adiabatic approximation can be based on choosing a single term in 

eq. (4) 

(5)

This is referred as BO ansatz. This ansatz is taken as a variational trial function. Terms 

beyond the leading order in m /M are neglected (m is the electronic and M is nuclear

mass, respectively). The problem with expansion (4) is that functions ψ (r, R) contain

except bound states also continuum function since it includes the centre of mass (COM) 

motion. Variation principle does not apply to continuum states. To avoid this problem 

we can separate COM motion. The remaining Hamiltonian for the relative motion of 

nuclei and electrons has then bound state solution. But there is a problem, because this 

separation mixes electronic with nuclear coordinates and also there is a question how to 

define molecule-fixed coordinate system. This is in detail discussed by Sutcliffe [5] . In 

the recent paper by Kutzelnigg [8] this problem is also discussed and it is shown how to

derive adiabatic corrections using, as he called it, the Born–Handy ansatz. There are 

few important steps to arrive at formula for a diabatic corrections. Firstly, one separates 

off COM motion. Secondly, (very important step) one does not specify the relative 

coordinates (which are to some extent arbitrary). In this way one arrives at relative 

Hamiltonian Hrel [8] with trial wavefunction Ψ rel. If we make BO ansatz

(6)

where ρ lk, ρ µv are non-specified relative coordinates and ψ is chosen as a solution of

the CN Schrödinger equation. The adiabatic correction ∆ E takes very simple form
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(7)

It was firstly introduced by Born in 1956 [1] and used by Handy [12]. It was used 

previously also by Sellers and Pulay [13]. (See also Davidov [9] or Kaplan [10] for its 

derivation). For practical calculation the identity 

(8)

can be used. 

approximation is justified only when 

Note that in fact in every textbook of quantum chemistry [9,11] the validity of BO 

(9)

when ω is the frequency of harmonic vibrations around the point R0.

i) We show how starting with molecular Hamiltonian (2) in crude adiabatic 

representation we arrive at adiabatic Hamiltonian by performing canonical 

transformations which mix together the electronic and vibrational motions 

(through normal coordinates). We derive simple formulae for adiabatic correc-

tions.

We generalize canonical transformations (through momenta) arriving at non– 

adiabatic Hamiltonian. We introduce the idea of quasiparticles (renormalized 

electrons and phonons) and present the formulae how to obtain the ‘orbital 

energies’, ‘correlation corrections’ and non-adiabatic frequencies for these 

quasiparticles. Finally, we perform some simple model calculations to demon-

strate how the method works. 

The aim of this paper is twofold: 

ii)

2. Theory 

Let us start with electronic Hamiltonian (3) which we denote 

(10)

where h is the one-electron part representing the kinetic energy of the electrons and 

electron-nuclear attraction term, and υ 0 is the two electron part of the Hamiltonian 

corresponding to electron-electron repulsion term. For the purpose of diagrammatic 

many-body perturbation theory it will be efficient to work in second quantization 

formalism. The electronic Hamiltonian (10) has the form 

(11)

where a+
P(aQ) is the creation (annihilation) operator for electrons in the spinorbital basis

|P 〉 , | Q〉 , . . . . If we apply the Wick theorem to (11) we can write this equation as 
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(12)

where υ 0ABAB (υ 0ABBA) denotes the coulomb (exchange) integral. One possibility is to 

work within crude representation in which the spinorbital basis |P〉, |Q〉, . . . is

determined at some fixed (equilibrium coordinate Ro) point. Note that Hamiltonian (12)

has 3 N – 6 degrees of freedom (in fact 3N degrees of which 6 are zero). Hamiltonian 

(12) has only bound-state solutions. Let us divide individual terms of the Hamiltonian 

(12) into two parts. Namely calculated at point Ro and the terms which are shifted with 

respect to point Ro (we use prime to denote these terms). The electronic Hamiltonian 

(12) can be rewritten as 

I

(13)

where E 0

SCF is the Hartree-Fock energy calculated at the point R0, and h'SCF is the shift

in the Hartree-Fock energy with respect to the point other than R0. The same is true for 

one-particle operator of eq. (13), where ε P are the one-particle Hartree-Fock energies 

calculated at point R0. The correlation operator is not changed because it does not 

depend on nuclear coordinates R. Let us perform the Taylor expansion for the energies 

ENN and uSCF around the point R0. For the notation see [14]. 

(14)

and

(15)

Using (14) and (15) we can rewrite our Hamiltonian (13) in the form 

(16)

where

(17)
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ω r is the frequency of the harmonic oscilator and b+
(b) are boson (phonon) creation

(annihilation) operators. In order to use the perturbation theory we have to split the 

Hamiltonian (16) onto the unperturbed part H0 and the perturbation H'

(18)

Due to the crude approximation, we can partition the Hamiltonian (16) in the 

following way 

(19)

and

(20)

Where H' contains all terms in (16) except (19). In eq. (16) all quantities were defined 

through the Cartesian coordinates. For further purposes it will be natural to work in 

normal coordinates {Br}. The normal coordinate in second quantized formalism is

given as 

(21)

If we transform Hamiltonian (16) into normal coordinates we arrive at the following 

expressions [14] 

(22)

The term H'E is the electron correlation operator, the term H'F corresponds to phonon-

phonon interaction and H'I corresponds to electron-phonon interaction. If we analyze 

the last term H'I we see that when using crude approximation this corresponds to such 

phonons that force constant in eq. (17) is given as a second derivative of electron-

nuclei interaction with respect to normal coordinates. Because we used crude adiabatic 

approximation in which minimum of the energy is at the point Ro, this is also reflected 

by basis set used. Therefore this approximation does not properly describes the physical 

vibrations i.e. if we move the nuclei, electrons are distributed according to the minimum 

of energy at point Ro and they do not feel correspondingly the R dependence. The 

perturbation term H'I which corresponds to electron-phonon interaction is too large 
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and thus perturbation theory based on splitting given by eq. (1 9, 20) will not converge

[15]. Natural way to improve this situation will be to use basis set which is generally R
dependent. We can do this in second – quantized formalism in a way that we pass from

electron creation (annihilation) operators a +
P (aQ) which act on Ro dependent basis set

to a new fermion creation (annihilation) operators a +
P (aQ) which act on R dependent 

basis. Similar transformation was studied for solid state theory by Wagner [16], who 

also discuss the convergency properties of adiabatic approximation [17]. This we can

achieve by canonical transformation passing from old electron operators a +
P (aQ) to new 

operators a +
P (aP) through normal coordinates Br. In this way we can pass from crude 

adiabatic Hamiltonian to what is called clamped nucleus Hamiltonian and correspond-

ing clamped nucleus wavefunction Ψ(r, R). The proof that this is a canonical 

transformation is in [14].

where Br are second quantized normal coordinates.

In short notation we can also write [14]

We also perform analogous canonical transformation for phonons 
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(27)

(28)

The coefficients CPQ (C +
PQ ) in eqs. (25, 26) are determined so that ap (a +

p ) satisfy 

fermion anticommutation relation. The coefficients drPQ (d +
rPQ ) in eqs. (27,28) are 

determined so that br (b+
r ) satisfy boson commutation relation. Finally we ask fermions 

ap (a+
P ) to commute with bosons br (b +

r ). This means that we can write similarly as in 

(5) the total wave function Ψ(r, R) as a product of fermion wave function ψk (r, R) and

boson wave function χk as Φ( r, R)

Φ(r, R) = ψk(r, R )χk(R). (29)

It is easy to show that we have two invariants of transformations, namely number

operator of fermions 

N = N. (30)

and normal coordinate 

B = B. (31)

The next step is that we find inverse transformations to (25–28) and substitute these 

inverse transformations into eq. (22) and then applying Wick theorem, we requantize 

the whole Hamiltonian (16) in a new fermions and bosons [14]. This leads to new V-E

Hamiltonian (we omit sign on the second quantized operators) 

H = HA + HB (32)

where

and

(33)
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If we introduce the following quantities 

the new Hartree-Fock operator f with the matrix elements 

and the new two-particle integral 

We can rewrite our Hamiltonian HA (33) into the form 

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

Here in eq. (38) ΣPQ f PQ N [a+
P aQ ] is new Hartree-Fock operator for a new fermions 

(25), (26), operator ¹-
² Σ PQRSυPQRSN[a+

P a+
Q aS aR] is a new fermion correlation operator 

and ESCF is a new fermion Hartree-Fock energy. Our new basis set is obtained by 

diagonalizing the operator f from eq. (36). The new Fermi vacuum is renormalized 

Fermi vacuum and new fermions are renormalized electrons. The diagonalization of f
operator (36) leads to coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) equations [ 18–20]. 

Similarly operators br (br
+

) corresponds to renormalized phonons. Using the quasipar-

ticle canonical transformations (25–28) and the Wick theorem the V-E Hamiltonian 

takes the form 

H = HA + BB (39)

where

3 90 
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(41)

As we have shown in [21,14] this quasiparticle transformation leads from crude 

adiabatic to adiabatic Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian (39) is adiabatic Hamiltonian. 

Note that the force constant for harmonic oscillators is given as second derivative of 

ESCF at point Ro . We shall call the corresponding phonons the adiabatic phonons.

3. Diabatic Canonical Transformation

In previous part we developed canonical transformation (through normal coordinates) 

by which we were able to pass from crude adiabatic to adiabatic Hamiltonian. We 

started with crude adiabatic molecular Hamiltonian on which we applied canonical 

transformation on second quantized operators 

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

where operators ap (a+
p ) corresponds to fermions and operators br (b+

r ) to bosons and 

B = b + b+ is the normal coordinate. The coefficients CPQ (drPQ) can be found from 
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the solution of CPHF equations. We also found that adiabatic corrections can be 

calculated as perturbation corrections, which mean that we expect that adiabatic 

corrections represents small perturbation. The situation can be more complex if we 

cannot treat non-adiabaticity as a perturbation. This is the case when non-adiabaticity 

can cause strong coupling between two or more electronic states. In order to treat suck 

situations we can proceed in a way in which we generalize transformations (25)–(28). 

In these equations the expansion coefficients C and d were functions of normal 

coordinates B = b + b+ .
The generalization can be done in a way that these coefficients are some general 

functions CPQ(b, b+) and drPQ(b, b+) of b and b+ operators. We can expect that these 

coefficients will be not only the function of normal coordinate B = b + b+ but also the 

function of momentum B = b – b+. Therefore general transformations will have the
~

form [21,22] 

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

Such transformations would be rather complex, therefore we try simple approxima-

tion

C(B, B ) = C(B).C(B). (50)
~~

Further we can proceed similarly as in the case of adiabatic approximation. We shall 

not present here the details, these are presented in [21,22]. We just mention the most 

important features of our transformation (46–50). Firstly, when passing from crude 

adiabatic to adiabatic approximation the force constant changed from second derivative 

of electron–nuclei interaction u
(2)

SCF to second derivative of Hartree–Fock energy E (2)

SCF.

Therefore when performing transformation (46–50) we expect change of force constant

and therefore change of the vibrational part of Hamiltonian 

HB = Ekin(B) + Epot(B). (51)
~

The potential energy is determined by the quadratic part of the nuclear energy 

coordinate operators and has its origin in the interaction of the electrons with the

vibrating nuclei. Therefore we have 

E (2)

NN (B) as well as by some potential energy V (2)

N (B)   which is a quadratic function of 

E pot(B) = E
(2)

NN (B) +V
(2)

N (B). (52)

In the case of kinetic energy term this was identical with the kinetic energy of the nuclei 
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in the case of adiabatic approximation. In the case of the breakdown of adiabatic 

approximation we have to remember the finite mass of electrons and therefore to 

introduce more general kinetic energy term. Therefore, we add to the kinetic energy of 

the nuclei T
~

N (B) some other yet unknown term which will be the quadratic function of 

momentum operator 

Ekin(B) = TN(B) + W (2)

N (B). (53)

H = HA + HB (54)

The total vibrational–electronic Hamiltonian 

will have the form 

and

(55)

(56)

Secondly, coefficients CPQ and CPQ are determined through equations [22]
~

where h- ωr is the new non-adiabatic phonon given by

The expressions for extra terms V (2)

N (B) and W (2)

N (B) in (55) are given as
~

and

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

This means that the resulting vibrational frequency ω depends explicitly on coefficients

C r
PQ and C r

PQ  .
~

Finally fermion part of Hamiltonian will be given as 
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HF = H 0
F + HF' + HF" + H F''' . (62)

For the ground state energy we get 

One-fermion part will be 

Two-fermion part will be 

(63)

(64)

(65)

Three-fermion part will be (as a result of transformation (50) the three fermion term 

appears)
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(66)

The bosonic part of Hamiltonian HB is not given in a diagonal form. To bring it to 

diagonal form as in eq. (59) we can proceede as follows.

where

(67)

Our aim is to bring this Hamiltonian into diagonal form. We can extract adiabatic 

part (hω a
r ) and we get -

(68)

(68)

(70)

where Cr
RI

is identical with C r
RI coefficients from adiabatic transformation eqs. (23,

^^

24). If we substitute in eq. (69) and (70) for Br = b +
r + br and Br = br — b +

r we get for
~

(68) the expression

where

Diagonalizing the above Hamiltonian we obtain diabatic frequencies 

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

Hamiltonian (71) has a form of quadratic Hamiltonian [23,24] and can be diagonalized 

by Bogoljubov transformation, which leads to the condition 
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(75)

Secular equation (75) gives us diabatic phonons hωd-
r .

Ifwe look at eq. (41) we see that we have corrections due to non–adiabaticity to one-

particle part as well as to two-particle part. We see the hierarchical structure of our

Hamiltonian. If the non–adiabatic coupling is small, i.e. C goes to zero, we have the
~

adiabatic Hamiltonian. If this coupling is strong we cannot use the adiabatic approxima-

tion but we have to work with full V-E diabatic Hamiltonian (54).

4. Calculations 

In order to compare our approach with other approaches dealing with adiabatic

corrections we perform simple model calculations for adiabatic corrections to ground 

state energy. We start with adiabatic Hamiltonian (32). We now perform the following 

approximation. We limit ourselves to finite orders of Taylor expansion of the operators 

H'A  and H'B  We shall use similar approximation as in [25]. The diagrammatic 

representation of our approximate Hamiltonian will be 

(76)

The adiabatic corrections to the ground state of H2, HD, and D2 we shall calculate

using second–order Rayleigh–Schrödinger many-body perturbation theory (RS– 
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MBPT) and our Hamiltonian (76). If we assume that we know the solution of the 

unperturbed Schrödinger equation 

(77)

(78)

(79)

(80)

and

The perturbed (exact) Schrödinger equation will have the form

H|Ψ〉 = ε|Ψ〉,
where H will be our Hamiltonian (76). The perturbed energy E will be given through

the RS–MBPT expansion as

ε = Eo + 〈ϕo|H'|ϕo〉 + (ϕo|H'QoH'|ϕo〉 + . . ., 

where H' is the perturbation and Qo is the resolvent

Since our sets of boson creation and annihilation operators and fermion creation and

annihilation operators commute we can write our unperturbed wavefuntion |ϕo) as the 

product of the fermion state vector |ψo〉 and the boson state vector |χo〉, i.e. 

|ψo) = |ψo)|χo ). (83)

Further we want to study the nonadiabatic corrections to the ground state. Therefore

|ψo 〉 will be the unperturbed ground state wave function (we shall use Hartree–Fock 

ground state Slater determinant -Fermi vacuum) and |χo〉  will be boson ground state-

boson vacuum |0〉 .

|χ0) = |0〉 . (84)

The exact ground state energy will be given by perturbation expansion (up to the 

second order) 

ε = 〈ψ0|(0|H0|0〉|ψ0〉 + 〈ψ0|(0|H'|0〉|ψ0〉 + 〈ψ0|(0|H'Q0H'|0〉|ψ0 〉 + . . . (85)

Substituting for Ho = Ho
A + Ho

B from (78,79) into the first term in (85) we get

(81)

(82)

(86)

We shall not present all terms for perturbation corrections from the right hand side of 

eq. (85). There are corrections which corresponds to electron correlation, anharmonicity 

corrections and adiabatic corrections [25]. We shall pay attention only to adiabatic 
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corrections given through second-order term in eq. (85). Analyzing diagrammatic

contributions through the Hamiltonian (76) we find that the adiabatic corrections are 

given through the second up to fourth term in eq. (41). From these terms we calculate 

only contributions from the second and the third term which are given through the first

order of Taylor expansion and these terms are used in second order RS–MBPT. We 

obtain the following simple expressions

(87)

For the notation see [22,25]. We believe that these three terms on right hand side of (87) 

represents the dominant contributions to adiabatic corrections. The last approximate 

formula is valid due to the eq. (9). The formula (87) without approximation was used to 

calculate the adiabatic corrections to the ground state energy of the H2 , D2, and HD,

molecules. Results are presented in Table 1. We also used the same approach to

calculate the adiabatic corrections to the energies of the first vibrational transitions for

the same molecules [25]. Analyzing eq. (87), we can see that the first term on the right

hand side of eq. (87) is always positive and correspond to largest contribution, while the

second term on right hand side of eq. (87) is always negative and represents smaller 

contribution than the previous term. Therefore, we can expect that the eq. (87) should

converge to the true value of adiabatic correction from above. This also explain the

larger values for H2, D2, and HD adiabatic correction obtained through eq. (87) than 

true value obtained by Wolniewicz [26]. Another source of difference can be basis set

Table 1 Adiabatic corrections (in cm–1) for H 2, D2 and HD molecules 

– Wolfsberg [28] Wolniewicz [26] Kutzelnigg [29] Handy [12] Present method, 

eq. (87) 

H2 101.3 114.591 114.591 101 141.811

D2 50.7 57.296* 57.296* 50.5* 70.97

HD 76.0 85.943* 85.943* 75.8* 106.36* 

*These adiabatic corrections were obtained by reduced mass rescaling from H2 corrections [28].
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used and also the contribution from other terms in (41). In our calculation we have 

obtained for H2 value of 141.81 cm–1 using Roos Augmented Triple Zeta ANO [27] 

basis set. Handy [12] using basis set of similar quality as used in our calculations 

obtained value 101 cm–1. Similar value of adiabatic correction was obtained also in an 

older study by Wolfsberg [28]. Cencek and Kutzelnigg [29] in his paper using wave 

function expansion consisting of 1200 functions obtained Wolniewicz’s [26] value 

114.591 cm–1. It is apparent that calculations of adiabatic corrections are strongly basis 

set dependent. 

5. Conclusions 

In this article we performed simple model calculations of adiabatic corrections for 

ground state energy of the H2, HD, and D2 molecules. The corrections were derived

through canonical transformation applied to crude adiabatic molecular Hamiltonian. 

These transformations mix together electrons and phonons (normal coordinate canoni-

cal transformation) leading to adiabatic molecular Hamiltonian. Using second quantiza-

tion formalism and many–body diagrammatic perturbation theory and splitting the 

adiabatic Hamiltonian into unperturbed part and perturbation we derived the formulae 

for adiabatic corrections. The results were compared with that obtained by different 

approaches by Wolniewicz [26] and recently by Kutzelnigg [29]. The quasiparticle 

canonical transformations were then generalized in a way that electrons and phonons 

are mixed not only through the normal coordinate but also through the momenta. This 

canonical transformation leads to non–adiabatic molecular Hamiltonian (motion of 

electrons does not follow the motion of nuclei, the electrons are phase shifted with 

respect to nuclei). One can clearly see that the electronic and vibrational motion cannot 

be separated. The mixed system behaves as one whole quasiparticle (the electrons and 

phonons coupled through the last (momentum) transformation behaves as a renorma-

lized fermions and an another combination of electrons and phonons leads to renorma-

lized bosons). This is in some extent analogous to the introduction of quasiparticles in 

the solid state theory, where the ‘bare’ electron interacting with quantized lattice 

vibrations is renormalized to ‘absorb’ some part of this interaction, and this quasiparti-

cle is known as a polaron. We were able to derive equations for non–adiabatic C.
coefficients, which permits us to calculate the so called mass polarization terms and 

thus non–adiabatic phonons. It is interesting that the quasiparticles preserves some 

interesting features known from pure electronic molecular Hamiltonian calculations 

e.g. we can speak about orbital energies of a new quasiparticles, correlation energies of 

a new quasiparticles, Hartree–Fock energy (holes and particles), etc. Further very 

important property which follow from the last canonical (momentum) transformation is 

that we clearly see that in the case of electronic quasidegeneracy when C. coefficients

are non-negligible (non–adiabaticity is not a small correction) we should work with a 

full non–adiabatic Hamiltonian. In the case when non–adiabaticity is a small correction 

and C. coefficients are negligible, we can work with adiabatic Hamiltonian (we have 

only C coefficients through CPHF equations) and only if system is perfectly separable 

that even C coefficients are negligible we can work with purely electronic Hamiltonian. 
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Abstract

In this paper, the effect of the pseudopotential term, arising from the quantum mechanical 

correction to classical mechanism (V' ), on the torsional levels of hydrogen peroxide and 

deuterium peroxide is evaluated. The V' operator, depends on the first and second

derivatives with respect to the torsional coordinate of the determinant of the g inertia 

matrix and on the first derivatives of the B kinetic energy parameter of the vibrational 

Hamiltonian. V' has been determined for each nuclear conformation from the optimized

coordinates obtained using MP2/AUG-cc-pVTZ ab initio calculations.

Three different algorithms are developed for the determination of the g and B 

derivatives: Two of them are analytical methods and the last one is a numerical method. 

For both species, H2O2 and D2O2, the consideration of V' goes down the energies to the

experimental results. Finally, the effect of V' on the levels is compared with the

corresponding effect of the zero vibrational energy correction of the neglected 3N-5

vibrations.

1. Introduction 

As is well known, the vibrational Hamiltonian defined in internal coordinates may be 

written as the sum of three different terms: the kinetic energy operator, the Potential 

Energy Surface and the V' pseudopotential [1–3]. V' is a kinetic energy term that

arises when the classic vibrational Hamiltonian in non-Cartesian coordinates is trans-

formed into the quantum-mechanical operator using the ‘Podolsky trick’ [4]. The 

determination of V' is a long process which requires the calculation of the molecular

geometry and the derivatives of various structural parameters. 

It is commonly accepted that the effect of the pseudopotential on the vibrational 

levels is very small [2]. In several cases, it could be of an order of magnitude close to 

some secondary effects that usually are neglected. In addition, the determination of the 

pseudopotencial term is laborious and many authors argue that the effort required is not 

worth it. For these reasons, it is usually neglected. Other effects, for example, the 

interactions with the neglected internal motions in calculations of molecules showing 

large amplitude motions, can be more significant. So, the variation of the vibrational 

energy with the basis set and the correlation energy corrections in ab initio calculations 

can be larger than the absolute values of the pseudopotential correction. 

In a large series of studies of non-rigid molecules [6–11], we have omitted the 

pseudopotential correction on the basis of a previous estimation [12]. Since the aim of 

these papers was the analysis of vibrational structures, the frequencies and intensities, 

for J = 0, of molecules exhibiting one, two or three large amplitude motions were 

calculated. However, at the present time, we extend the previous methods to the study 

A. Hernández-Laguna et al. (eds.), Quantum Systems in Chemistry and Physics, Vol. 1: Basic Problems and 
Model Systems, 401–413.
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of the rotational structures of bands which include the roto-vibrational interactions [3]. 

The new purpose of the calculations requires a considerable precision and it is 

necessary to take into account all the effects that could influence the energies. These are 

the flexbility of the kinetic parameters [13], the zero vibrational [14] and the pseudopo-

tential corrections. 

The aim of this paper is to search for an optimum way to determine the pseudopoten-

tial. The V' have to be determined without great expense of personal effort since the

order of magnitude of the correction is relatively small. For this purpose, we have 

developed three different algorithms. The first one requires the determination of the 

kinetic energy parameters B and the determinant of the inertia matrix in several selected 

conformations. The results are fitted to adapted Fourier series whose derivatives are 

calculated. The second way is a numerical algorithm and the third one is the rigorous 

analytical method. This last way could be laborious for molecules such as hydrogen 

peroxide and may be inadequate for large molecules. 

In this paper, we apply the three algorithms to the determination of the V' effect of

the torsional levels of hydrogen peroxide. The size of this molecule is optimum for the 

comparison of the three methods. In addition, a previous study shows that torsion of the 

central bond can be separated from the rest of the vibrational modes, thereby simplify-

ing the problem. Finally, the torsional pseudopotential of D2O2 is also calculated for 

determining the isotopic substitution effects. The experimental data are from Camy-

Peiret et al [15]. 

2. The Torsional Pseudopotential 

The classical roto-vibrational kinetic energy can be defined in internal coordinates as a 

function of the angular momentum [2–3]: 

(1)

where P is the vector of the overall angular momentum components corresponding to 

the molecular axis and p is the vector of the conjugate momenta of the internal 

coordinates. The G matrix is defined in equation (1). 

By using internal coordinates, the quantum-mechanical operator may be obtained by 

the application of the ‘Podolsky trick’ [4]. For this purpose, the kinetic energy has to be 

multiplied by the determinant g of the G–1 matrix. The classical kinetic energy operator 

is:

(2)

where gij are the elements of G. The first term represents the rotational kinetic energy 
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and the second one the vibrational energy. The last term represents the roto-vibrational

interaction.

The Hamiltonian is defined as the sum of operators, H = Hvib + Hrot + Hro-vib. The

vibrational term is: 

(3)

where V is the potential energy surface and V' is the pseudo-potential given by,

(4)

where In g is the logarithm of the determinant g.

In the case of hydrogen peroxide the torsional energy levels may be obtained 

accurately using a flexible one-dimensional model. In this case, the vibrational 

Hamiltonian depends on a single variable which is the torsional angle, γ. This

coordinate depends on a single internal coordinate and can be defined as: 2γ = 180º

dihedral angle (H1O1O2-O2O2H2). The rest of the internal coordinates are allowed to

be relaxed during the torsional motion. They become functions of the coordinate γ [3]:

(5)

and the X and Y sub-matrix elements have to be defined using the chain rule: 

(6)

(7)

These equations differ from the previous definitions of the X and Y matrix elements 

since the derivatives of the internal coordinates with respect to vibrational coordinate 

are considered. 

The one-dimensional vibrational Hamiltonian is, 

(8)

where B = (h2/2)g44 and the one-dimensional pseudopotential is:

(9)

which depends on the first derivatives of the B kinetic energy parameters and on the 
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first and second derivatives of lng. In the present work this derivatives are determined 

numerically and analytically and the G–1 matrix elements are always determined 

analytically.

3. Ab Initio Calculations 

In a previous paper [5], it has been demonstrated that the MP2/AUG-cc-pVTZ [16] 

level of ab initio calculations permit one to obtain very accurate torsional energies for 

hydrogen peroxide. For this reason, we employ here the same level of calculations. The 

surfaces were determined form the electronic energies of nuclear conformations 

selected for different values of the torsional angle. The energies were calculated with 

the Gaussian 94 package [17] and they were fitted to even x even Fourier series. The 

number of gaussian functions employed in the ebonite calculation was 206 which were 

contracted to form 138 atomic orbitals. Thus, the potential energy surface is: 

(10)

The most stable structure of hydrogen peroxide has been determined to be a trans-

gauche geometry. The 2 γ 0 angle of the minimum has been calculated to be 67.387° with 

MP2/AUG-cc-pVTZ which is in a good agreement with the experimental value of 

68.1 ± 0.4° [15]. The C-C and O-H bond distances were determined to be 1.447943 A 

and 0.964138 A, and the 〈OOH angle was found to be 99.752°. The double trans-gauche

minimum is separated by a barrier whose height is 386.5 cm–1. The semi-empirical

value of Johns et al. [14] determined using a one-dimensional model was 

387.07 ± 0.2 cm–1 [15]. The cis barrier has been calculated to be 2643.8 cm
–1

with the 

four sets whereas the corresponding experimental data is 2562.8 ± 60 cm
–1

[15].

The geometry was fully optimized in all the nuclear conformations. The optimized 

coordinates [5] have been refined with the reduction of the quota imposed to the 

gradients in the optimization process. The dependence relation (eq. 7) of the internal 

coordinates on the vibrational coordinate determined with MP2/AUG-cc-pVTZ are the 

following:

From these equations and the relation between Cartesian and internal coordinates in 

Appendix I, the B kinetic parameter has been determined analytically using the KNP.F 

fortran program [13]. The results for each geometry were fitted to a Fourier series. The 

final surfaces are: 
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(11)

(12)

for the case of the deuterium peroxide. 

If the geometry is fully optimized in all the conformations, the 3N-5 neglected 

vibrations remain at E = 0 during the complete torsion instead of lying at the zero 

vibrational. For this reason, a zero vibrational correction VZERO can be added to the 

potential. For each selected conformation the simplest correction is: 

(13)

where ω i are the harmonic frequencies that can be determined in the ab initio 

calculations. The values can be fitted to a Fourier series. Figure 1 shows the zero 

vibrational correction of H2O2 as a function of the torsional angle. The correction for 

hydrogen peroxide is: 

cm-1 Ezero

Fig. 1. The correction of the zero vibrational level of H2O2 determined with MP2/AUG-cc-pVTZ.
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(14)

4. Computation of the Pseudopotential

Tables 1 and 2 show the lowest torsional energy levels of hydrogen peroxide and

deuterium peroxide which have been determined variationally using as basis functions 

the rigid rotor solutions. Experimental data are from Camy-Peiret et al [15]. The first set 

of leval data are from Camy-Peiret et al [15]. The first set of levels (SET I) has been 

calculated without including the pseudopotential (V' = 0). The levels corresponding to

the other sets (SET II, SET III and SET IV) were obtained including pseudopotentials 

calculated with different numerical and analytical algorithms. Finally, the zero point 

vibration energy correction was introduced in the SET V [14]. 

Three different algorithms have been developed for the determination of the 

pseudopotential. Three corresponding subroutines (in Fortran 77) have been implemen-

ted in the KNP.F program [13]. These three are: 

A) The first one, which was employed in [5], supposes the fitting of the values of B
kinetic parameter and In g for seven conformations with values of 2 γ separated

by 30°, to Fourier series. From the resulting lng ( γ ) and B(γ ) functions, the fist 

and second derivatives are easy determined. The corresponding levels are the 

SET II.

Table 1 Torsional energy levels (cm–1) of H2O2

υ τ SET I SET II SET III – IV SET V exp.[ ] 

0 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0 3 12.0625 11.9564 12.4941 8.2094 11.4372 

0 4 12.0625 11.9564 12.4941 8.2094 11.4372 

1 1 256.6822 257.1041 254.2714 273.7169 254.5499 

1 2 256.6822 257.1041 254.2715 273.7170 254.5499 

1 3 377.0655 377.4650 375.6559 375.1448 370.8932 

1 4 377.0655 377.4652 375.6561 375.145 1 370.8932 

2 1 579.1228 579.2210 577.3094 579.4482 569.7427 

2 2 579.1228 579.2221 577.3 106 579.4497 569.7442 

2 3 790.5089 790.7029 788.5 109 784.1644 776.1148 

2 4 790.5 1 52 790.7092 788.5173 784.17 15 776.1215 

3 1 1020.3494 1020.4942 1018.0758 1012.0283 1000.8820 

3 2 1020.3814 1020.5261 1018.1083 1012.0624 1000.8820 
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Table 2 Torsional energy levels (cm–1) of H2O2

υ τ SET I SET II SET III – IV 

0 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0 3 1.8536 1.8432 1.9042

0 4 1.8536 1.8432 1.9042

1 1 2 13.3422 213.5867 212.5968

1 2 2 13.3422 213.5867 212.5968

1 3 255.4401 255.6701 254.7015

1 4 255.4401 255.6701 254.7015

2 1 394.6113 394.7061 393.6351

2 2 394.6113 394.7061 393.6351

2 3 519.7268 519.8817 518.8627

2 4 519.7268 519.8817 5 18.8627 

3 1 668.33 13 668.43 17 667.4431

3 2 668.3313 668.4317 667.4431

B) In the second method, the derivatives of 1n g and B are obtained numerically for

each conformation. This method permits one to calculate V' in a single nuclear

conformation. The corresponding energy levels are those of the SET III. 

C) The derivatives of In g and B are obtained analytically. This method is arduous 

since requires to determine first, second and third derivatives of all the structural 

parameters. It permits the use of a single nuclear conformation. The correspond-

ing levels are called SET IV and the derivatives are shown in Table 3. Appendix I 

contains the formulas of the derivatives of the molecular Cartesian coordinates. 

In the three cases, the pseudopotential is calculated with the equation (9) and the 

Finally, the fifth set of levels on Table 1 (SET V) is obtained adding the zero 

values for each conformation have been fitted to a totally symmetric Fourier series. 

vibrational correction (equation 13) which is neglected in the remaining calculations. 

A algorithm: Fourier series 

In the first case, In g is determined from its values corresponding to the selected 

conformations. For hydrogen peroxide, it has been determined to be: 

(15)

where (1 uma A) is the unit of mass x distance and V' :
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Table3 Numerical and analitical derivatives of Ln g and B

2γ B' (Ln g)' (Ln g)" V '

H2O2

0 0.0 0.0 –0.212 10425 –0.5183945 

30 –0.09080722 –0.00126548 0.29288876 0.7175492

60 0.68824078 –0.06799784 2.19835990 5.4333647 

90 1.30102890 –0.14799801 1.87555250 4.6707902 

–0.05334943 –0.27748130 –0.7161390 120 0.74943701

150 1.34565330 –0.07009473 –0.36889385 –0.9813806 

180 0.0 0.0

D2O2

0.46389929 1.2333458

0 0.0 0.0 –0.40099892 –0.51944780 

30 0.10533452 –0.00446667 –0.31480621 –0.40951502 

60 0.38020683 –0.03300607 1.35229200 1.78381630 

90 0.73571270 –0.11917699 1.14459144 1.93755750 

120 0.68221352 –0.07825813 –0.15559284 –0.22768182 

150 0.73232659 –0.05621637 –0.35505237 –0.51799593 

180 0.0 0.0 0.33140294 0.48473619 

(16)

In the case of the deuterium peroxide is: 

(17)

B algorithm: Numerical derivatives 

The derivatives of ln g and B of a single conformation which correspond to the γ i
torsional angle, have been calculated numerically using the double precision declara-

tion as real *16. For this purpose, nine values of B and ln g around

γ i(γ i + ∆γ , γ i + 2 ∆γ . . . and γ i – ∆γ , γ i – 2∆γ . . .) have been calculated. The grid 

has been defined for ∆γ = 10–8 rad The resulting nine values have been fitted to 

four termed Taylor series which were derived. The numerical derivatives are identical 

(up to 15 decimal numbers) to those obtained analytically with the C algorithm 

shown in Table 3. 

C algorithm: analytical derivatives 

The vibrational levels of hydrogen peroxide can be obtained in one-dimension. In this 

case, the B parameters is: 
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(18)

where |I | is the determinant of the external rotation matrix. The two determinants |I |

and g are defined as:

(19)

and g: 

(20)

The derivatives of these equations require one to obtain the first and second

derivatives of the G–1
matrix elements. This, in turn, requires to obtain the first, second 

and third derivatives of the d, R, α and β (equations 5) internal coordinates with respect 

to γ , and the first, second and third derivatives of the Cartesian coordinates with respect 

to the internal coordinates. 

As an initial molecular system of reference a system centered on the O1 atom, has 

been selected. The x axis coincides with the O1-O2 bond and the three atoms O1, O2 

and Hl lie in the xy plane. Appendix I shows the equations that connect Cartesian and 

internal coordinates and their derivatives. From the initial Cartesian coordinates, the X,

Y and Z center-of-mass coordinates and its X', Y' yZ' . . . derivatives are calculated. The

positions of the atoms have to be referred to the center of mass: 

(21)

The derivatives of B and In g are easily determined: 

(22)

and the pseudopotential is obtained with equation (9). In the case of hydrogen peroxide, 

the analytical pseudopotential is: 
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(23)

which is shown in Figure 2. V' for D2O2:

(24)

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

In a previous paper on hydrogen peroxide, the pseudopotential was determined with the 

A algorithm. The aim of this paper was the evaluation of the basis set effect on the 

levels. In the present paper, the old calculations have been repeated with the optimal 

basis set improving the optimization of the internal coordinates. It has to be remarked 

from the results in Tables, 1 and 2 that the B and C algorithms lead to similar results 

whereas the A algorithm gives the lowest results for the pseudopotential. V ' is

unappreciated when is determined with the A algorithm. 

The best method is the C algorithm where the derivatives are calculated analytically. 

In this case, the possible error in the results only arises from the fit of the equations (5) 

and with the number of selected conformations for the ab initio calculations that could 

be insufficient. The method and the derivatives are extremely accurate. In addition, the 

same conclusion concern the B algorithm since the first 15 decimal number of 

derivatives are identical to the analytical ones. Differences between these two last 

Fig. 2. The Torsional Pseudopotential of H2O2 determined with MP2/AUG-cc-p VTZ. 
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methods and the first one come from the calculations of the second derivatives of In g
which produces a series of errors arising form all the stages of the A method. 

Since the B and C methods produce identical results, it may be concluded that the B 

numerical algorithm is the optimum. It has to be taken into consideration the personal 

effort required by the C method for a large molecule showing more that one 

independent vibration. In the C case, the equations shown in Appendix I have to be 

derived for each molecule. In addition, equation 20 increases with the number of large 

amplitude motions. On the other hand, expenditure of personal effort using the B 

numerical algorithm is independent of the size of the problem. 

V ' improves slightly the levels of hydrogen peroxide (Table 1). The energies go down 

to the experimental values of Camy-Peiret et al [15]. The n = 1, 2 and 3 levels decrease 

2 cm–1. The effect of the torsional staggering is very small. The splitting of n = 0 

arising from the trans barrier is 12.0625 cm–1 with no V ' and 12.4941 cm–1 if V ' is

added. The n = 1 level splitting is 120.4 cm–1 with no V ' and changes 1 cm–1 when

the pseudopotential is added. As was expected given the size of the cis barrier, V ' has

not significant effect on the cis staggering. In addition, the effect of V ' on D2O2 is

approximately half part of the effect on the hydrogen species. 

Finally, the zero point vibration corrections (SET V) use to be much larger than the 

pseudopotential corrections. In the present case, these zero point corrections seems to 

give rise to unrrealistic values, probably because of the harmonic approximation used in 

the calculations. The torsion mode as well as its interactions with the remaining modes 

are indeed very anharmonic. 

Appendix

Coordinates

xl = x2 = x3 = y2 = y3 = z3 = 0

x2 = d
x3 = d – R cos α 
y3 = R sin α 
x4 = R cos α – d
y4 = R sin α cos β 
z4 = –R sin α sen β 

First derivatives 

x1' = x2' = x3' = y2' = y3' = z3' = 0

x2' = d'
x3' = d' – R' cos α + R sin α(α ')
y3' = R' sin α + R cos α(α' )
x4' = R' cos α – R sin α(α  ' ) –  d'
y4' = R' sin a cos b + R cos α(α ') cos β – R sin α sin β(β) 
z4 = –R' sin α sin β – R cos α(α ')sin β – R sin α cos β(β )'
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Second derivatives

x1" = x2''' = x3" = y2" = y3" = z3" = 0

x2" = d"
x3" = d" – R" cos α + 2R' sinα(α ') + R cos α(α ')2 + R sin α(α ")

y3" R" sin α + 2R' cosα(α ') – R sinα(α ' )2 + R cos α(α ")

x4"= R" cos α – 2R' sin α(α ') – R cos α(α ')2 – R sin α(α ") – d"
y4"= R" sin α cos β + 2R' cos α(α ') cos β – 2R' sin α sinβ(β ')

– R sin α(α ')2 cos β + R cos α(α ")cos β 
– 2R cos α(α ') sinβ(β ') – R sin α cosβ(β ')2 – R sin α sinβ(β ")

+ R sin α(α ')2 sinβ – R cos α(α ")sinβ – 2R cos α(α ')cosβ(β ')
+ R sin α sinβ(β ')2 – R sin α cos β(β ")

z4" = – R" sin α sin β – 2R" cos α(α ') sin β – 2R' sinα cosβ(β ')

Third derivatives

x1''' = x2''' = x3''' = y2''' = y3''' = z3''' = 0

x2''' = d'''

x3''' = d'' – R''' cos α + 3R'' sin α(α ' ) + 3R' cos α(α ' )2 + 3R' sin α(α '') – R sin α(α ' )3

y3''' = R''' sin α  + 3R '' cos α(α ') – 3R' sin α(α ' )2 + 3R' cos α(α '' ) – R cos α(α ' )3

x4''' = R''' cos α  – 3 R'' sin α(α ' ) – 3R' cos α(α ' )2 – 3R' sin α(α '' ) + R sin α(α ' )3

y4''' = R''' sin α cos β  + 3R'' cos α(α ' )cos β  – 3R'' sin α sin β(β ' )

+ 3R cos α(α ')(α '') + R sin α(α ''')

– 3R sin α(α ' )( α '' ) + R cos α(α ''' )

– 3R cos α(α ' )( α '' ) – R sin α(α ''' ) – d'''.

– 3R' sin α(α ' )2 cos β  + 3R' cos α(α '' )cos β  – 6R' cos α(α ' )sin β(β '' )

– 3R' sin α cos β(β ' )2 – 3R' sin α sin β(β '' ) – R cos α(α ' )3 cos β 
– 3R sin α(α ' )( α '')cos β  + 3R sin α(α ' )2 sin β(β ' ) + R cos a(a ''' )cos β 
– 3R cos α(α '' )sin β(β ' ) – 3R cos α(α')cos β(β')2 – 3R cos α(α ' )sin β(β'' )

z4''' = –R''' sin α sin β  – 3R'' cos α(α ' )sin β  – 3R'' sin α cos β(β ') + 3R' sin α(α ')2 sin β 
– 3R' cos α(α '' )sin β  – 6R' cos α(α ' )cos β(β') + 3R' sin α sin β(β ' )2

– 3R' sin α cos β(β '' ) + R cos α(α ' )3 sin β  + 3R sin α(α ' )( α  '' )sin β 
+ 3R sin α(α ' )2 cos β(β ' ) – R cos α(α ''' )sin β  – 3R cos α(α '' )cos β(β ' )

+ 3R cos α(α ' ) sin β(β ' )2 – 3R cos α(α ' )cos β(β '' ) + R sin α cos β(β ' )3

+ 3R sin α sin β(β ' )( β '' ) – R sin α cos β(β ''' )
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